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A Cary triode family
amp is the right choice
if you are serious about
creating the illusion of
a live performance
in your home.
Your music will be
"Crystal clear, warm
and romantic, vivid
and alive, with
unmatched purity

\

and linearity."

Triode Family of Amps
CAD-300B 300B tubes
CAD-300SE 300B tube
CAD-2A3 2A3 tube
CAD-2I I 21 Itube
CAD-805
805 tube

(
-..• , ..17 III

Cary Audio is pleased to offer an entire family
of exotic triode amplifiers. The triode tubes used
in the Cary triode family are REAL directly
heated, three element tubes. These tubes offer far
greater linearity and lower distortion than tetrodes
or pentodes. Class A triode audio amplifiers
are known for offering the highest fidelity
in tube audio. A Cary triode amplifier
frees the listener from the harshness
and fatiguing distortions of high power
pentode tube and solid state amplifiers.

Call 1-800-421-5456 or
FAX 919-460-3828 for
additional information.
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Next month: "Recommended Components!'
'Nuff said. Now for some errata:
When Igrumbled last month that no US
hardware manufacturers had become DCC
licensees (p.55), Ididn't see the name of Radio
Shack. Radio Shack is, of course, as American
as the Yellow Rose of Texas, and will be manufacturing DCC recorders and blank DCC
tapes. Also, we listed the wrong area code for
LP Labs in RI-I's review of their Well-Tempered
Arm modification. The correct phone number is (510) 799-3858. In the January 1992 issue
there were several errors in Richard Schneider's
"Building aLibrary" feature on The Chicago
Symphony Orchestra 12-CD set, The First 100

Years. The contents sidebar on p.233 wrongly
attributes the performance of Scriabin's Poem
of Ecstasy and Ran's Concerto for Orchestra,
which were actually conducted by Daniel Barenboim, to Carlo Maria Giulini. Conversely,
Giulini's sole contribution to the set, Brahms's
Piano Concerto 2with Barenboim as soloist,
is not listed. There's also an error in the text on
the same page, second column, second paragraph, second sentence: "De-clicking seems
self-deceptive. .!' should read "De-clicking
seems self-descriptive. .." This does give the passage quite adifferent meaning, especially since
RS tells us that de-clicking was the only fimc(continued on p.239)
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Record producerJeff Weber, responsible for anew Sheffield Lab release, The Usual
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to two-track.
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State-of-the-art jewels from AudioQuest.
AudioQuest• cables and plugs are distinguished by intelligent designs, the finest metals
and superior insulation. Emerald - uses 9999997% pure copper, Lapis"' and Diamond' use
pure solid silver. All three are resistance welded to direct-gold plated FPC copper plugs (RCA
or XLR). From Turquoise"' through Diamond, AudioQuest makes seven jewels you will
appreciate and enjoy everyday — not just on special occasions.

aucJioquest.

PO Box 3060. Son Clemente. CA 92674 USA

1•& 714/498-2770
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ROBERT HARLEY LOOKS THROUGH AGLASS CLEARLY
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"Experience which is not valued is not experienced.. ..
Value is at the veryfront of the empirical procession."
—Robert M. Pirsig, Lila

0

fmy many childhood memories
of the Los Angeles Museum of
Science and Industry, one particular exhibit sticks in my mind: arectangular
glass case about 4' long with many brightly
colored geometric shapes suspended inside.
The case is oriented so that the visitor approaches it from the side, wondering about
the significance of this apparently random
and meaningless jumble of colors and shapes.
Upon closer examination, the visitor sees
an eyepiece at one end of the gass case. Looking through it, the incoherent collection of
objects is revealed to form acomplex and
perfectly ordered pattern. The instant the display is seen from any angle except through
the eyepiece, the coherence and meaning
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1992

vanish.
Isee apowerful metaphor in that exhibit
for the way we experience music and judge
reproduced audio quality. Just as one's perspective in viewing the geometric objects
determines their meaning (or lack of it), one's
perspective in music listening has aprofound
influence on the experience, especially in assigning musical significance to sonic differences between components. Point of view
is everything.
This idea ties together several apparendy
disconnected views of audio and my recent
experiences in auditioning components. One
of these ideas was raised by John Atkinson
in the introduction to his loudspeaker reviews
in the January 1992 Stereophik, and expounded

WorldRadioHistory
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REFERENCE DIGITAL PROCESSOR
PRIDE IN THE DETAILS . .
Mark Levinson components have earned areputation for
their rugged reliability, uncompromising fit and finish
and, above all, superior sonics. We at Madrigal Audio
Laboratories are understandably proud of this reputation.
The presence of "high technology" in our society has, for
some, come to mean the absence of craftsmanship. Massproduied look-alikes are everywhere, even in the realm
of so-called high-end audio. The quality that you see and
hear in aMark Levinson component is not the result of
automated mass production—rather, it is the result of
painstaking attention to the details of design, and of pride
in the art of craftsmanship.

Mark Levinson components are handcrafted in limited
quantities and to exacting specifications. All who participate in their production share the feeling.of pride that
comes horn knowing that they contribute to aproduct
that defines quality. It is with great pride, then, that we
introduce the Mark Levinson Nº 30
Reference Digital Processor. Five years
of exhaustive research into digital
audio yielded aprocessor worth
waiting for, deserving of the Levinson
marque.
The Nº 30 is atrue reference: it-neither
adds to nor subtracts from the music.
It brings to your home the accuracy as well as the essence
of the performance. Finally, the promise of digital audio
is fulfilled.
The Nº 30 is proof that state-of-the-art digital and analog
technology can coexist with craftsmanship. The subject
here, however, ultimately is music, and the heart of music
is in the listening. To fully appreciate the quality of the
Nº 30, werecommend that you visit your Mark Levinson
dealer for afull audition.

marlITI>r
gyinson
Mark Levinson products
are designed and manufactured by
WorldRadioHistory
MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES
PO. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457

FAX (2031346-1540

on in his February "As We See It." He made arranging the shapes or substituting colors
the point that, although we hear from loud- would result in no significant change when
speakers distinct images in three-dimensional seen from the side—the shapes and colors
space, the two-dimensional audioband sig- have no meaning before or after the rearrangenals driving the loudspeakers contain no such ment. But when viewed through the eyeimages. The impression of acoustic objects piece, the pattern and coherence are destroyed
hanging in space before us is purely acreation by atiny change in even asingle shape's posiof the mind. JA asserted, therefore, that the tion. Similarly, small objective differences in
nature of what acomponent does wrong is amusical signal have alarge subjective sigof greater subjective importance than the level nificance, but only when experiencedfrom aparof what it does wrong: "A large measurable ticular perspective.
difference may be inconsequential if it doesn't
change the perception of [the] acoustic
model."
The second idea is what Meridian's Bob
VALUE OF
Stuart calls "the increasing importance of the
smaller difference' In my interview with him
in last September's Stereophile, Bob related
how on aparticular CD, what sounded like
OF
asingle guitar in the back of the soundstage
was revealed by successive digital converter
refinements to be first two guitars, then aguiThis perspective is an individual's sensitar and amandolin. The objective changes
in the signal were quite small, but the sub- tivity to sonic differences and how much that
jective difference—a single guitar becomes difference matters to him or her musically. The
aguitar and atotally different instrument— degrees of perception of adifference, and the
ascribed importance of that difference, result
was huge.
Ihad arelated experience listening to fa- partially from listening skill, but primarily
miliar music through the Mark Levinson from how the listener'sfeding about the music
changes. The greater the change in the value
No30 Reference Digital Processor. The No.
30's extraordinary resolving power, trans- of the musical experience, the greater the perparency, and dynamics produced avery dif- ceived magnitude of that difference. The
change has to have value to the listener to be
ferent perception of the music. For example,
the No30's increased dynamic contrast and perceived.
There is an argument that suggests that
ability to present the steep leading edge of
"subtle" refinements in audio reproduction
transients made drums more prominent and
are meaningless. It goes something like this:
powerful. The result was amarkedly differ"Who cares about differences in cables, or
ent musical experience: the music had much
even in amplifiers and D/A converters? Moving
more drive and rhythmic intensity, seemingly
propelled by the drummer's energy. The en- the loudspeakers 2" will produce far greater
measurable differences in the sound." This
tire band suddenly locked in rhythmically,
with agreater sense of life and vitality when sentiment was expressed to me recently by
the editor of another magazine He remarked
compared to other D/A converters. It's difficult to overstate the increased involvement that the same scale is used in describing differences between loudspeakers and ampliin the music and the heightened sense of exfiers when, in his view, loudspeaker differhilaration.
ences should be measured in miles, amplifier
The objective change in the signal that
differences with amicrometer.
made the drums more prominent and lifeMy thesis rejects this argument. First, no
like must be minuscule, but the musical sigmatter how the sound of aloudspeaker changes
nificance of that change was profound. Why?
when it is moved in aroom, its sound remains
And how is the museum exhibit ametaphor
its own; it is not metamorphosed into that
for this experience?
of adifferent model. More important, howIn the museum display, the shapes and
ever, is that the kind of difference is more
colors convey meaning only when viewed
important than the magnitude of the differfrom aspecific vantage point. Massively re-

TIE GREATER THE CHANGE
IN THE
THE
MUSICAL EXPERIENCE, THE
GREATER THE PERCEIVED
MAGNITUDE THAT
DIFFERENCE.
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B&W's legendary 806 Series continues. The MATRIX 801 and 802 have profoundly redefined
the upper limits of dynamic loudspeaker performance. Now the MATRIX 803 delivers the
same uncompromising sound. Kevlar midrange, time aligned tweeter cri top', sixth-order
bass alignment and B&W's unique MATRIX honeycomb enclosure technology combine,
once again, lo achieve the ultimate in flawless music reproduction. MATRIX 803's sleek
appearance, economy of space, and lower cost continue the legend that is B8W 800 Series,.
beautifully.
SAW LOUDSPEAKERS OF AMERICA
PO Box 653 Buffalo New York 14240 Tel (416) 751.4520
CANADA
104 Carnforth Road Toronto Utah° M4A 2K7
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encc The relationship between objective magnitude and musical significance is far from
linear. But what determines the linearity or
non-linearity of the magnitude/significance
relationship?
Perspective How much the change is valued
—determined by how much one cares about
the music—influences how much the change
is experienced. To some, the change is not
even experienced; others may perceive the
change but not consider it meaningful; afew
will find the difference staggering. But over
this broad range of experience, which perception is true? Is there really that much difference between components? Are the differences described "true"? Our Western way of
looking at the world implies that only one
of the above perceptions can be true. Ipropose that there are as many "true" perceptions as there are listeners.
This idea, Ibelieve, goes along way toward
explaining the conflict between so-called
audio "subjectivists" and "objectivists." To
the objectivists, who hear no differences between, say, loudspeaker cables, the subjectivists' descriptions of differences are either
complete fantasy or magnified out ofproportion. Whereas the caring listener looks through
the eyepiece, the objectivists look at music
reproduction from the side of the glass case.
Changes in the geometric objects' position
or color are imperceptible when they don't
contribute to meaning and value. But from
the eyepiece, even the smallest change has a
profound impact on the pattern's order and
meaning. The observer from the side can't
imagine what the observer at the eyepiece is
talking about; nothing has changedfor him.
It's no wonder that there's such adichotomy
between the two camps; both look at the
same phenomenon, but from radically different perspectives.
This is one reason why blind listening tests
are entirely inappropriate for discriminating
differences between components; the procedure removes value and meaning from the
musical experience. Such tests force the listener to view the music from the side of the
glass case, rather than through the eyepiece.
He becomes an observer of, rather than aparticipant in, the experience If sonic differences
have no musical value, they are not experienced. Consequently, any formalized approach
to determine if differences exist—and weighing the significance of those differences—that
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1992

treats listeners and music as merely "subjects"
and "stimuli," is doomed to failure. Further,
this thesis explains how anecdotal listening
(as practiced in product reviews) can reveal
aspects of audio equipment quality not uncovered by formalized listening tests.
A paradigm of the failure of "scientific"
listening tests is the case of Swedish Radio's
subjective evaluation of low-bit-rate digital audio encoding/decoding systems. Lowbit-rate encoding (also called data compression) produces huge objective errors in the
signal—errors reportedly masked by the desired, correctly coded signal. Consequently,
the only way to evaluate such systems is
through subjective listening.
Swedish Radio was given the task of designing and carrying out alistening test that
would determine which of the competing
low-bit-rate codecs (encodeddecoder systems)
had the best sound quality. The second—
and perhaps more important—part of their
charter was to determine whether one of the
existing codecs had sufficiently good sound
quality to become standardized as the replacement for AM and FM radio broadcasting in
Europe. Clearly, this was not atrivial undertaking.
Swedish Radio's elaborate listening-test
methodology was called "triple stimulus,
hidden reference, double blind." Sixty "expert
listeners" were used as subjects, with over
20,000 trials conducted on them The listeningtest conditions, methodology, and statistical
analysis of the results were beyond scientific
reproach. The entire formalized procedure
was rational in every way. At the tests' conclusion, Swedish Radio proclaimed that two
of the codecs ". ..
had reached alevel ofperformance where they fulfill the EBU [European Broadcast Union] requirements for a
distribution codec." In other words, two
codecs had, in Swedish Radio's view, good
enough sound quality to become the digital
replacement for broadcast radio in Europe.'
Shortly thereafter, aDigital Audio Tape
(DAT) of music that had been subjected to
these low-bit-rate codecs was sent to Bart
Locanthi, chairman of an AES ad hoc committee established to study low-bit-rate encoding. Within minutes of listening, he heard
1See my report from the 10th International Audio Engineering Society Conference in last December's "Industry Update"
for amore complete description of Swedish Radio's test methodology and results.
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There can be no standard of quality
without aReference.

This is especially true in the audio field where everyone, from studio engineers to
manufacturers and reviewers, needs asolid benchmark for accurate sound.
For twenty years, the KEF Reference Series has been astandard by which all
other loudspeakers have been judged. The latest benchmark for loudspeakers is the
KEF Reference Series Model 105/3.
The 105/3's draw upon KEF's Fixed-breaking research into
the interaction of speakers and room acoustics: coupled-cavity
bass loading for deep bass from the smallest possible enclosures;
conjugate load matching, which uses amplifier power to its full
advantage and KUBE, KEF's proprietary bass equalizer, which
produces the bass of cabinets eight times as large. The four-way
105/3s are the first Reference Series speakers to use Uni -O
technology.

Only the
KEF Uni-0
driver places the tweeter
inside the woofer's voice coil.

Uni-O: the first coincident-source drivers.

KEF Uni -O is an engineering breakthrough: the first truly
coincident-source driver.
Many audiophiles know that an ideal speaker would be apoint source;
unfortunately, multiple-driver systems often fall far short of this ideal. With
Neodymium-Iron-Boron, the most powerful of all magnetic materials, KEF has
created atweeter so small that it can be placed inside the woofer's voice coil. In effect,
every Uni -O driver is apoint source.
Moreover, the woofer cone acts as awave guide for the tweeter and controls its
dispersion. The entire frequency range arrives at the listener's ears at exactly the same
time, producing seamless sound no matter where the listener sits. Unwanted reflections within the room are actually reduced, and the music you hear is
less colored.
If you appreciate music, audition the Reference 105/3's. For any
audiophile system, they are "standard" equipment.
111

KEF Electron. of Amer., Inc, 14120.K Sullyfield Cleck, Chantslly, VA 22021
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The Speaker Engineers.

several problems, the most obvious of which
was an encoder idle tone at 1.5kHz. He notified Swedish Radio of his observations; they
reported having heard no such problems.
When afew individuals at Swedish Radio
listened again after Mr. Locanthi's report,
they immediately heard the 1.5kHz :die tone.

HOW COULD A
SINGLE
LISTENER, UNDER
"UNCONTROLLED,"
"UNSCIENTIFIC," AND
ANECDOTAL LISTENING
CONDITIONS, IMMEDIATELY
DETECT AN AUDIBLE FLAW
THAT ESCAPED THE
SCRUTINY OF "EXPERT"
LISTENERS OVER THE
COURSE OF MORE THAN
20,000 "TRIPLE STIMULUS,
HIDDEN REFERENCE,
DOUBLE BLIND" TRIALS?
60

This episode raises troubling questions.
How could asingle listener, under "uncontrolled," "unscientific," and anecdotal listening conditions, immediately detect an audible
flaw that escaped the scrutiny of 60 "expert"
listeners over the course of more than 20,000
"triple stimulus, hidden reference, double
blind" trials? And with the future of European broadcasting at stake?
Perspective. That idle tone at 1.5kHz was
like an additional geometric shape inserted
in the glass case in the museum exhibit. Seen
from any perspective except through the eyepiece, the additional shape has no meaning
and is therefore inconsequential and escapes
detection. But when viewed from adifferent vantage point, the additional shape completely destroys the order and symmetry of
the pattern. Indeed, the intruding object comes
to dominate the view.
What creates this difference in perception
is value. We value the perfect geometric pattern seen through the eyepiece. We don't
value an incoherent assemblage of shape and
color. Similarly, what we value in audio cornSTEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1992

ponents (and pay good money for) is their
ability to convey the music's meaning and
expression; not, for example, their low distortion or wide bandwidth. Technical specifications are like the geometric objects seen
from the glass case's side; though ultimately
contributing to the formation of the pattern,
they must not be mistaken for the pattern
itself.
This thesis raises questions about the transportability of subjective-review impressions
to readers' experiences. If making value judgments about audio equipment quality is so
dependent on perspective, how can I, as a
reviewer, assume that the reader and potential
purchaser of apiece of equipment will share
my perspective and thus my value judgments?
The answer is that anyone who has expended
the time and expense to read this magazine
and others like it shares abroader, common
perspective with the reviewer and every other
audiophile: We all care about music and how
well it is reproduced. Although we may have
very different musical tastes and sonic priorities, the fundamental perspective of all
audiophiles is identical.
We all look at music through the eyepiece
in the glass case.

VAMPIRE WIRETM

...audible results with the
finest
in connecting components!
SOUND CONNECTIONS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
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203 Flagship Dr., Lutz, FL 33549 PI-1, (813) 948-2707
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AFFORDABLE HIGH-END!

The NAD 5000
CD Player

A CONTRADICTION IN TERMS?
Since 1972, NAD has represented performance standards that rival the most
esoteric stereo components for a fraction of the price. This is accomplished
without superfluous features or needlessly complicated and expensive front
panels. Rather, we favor investing your money on the technology inside, where it
counts.
From receivers and compact disc players to cassette decks and separate
components, NAD delivers simple elegance, ease of operation and superb sound
quality at an affordable price.
The NAD Model 5000 Compact Disc Player, pictured above, is a great
example of NAD design philosophy: elegantly simple front panel, ease of
operation, and terrific performance! In a comparison with several CD players,
costing over three times the 5000's price, Tom Norton of Stereophile (Jan., 1991,
Vol. 14, No. 1) writes: "If you're still awaiting the full evolution of digital, and
believe that spending big bucks at present on an up-market player is money down
the drain, the NAD might just keep you happy halfway to the next millennium."
At asuggested retail price of only $499, the contradiction ends!
At NAD, we invest your money wisely! Call TOLL FREE 1-800-263-4641 for
further product information or the name of your nearest NAD dealer.

NAD
633 Granite Court
Pickering, Ontario
Canada
L1W 3K1
Fax: (416) 831-6936
1-800-263-4641

U.S. Mailing Address:
NAD

NAD

P.O. Box 387
Lewiston, New York
14092
Advanced Technology ...
...Simply Applied.
WorldRadioHistory

L ETTERS
We regret that resources do not permit us to reply individually to letters, particularly those requesting advice
about particular equipment purchases. Were we to do this, asignificant serice charge would have to be
assessed—and we don't have time to do it anyway! Although all letters are read and noted, only those of
general interest are selected for publication. Please note, however, that published letters are subject to editing,
particularly if they address more than one topic.

THANKS FROM KEVIN CONKLIN
Editor:
One of the great perversities of being ahuman
being is that we get wrapped around the axle
and annoyed with one another over the most
trivial and workaday matters. The happy flipside of this condition is that humans tend to
come through for each other in acrisis. As
you all know, Linda, J.D., and Ihave just been
through the roughest crisis in our young family's history.
All of you people in audio—whether manufacturers of perfectionist equipment, the real
good-recordings people, or most especially
the members of the Academy for the Advancement of High End Audio—have by your generosity reinforced my faith in the essential
sweetness of our small, committed community.
First thanks go out to Cara Kallen, Managing Director of the AAFIEA, and her husband Elliot. Cara organized the relief effort
for us and for John Curl. She phoned us the
day after the fire, concern in her voice, reassurance in her manner. Her business and networking skills have been of great help in returning me to audio activities—and Imust
confess that, after 21
/ months, audio is just
2
coming into sight as apriority.
Second, Imust thank the Stereophile staff
for their support. Inote from Larry Archibald's gracious "Final Word" in the December issue that he takes special note that we got
our two dogs out of the fire at the last minute.
Ihave met Larry's recently departed and
much-loved dog Ralph while in Santa Fe, and
share Larry's love of the species. So Linda and
Iare reminded of those areas where we're so
lucky at what was preserved.
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1992

Ispoke last week to Harry Pearson of The
Absolute Sound. Harry, as you may remember, lost his house to afire in 1984, along with
many recordings and much audio gear. Harry
had strong and helpful words of empathy.
His relating of the experience strengthens our
resolution that we can never again allow ourselves to become so attached to material things,
transitory as they inevitably turn out to be.
Thank you, Harry.
And thank you, good readers, on behalf
of Linda and me. Please be reassured that we
have landed on our feet, and are alloying what
is really important—the happiest, healthiest one-year-old you ever saw. Iwill be back
to writing shortly, and doing whatever small
thing Ican to repay our debt to you.
With great affection, KEVIN CONKLIN
Stereophile
Kevin Conklin and his wfie, Linda Tasker, lost their
house and everything in it in the Oakland Hillsfire
of 1991, as did amplffier designerJohn Curl. Ifyou
wish to contribute to the Academyfor the Advancement of High-End Audio's Relief Fundfor Kevin
andJohn, contact Managing Director Cara Kallen
at (707) 542-7040 (Fax: 575-1564) for more
details. Anyone with spece help, such as technical
books or copies ofJohn Curl's technical papers, all
of which he lost in thefire, are particularly urged
to help out.
-RL
QUANTIFYING THE
ALLISON EFFECT
Editor:
Robert Harley misheard and seriously misunderstood something Isaid at the October
AES NYC convention, and published dam-
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"Have you seen Elvis?"
Convenient, compact, durable,
wonderful sound—the endearing qualities of compact discs.
Trouble is, you've quickly
collected so many CDs that
finding Blue Suede Shoes when
you want to play it has become
areal problem.

From playing asingle track on a
specific CD to playing acustom
sequence of dozens of tracks or
CDs, the CD Library lets you
choose how to play your
favorite music—from anywhere
in your home. Want to play an
hour of baroque music?

Until now.
The Proceed CD Library stores,
organizes, and gives you
flexible access to your one
hundred favorite compact discs.
Not just ahigh-capacity CD
changer, the CD Library lets you
organize your CD collection, in
the way that works best for you.

100-CD LIBRARY

How about all of your jazz
CDs? Or acontinuously
repeating sequence of pre-'68
Beatles? It's up to you.
Such power and convenience
don't come at the expense of
first-class sound. Comparable
to any of today's "audiophilequality" single-disc CD players,
the CD Library's superb sonics
are the result of the same engineering that produced the
acclaimed Proceed PCD, PDP,
and PDT.

No more juggling jewel boxes.
No more scrambling to find
the right liner notes. The CD
Library's powerful remotecontrol unit, the Communicator,
displays titles, artists, and

Visit your nearest Proceed

tracks not by number but by
name. You'll also be able to
define up to fifteen "music
types" (we don't choose
them—you do).

dealer, and discover what the
Proceed CD Library can do
you and your music.
Who knows what
you'N find?
Around
$13.000.

PROCEED
Proceed' products are designed and manufactured by
WorldRadioHistory
MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES
P.O.
Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457

FAX l203) 346-1540

Certain component parts of the Proceed CD Library are supplied by Rowe International.

aging misstatements in the January 1992 Stereophile regarding my loudspeaker testing and
reviewing.
At the AES convention, Igave atalk discussing the Allison Effect (the recording of
the talk is available on cassette H-5; it was
based on my paper, preprint 3206). In that
talk Irelated how loudspeaker manufacturers'
user manuals typically, albeit vaguely, recommend speaker placement well out from
both the front and the side walls of the listening room. Ipointed out that then, when the
speaker is meant to go on astand, or when
the relevant drivers are positioned on the
cabinet at stand-equivalent height (eg, some
18-36" up off the floor), this manufacturer
"advice" virtually always produces worstcase performance through approximately the
70-700Hz decade. Irelated how, when thus
located, dozens of loudspeakers Ihave reviewed
for CD Review, Speaker Builder, and the Boston
Audio Society Speaker unfortunately sound
thinned, unfull, and high-passed, and unfortunately measure with notches, dips, and/or
general swaybacks in that range.
As is familiar to those who have studied
Roy Allison's papers of the last 20 years, the
reason is that the driver(s) reproducing this
range are equidistant, or close to equidistant,
from the three nearest boundaries: floor, front
wall, and side wall. The reflections from these
surfaces all return at the same time (as far as
the ear is concerned) to the same place, and
sum with interference. Playback typically
exhibits bad ripple, as noted—valleys and,
in relief, accompanying peaks—which the
paper documented with dozens of measurements of aspeaker in two different but not
unusual listening rooms. Ialso demonstrated
how if you stagger the distances, making their
relationship not cubical but least-cubical or
least-equidistant, the problem diminishes as
the notch or valley fills in and smooths out.
Allison himself has written free software
calculating the severity of the problem for
given drivers and room placements and, of
course, for decades he has been designing
speakers that work around it.
In my talk, after making the above remarks
about receiving loudspeakers for review (often
with 6" woofers) and trying to heed the manufacturer's vague suggestions about placement, Ithen proceeded to explain that:
"You effectively would have the center of
the 6" piston at, you know, 21
/'
2
by 21/
2'
by
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2 '. And I
/
was running these curves—I often
would stagger it deliberately ['it' being speaker
placement with respect to front wall, side
wall, and floor], 'cause Iwanted to run as flattering curves in the magazine. ..
[added with
asmile] here's an example of reviewers caving
in to. ..
something, Idon't know. ..
Iwanted
to have it look as least-ripply, and as lesssway-, little-swaybacked, as Icould. But I
would still get it pie again is speaker position, now for final measurement] in a2by
3by 3or something like that, and Iwould
get these big swaybacks."
That's verbatim from the tape.
My parenthetical, ironic aside about "caving in" referred to the impulse to be maximally fair, showing the performance of the
speaker under review in as good form as is
reasonable, as aconsequence of trying to stagger the three nearest-boundary distances.
This is what the conscientious owner or
subjectivist reviewer does: move the speakers
around until they sound the best. Or, in my
work, until they measure not worst-case.
Alas, Robert Harley, in his report on the
convention, cites this passage—but omits the
first and last sentences. He then writes that I
"manipulated [my] measurements" and made
"adjustments" and, finally, that "Fudging
measurement data to make aproduct more
'flattering' for the manufacturer is aserious
breach ofjournalistic ethics."
True enough about the last statement. But
Harley didn't get it. "Staggering" refers to
moving cabinets around; "flattering" means
"in afavorable light." Faking measurements
is aserious matter and aserious, harmful
charge. However, Isaid no such thing in my
talk, and for the record: Ihave never altered
any test results whatsoever, in any loudspeaker review, in any venue. My printed
curves are always how the speaker precisely,
actually performed, and the test conditions
(including boundary placement) usually are
specified. Common sense might have led
Harley to ask whether aworking reviewer
really would admit at aprofessional meeting that his published measurements were
fraudulent. Simple professionalism might
have led him to ask about it in the Q&A session after the talk. Common courtesy might
subsequendy have led him to do the same thing
prior to printing an accusation of falsification.
As for Harley's other comments about me
and my work:
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THE MILLION DOLLAR TWEETER.

I bn of the
Opal Hyperdame
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ENERGY loudspeakers h
personal favorites of discriminating
audiophiles the world over. With more than
$1 million in development, our Dual Hype

one key reason why

ENERGY recreates the original performance with uncompromised accuracy.
Combined with the smooth, sculpted surfaces of our revolutionary SPHEREX -baffle
diffraction is eliminated for superior soundstaging and positional imaging. And
ENERGY'S unique Interloc

bracing system is built into every elegant, superbly

crafted cabinet for incomparable rigidity and
structural integrity. Simply put, ENERGY 22-Series and
e-Series loudspeakers define a new standard of
styling excellence and sonic precision.
Take atest drive today. Your ears will thank you.
WorldRadioHistory
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3641 McNicoll Avenue,
Suarborough, Ontario, Canada M1X 165
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First, following his own paper, Imyself did
not "attack [Harley's] integrity as an equipment reviewer!' Until this incident I've had
no reason to think Harley lacking in integrity.
Isimply asked him how come he can resist
the placebo effect. Ialso recall being last in
the questioners' line, not "among the first!'
(It suddenly occurs to me that maybe this
whole thing is simply Harley's retaliation to
perceived insult.)
Second, regarding his implication that something is wrong with a"steady-state [measurement] technique": If Harley (or John
Atkinson, for that matter, or indeed KEF's
Laurie Fincham, all of whom he cites) knows
drawbacks to pink noise as asignal for this
kind of testing, that would be agood research
paper for an AES convention. (Or at least
please cite the literature.) Specifically, if Harley thinks the ear does not in fact fuse musical
or vocal sounds arriving within the first several milliseconds, that too would make an
interesting research paper—and would be
real news besides. For speakers nine or so feet
away and at seated ear height, the floor reflection, which is what causes the Allison Effect
(upper-bass/lower-midrange notching), arrives
to the listening position only acouple of ms
after the direct sound. And it is this notch that
you want to fill in with the direct, tangential,
and oblique reflections from the front and
side walls.
Which is what my paper and talk were
about in the first place.
DAVID MORAN
Contributing Editor, Speaker Builder

think I've read them all), but, for my money,
no other review even came very close. Ihope
to speak for most of my fellow "Dylan Heads"
when Isay, "Thanks so much for giving us
easily the best Dylan review of the year!'
It was therefore doubly gratifying then to
see Mr. Lehnert give an equally splendid review of Van Morrison's Hymns to the Silence
(for me, too, the other monster release of 1991).
His review in Vol.14 No.12 was an altogether
more useful accomplishment because most
critics could at least partially understand the
significance of the Dylan release; sad to say
at this time, apparently not so for Hymns to
the Silence. In any event, Mr. Lehnert seems
to have the same visceral and emotional reaction to Van's music as many of us do, and he
has areal gift in his ability to articulate the
emotional quality that these musicians give
us. As an aside, it is also terrific to find acritic
who understands the important Van Morrison
albums (eg, Astral Weeks, St. Domink's Preview,
Into the Music). For my money, Richard Lehnert is the best damn popular music critic out
there at this time. His work is often reminiscent of the late, great Lester Bangs's best
pieces of ageneration ago. As JA stated in
Vol.14 No.9, of Mr. Lehnert's work, "no editor would or could want for more!' Amen.
ANDREW MACGOWAN III
Rochester, NY
Thanks!

—RL

M USIC VS. HI-FI

Editor:
THE BEST DAMN POPULAR MUSIC
Having read "As Reviewers See It" (Vol.14
CRITIC OUT THERE?
No.12), Ifeel inclined to add my tuppence
Editor:
worth. The whole point of this hobby of ours
On the whole, Ibelieve Stereophik is providing
is to enjoy music. A good hi-fi is one that stimuits readers with some of the most thoughtful
lates your interest in music, broadens your
album reviews to be found anywhere today,
musical tastes, and basically makes you want
in particular the work of Richard Lehnert.
to switch off the TV and throw on some
It was the love of music that brought me to
tunes. All this talk of transparency, soundhigh-end audio equipment, so it is heartening
staging, image depth, etc. is meaningless
that you feel an obligation to inform your
unless it translates into an enjoyable experireaders about the music itself, without which,
ence. Personally, hearing every squeal, cough,
of course, none of this wonderful equipment
or thud in vivid detail is more adistraction
would matter.
than asign of a"well-sorted" system. Take
Richard Lehnert's review of Bob Dylan's
the Avalon speakers JA reviewed [in JanuThe Bootleg Series [in July 1991] has become
ary '91]. They seem to be hi-fi hell rather than
something of an evangelical cause for me
sonic nirvana. A Class A headache.
(hopefully resulting in aslight Skreophile sales
Some audiophiles are under the delusion
boost); not only was it the most tight review
that spending vast amounts on esoteric equipof The Bootleg Series to be done so far (and I ment equates to agreater love of music. In
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1992
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ROTEL'S 900 S
ERIES'
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Designed in Britain
Enjoyed Worldwide

Critically acclaimed around the world by the very best
audio magazines, winners of 'Best Product of the
Year 1991 & Best System' in Britains popular What
Hi-fi? Rotel's line of audio equipment can now be
auditioned in select stores across America.
Designed in England, by audiophile, Tony Mills,
each model is fastidiously engineered to exactly his
idea of perfection. Tony loves music and over the
course of ten years has constantly set his own
standards of reproduction higher for each new
model line.
The 900 series is amaster piece. The true beauty
of Rotel is the sound... simply wonderful.
Awards from What Hi-fi? for 'Best Product'
are not the only acclaims for Rotel. In
Consumers Digest Nov/Dec 1991 issue, the
editors recognized one of our receivers as having
outstanding value.
Hi-fi Choice magazine tested alot of CD
players, selecting Rotel compact disc player
RCD 965 as a'Best Buy'. "...equipped with a
sensible range offacilities, solidly built and
engineered to produce the sort ofsound that
many high-end products wouldn't have ahope of
achieving. This is aBest Buy..."
CD F.? Hi-Fi Buyer "(RCD965)...successor to
the RCD 865, improves upon that model. It is a
worthy addition to the market. Bass is tight,
deep and where appropriate, thunderous,
always well under control. High frequencies
are sweet and clear..."
"So the RCD 965BX is an extension of
Rotel's original theme, expanded in its
repertoire and sophistication, pulling out
ever more subtle detail without
compromising its sought-after 'musical
quality.' Hi-Fi World November 91, goes
onto say "...effortless sound quality should
appeal to classical buffs, enabling them to
experience the ebb and flow ofagrand
orchestral work without ever losing sight
of the music's scale and drama."
High Fidelity November 91, "...this latest Rotel (RCD
965BX) need not fear much serious competition, it's notjust
good It's the most captivating integrated player I've heard
below £1000."
We make more than CD players, Rotel began and
continues to make afull line of superb affordable hi-fi
components, each with aFive year warranty (CD 2years),
we also market afine turntable, which received Sound
and Visions, Critics Choice award 1991.
Call us for acolor brochure and copies of reviews,
where you can audition Rotel and make plans to invest in
the best reviewed affordable audio line in the world today.
RoteWorldRadioHistory
ofAmerica, PO Box 653, Buffalo, NY14240, USA 1-8004875127

alot of cases the opposite is true. They sit
there with their heads clamped into the perfect listening position, waiting for the third
violinist from the left in the second row to
scratch his crotch. Who cares about the beauty
of the music? If they don't hear that scratch,
then two hours of tweaking will ensue. We're
having fun now.
Sure we want to get the best from our investment, but that shouldn't get in the way
of the music. If apiece of music moves you,
then it should do so whether you hear it on
the clock-radio or through apair of Apogee
Grands. Idon't know any "audiophiles." Ido
know alot of people who are passionate about
music but own arack system where the main
design criterion seems to be that the speakers
should be the same height as the cabinet that
the electronics are housed in. I'll never argue
with someone who says they won't spend
$2000 on a"proper" hi-fi because they would
rather purchase acheap mini system and spend
the rest on music. Would you?
Let's get back to basics. Being an audiophile isn't about the girth of your interconnects, the heat output of your class-A amplifier; it's about wanting to hear music you like
in away which you feel most closely approximates your perception of reality. This perception is different for everyone; there is no
right or wrong. Ihave no idea what the "correct" sound is for any of my records. All I
know is some hi-fi equipment gets the music
across and some doesn't. The hi-fi experience is about tapping your feet., singing along,
or being the conductor, not tweaking the system every half-hour. Yes, Iwait impatiently
every month for the latest conjecture on DACs,
cables, or Kontak ear cleaner, but what makes
it all worthwhile? Easy. When Islap arecord
on the Linn and do my own version of Karaoke. (Keep giving the more somber—or is
that enlightened?—among us akick in the
butt, CG!) Nuff said. WARREN HODGSON
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

M USIC VS. MASERS
Editor:
Ihappened to glance at JA's "As We See It,"
"The Day the Music Died," in your November '91 issue. He mentioned no longer getting the same thrill out of Dvorák's "New
World' Symphony as he did when he first
started collecting records. There is one general reason why one might not enjoy dasSTEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1992

sical music at this time, and there are some
techniques to ensure that someone else is not
allowed to enjoy classical music.
The small maser is aterrorist weapon that
is widespread throughout the US. Obviously
energy-beam equipment (masers) can be used
to cause pain or to cause aburn on aperson's
skin. More subtle uses of energy-beam equipment would be to cause agrowth in aperson's
body, to cause strange marks on aperson's
skin, or to transmit sounds to aperson. All
the symptoms of cancer, AIDS, and schizophrenia can be caused by energy-beam equipment. It is likely that all of those diseases will
be found to be frauds (ie, to be energy-beam
radiation symptoms) ...
Why should one enjoy classical music during agenocide, during atime when for more
than 40 years talented people who might
have contributed much to music have been
tortured or killed by terrorists equipped with
energy-beam equipment that acollege freshman physics major should be able to find?
When Itry to listen to my CDs, Iget to listen to the idiotic comments ola nearby terrorist group and to hissing sounds that they
transmit. Iget to have maser-caused pains
as Ilisten, and Iget to have preceding parts
of apiece wiped from my memory by radiation techniques.
Possibly some year the US government
will start seizing the exotic masers used by
terrorist groups. Perhaps 20 years or so after
that culture will start to reappear.
NORMAN J. W.LEE
Napa, CA

DEBATES & LEVIES
Editor:
The Great Debate: One of my first exposures
to the ABX test methodology was some years
back when Stereo Review did its first "All CD
Players Sound the Same" article. The cheapest
player of the group tested was amodell owned
and had purchased because Iwanted aminimum monetary investment until Ihad assessed
the technology. Years ago, before foods were
routinely fortified, someone once said that
if you were stranded on adesert island full
of Wonder Bread, you would starve to death.
It was my sudden realization that Stereo Review
was the white bread of the audio industry
that caused me to stop reading them.
Home Taping Levies: Shortly after reading
the book Hitmen by Fredric Damien, Icame
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Hafler Nîfe,

"THE AFFORDABLE HIGH END"

or audio excellence unleashed the power of a
udio products. The Series 9000.
uncompromising pursuit to maximize sonic performance has
esulted in a line of audio products that rival the world's best hi-fidelity
components at very modest prices. The synergy that emerged from the
combination of leading audio experts, and the highest quality circuitry (like the
patented trans •nova circuitry) has empowered Hafler to offer a new 7year warranty.‘
Experience the Hafler difference. Call today for the dealer nearest you.
er,

Hafler. A Division of Rockford Corporation. Tempe, Arizona 85281 U.S.A. (602) 967-3565
In Canada call Korbon Trading (416) 567-1920. In Europe, FAX (31) 1726-17864.1n Pacific Asia (65) 339-0363
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across David Basskin's letter in the December
'91 issue of Stereophfle. One of my main objections to the levy, Mr. Basskin, is my belief
that the artists and song writers most deserving of the money collected are the least likely
to see any of it. The main proponents of this
little scheme are almost singlehandedly responsible for making the term "business
ethics" the oxymoron it is today. If you were
to make alist of the things most responsible
for preventing the artist/writer from getting
his/her due, the music industry's treatment
of them would be at the top of the list and
home taping would be at the bottom. Business practices designed to screw the artist/
writer out of his/her deserved compensation
are so commonplace in the music industry,
they are considered standard operating procedure, yet indic promoters and record execs
are banking millions. No, Mr. Basskin, I'm
not opposed to the artist/writer getting deserved compensation; I'm opposed to throwing good money after bad. WILL WRIGHT
Seattle, WA

LEVIES &RIGHTS
Editor:
David A. Basskin's letter (Vol.14 No.2) espousing and defending ahome taping levy, Ithink
missed two points which are at issue in the
controversy.
First, Mr. Basskin does not make clear his
underlying philosophy, one which is in direct
conflict with the views of many music lovers
(I'll avoid the specialized "audiophile" in this
context): that the transfer in the sale of a
"sound carrier" such as an LP, CD, or cassette is solely of the right to replay the music
from the original medium, and not for profit.
The purchaser may play, store, discard, destroy, or trade the original sound source, but
may not in any way transfer it to another
"sound carrier."
Just as the purchaser of abook or magazine believes that possession implies freedom
to copy for personal use, so too do many music lovers. They (and I) believe there is no theft
in personal use of the materialfor personal convenience. Any commercial use (le, sale or profit)
of the material would certainly be illegal and
unethical, and at that point Iconcur with Mr.
Basskin's evaluation.
Second, the impact of home taping on the
income of the industry has not been nearly
as financially damaging as Mr. Basskin asSTEREOPHILE, MARCH 1992

serts; possession of acassette recorder has
encouraged many listeners to purchase prerecorded tapes, who otherwise would never
have begun to buy. Thus some kind of balance of profit and loss emerges from the kind
of unofficial market that he so distrusts. I
would like to see, and to evaluate the raw data
of, any statistics he may have that demonstrate specific dollar amounts of losses to the
industry based on home taping.
Incidentally, he is caught between two
contradictory possible implications of his
KSA-250 knock-off simile. Either he is implying that the majority of home tapers are
selling their copies as pirates, or that making acopy of the Krell circuits for private use
is theft. It helps Mr. Basskin's argument to
fuzzy-up the distinction between piracy and
the legitimate private use (and we already
have enough indistinct areas in the controversy), but it doesn't deal with the clear
real issues.
Isuspect that Mr. Basskin would be happiest if each of us paid aroyalty each time we
played a"sound carrier:' because then the
performers would be receiving payment for
each time they "performed." The real world
allows some apparent inequities, because
there are several conflicting sets of "rights,"
all of which cannot be fully satisfied simultaneously. Iagree with Mr. Basskin that piracy is theft, and is both crime and aviolation of ethics. Imaintain that private, personal
use—including copying—is neither piracy
nor theft, and Ifind the effort to tax such use
reprehensible. In addition, it has the effect of
dampening creativity, as does anon-defeatable copy protection system.
lama recent subscriber, having heard about
Stereophile for some time. No other magazine
that Ihave read, including Stereo Review, Audio,
Hi-Fi News & Record Review, etc., has offered
the quality of editorial comment, or the availability of forum, that your publication does.
Keep it up—please!
JAMES E. M OORE
Pompton Plains, NJ

W HERE WERE THE ANTI-TAX
LETTERS?

Editor:
Icannot believe that you do not censor your
letters when you only print pro-tape-tax letters. Where are the tax-is-theft fanatics who
so often write to criticize government support of the arts? As Oscar Wilde said: "Quiet!
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"a modestly priced superachiever"
— Robert Harley
Stereophile, Vol. 14, No. 11
Nov. 1991

Theta DS Pro prime
The latest and most affordable in Theta Digital's award winning
family of digital to analog converters.
The only one-bit D to A with afully programmable high speed
computer.
"...the Theta DS Pro Prime represents another significant increase in
the price/performance ratio of digital processors. It clearly outperformed every processor in its price range, and rivaled those costinf
much more."
— Robert Harley
Stereophile, Vol. 14, No. 11
Nov. 1991
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excellent! Congratulations to Corey Greenberg for not getting sucked into the deviousness of Dugan, et al.
OWEN EVANS
Osgoode, Ontario, Canada
I
first saw "bloviation" used in Strobe 'Talbott's
"How tout le monde Missed the Story" in the
October 28, 1991 issue ofTime magazine—RH
According to Webster's Third New International Dictionary of the English Language
(Unabridged), "to bloviate" is "to orate verbosely
and windily."
—RL
CREDIBLE CAUSES & CABLES
Editor:
Point: "As We See It," January '92.
Take agood objective look at some of the
high-end audiophile claims, explanations of
some claims (if any are given), and prices
charged for some high-end products. Add
in subjective reviewing as awhole. Total
everything up.
Are you really surprised that people like
Dan Dugan can find followers and believers
for his "crusade"?
I'm not surprised at all.
Iwonder: Who appears to have amore
credible case to the lawmakers, Dan Dugan
or the high-end audio industry? Something
to think about, before it is too late.
ThomAs L. HAUK
San Antonio, TX
CABLES 8£ THE AUDIO PRESS
Editor:
Robert Harley's report on "Audio McCarthyism" at the Audio Engineering Society's
1991 meeting left me with mixed feelings.
First, I'm not an objectivist regarding audio
equipment evaluation. Ireject the idea that
an engineer (who hasn't listened himself and
who might have tin ears in any event) can tell
me I'm not hearing something that Iam in
fact hearing. However, on the issue of audio
cables, Ihave to admit acertain sympathy for
the views of Mr. Lopez, the New York consumer cop.
The audio press simply hasn't done its job
in informing the public about cables; as for
the high-end industry, it seems to have an
actual vested interest in spreading confusion
and mysticism here.
Years ago, manufacturers assumed aresponsibility to inform consumers as to the general
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1992

characteristics required for interconnect cables. For example, the instruction book for the
McIntosh C-11 tube preamp, ca 1962, states
as follows: "The capacitive reactance of connecting audio cables should not be less than
8,000 ohms at 20,000 cycles [hertz]. This is
the reactance of acapacity of 1,000 rnmf [pF].
Audio cable having acapacity of25 mmf [pF]
per foot may be 40 feet long; 135 mmf [pF]
per foot cable may be 75 feet long?' This was
written at atime when no audio retailer made
any serious money selling interconnects.
By comparison, the manual for my Audio
Research SP-10 preamp, while full of detail
on most subjects, states only this regarding
cables: "At the performance level of the SP-10
most audio interconnect cables will indeed
degrade the sound quality. Only the very best
available are really suitable for this application. Be sure to discuss this with your authorized Audio Research dealer."
My reaction to this is, what's the big secret,
Audio Research? Surely Audio Research employs engineers who are able to provide minimum cable specifications. I'm not asserting
that any cable meeting these minimum specs
will be adequate, simply that the consumer
doesn't know where to begin when trying
out cables without knowing the engineers'
intended minimum requirements. Without
this information, aconsumer may well choose
avery expensive cable that pleases him only
because it provides adesired alteration of frequency response, aresult that could have been
obtained much more cheaply. The high-end
industry's argument that cable quality is
more than amatter of inductance, resistance,
and capacitance would be more impressive
if the industry actually supplied these basic
specifications to the consumer so apples
could be compared with apples, etc.
One striking feature about today's highend audio retailing is the great effort retailers
undertake to sell extraordinarily high-priced
cables and interconnects. The importance of
these is stressed emphatically by salesmen
who have only the dimmest idea of what
"reactance" might be. Since these megabuck
interconnects are, with all due regard for their
elaborate assembly and finish, still basically
just wire, you don't have to have an MBA to
realize that the markup is considerable. In
fact, it is obvious that high-end retailers benefit from the same sales strategy that automobile retailers traditionally relied on—that is,
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once bargaining has been completed for the
basic item the customer came in for, and his
sales resistance has been conquered, sell him
some optional "accessories" with amuch
higher markup. There's nothing illegal or
grossly unethical about this sales practice, but
aconsumer-oriented press ought to inform
consumers to be wary of it. In the case of
cables and interconnects, it generally has not
done so.
For example, many highly touted interconnects feature beautifully finished, preciousmetal RCA plugs. The general audio public is probably not aware that the RCA plug
is inherently abad design. It would often be
cheaper, and much better technically speaking, for aconsumer to hire atechnician to
hard-wire his cables in place, or to fit the gear
for professional XLR or other connectors,
than to purchase these "Rolex" interconnects.
(The argument that such amodification would
void the manufacturer's warranty, other than
for the actual parts replaced or modified, is
ludicrous, legally speaking.) And it certainly
would be far cheaper for manufacturers of
consumer audio gear to provide screw terminals (as professional gear does) as an alternative to RCA jacks. But, of course, screw
terminals would deprive the retailer of the
ability to sell RCA plug "jewelry" to the
public. Iam not so puritanical as to deny to
any audiophile the pleasure of owning these
handsome golden items; but Isuspect that
many buyers have thought they were buying
them for sound, not looks. Where is the voice
of the supposedly consumer-oriented audio
press on this issue? Can one be forgiven for
suspecting that your silence is related to your
apparently considerable advertising revenue
from interconnect producers, judging from
their numerous glossy (and totally uninformative) ads in each month's Stereophile?
Before waving the bloody shirt of McCarthyism on the interconnect issue, the press
and industry need to clean up their act.
JOHN J. MCFADDEN
Bryn Mawr, PA
The answer to Mr. McFadden's question is: no connection. And no silence either, asfar as Jam aware
—JA
CABLES & THE GOVERNMENT
Editor:
Ironically, the major threat to progress turns
28

out to be an institution which purports to
encourage progress—government. Irecommend that all lovers of recorded music read
(or re-read) Robert Harley's excellent verbal re-creation of the 1991 Audio Engineering Society Convention's Loudspeaker Cable
Workshop in the January 1992 issue and then
take some action to prevent the likes of Dan
Dugan from using government to promote
their special interests.
It is well-known to those who study public
choice that government responds to specialinterest groups (typically asmall minority
of the population) because they are organized
and vocal, to the detriment of the unorganized silent majority. As aresult, many decisions made by government are not optimal.
That is, they benefit special-interest groups
at the expense of the majority. Comments
made at the Workshop by Wilfredo Lopez
of the New York Department of Consumer
Affairs reveal the impact that an organization such as the AES can have on government
policy, to the detriment of progress in the
audio industry.
The irony of it all is that an action taken
by agovernment agency—for example, aruling that if it can't be measured, it can't be
heard and therefore it can't be claimed—purportedly would protect consumers from the
unscrupulous practices of manufacturers and
retailers. The fact of the matter is that there
are differences between audio components,
including cables, that can be measured by
equipment, and there are differences which
equipment (other than the human ear) cannot
measure. This obviously makes many engineers uncomfortable. As aresult, they pressure government, via an association such as
the AES, into legislating toward their own
interests. If manufacturers and retailers can
be prevented from making claims that only
trained ears can detect, then engineers have
the last word on what equipment sounds
best. This obviously yields economic and
other advantages to engineers. But it is detrimental to progress in the audio industry because it limits claims of improvements in
audio hardware and software to those that
can be measured by electronic equipment.
The fact that the ear is in many ways asuperior piece of equipment is ignored. Progress
is thus constrained and the majority ultimately bear the cost.
It is important that people recognize that
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The fii
nest preamplifier
in Japan...
Is MD HIN AMERICA!
Selected by Japan's prestigious Stereo Sound magazine as the
"Component Of The Year" for 1990, Counterpoint's SA-5000 may well
be the best preamp/control center in the world.
Why? It might be the "New Generation" environmentally-isolated hybrid
circuitry that melds vacuum tubes, field-effect and bipolar transistors
together with a fully-regulated tube power supply. Or its advanced
materials and plating technology that assures incredible dimensionality
and musical performance.
Or perhaps it's due to features like separate MM and MC inputs,
selectable phase inversion and achoice between direct tube or hybrid
buffered outputs. Or it just might be a reflection of Counterpoint's
quality control. After all, even the chassis and transformers are built to
exacting tolerances right at the Counterpoint factory.
Decide for yourself. Audition an SA-5000. What you hear will be
American ingenuity at its best.
Call 1-800-275-2743
2610 Commerce Drive, Vista, CA 92083

COUNTERPOINT
NOTHING BETWEEN THE MUSIC AND YOU
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Take one for aspin.

In the midst of the digital revolution
carried forward by products like our own acclaimed
DAC1 digital processor, we wanted to remind everyone how good
those old analog LP's can sound.
With the PH1 phono preamplifier, you will recover musical pleasures
and previously hidden nuances you never knew lay buried in
those shelves of irreplaceable black vinyl. And, its reasonable price lets
you keep hunting for more out-of-print treasures.
You can have it both ways, from the company that's been bringing
high-end audio down to earth for more than twenty years.

audio research
HIGH
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government is all too often the source of
problems. In its attempt to solve what for a
few is aproblem (engineers cannot measure
some things which the ear can detect), it creates new problems (retarding progress to the
detriment of consumers of recorded music;
je, most of us). We must be constantly wary
of those who purport to use government to
promote the well-being of those other than
themselves.
M ICHAEL T.SALIBA
New Orleans, LA
IWO OLD LADIES?
Editor:
Now that the objectivists are trying to make
you guys illegal (AES report, January 1992),
Iguess war is declared. The best way to win
this one is to pull out.
When you devote so much space to proving that you are right and they are wrong,
you sound uncertain of your position. It's
interesting and informative to once in awhile
hear the subjectivist position explained, but
when your tone gets angry or combative it
brings to mind two ladies swinging purses
at each other. Let the other guys be petty.
Plow ahead with the truth, and your position will be strengthened.
And hey, your new typeface is great. Kind
of small, though. My subjective impressions
of it can be conveyed by using some of the
common acronyms of the audio biz: THD
(Too Hard to Decipher), WPC (What Periods
and Commas?), RMS (Reader Must Squint),
and LED (Leads to Eyesight Damage).
DOUG SCHARF
Granada Hills, CA
TYPES OF TYPE
Editor:
In response to your request for comments
about the new type style, I, for one, found
the new type considerably more difficult to
read. You stated that the size and spacing
were the same as the previous type style, so
perhaps it's the boldness (the new style is not
as bold) that is making it more difficult to
read. Even the headings, though they are now
actually alarger type size, are harder to read
because of the wimpy thin type. As Iread
through the articles, Ifound myself getting
fatigued, as one does when listening to abad
audio system.
Ihope the business benefits of the new
style are significant enough to offset what,
S
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to these eyes, is astep backward for your
readers. Maybe you could offer afree magnifying glass instead of afree CD as an incentive for subscription renewals.
DENNIS T ICARRAS
River Forest, IL
In response to the widespread complaints about the
size of our new type, beginning with this issue we
have increased the type sizefrom 8to 9point.-121,

A CRITICAL RESPONSE
Editor:
Believe it or not, Irather felt that Greenberg
treated me pretty good in his review [of my
book, High Fidelity Audio/Video Systems: A
Critical Guidefor Owners, in Vol.14 No.12],
given his philosophy. Ido want to bring up
some points, however. (Readers are advised
to re-read his review of my book in the December issue before continuing.)
First, the book costs $23.50 because it is
a"library" binding: acid-free paper, library
stitching, etc. The circle/infinity logo on the
verso of the title page indicates high quality.
The price is well below average for alibrarygrade paperback binding, which these days
is about $29. My publisher specializes in
books for libraries, although the book will
also be sold to private individuals.
Second, the book is really only "dated"
from the perspective of achange-hungry
journalist. A lot of the material in it is considered quite up-to-date by at least some
reputable people. Just look through the bibliographical data. (CG failed to note that the
text has extensive and often very up-to-date
book and magazine references to back up
most of its contentions.) Yes, alot of the illustrated gear is no longer in production. However, Ipointed out in the introduction that
the photos were there to prove apoint, not
make sales. Also, some of the gear just recently went out of production and the book
was in press for ayear prior to its coming out
last May. Iwould imagine that most of the
stufflisted in Laura Dearborn's book is also
no longer being made, but that did not prevent Greenberg from promoting her work.
Putting too much new gear in abook can be
counterproductive.
Third, Ilike great music as much as the
next audio buff, but Iam not afraid to admit
that Ilike great recordings, too. Greenberg
implies that Iam turned off by old record-
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NEW TRADITION...
The Krell KRC Remote Controlled Preamplifier
The Krell KRC preamplifier begins anew era
in high-end audio. Remote control convenience is added to the Krell trademarks of
sonic impact and build quality.
Sophisticated circuitry allows remote and
manual control without signal degradation.
Switching is done through relays adjacent to
the connectors and associated circuits. This
allows optimum circuit layout and avoids the
use of FET switching. The Level potentiometer is motor-driven to allow extremely
fine volume adjustments.

The KRC uses an elegant hand-held remote
which will become the centerpiece of future
Krell remote controlled products.
An external chassis houses supplies for the
audio circuitry and digital control circuitry.
Supply and gain stages are high-bias Class
A and direct-coupled. Complimentary phase
combining and phase -splitting provide the
greatest amount of balanced operation and
the most accurate balanced signals.
Witness the sonic quality and effortless
convenience of the KRC—the vanguard of a
new tradition in high-end audio.

KRELL INDUSTRIES335 Higgins DrivemMilford, CT 06460
Phone: 203-874-3139
Fax: 203-878-8373
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ings by great masters. Okay, that may be the
case—sometimes. However, Iwould imagine
that alot of your people would rather listen
to agreat recording ola good performance
(note, Idid not say "bad performance") than
merely agood recording of agreat one. I
would imagine that at least some of you guys,
when one considers that you are constantly
trading and buying new stuff, have spent far
more money on assorted sound systems over
the years than on your record collections. Or
do you get most of your stuff for free? Also,
what did Corey find so wrong (so much so
that he highlighted the quote from the book)
in my saying that one could not tell if aperformance was good if its details were muddled
by apoor recording? As serious buffs, we do
want nuance-revealing recordings, don't we?
Fourth, while the book does discuss the
underground press in asometimes negative
manner, Ithink it is unfair to imply that its
basic goal was to grind an axe against you
people. It also took the "above ground" press
to task for sometimes being afraid to deal
with the more complex side of audio in a
forthright manner, and even pointed out serious problems with the testing that Consumer's Union and the Canadian NRC do.
Mr. Greenberg almost makes it seem as if the
book is nothing more than alengthy diatribe
against people such as yourself, while, in actuality, only asmall part of two chapters dealt
with the relationship between audio and the
people who favor subjective testing over objective. The book was, as amatter of fact,
mostly about audio and video and not the
people who deal with the subject.
Fifth, Roy Allison has been afriend of mine
for years. Iadmire him because he has no use
for BS or the people who promote it, has
ideas about speaker systems that usually parallel mine, and builds good speakers as aresult
of those ideas. As for the other people you
mention in adenigrating manner, Moran and
Clark, well, Ilike them too and consider them
quite bright. You failed, incidentally, to mention that Ialso praised David Hafler, Matti
Otala, Mark Davis, Floyd Toole, Stanley Lipshits, John Vanderkooy, Daniel Queen, Edgar
Villchur, Harry Olson, among others—and
even Peter Mitchell and Martin Colloms.
Much of the material these people have written was listed in the book's bibliographical
references and was frequently commended...
Sixth, while many of the Allison speakers
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1992

illustrated in the book are out of production,
the basic driver designs were pretty much the
same as in the newer models, with cabinet
styles, crossover configurations, and driver
protection circuits being the main differences.
If you have an older Allison model and a
driver fails, it can be safely replaced by one
of the later versions. (They are also produced
by Allison in-house and are not OEM models,
like so many of those installed in high-end
cabinets.) If you feel as Ido about the need
for flat power and uniform radiation pattern,
the coverage Igave those drivers was justified.
Seventh, the reason the Electronic Subwoofer bass boost was dangerous for some
woofers is that they were not designed for
it. Ipointed out in the book that bass-reflex
type designs could get into real trouble with
ESW operation. Allison said the same thing
in the unit's owner's manual. With welldesigned acoustic suspension woofers, the
device could work quite well, particularly if
they were fairly bass-potent already. Bass
tone controls can also cause problems with
those same bass-reflex models, which is why
Isaid that strongly boosting the bass with
some speakers could cause troublc Anyway,
Ithought my discussion of the potential for
over-elevating the bass with some conventional subwoofers was pretty informative.
Many buffs turn asubwoofer device into a
boom-box.
Eighth, the AR-5 and AR-3a are said to be
treble-deficient by some buffs. [They also measure as being treble-deficient.—Ed.] However,
with most recordings this may be aplus instead of aminus, particularly if the system,
like those AR models, has very wide dispersion and is operated in an acoustically untreated, "living-room-like" area that reflects
and supports alarge amount of off-axis sound.
(The book spent alot of time on this subject.)
If they had any weaknesses, it was that they
lacked liquid-cooled (and burnout-resistant)
drivers. Istill consider them quite up-to-date,
if their volume-level limitations are understood. The AR LST was something else, and
Istand 100% by what Isaid regarding its
ability to hold its own with most of what is
available today, including the often overpriced stuff that your people praise regularly.
Ninth, Idid not say all amps sound the
same. All properly designed amps sound the
same, provided they are not being clipped
and not driving really oddball impedance
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MAJOR PERFORMANCE.
MINOR DECISION.
FROM THE LEADERS IN RIBBON LOUDSPEAKER TECHNOLOGY COME THREE NEW
HYBRID PERFORMERS. CENTAUR MINOR, CENTAUR AND CENTAUR MAJOR EXPAND
THE CUTTING EDGE OF AUDIO.
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loads. This does not include units with excessively (and intentionally) high output impedances, which skew the frequency response
and make the amp sound "different" from
more mundane (read, low-priced) models
and give you guys the "proof" you need to
say that amps sound different. Most amps on
the market are properly designed.
Tenth, Ithought you came up real short
in "dissecting" the accessories chapter. ..
Greenberg took most of the statements out
of context. (He failed to note, for example,
that Iindicated that asubharmonic synthesizer is best used with some older pop recordings, which often lack deep bass, that it was
inadequate for classical music enhancement,
and that it was particularly useful in bringing
some video film soundtracks up to snuff,
particularly when such sources contained a
lot of special-effects audio pyrotechnics.)
Incidentally, why didn't you mention my discussion of felt-tip pens, disc freezing, and
Armor All under the "bad" heading? The latter, in particular, was aimed right at you guys.
Finally, Irather doubt that my book would
ever turn people who love music away from
audio as ahobby. What it should do is show
them that it is not necessary to spend the kind

of mega-money your crew feels is required
to get surprisingly fine sound in the home.
(All your Class C and D product ratings do
is make poor people feel bad, in spite of what
you say.)
H OWARD FERSTLER
Tallahassee, FL
Despite Mr. Ferstler's spirited defense of his brainchild, Iconcur with CG 's review judgment that
High Fidelity Audio/Video Systems contains
too much misinformation, is too much concerned
with long-obsolete components, and is too unconnected with the reality of what audiophilesface when
deciding what to purchase and why, to be recommendable. Music lovers new to this often maddening
hobby who want useful, accurate information
should obtain acopy of Laura Dearborn's Good
Sound, published by Quill, William Monvw, price
$12.95, and availablefrom The Audio Advisor,
as well as from good bookshops.
And Stereophile readers—remember that we
highly recommend the components listed in Class
C and D of "Recommended Components"! These
products e'er good, musically satisfying sound at
an affordable price. But do you spend more on your
systems than on your collections of recordings, as
Mr. Ferstler charges.' Ihope not.
—JA
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CRITICAL
ACCLAIM!
"The

Stratus

Golds

are

not your

typical laid-back,

polite,

audiophile loudspeaker. They definitely impressed me with their upfront, immediate, but never in-your-lap soundstaging.
The Stratus Gold's potent, extended bass response contributed
significantly to its overall impact and feeling of realism.
Not every corner hi-fi shop carries PSB; auditioning the Stratus
Golds may take some persistence. But it will be time well spent."
Thomas J. Norton, Stereophile Vol. 14, No. 2(Feb. 1991)
"The measured performance of the PSB New Stratus was excellent.
Its response smoothness, deep bass extension, and very low bass
distortion were outstanding, ...Altogether, the PSB New Stratus is
an exceptionally fine speaker with livable dimensions and handsome
styling." Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review, May 1991
Comments

on

the

PSB40MKII:

"Nice

sense

of

three-

dimensionality and space, good depth and ambience," ...Ifeel they
definitely deserve acareful audition. Thomas J. Norton, Stereophile
Vol. 14, No. 7(July 1991)
Call TOLL FREE 1-800-263-4641 for further product information or
the name of your nearest PSB dealer.

PSB Speakers
633 Granite Court
Pickering, Ontario

U.S. Mailing Address

Canada

PSB Speakers

L1W 3K1

P.O. Box 387

Fax: (416) 831-6936

Lewiston, New York

1-800-263-4641

14092
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Shortly after Christmas, Philips executives
revised the program for launching the Digital
Compact Cassette. They had previously
announced plans for agala April 30 "worldwide DCC launch party" in Paris, coinciding
with the opening of the European Disney
theme park nearby. Publicity for the new
digital tape system would get afree piggyback ride on all the media attention that will
be focused on the Eurodisney opening, and
deliveries of DCC recorders to stores would
begin afew weeks later.
That plan had one basic flaw: as with any
new operation, production will start slowly
and take several months to ramp up to high
volume. While the first DCC machines may
be delivered to stores during the spring as
promised last year, the initial production runs
will yield only one or two decks per store.
These will be used for in-store demonstrations and to familiarize salespeople with the
new format. DCC decks will be available for
sale in limited quantities during the summer,
and—assuming that no kinks arise—in large
quantities around September.
Recognizing the folly of having aworldwide PR blitz in the spring for aproduct that
won't be widely available until fall, Philips
canceled the April 30 Paris launch. The main
advertising campaign for DCC will coincide
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1992

with the general availability of machines, as
well as several hundred prerecorded DCC
titles, when the kids go back to school.
Eventually DCC decks will cost less than
DAT machines, but at first they will cost
more. Sony knocked $200 off the prices of
two DAT recorders before Christmas, yielding "street" prices below $600. But the first
DCC machine from Philips will list for $700.
DCC decks made in Japan and carrying the
Philips-owned Maranta brand will cost even
more, around $800 in black and $900 with
agold-colored front panel. At aheavily
attended press conference on the eve of the
Winter CES, Philips executives vowed they
will not make the same mistake with DCC
that they did with CD—allowing Japanese
companies to dominate the market. As the
DCC format's creator, Philips and its associated brands will not only be first to market, but will also bring out avariety of
models in the fall, including car and portable
versions.
This seemed an obvious shot at Sony,
whose campaign to become the world leader
in all things digital has included flooding the
market with astaggering variety of CD
players at every conceivable price point. In
arecent count, Sony was selling more than
30 "different" CD players, some only $30
apart in price. A third of these were porta-
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The Air Tight ATM-3 mono-block amplifier was born to fulfill many an
audiophile's fantasy. A masterpiece of sonic brilliance, classically inspired,
designed and crafted in the quest of sonic perfection. Indeed, the ATM-3 is a
work of art deserving of the phrase, "SOUND THAT HAS SHAPE."
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For Information: International Distributor
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Axiss corporation

New Kokusai Bldg., 3-4-1 Marunouchi Chiyoda-ku,
rokyo 100 Japan
Tel. 03-3212-0591 Fax. 03-3212-7449
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ble, car, or combi-laserdisc models; Ididn't
count boomboxes.
In the expected "format war" between
DCC and Sony's MiniDisc, DCC appears
to have the lead—if only because Sony, with
no new products to announce, chose not to
exhibit any equipment at the Winter CES.
But Sony did publish an ad reminding everyone that, among digital recording formats,
only the DAT provides an exact bit-by-bit
copy ola CD. By implication, aDAT deck
is areference-quality recorder. If aDCC
recorder will cost up to 50% more and
doesn't preserve the original datastrearn, why
would you want one? (On the other hand,
remember the "bits is bits" fallacy; an accurate datastream is not, by itself, aguarantee
of great sound. DIA circuits in DAT recorders,
as in CD players, vary in sound quality.)
Audiophiles have already questioned
whether the DCC can equal aCD's sound
while using only afourth as many bits. To
offset such doubts, it appears that the publicity campaign for the DCC will include
suggestions that the DCC could actually
sound better than aCD! As reported by Martin Colloms in last month's "Update," the
Decca Recording Center in England has
experimented with an 18-bit version of DCC
that has awider dynamic range than CD. As
described here in April 1991, during playback the DCC's compressed PASC code is
converted to conventional 16-bit linear
PCM—with anominal dynamic limit of
96dB—before it is decoded to analog. ¡fit
were possible to convert it to 18-bit PCM
instead, the potential 105dB dynamic range
of the PASC code could be preserved.
Whether this may lead eventually to 18-bit
"audiophile" DCC recorders, or to professional studio DCC machines, is unclear. In
any case, equating asingle parameter such as
bit-rate or dynamic range to overall sound
quality is another fallacy.

UK: Martin Colloms

Following the listening comparisons on
DCC (see "Update," February 1992, pp.4757), Decca kindly allowed me the use of their
facilities in conjunction with aloaned CD-R
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1992

(recordable CD) machine to devise atest to
compare the original U-Matic format, 16-bit
master with the commercial CD pressing of
the same. A CD was recorded onto CD-R
(the transport used for the CD transfer was
aMeridian 602 in wired coaxial mode), as
well as the same music track fed direct from
the Sony U-Matic digital master tape. The
CD-R storage unit CD-R was aMaranta; the
replay CD-R was an early prototype from
Meridian. The digital output of each setup
was taken to aTheta Pro Basic which fed
Meridian 605 power amps and Wilson
WATT 3/Puppies via apassive Penny & Giles
controller.
For this test, a Decca master of the
Christopher Hogwood performance of
Handel's Messiah was used. A copy of aCD
made on aCD-R is generally judged to have
replay quality slightly superior to that of the
original CD—see later. My conclusion was
that the transfer from the Sony U-Matic
master was superior to the CD copy by 510%. The CD source sounded alittle less
immediate and involving, slightly less sharply
focused and defined, possessing ahint of darkening and veiling and with marginally less
depth and ambience. To put this in context,
this difference was rather less than that apparent between optical and wired decoder connections, using Toslink for the optical link.
It did prove that treatments such as the
absorptive green paint and other similar
products do help astandard CD sound alittle
closer to the original master. Treating the CD
in question helped to bridge the gap heard
by comparison with the master transfer. One
indication is that properly dithered, highresolution A/D data would produce bettersounding master CD recordings if stored
directly on aCD-R Machine. CDs made
from aCD-R master are likely to sound better than those made via the traditional videotape process; this route will prove popular
with some of the specialist audiophileoriented recording engineers.
In fact, while this report was being prepared, recording engineer Tony Faulkner was
trying out CD-R for mastering. He produced very promising results, essentially
comparable with his own excellent multitrack Mitsubishi recorder at arather consequential $35,000!! We certainly agree that,
in the digital domain, CD-R is abettersounding medium than R-DAT, and in many
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Does Your
Taste
Run To The
Esoteric

We know that amere photograph of our new CD separates will
not sway your investment decision.
Neither will fancy rhetoric.
You will, simply, have to experience the absolute precision and
sonic realism of the new Esoteric"
CD Separates for yourself.
For the location of the Esoteric
purveyor nearest you, please telephone (213) 726-0303.

ESOTERIC.
Adivision of Teac America, Inc. •7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, CA 90640
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cases beats U-Matic.
In afurther test, aTheta Data transport was
used to replay aseries of CDs from my collection into the CD-R to produce ademo
compilation. At the end, the recording was
subjected to the final "fixing" process to code
it properly for replay on any CD player. (This
fixing involves writing the final ToC—Table
of Contents—to the appropriate area on the
inside edge of the data area.) Comparisons
were then made via the Theta Data/DS Pro
Basic between the CD originals and the CDRcompilation copy. User reports had already
indicated that the copy would sound better
in several respects—this was found to be the
case. Some of the "green pen" effect was
heard; that type of general improvement
which has now been confirmed as acloser
approach to the original master. Background
noise was quieter, allowing for aclearer window into the depth domain. Instrumental
timbres were more natural, while the treble
was felt to be noticeably purer with less grain.
Focus was slightly improved, the overall
representation more relaxed.
Nevertheless, aided by the fine temporal
resolution of the Meridian 605/WATT 3/
Puppy combination, it was also evident that
there was areduction in rhythmic involvement and subjective tuning precision on the
CD-R copy; on grounds of maximum musical involvement, the original CD was preferred in many cases.
This was, however, amost specialized test,
and Ido not feel that the result should be
prematurely extrapolated to the sound of a
CD-R used in alive recording application.
Too many other dependent variables are
involved to make that assumption. In asimilar test using atop-line R-DAT transport, not
only was the timing significantly impaired,
but also those aspects where CD-R is audibly
strong.

US: John Atkinson

At the 1992 WCES, Meridian's Bob Stuart
gave me the opportunity to compare aCD
with aCD-R copy made from it. Ihad to
agree that the CD-R sounded significantly
better, in that there was less treble grain, more
image depth, and a better sense of the
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1992

recorded ambience. The CD used was aviolin and piano recording released by Peter
McGrath on his Audiofon label; Bob Stuart had made acopy using the prototype
Meridian CD-R recorder; the playback system was aMeridian 602 transport feeding the
Meridian D6000 loudspeakers. The difference between the CD and the copy was not
subtle. As Peter McGrath, who was also
listening, exclaimed, "That's impossible!"
From the same data—Bob had checked—the
CD-R produced asound that, according to
Peter, was much nearer that of the original,
particularly in the sense of more correctly
reproducing the nature of the hall acoustic.

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
THE CD AND THE CD-R
COPY WAS NOT SUBTLE.
Why should such amajor difference in
quality be heard between CD and CD-R
when the data are the same? According to
Bob Stuart, the CD-R pit shape is much better defined than with aconventional CD. In
addition, the intrinsic data jitter on the CD-R
is lower, while the player focus and tracking
servos also have an easier time of it. The overall result is that the inherent jitter in the data
ultimately presented to the DAC is said to be
considerably lower with the CD-R version
of those data than it is with the original CD.

UK: Ken Kessler

From the most unexpected quarter came a
recent attack on CD which is so eloquent that
I'm copying it verbatim. Best of all, it comes
not from an audiophile but from arespected
musician.
For those of you unfamiliar with Neil
Young, he's one of the very few fortysomething rockers with serious credibility among
today's musical guerillas. Sonic Youth collaborates with him, the Icicle Works adored
him, and acluster of the most radical recorded adisc of cover versions to pay their
respects. From Buffalo Springfield to Crosby,
Stills, Nash & Young to seminal works with
Crazy Horse, Young has shown remarkable
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dominant sound and makes that whole area
only that sound. It's good enough so that it
sounds like music, so logically we think,
'Hey, this is cool, it's clean' and everything,
but the brain is not challenged. There's nothing to analyze. There's no input coming into
the brain.

Bits is bits, eh Neil?

skills with country rock, rockabilly, folk,
heavy metal, thrash, techno-rock, swing, and
any other genre he fancies.
He recently appeared on BBC television's
"Ftapido," the world's very best "magazine
format" rock program. Though the item
dealt mainly with his recent ARC/WELD triple and his forthcoming sequel to Harvest,
Young burst forth with the following monologue, despite admitting that his next release,
like all his recent albums, would be recorded
digitally.
"CD sucks, is what I'm trying to say.
That's the synopsis. It's afalse representation
of music--it's not music. It's asimulation of
asham. There's no depth, and the key is that
it has no therapeutic value.
"There used to be atime when you could
sit and listen to music in your room and you'd
put on the speakers and sit there and it
washed over you. It was like acleansing
thing. It really felt good. You could get high
listening to music. And now people don't do
that as much. And they seem to not know
why.
"There's auniverse of sound in analog.
Analog is arepresentation of everything. Just
like afilm gathers an image and TV gathers
spots. Averaged tones. You have auniverse
of sound happening in the echo and the digital bit comes in and averages out the most
42

"The heart doesn't get to feel anything. It's
not like aworkout. It's not stimulating.
"It's boring.
"There's no value. You don't get the same
thing back. That's why people, especially my
age, can't listen to music very much now. It's
not because they're old. It's not because
they're lost in the past. It's because they have
the sensory taste. They know what it used to
sound like. And they don't get it now so
mostly they're blaming themselves and
going, 'I'm out of it. Ican't pick up on what's
happening now.'
"But they're not. What's happening now
is great music is being made by great musicians but it's not being recorded correctly.
It's being recorded in amedium that destroys
it."
Whew. The man doesn't mince words, eh?
Idon't know the size of "Rapido" 's audience,
and Idon't know if the remarks will have
much effect, but it's somewhat reassuring to
acreaky old vinyl junkie like myself to learn
that one of my heroes has similar views.

DIGITAL IS GOOD
ENOUGH SO THAT IT SOUNDS
LIKE MUSIC .
.
.
BUT THE
BRAIN IS NOT CHALLENGED."
Ce

Yeah, I'm still listening to and (when Ican
find it) buying vinyl. I'm not certain that it
will be around much longer, despite rearguard action like anew label called Vital
(from the folks who make VTL tube electronics) and the announcement in Goldmine
that anew company has appeared in the US
which is licensing material by the Beatles, the
Rolling Stones, and others for release on 7"
45rpm singles. Talk about fighting the good
fight.
Will the vinyl junkies simply drift away?
Will they go the way of Linn and join the
enemy? Or will they continue to spread the
word? Ilearned of Neil Young's remarks only
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Renaissance...
because nothing
is sacred but
the music
Introducing the Infinity
Renaissance Series'. The
result of acomprehensive
re-evaluation of all we have
learned during aquartercentury of crafting highly
musical loudspeakers.
Renaissance. As its
name implies, it is nothing
less than the complete
rebirth of the art of the
high-end speaker. Elegant
in design. Inspired in performance. Painstakingly,
classically, musically, an
Infinity loudspeaker.
Renaissance.
The golden age of
loudspeaker design is
upon us once more.

Infinity
We get you back to what it's all about. Music.

For the name of your nearest
Authorized Infinity Dealer call
(818) 407-0228 ext. 474
For literature call (800) 765-5556

,
1t,

In Canada call (416) 294-4833,
H. Roy Gray, Ltd.
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because Ricardo Franassovici of UK highend distributor Absolute Sounds was so
taken by the interview that he taped it and
sent out adozen copies to others who'd sympathize.
I'm glad Iwas on the list.

US: Jack English

Like so many other products in our world
today, audio equipment is often packaged
with styrofoam "peanuts?' the loose plastic
filler which cushions aproduct in its carton.
This material, christened "ghost guano" by
Stereophilds erstwhile Shipping and Receiving
Clerk, Danny Sandoval, is essential for the
safe transportation of equipment from manufacturer to dealer or customer. As we have
also come to know, styrofoam is less than
ideal as abiodegradable trash product.
Iwas recently quite pleased and surprised
to receive aseries of Bricker's International
Directories of executive education programs
from Peterson's of Princeton, NJ. The directories were packaged with anew type of peanut called ECO-FOAM. This material is
described as composed of over 95% cornstarch that will decompose once saturated
with water. It is "biodegradable, nontoxic,
and made from an annually renewable resource not requiring deforestation?'
When Iinformed my environmentally
sensitive and ever-cynical spouse of this new
packaging, she snickered and said something
like: "I'll believe it when Isee it?' So, we put
afew pieces of the small, hollow, cylindrically shaped ECO-FOAM into abowl of
water. They dissolved! As claimed, the material is indeed biodegradable once saturated
with water. Not willing to eat any ofit or feed
it to our dog, we'll take their word concerning toxicity. Hopefully, audio manufacturers
will take along look at ECO-FOAM as an
alternative product for their loose fill needs.'

US: Peter W. Mitchell

According to alongstanding Anglo-American tradition, virtually anything that can be
bought can also be made available for bor1It has also been suggested (I forget by whom) that popped
popcorn also makes an ideal, biodegradable packaging material.
—JA
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1992

rowing or rental. You can borrow abook
from the local public library, or copy obscure
technical journals in auniversity library. You
can rent atool for aday, acar for the weekend, or ahouse for ayear. You can rent a
movie from the corner video shop, afloor
polisher from Rent-a-Tool, a distortion
analyzer from Electro-Rents. You can rent
clothes, furniture, party supplies, microphones, an electric wheelchair, even cargo
space on arocket heading for orbit.
What you can't rent is aCD. That wasn't
always so; historically, 78s and LP records
could be rented like everything else. But the
rental market for LPs was always small in the
US, for two reasons: 1) New LPs were relatively cheap, with budget labels selling for
only $1.98; and 2) LPs in public libraries were
typically so scratchy and worn that the idea
of renting LPs was offensive to anyone who
cared about sound quality. And since the
rental market for LPs never grew large
enough to undermine record sales, the industry didn't try very hard to stop it—until the
CD arrived with its near-immunity to surface damage and wear.
When Iheard my first CD Istarted writing
enthusiastic articles about what aboon the
CD would be to music. Since digital discs
could be played ahundred times and still
sound like new, Ipredicted that the CD
would launch an explosion in record rentals.
With new CDs costing $20 apiece, people
would want to hear them before buying—as
they often did ahalf-century ago, when record stores had listening booths. In 1946, if
anew disc seemed interesting you could go
into abooth and hear it for yourself, decide
whether you liked the music (and the performance), and know that you were buying
only the records you liked. But when the
vulnerable plastic LP replaced the hardshellac 78 after 1948, listening booths went
out of style. People wanted to buy only
factory-fresh LPs, not records that had been
played to death in the store. As aresult, when
Iwas building my LP collection during the
'60s and '70s, Ioften had to make buying
decisions on blind faith. If the performance
or sound quality turned out to be unsatisfactory, Iwas stuck with the disc; record stores
wouldn't take back arecord after it had been
played, unless it was an obviously defective
pressing. After afew years Iowned over 1000
LPs, of which there were at least 200 that I
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never played asecond time and would gladly
have sold or traded if! could find abuyer. But
there was very little market for used LPs in
those days.
My initial reaction to hearing the first CDs
in Paris adecade ago was that this wear-free
medium would bring back the practice of
auditioning recordings before you bought
them. Iwasn't thinking of in-store listening
booths, which were more practical with
four-minute 78s than with hour-long CDs.
(Though my favorite CD store, Covent Garden Records at 84 Charing Cross, London,
did have CD players with headphones as well
as aseparate listening room, allowing customers to sample CDs before buying them.)
The idea that got me excited was the prospect of being able to rent CDs from alocal
store for $1 or so, listen to them at home
through my own audio system, and decide
which ones were worth paying $20 to keep.
Not only would this enable me to build a
much more satisfying record collection; it
also would encourage me to try out abroad
range of music and performances that I
would never gamble on buying unheard. If
Icould rent ahalf-dozen recordings of the
Brahms First and hear them at home, Iwould
then be ready to buy one (or two) with much
more confidence. And if Icould rent discs of
unfamiliar symphonies by George Lloyd,
Arvo Part, Dmitri Shostakovitch, and David
del Tredici, Iwould soon discover and buy
many wonderful recordings of music that I
would never have known if!had to gamble
$20/disc without auditioning.
Since Iwas confident that others would
share this feeling, Imade two predictions
about the impact of the CD: 1) CD rentals
would be an explosive business, and 2) By
giving listeners ano-risk opportunity to hear
unfamiliar composers, new performers, and
small record labels, CD rentals would get the
record business out of the Top-40 mentality and stimulate amuch bigger, broader,
healthier market for recorded music.
Other people had the same idea, and afew
CD rental shops were launched, but they
didn't last long. The RIAA became aware that
CDs could be rented, and in the minds of
industry bureaucrats that could mean only
one thing: lost sales. Every rented CD would
be copied onto tape and would never be purchased. Worse yet, copying aCD onto tape
would yield abetter-sounding tape than the
STEREOPHILE. M ARCH 1992

equivalent store-bought cassette. Conclusion: CD rentals would not only undermine
CD sales, they would also undercut the market for recorded tapes.
The RIAA panicked, went to Washington,
and persuaded Congress to pass alaw banning CD rentals. It happened so fast that
nobody had achance to testify against the
new law, or to explain why CD rentals might
actually stimulate abigger and healthier record business. Consumers lost the battle for
CD rentals during the first years of the CD,
before most of us ever bought our first CD
player.

THE RIAA PERSUADED
CONGRESS TO PASS A
LAW
BANNING CD RENTALS.
Istill believe Iwas right, and that if CD
rentals had become commonplace the record industry would have been afar healthier
business. Furthermore, with cheap CD rentals on every corner CD players would now
be in every US home, instead of only one out
of four. But I'll never convince the RIAA that
they were wrong to ban CD rentals; the last
few years have been the most profitable in the
industry's history, partly because CD prices
have been kept artificially high.
Fortunately no one invested alot of money
on my prediction that CD rentals would
become abig business. Curiously, the prediction that rentals would eventually stimulate
abigger market for sales was finally proved
true—but not for CDs. The business of renting movies on videotape got its start around
the same time as the CD. The MPAA (Motion Picture Association of America), being
no smarter than the RIAA, also tried to get
Congress to ban videotape rentals. The
movie studios wanted to continue selling
tapes at $80 apiece and keep all the profit;
they resented the idea that local video shops
could make aprofit renting tapes that the studios regarded as "their" copyrighted property. But 10,000 video rental shops were
already in business, and they protested vociferously that the MPAA was trying to steal
their businesses away from them.
The MPAA lost that battle, and today the
studios are grateful (though they still resent
it). Videotapes are now the most profitable
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"Line protectionyou can pay a
little for it now,
or you can pay a
lot for it later."-teereemo
R

egardless of how sophisticated your
stereo and video system is, it may
never achieve its full potential if plugged
directly into an AC outlet. Raw and
unprocessed AC power can severely
diminish the clarity of audio signals and
reduce the resolution of your video picture.
Harmful high-voltage spikes and surges
can also damage your valuable equipment.
The ADCOM ACE-515 AC Enhancer
significantly improves the performance
capabilities of your system by filtering and
processing raw AC power, unveiling a
pure, noise-free power source. And, it
protects your components from harmful
line voltage disturbances.

Listen To The Critics
"Electronic equipment (especially digital audio gear)
is vulnerable to both annoying and catastrophic power-line
problems. Your stereo gear should have line spike and
surge protection, with hash filters thrown in too."
—Ken Pohlman, AUDIO, November 1987.

".. .the effective suppression of AC 'RE hash' by the
ACE-51.5 improved clarity and lowered noise in all
three CD players. ...the significant improvements in
instrumental and vocal harmonic retrieval and hall
ambience are superb.. ..it simply appears to allow
musical information to be passed through to the
listener with less veil and electronic 'haze.' "
—Lewis Lipnick, Stereophile, Vol. 11 No. 4, April 1988.
Recommended accessory in Stereophile. Vol. 12 No. 4,
April 1989.

For amodest investment, the ADCOM
ACE-515 enhances both audio and video
clarity while protecting your equipment.
Once again, ADCOM lives up to its
reputation of offering superior performance
at areasonable cost. For complete
technical data, please visit your Adcom
dealer. You'll discover the ACE-515 is
more than an accessory. It's anecessity.

ADCOM®
dee0 ,15 VDU car, hear
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part of the movie business. Reason: people
who rent movies at low cost develop ataste
for them, broaden their selection, and gradually find that they want to own some movies
to watch again and again. As aresult, many
movies that bombed in theaters have turned
abig profit in video sales. And because the
American public has such ahuge (and varied) taste for movies, studios have been able
to make films catering to more specialized
tastes than they ever would have done when
they had to rely on theaters for their profits.
The burgeoning business of CD rentals
was aborted, thanks to the RIAA's clout in
Congress. But in Japan and England, where
LPs were always priced higher than in the
US, record rentals were awell-established
tradition? And when the CD replaced the LP
adecade ago, the modest but stable Japanese
market for record rentals became avery big
business indeed. There are now over 5000
CD shops grossing half abillion dollars
annually from rentals. The rental option is
popular because in Tokyo the average retail
cost of anew CD is $25, giving consumers
astrong motivation to buy only the discs
they really want to own.
No doubt, as the RIAA feared, some Japanese enthusiasts have been copying rented
CDs onto DAT. But CD sales also flourished
in Japan, even more rapidly than in the US?
Japanese distributors import an impressive
variety of CDs from around the world. And
the Japanese branches of US record companies were reissuing classic performances on
CD much earlier, in much greater variety,
and in better-sounding transfers, than their
American counterparts have ever done. For
example, much ofBruno Walter's recorded
legacy was available on Japanese CDs six
years ago—a time when CBS had issued only
ahandful of Walter discs here. As with
movies on tape, an active rental market stimulated the growth of an immensely varied
2With adisposable income in the late '60s and early'70s that
sometimes went negative, Ibecame intimately familiar with
much of the standard classical repertoire from LPs which I
rented from the local public library.
3According to the survey of the record business in The Economist, 12/21/91, the availability of new CD recordings for
rental in Japan could appear to have anegative effect on CD
sales. Sales of CDsper head in Japan are ahair over half of
what they are in the US, which might lead the RIAA to suppose that home taping of rented CDshas cut the market in
half As The Economist pointed out, however, this statistic also
held true in the early'70s when there were no CD or LP rental
outlets in Japan.
—JA
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market for disc sales.
Nevertheless, the RIAA is attempting to
kill the CD rental business in Japan, presumably on the theory that when Japanese
consumers get their hands on economical
DCC decks they will embark on afrenzy of
copying rented CDs onto tape. Revisions to
Japanese copyright law are scheduled to take
effect this year, presumably including aversion of the "royalty" tax on digital media that
is now wending its way through the US
Congress. US record companies have demanded that the revised law should include
aprovision banning all rentals of new CDs
for ayear after their release. A coalition of
rental shops negotiated acompromise with
Japanese record companies, providing for a
three-week rental ban; fans of top-selling
rock bands who are eager to hear anew
release would have astrong incentive to buy
it. But according to Audio Week, the head of
the RIAA refused to accept the compromise.

US: Arms Balgalvis

Remember Reference Recordings' half-speed
mastering lathe, which Ireported on in
"Industry Update" in Vo1.14 No.9? Well, it's
finally ready. The lathe has been successfully
refurbished and is now hard at work turning out half-speed-mastered LP versions of
several of Prof. Keith Johnson's superb
recordings that have until now been available only on CD. Here's what's slated for
release in early 1992: Fiesta! (RR-38), Hammersmith and other music for wind ensemble by Hoist (RR-39), Eddie Daniels playing Brahms and Weber Clarinet Quintets
(RR-40), and the Blazing Redheads' Crazed
Women (RR-41). As usual for RFt, the LPs will
come in gatefold jackets featuring comprehensive liner notes about the music and the
recording technology. Test pressings have
been evaluated and approved for production,
according to Reference President Tam Henderson, and Stan Ricker is doing the mastering. (RR will not re-cut any of their alreadyreleased LPs, as Ihad erroneously reported
in my September 1991 report. My error
caused quite abit of grief at RR, for which
Iapologize.)
Other 1992 plans indude anumber of new
recording projects and continuing the preparation of LP editions of works heretofore
released only on CD. During arecent trip to
England Prof. Johnson committed to tape the
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Imagine...

Imagine...

Imagine...

Imagine...

a hundred watt
per channel power amplifier and
preamplifier combination for under
a thousand dollars without the
usual compromises.

a Direct Input Amplifier
that connects the sources directly
to the power amplifier, thereby
eliminating the need to pass the
source through a preamplifier
or preamp circuit integrated into
the amplifier.

unique High Sensitivity Arnplification'm
which provides all the gain required
via high sensitivity rather than
additional gain stage circuitry.

no need to compromise
with integrated circuits or cheap parts.
The Direct Input Amplifier utilizes
quality potentiometers for gain
reduction and silver contact switches
A circuit so tuned and so simple it
yields a purity never before heard
at this price.

-

acurus DIA 100
accuracy from the U.S.

MONDIAL DESIGNS LIMITED
2Elm Street, Ardsley NY 10502 • 914-693-8008
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London Philharmonic performing Malcolm
Arnold Overtures, and film music of Robert
Farnon with the Royal Philharmonic, all conducted by the composers. The recording site
for both sessions was Watford Town Hall, a
space recognized for its great acoustics.
Whatever your mindset, digital or analog,
this is serious!
Negotiations with anumber of major
labds for rights to re-cut some of their highly
regarded recordings continue unabated.
Nothing concrete can be announced at this
time, but stay tuned—I think it'll be worth
the wait.
1111

The Linn Karik laid bare

UK: Ken Kessler

End of an era? The start of aNew Age? The
biggest sellout since Quisling? However you
look at it, the arrival of the Linn CD player
is one of the final nails in the LP's coffin. Its
impact on the British, if not the global, audio
community will be monumental.
Although the Naim CD player preceded
Linn's, the Naim came from acompany
which, while dedicated to analog, never really
treated the subject the way Saddam treats the
Kurds. Naim simply waited until it felt that
CD could perform to an acceptable standard.
Try though Imay, Icannot attribute to
Nairn's Julian Vereker any remarks about CD
even remotely as hostile, emotional, irrational, vindictive, or downright ludicrous as
those uttered by Linn's Ivor Tiefenbrun since
1983. So Naim didn't set itself up quite so
much for afall as did Linn.
I'd love to have had atap on Linn's phone
lines as editors throughout the UK sucked
up to him for the scoop of the review. Whatever you think of CD or Linn, in publishing
terms the Linn Karilc/Numerik transport/D/A
converter combination has to be the hottest
product since, oh, Finial's Laser Turntable.
The tackiness started with one of those
pseudo-scoops, when arace to be the first
leads magazines to sub-tabloid practices. One
organ's January front cover proudly proclaimed, in yellow and white type, "Unveiled!
LINN's FIRST CD PLAYER. Thefull exclusive story" (their italics). Inside was afour-page
spread, over half taken up by photos, offering
some history and lots of technical details.
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1992

Anyone buying the issue in the hopes of afull
review rather than afeature artide will simply
have to wait. Or look back to Stereophile's
January issue for the world scoop. ..
What all UK editors will have to decide is,
who should do the review? A known Linnie who'll write, "It's the best CD player in
the universe" because of years of conditioning? A known cynic who'll hammer it because Linn-bashing always makes good
copy? An analog fanatic who'll hate it before
the box is even opened? A CD apologist
who'll use the review to say, "I told you so—
even Linn came around eventually"? What
none can refute is that the launch of the CD
player is asane business decision. Linn is not,
after all, anonprofit organization; it has to
manufacture what people want.

US: Peter W. Mitchell

A new product which was created for Home
THX Dolby-surround installations may also
have value in two-channel stereo systems. It
is aprofessional-grade equalizer that provides
adjustments in narrow 1
/-octave bands plus
2
several "parametric" bands whose bandwidths and center frequencies can be adjusted
to compensate for speaker flaws or roomacoustic problems. In addition—and this is
the potentially revolutionary part—after you
buy the equalizer, atrained TI-DC installer will
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WE'RE LOOKING FOR
A FEW CAREER
AUDIOPHILES
Esoteric Audio USA, the audiophile cable manufacturer, is offering
employment opportunities to audiophiles who want to labor their love.
Esoteric Audio is growing. We have just tripled the size of our "state
of the art" manufacturing facility as well as increased our work force to
over seventy people. And we still have more opportunities. So if you want
to be apart of this exciting growth, and would like an opportunity to use
your creative energies, we would like to hear from you.
We have opportunities for talented audiophiles with experience in
CAD design, graphic arts, audio engineering, metallurgy, mechanical engineering, process engineering, electromagnetic sciences, precious metals
electroplating, sales and marketing, copy writing, and advertising.
You need only apply if you are very knowledgeable, have proven
experience, and have an absolute passion for quality and detail.
Send your resume in confidence to:
Esoteric Audio USA
Career Opportunities
P.O. Box 2003
Winder, Georgia 30680
Esoteric Audio USA is an equal opportunity employer.
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come to your home, set up asignal source
and amufti-microphone spectrum analyzer,
and fine-tune the equalizer until your system delivers the smoothest response to your
listening area.
Equalizers have been the focus of one of
the longest-running controversies in audio.
Twenty years ago, when most loudspeakers
had many obvious deviations from accurate
response, it seemed self-evident that equalization could undo these deviations and yield
afar more accurate and lifelike sound. Even
if you had one of the few truly musicalsounding speakers, such as the KLH Nine
electrostatic, its response could be significantly degraded by standing waves, wall
reflections, and other room-acoustic problems that an equalizer might compensate for.
And if you decided to add asubwoofer, finetuning its crossover to achieve asmooth transition from the main speakers was afrustrating headache.
But equalizers had three obvious drawbacks. They were noisy; their corrections
usually spanned afull octave; and without
aspectrum analyzer (a very expensive tool
in those days), the adjustments had to be
made by avery slow trial-and-error process.
Audiophiles also avoided them because of
concerns about veiling of the sound and
phase-shift. Even today, most equalizers,
including those with built-in spectrum
analyzers, still suffer from noise and overly
broad corrections.
In principle, these concerns could have
been alleviated more than adecade ago.
Equalizers can be made as quiet as desired,
and portable spectrum analyzers with I/3_
octave resolution have been available for a
dozen years, as have "parametric" equalizers
that can make narrow-band adjustments.
Measuring and fine-tuning asystem's inroom response need not be done often. It is
best viewed as aone-time proposition, something useful to do when loudspeakers are
installed or moved to adifferent location.
Narrow-band equalizers and Vs-octave
spectrum analyzers are widely used in professional audio circles to smooth the response
of studio monitors, concert sound-reinforcement systems, and Dolby Stereo theater speakers. But for home listeners, ahighresolution spectrum analyzer might not be
worth its considerable cost, considering how
rarely it would be used. A more practical
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1992

solution is to borrow or rent one when
wanted. When Ibought aVi-octave spectrum
analyzer and pink-noise generator adozen
years ago, Istarted a"hi-fi doctor" service,
bringing the equipment to people's homes
in order to help them identify speaker faults,
find the best speaker placement, and equall7P
systems for smooth response. Ioften suggested that audio dealers ought to provide
asimilar service to their customers, but
few did.
High-precision equalization is coming
home, thanks to Lucasfilm. When amovie
theater obtains THX certification, aLucasfilm-trained technician visits the theater,
measures the audio system's response at typical audience seats, and fine-tunes the equalization to achieve aspecified response (essentially flat to 2kHz, followed by agradual
downward slope in the highs). The first
Home THX equali7fr, intended for connection at the output ola Dolby Pro Logic surround decoder, is manufactured by Pane and
will cost $1299. In each of its three primary
channels (left, center, right) it provides 1
/2
octave EQ from 80 to 800Hz, using "interpolating constant-Q" circuits that minimize
interaction between bands, plus two bands
per channel of parametric EQ above lkHz.
A separate two-band parametric EQ, in the
path to asubwoofer, smooths the latter's
response and works on standing-wave problems. After the system measurements and
fine-tuning have been done, ablank panel can
be bolted over the controls to prevent accidental alteration of the settings.
Who might benefit from it? Anyone
whose loudspeakers or listening chair are
located close to reflecting room boundaries.
To put it another way, the population that
might not benefit consists mainly of audiophiles who have superb speakers and who
already have arranged their systems to minimize the effects of the listening room. If your
speakers and primary chair are located in the
middle of the room, if your walls and floor
are treated with acoustical absorbers to
weaken reflections, and if you sit fairly close
to the speakers so that their direct sound is
much stronger than any reflected sounds, EQ
may have no value for you. For the rest of us,
the new THX equalizer and in-home measurement service may finally provide avalid
test of the proposition that the benefits ofEQ
outweigh the potential drawbacks.
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What do most music lovers
expect in an $1195* pair of
speakers?
Compromise.
If the speakers have decent mid-range
and imaging, they lack bottom end. If
they have reasonable octave-to-octave
balance, they won't get loud, won't
sound impactful or they're downright
ugly.
If listening to acompromise is not your
idea of agood time, raise your expectations. Audition apair Time Passage
Speakers by Tara Labs.
Time Passage Speakers have been called
"the best $2000 speaker under $1200."
That's more than just acute catch
phrase. No other speaker in this price
class can match the Time Passage's combination of immediacy, soundstaging
realism and emotional power.
loused in an elegantly simple 40-inch
ower, the speaker is athree-driver,
wo-way design that features adome
weeter and twin 6
/-inch mid-woofers,
2
1
ach isolated in its own cross-braced
hamber. Drivers are hand-selected to
eet our high standards for both
equency and phase response. The
ossover network is awork of art,
corporating custom Rel-caps, air-core
ductors and Tara Labs Quantum interal wire.
st how good can an $1195* pair of
eakers get? Get out your favorite
cording, pull up acomfy chair and
se your expectations.
rthe name and location of your
arest dealer, call 503 488 6465 or write
67 Siskiyou Blvd., Ashland, OR 97520.
nufacturer's suggested retail price

TARA LABS
Space & Time Audio Products
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Though spread out over seven floors of the
convention center, the Tokyo fair was smaller
than I'd anticipated. Three of the floors were
relatively small, but the remainder were
Japan: Thomas J. Norton enough for several comfortably large, if not
huge, exhibits. Imention this only because
The new Sunshine City complex, in the
articles I've read in the past concerning the
Ikebukuro district on the northwest side of
Tokyo show had led me expect something
Tokyo, is dominated by the Sunshine 60
like amega-CES. Perhaps at one time it was
Building, at 60 stories the second-tallest
building in Asia. The compound includes a alarger event—I seem to recall seeing references in the past to attendance figures in the
large shopping plaza, aquarium, theater,
quarter-million range. I'd be very surprised
museum, and planetarium. It also has aconif, this year, the total five-day gate totaled
vention center which, during afive-day
more than asmall fraction of that. On the
period in early October, became the magSaturday Iattended, the crowds were large
net for thousands of audiophiles attending
but not crushing; there was never any probTokyo's 40th Audio Fair.
lem getting aclose look at any display, never
Itook this, my first opportunity to attend
aTokyo audio fair, in conjunction with a aline waiting to get into any room.
By any normal standard, however, the
Technics-sponsored press trip whose main
Tokyo show is still alarge event. Over 70
feature was aseminar on the soon-to-bemanufacturers were on hand to show off their
introduced Digital Compact Cassette, or
wares, including most of the majors as well
DCC (see "Industry Update," February
as anumber of smaller companies. There
1992).

•

Denon DCD-DX converter

Denon DCD-PX transport

•

Sony TA-NRI
Luxman PD-3000 turntab'e

Panasonic prototype DCC deck
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o

monoblock
amphfiers

Epochal turntable and arm
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OCM

by Belles

"A prescription for true tonal balance and effortless
power .... instead of the usual patent medicine."

OCM 500
200W/S SS.
Stereo Amplifier

In the US. Call
1-800-448-8490

OCM Technology Inc.
6509 Transit Rd. #H1 Bowmansville NY 14026 (716)684-0460
Canada &Export: 8Stratheam Ave. U9, Brampton, Ontario L6T 4L9 (416)791- 5888

for more information

OCM Technology is asubsidiary of Magnum Dynalab Corp.

or FM-Stereo

FM

-

The FM Tuner for those who believe sonic accuracy is everything.

..
dynala b

For product information
and acopy of our booklet

MAGNUM

The FM Specialists"

"Rediscover FM Stereo"
call 1-800-448-8490

6509 TransitRd .#H1, Bomtrnansville NY 14026 (716)684-0640
Canada 5, Export: 8StrathearnAve. #9, Brampton, Ontario L6T4L9 (416)791-5888
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aren't as many of the latter in Japan as in the
US and Europe, but they apparently do exist.
Particularly striking were the products of a
company called Epochal, which included
preamps, power amps, and aprototype of
their Teragaki turntable and arm. Like many
of the displays, this was asilent one, set up
in asimple booth off in acorner, but it
immediately caught my eye.
But most of the home-grown Japanese
high-end products come from the major
manufacturers, few of whose visions of the
state of the art seem to make their way to the
US. Perhaps they feel that the market for such
products here is too small and already carved
up by established US and European brands.
Sony showed their TA-NR1 ($3846 each),4
abeautifully finished 100W (into 8ohms)
monoblock rated at 550W into 1ohm. Alio
shown was the matching TA-ER1 preamplifier, with outboard power supply and balanced inputs (line) and outputs (unbalanced
phono inputs are also incorporated). III read
the specifications correctly (for some reason
my brochure is in Japanese), the line inputs
have very high input and very low output
impedances-2 megohm unbalanced (4
megohm balanced) for the input and 2ohms
unbalanced (4 ohms balanced) for the output. Iknow of at least one US high-end
company—Cello—which recommends the
use of avery high input impedance for best
sonics.
Luxman is another Japanese company
which continues to market their top highend products at home but declines to do so
here.5What else would you call the M-06a
power amplifier, which produces amere
55Wpc (but class-A, apparently) into 8ohms
(bridgeable to make a220W monoblock)
selling for just under $3000? Bargain-hunters
in the Luxman booth could check out the L570 integrated amplifier (a popular product
category in Japan): 50Wpc class-A, and not
exactly aloss-leader at $2700. A smaller version offering 100Wpc (only 15 ofit class-A)
can be yours for about $1700—if you live in
Japan. The imposing Luxman PD-3000
turntable was also in evidence, though it
appeared to lack avacuum platter. Luxman
4Prices given here, when available, are Japanese prices converted at the rate of 130 yen to the dollar).
5Though they did market such products here from the mid'70s to the early '80s, if memory serves.
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was one of the first to introduce this feature
in some of their earlier designs.
Denon showed their high-end two-box
CD player, the DCD-DX converter, and
DCD-PX transport. While Icouldn't locate
any English-language information on either,
both were strikingly styled, particularly the
top-loading transport.
Accuphase is aunique Japanese company
in that it appears to be moderately large
(though certainly no Matsushita or Sony),
yet builds only high-end gear. It is afamiliar name to American audiophiles, having
made periodic appearances in the US market
but never really catching on big here. Accuphase was, to my knowledge, the first company to attempt to market avery expensive,
two-box CD player three or four years ago.
Their products are gorgeous both outside
and in, and if arecent rave review by Martin Colloms in the British Hi-Fi News &Record Review of their DP-70V one-piece CD
player (54 lbs) is any indication, they don't
skimp on performance for apretty face,
either. Accuphase was one of the few companies making asuccessful attempt at highend sound, and doing it through, of all
things, ahuge pair of Tannoy loudspeakers
which are apparently produced only for the
Japanese market. It would be nice to see
someone make aserious attempt to market
the Accuphase line again in the US, though
the inevitable import price penalty might
make it noncompetitive with US-made
high-end gear.
Another well-known Japanese high-end
company (apparently smaller than Accuphase, though Idon't know that for afact)
which still has aUS presence is Stax. They
were demonstrating their full-range electrostatics—which are marketed here in limited
quantities—plus another unique loudspeaker
system which is unlikely to be: the pairing
of aline-configuration electrostatic driver
with alarge horn in atruly odd-couple
arrangement. It didn't sound half bad; some
horn colorations were in evidence, to which
the rather lively room may have contributed.
But Ican't see it catching on outside ofJapan,
where horn-loaded loudspeakers are still
much-revered audiophile status symbols—
usually in rooms better suited to minimonitors. Perhaps they're popular precisely because Japanese listening rooms are small;
many horns are designed for corner-mount-
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Designed by John Cur('
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CURRENT EVENT
THE

ULTRA

HIGH

CURRENT

HCA-2200

POWER

AMP

Parasound announces our world-class amplifier, designed by John Curl.
World-renowned over 20 years
for his brilliant advances in
high-end audio. You can feel
his genius in the stunning
new HCA-2200.
Hear it now.

50 amp continuous, 90 amp peak current
220 watts/ch. 812, 365 watts/ch. 4i or 21,2
750 watts mono 812, 1,000 watts mono 412
130V/psecond slew rate, DC servo coupled
Dual-mono twin 1200VA toroid transformers
100,000mF computer grade capacitors
Independent regulation of Mosfet drivers
Matched complementary J-FET inputs
24 fl—matched 60MHz, 15A output transistors

Parasound
aerdable audio for the critical listener

• Balanced XLR and gold unbalanced inputs
• Two pairs of 5-way terminals for hi-wiring
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Parasound Products, inc., 950 Battery Street, San Francisco, CA 94111 •(800) 822. 8802 •(415) 397. 7100 •FAX (415) 397. 0144

ing, where they take up less usable floor space
than•would apair of free-space-mounted
minis on stands.
The big splash at the show was, of course,
the new digital formats which will soon be
fighting it out in the marketplace for, manufacturers hope, achance to capture the lucrative market now dominated by analog compact cassette. The products shown were
clearly prototypes. Sony was trumpeting
their 3" optical recordable Mini Disc, emphasizing its CD-like convenience while
downplaying the fact—admitted by Sony in
other circumstances—that it falls abit short
of CD sound quality (a deliberate design
tradeoff to obtain other perceived benefits).
The new Digital Compact Cassette attracted
alot of attention at the Panasonic booth,
where operational prototypes were being
demonstrated. Which way this whole thing
will pan out is anyone's guess, though DCC
clearly is nearer to being amarket reality—
which may be all it takes to give it the upper
hand.
Other digital recording media were in evidence, though in arather more low-key fashion. Pioneer showed aCD-R (recordable,
standard-size CD) deck for $7300; Ican see
the Circuit City management drooling in
anticipation over this one. Perhaps amore
practical product is JVC's HR-Z1 6S-VHS
video recorder, which incorporates digital
audio recording capability using depth multiplexing—the same technique used in VHS
Hi-Fi. It can record, simultaneously with (or
separately if desired) two channels of full 16bit digital data sampled at 48kHz, or four
channels of 12-bit digital data sampled at
32kHz. A follow-up call to JVC in the US
after the show indicated that the company
has no current plans to market asimilar unit
here. JVC also showed their own DCC prototype. JVC is corporately tied to Matsushita
(the parent of Panasonic and Technics), so this
was not surprising, though JVC's "launch" 7
was more subdued than Panasonic's.
If all of this wasn't enough to produce digital overload, Sony was showing their "Scoopman," or digital memo-recorder (first discussed here by Peter Mitchell in Vol.13 No.5
6US versions ofJapanese products, when and if they arrive
here, usually carry different model designations.
7"Launch" is perhaps apoor choice of words, as the official
worldwide launch of DCC is months away as Iwrite this.
How about "not-so-sneak preview"?
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and Vol.14 No.2). The system, originally conceived as adictation device, uses truly microcassettes, smaller than apostage stamp. I
somehow managed to miss this part of Sony's
booth—perhaps its size was scaled to the
format—but others indicated that Sony was
actually showing prerecorded software for
it. Whether or not this was aserious attempt
to introduce anew format or merely an
attempt to grab abit of thunder away from
DCC remains to be seen. With its low bit rate
and sampling frequency (the original DMR
used 12 bits and sampled at 32kHz), it may
be digital, but it's unlikely to be aserious
music-delivery medium, and risks overseasoning an already too-spicy digital stew.
While billed as the Tokyo Audio Fair, there
was alot of video in evidence as well. Particularly notable were the wide-screen (16:9
aspect ratio) monitors from anumber of
manufacturers. These are primarily designed
for HDTV (which is now broadcast for several hours each day in Japan), but may also
be used with standard NTSC letterboxed
films and, if the user desires, standard-ratio
broadcasts and video sources. The latter can
result in pseudo-wide-screen effects which
can be either impressive (except for scanning
lines, which become more visible) or weird,
with the tops of heads being cut off. Sony
demonstrated perhaps the most impressive
of these sets, awide-screen, rear-projection HDTV unit, the KWP-5500HD. The
5500HD has (if Iinterpret the Japanese specsheet correctly) a55" diagonal screen and
sells for just over $22,000. JVC showed their
considerably less expensive (under $6000)
non-HDTV wide-screen, the AV-36W1
direct view, seen previously at last June's CES
in Chicago.
Perhaps more interesting was JVC's AXV1000 audio/video amplifier incorporating
what JVC calls their "Theater Digital Acoustics Processor:' The TDAP incorporates
sound-field data for anumber of reference
motion-picture theaters—much as other processors attempt to recreate the "signatures"
of various concert halls. Included are Dolby
Laboratory's Reference Theater, the Academy
Theater, and the sound studios of major
movie companies. This is an interesting development in home surround-sound, particularly for its most widespread application,
the showing of films on video. It may be the
first attempt at not only reproducing the full
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The $199* TITAN.
Music... for aSong!

You ONLY GET WHAT YOU PAY FOR Right?
Well, not always. PARADIGM, the leader in
speaker performance/value, has done the
impossible -made aspeaker system that is an
absolute audiophile delight for an incredible
$199/pair... the TITAN!
WHAT DOES IT TAKE to build the finest
speaker at this price?
Quite simply, better design execution and
better materials. So, rather than typical inferior
cone-type tweeters, the TITAN uses a
wide-dispersion dome tweeter complete with
high-temperature voice-coil, aluminum former
and ferrofluid damping and cooling. Instead of
lesser paper-cone-type woofers, the Tam,:
woofer uses apolypropylene cone with ahigh
compliance suspension, high-temperature

voice-coil and kapton former. Add to this a
seamless dividing network and the results are
outstanding! Musical, three-dimensional, the
TITAN offers performance that belies its
astonishing low price.
You WON'T FIND PARADIGM speakers
everywhere. Product this good requires the
expertise of aqualified audio specialist. So,
before you buy any inexpensive speaker, visit
your AUTHORIZED PARADIGM DEALER and listen to
the amazing TITAN. What you will hear is
music... for asong!
FOR MORE INFORMATIONWrite tO:

MPO Box 2410 Niagara Falls, NY
14302. In Canada: PARADIGM, 569 Fenmar Drive,
Weston, ON M9L 2R6.

AUDIOSTREAM,

Faradigre
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Dolby surround effect, but that effect as it
might be experienced in atheater (as it was
meant to be heard), not asmall living room.
(A less ambitious unit having asingle theater mode, the AX-V1050, is currently available here.)
Japanese companies weren't the only ones
showing at the Tokyo fair, though they certainly had the biggest presence. US and
European products were seen here and there,
including Spectral, Linaeum, Martin-Logan,
Infinity (both the IRS V and the new Renaissance 90 loudspeakers, though only the
former was being played when Iwas there),
Sonus Faber (their stunningly styled megaminimonitor, the Extrema), Entec (a fullrange, two-way loudspeaker previously
unseen), Quicksilver, the Valve Amplification
Company, and Ensemble. Sennheiser was
also on hand with their new $12,000 Orpheus
headphones and dedicated tube amplifier.
Many of these products were merely static
displays in an importer's booth, but some—
the IRS Vs and the Sonus Fabers, for example
—were actually being demonstrated. And,
last but not least, the folks who bring you QSound had alarge room with an audio-video

setup and were entertaining large crowds.
Unfortunately, the sound in their room was
so bad that judgments about the Q-Sound
process itself were impossible to make.
After the show Ispent several hours browsing in Akihabara, Tokyo's electronic mecca.
Multi-story department stores specializing
in everything electrical and electronic, from
washing machines to high-end audio, share
space with open stalls under the elevated subway tracks selling component parts and
accessories of every description. The variety here is certainly unrivaled by any electronics supply district anywhere in the world
that I've ever seen or read about. And the
selection of high-end products Isaw in one
location—the top floor of the Yamagiwa #1
department store—would make any US
audio salon green with envy. Would you
believe one store carrying Threshold, Spectral, B&W, Quad, Rowland, Spica, Apogee,
Audio Research, Rogers, Spendor, Krell,
Cello, Avalon, Wilson Audio, and more? The
crowds in Akihabara were far larger than
those I'd seen at the Audio Fair. If you visit
Tokyo when there's no Audio Fair, don't
despair; Akihabara is there year-round.S

Want aSecond Opinion?
"...the JPW Sonata scales new
heights for abudget loudspeaker." Hi-Fi Answers
"...an obvious Best Buy on all
counts." Hi-Fi Choice
"The results were astonishing...
unqualified recommendation."
Graham Mayor
"The superiority of the JPW
Sonata loudspeaker is beyond
question." Alvin Gold
JPW Loudspeakers are distributed in the U.S. by:

A

Audiophile Systems, Ltd.
8709 Castle Park Drive, Indianapolis, Indiana 46256
Phone 317 849-7103, Fax 317 841-4107
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EXHIBITOR BRANDS
(Partial List)
Acoustat/Hafler

Castle

Acoustic Energy

Cello

Acoustic Research

Chesky Records

Acoustic Sounds

Cizek

Acrotec Cables

Clavis

Air Tight
Alphason

Convergent Audio
Technology

Albs Audio Ltd.

Creek

Ambrosia Audio

Crosby Audio Works

Audio Advancements

Day Sequerra

Audio Alchemy

Design Progression

Audio Classics

Digital Ear

Audio Concepts

Digital Music Products

Audio Den

Dynaco

Audio Haven

Edge Marketing

Audio Products
International

Enlightened Audio Design

Audio Research Corp.

Epik

Eminent Technology

Audio Shoppe

Epos

AudioCtuest

Esoteric

Audiostatic

Essence

B&W

Euroson America Inc.

Basis Audio

Finyl

Beverly Hills Audio

Gene Rubin Audio

Bitwise Audio Technology

Geneva Group of
Companies

Brooks Berdan Audio
Cardas Audio
Cary Audio Design

German Acoustics/
Symphonic Line

ORDER NOW AND SAVE. Mall this coupon and pay only $15 Instead of $25 at the door—good for all three days of the show!

Iwant to be there! Send me
advance tickets to The High End Hi-Fi Show
for $25 each. Ticket good for all three days.
Name
Address
City, State, Zip
Phone (
CI Check enclosed

CHARGE MY

El VISA

Card Number

El MasterCard

III American Express

Exp. Date

Signature
Mail to: High End Hi -Fi Show •P.O. WorldRadioHistory
Box 5529 •Santa Fe, NM 87502 •(505) 984-2716

Or fax your credit -card order now to: (505) 984-1737

THE

GNP

PS Audio

Graham Engineering

PSE;

Hales Audio

Purist Audio Design

Harmonia Mundi

QED

Havens & Hardesty

Reel to Real Designs

Heco

Reference Recordings

High Tech Aspirin by Cizek

Regs

HTA

Resolution Audio

Ikeda

Rogersound Labs

Industrial Art Furniture

Roksan

Infinity Systems

RocmTune Inc.

Jadis

Rotai

KEF

Rowland Design Group

Kimber Kable

RPG Diffusor Systems

Kinergetics
Koetsu USA
Lenbrook Industries
Lexicon
Linaeum Corp.
Linn
Lyra
Magnum
May Audio Marketing
McIntosh Laboratory Inc.
Melos
Meridian
Merlin
MFA Inc.
Mirage Loudspeakers

Sennheiser
Sheffield Lab
Signet
Somich Engineering
Sor ic Frontiers
SoL nd Source
SoL ndwave
Spe nder
STAX
Stenaophile
TAFIA Labs
Target
The Cable Company

Mobile Fidelity

The Kind Horn Company

MSB Technology

Theta Digital

Muse

Totem

Music Metre

Transparent Audio

NAD

Unity Audio

Naim

Univocal

Nakamichi America

Upscale Audio

NBS Audio Cables

Vacuum Tube Logic

New Era Technologies

Valve Amplification Co.

NRG Control

Vandersteen Audio

NSM

Virnak

Pacific Vinyl
Power Wedge
Precision Audio
Precision Power
ProAc USA/Modern Audio
Consultants

(on Century, at the airport)

Los Angeles

SAE:C
Schwann

MIT

Oracle

April 24, 25, 26
Stouffer Concourse Hotel

Rush Sound

Mission Electronics Ltd.

Optimal Enchantment

SHOW

Vortex Acoustics
VPI Industries Inc.
Well-Tempered Labs
Westlake Audio
Wilson Audio Specialties
Wit eworks by David Salz

For the first time in 4years—we're back
in L.A.! Be there, too—we're right by the
airport if you fly in! This will be Stereophile's only 1992 High End Hi -Fi Show.
East Coasters and Midwesterners—you
would love atrip to the West Coast after
along, cold winter! The Stouffer Concourse Hotel is agreat facility, and it will
be filled with manufacturers who are
coming to meet you!
• Hear more high-end equipment in a
day than you could hear in ayear of
visiting individual stores. More than 75
exhibitors!
• Get the scoop on new gear that even
we haven't heard yet—there will be
many new product introductions!
• Meet designers and manufacturers.
Ask them about your system!
• Ask Stereophile's editors to solve all
your problems. (Ha!)
• Mingle with fellow 'philes from all over
the world—everyone's coming to
California! Even from Asia and
Europe!
• Calibrate your ears with live music
every day.
• Enjoy the rest of the best of L.A. Fine
restaurants, Museums, Clubs. Used
record stores. More!
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SUBSCRIBE
TODAY
AND SAVE!

U.S. Subscriptions (U.S. $)
E 1YEAR, $35
D 2YEARS, $60
III 3YEARS, $75
Canadian Subscriptions (Canadian $)
D 1YEAR, $45
LI 2YEARS, $80
LI 3YEARS, $96
OVERSEAS $75 /yr

Call toll free to order
by credit card
(800) 238-2626
Or send check, money
order or
credit card number to:
Stereophile
P.O. Box 52977
Boulder, CO
80322-2977
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Name
Address
City

State

Zip

O Check/money order enclosed

D Bill me
E VISA

D Mastercard

Card No.

El American Express
Exp.
508A8
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econtinue our celebration of 30 years
of continuous publication by publishing
one off. Gordon Holt's earliest "As
We See It" articles, from The Stereophile VoLl
No3, which was published in early 1963 (not too
long after theJanuary/February cover date). Substitute the words "analog" and "digital"for "mono"
and ".stereo" and this piece would be as valid today.
And the "table radio" and "all amplifiers sound
the same" arguments are raging still! As is Irving
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1992

A.
A.

"Bud" Fried, I'm glad to say. We have also included
aselection of early readers' letters, including those
that promptedJGH to write this "As We See It."
The magazine's circulation in early '63 was just
1300, afar ayfrom 1992s 60,000 +."It was about
this time," recalls Gordon, "that, in trying to place
advertisements for Stereophile in the masscirculation commercial hi-fi magazines, we learned
that space was not available to us. One publisher
told us, in amoment of rare candor, that it wasn't
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Audition the B&K M-200s
at aDealer Soon:
"That's the big news with the Sonata Series M-200 Monoblocks:
they are real high-end amps, not very far short of the best solidstate amps available. And like Iwas telling Apogee's Jason Bloom
the other day, What abargain!'"
— Sam Tellig, STEREOPHILE, January 1991, Vol. 14, No. 1
•B&K Components, Ltd. has designed a
This is followed by constant testing of
family of amplifiers and pre-amplifiers
each component by manufacturing.
meant to challenge the best equipment
To give you an idea of our standards,
manufactured today. All design, engieach metal film resistor, capacitor, and
neering, manufacturing and services
transistor is tested for functionality and
takes place under one roof in Buffalo,
tolerance before being used in aB&K
New York. This allows B&K to integrate
product. We also follow strict guidelines
all phases of product development and
in all other areas of our manufacturing so
manufacturing
that each B&K
as ateam. We
amplifier and
have at B&K
pre-amplifier
over the last 10
will be as close
years refined
to the enginboth our deeering ideal as
sign and manis humanly posufacturing
sible. By comprocess in an
miting to this
effort to prolevel of quality,
vide you with
B&K is able to
state of the art
provide a
audio equipproduct that is
ment that is
musical, reliSonata Series
both reliable
able and of exM-200 Monoblocks
and affordable.
cellent value.
Our commitment at B&K is to provide
uIt is our hope that by carefully working
the best value in audio, this starts at the together at B&K as ateam, we can supply
component level. Each component must
you with the best value in audio today
undergo arigid pre-approval process.
and in the future.

"In short, asuperb performance from B&K's most noteworthy
product to date. The M-200 power amplifier is asmashing
success by any standard and an absolute steal at the price."
— Kent Bransford, HIFI HERETIC

B&K COMPONENTS, LTD.
1971 Abbott Road, Buffalo, New York 14218-3241
NY: 716-822-8488 FAX: 716-822-8306 1-800-543-5252
Call
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or write for information and the name of your nearest dealer.
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because we constituted athreat to them that they
refused our ads, it was because we were asource of
embarrassment. They did not, in other words, want
their readers to see us describing as 'shrill' or `boonty'
aproduct that had gotten arave review in their own
report."
According toJGH, the cover of Vol.1 No.3 was
adesign by Philip C Geraci. All the objects in Phil's
photogram pertain to audio except one, which
doesn't. "Don't ask us to explain why, because we
won't," quoth Gordon on that early issue's contents
page.
—JA

Too GOOD TO BETRUE

Two letters from readers [see later] started
us thinking again about something we've
mulled at, off and on, for the past year or so:
Does today's high-fidelity equipment, for
all its vastly improved performance, actually
sound that much better than the best of the
early components?

I
NCREASING NUMBERS OF
LONG-TIME AUDIOPHILES
ARE COMPLAINING THAT
TODAY'S SOUND
REPRODUCTION IS NOT AS
NATURAL AS IT USED TO BE.
Certainly, the best of today's pickups,
amplifiers, and loudspeakers are objectively far
superior to anything available ten, or even
five years ago. Pickups trace more cleanly at
lower forces, amplifiers have lower distortion and higher stability, and speakers have
wider range, smoother response, and lower
distortion than ever before. Yet increasing
numbers of long-time audiophiles are complaining that today's sound reproduction is
not as natural as it used to be during the
golden age of monophony. Some have even
suggested that maybe we need abit ofdistortion and peakiness to make things sound
right, but good sense would seem to suggest
otherwise. After all, fidelity is accuracy, and
distortion and peaks are inaccuracies. Yet by
comparison with yesterday's systems, today's
crop is often accused of sounding rather gray
and flat and, somehow, not quite realistic.
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1992

Reader Burks claims electrostatics just
don't sound natural, despite the fact that the
best of them measure better than anything
hitherto available. Reader Vanderbilt harks
back to an old Brociner-Brook-Fairchild system that he recalls as having been more natural than anything he's heard since.

M ORE DISTURBING,
HOWEVER, IS THE NUMBER
OF TIMES WE HAVE
OBSERVED THIS INTANGIBLE
QUALITY OF REALISM FROM
CRUMMY LITTLE TABLEMODEL RADIOS.
Of course, it's easy to dismiss all this as the
embellishments of memory, which can turn
a15" snowfall during our childhood into the
biggest blizzard in history. No doubt, this
does account for some of it, but it isn't the
whole answer. There are still alot of excellent,
old monophonic systems in use today, several
of which we have heard recently. We must
admit that some of them do have acertain
quality of realism that is lacking in many of
the "best" modern setups—a quality that not
even stereo can provide. They may have
rather muddy bass, and be abit spitty at the
top, but voices and musical instruments
sound so natural and alive that you feel as if
you could reach right out and touch them.
Perhaps even more disturbing, however,
is the number of times we have observed this
intangible quality of realism from crummy
little table-model radios that could not qualify as high fidelity by any of the standards we
normally apply.
Does this mean our standards for evaluating components are all fouled up? Not basically, because distortion is still distortion,
whether it makes the sound worse or better.
However, it is possible that we have been forgetting or ignoring some "minor" factors
that are actually more important than we
suspect.
Hearing is simply our reaction to apattern
of pressure waves in the air around us. If we
can get exactly the same set of air vibrations
to our ears in the living room as would have
reached our ears in the concert hall, we will
hear aperfect replica of the original sounds.
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Hence, the search for smoother response,
lower distortion, wider range, better transient response, and all the rest of it. Many
loudspeaker designers, for instance, have long
claimed that their field was an art as much
as ascience, which is another way of saying
that their speakers somehow seem to sound
better when they're designed with acouple
of response deviations in them than they do
when they're made to be linear by measurement. In other words, perhaps it is necessary
to compensate for some peculiarities of room
acoustics or of amplifier coloration in order
to produce linear response at our ears.
We won't attempt to volunteer any provocative theories about this at this time, but
we will bring up acouple of points that
might bear looking into. High fidelity started
in movie theaters, and horn speaker systems
became the standard of quality because, when
used with contemporary amplifiers, they provided just the right amount ofbrilliance and
"presence." But when audiophiles brought
these components into their living rooms,
the sound was far too brilliant and shrill.
Some slightly insane audiophiles, including
the partially deaf, liked that kind of sound,
but musically oriented listeners soon concluded that, while horns were fine for auditoriums (and palatial living rooms), they had
no place in the average home. Direct-radiator
speakers became the accepted standard for
in-the-home use, because of their "smoother,
sweeter" sound.
"Presence" became adirty word, and most
of the improvements in components that
were made in subsequent years were aimed
at "smoothing out" and "sweetening" their
sound. We may have overshot the mark,
though, hence the recent complaints about
the "sogginess" and "muted" quality of
modern systems, and the upsurge of interest
in speakers with more presence.
We can't advocate areturn to the sound of
yesteryear, but we would like to know what
it had that most of today's equipment lacks.
Does anyone have any ideas on the subject?
—JGH

BACKWARD VIEW?

Sirs:
Ihave been waiting for apublication such as
The Stereophile to come out! There are and
have been publications which have given
unbiased ratings of audio components (Con-
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sumers Union and Audio League), but I
always felt that their reports were for the mass
market rather than for the audio perfectionist.
Top-quality equipment was seldom tested,
presumably because the average audiophile
would not be interested. Those of us who
were interested in the finest equipment had
to be content with superlatives, and very little
in the way of comparison or criticism of the
equipment.
One of the things that sold me on your
publication was the statement in your
announcement, ". ..
we began to realize that
there was areal need for some source of
forthright, down-to-earth information for
the audio perfectionist who wasn't satisfied
with being told that 'all amplifiers sound
pretty much the same.' "Ihave heard this
statement, and have even read it in ahighfidelity magazine recently. Iwas beginning
to think that Ihad the world's only 24-karat
golden ear, because Ican hear adifference
between amplifiers, especially preamplifiers.
Inow own the supposed "best" in amplifiers,
Marantz, but Iand most of my friends agree
that it doesn't sound as good as the mono
Brook equipment Ihad previously. Nor is
the Marantz Model 7stereo preamp as transparent-sounding as the Marantz monophonic
audio consolette. Iunderstand that the real
perfectionists are buying up the Marantz
mono preamps and using them in pairs for
stereo, with the Marantz stereo adapter.
My goal in stereo, ironic though it may be,
is to have the quality of sound Ihad 10 years

A GLOSSARY OF
ADVERTISING TERMINOLOGY

Lifetime stylus: A needle that will last
for the entire life of its tip.
Spine-tingling brilliance: Stridency.
Also called screech, shriek, or hi-fi.
Stereo spaciousness: A curtain of directionality extending all the way across the
2' space between the stereo speakers.
Absolute speed accuracy: A term used
to describe aprecision turntable whose
speed is accurate to within ±5% of
33 Virpm.
Inaudible distortion: Distortion that is
inaudible to some people, such as deaf
people, dead people, and figments of my
imagination.
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ago with aBrociner-Klipsch corner horn,
the 30W Brook amp and preamp, and aFairchild 220 cartridge. It had arealism which
made you unaware that you were listening
to asound system. Even in mono, it had
depth. Perhaps the new transistorized components are what I'm looking for. Ihope I
will be able to find some of the answers in
The Stereophile.
RICHARD VANDERBILT
Rumson, NJ
MUSICAL PAPER
Sirs:
Re. Irving Fried's pronouncement of doom
for the paper-cone loudspeaker ("The
Forum," The Stereophile Sept.-Oct. 1962):
I've spent hours listening to full-range
electrostatics. Fine transient response and
clarity, but the piano didn't sound like a
piano, the clarinet didn't sound like aclarinet, the cello didn't sound like acello. The
characteristic timbres of the instruments were
missing.
I've spent hours listening to expanded
polystyrene foam speaker systems. They are
extremely accurate reproducers, but, unfortunately, unmusical reproducers.
Listening to paper cones and live music has

Tf

ruined my ears. Pity, really.

G. E.BURKS
Denver, CO

If transient response, clarity, and accuracy are unmusical, then whyfidelity? Bade to the acoustical horn?

BLEARY QUERY
Sirs:
Iam interested in your hifis. Please send me
your cataloge. Are you making discounts?
M .LBSTIXT g)
New York, NY
We are discounting cataloges this month. We also
have specials on honeydoos and wattermellans, but
hifis are out ofstock because of the bigfreeze in the
middlewets.
Postscript: Sustenance for Cerebration
The audio perfectionists, who have always
led this field because of their refusal to be
satisfied with anything, are often referred
to as "the lunatic fringe!'
Under the circumstances, we feel it
only right and fitting that audio should
become known as "the hobby with the
fringe on top?'

nOWER WEDGE

Multiple-Technology AC Power Line Conditioner
• Designed for audio and video applications.
• Inter-component isolation, critical damping,
spike suppression, and RR filtering.
• Isolates source components from the
power line ...and from each other.
• Low-impedance, high-current outlets
for power amps.
• Affordable for every audio and video system!

Phone 714-545-9495 FAX 714-545-4607
2624 S. Rousselle St. Santa Ana, CA 92707
SULHLOPHILE, MARCH 1992

AuDio powEr
INDUSTRIES
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SONIC FRONTIERS INC. is proud to announce that, as
of September 15th 1991, all our tube electronics products
will feature premium GOLD AERO vacuum tubes
specially selected and tested to SONIC FRONTIERS'
demanding performance standards.
Now, our 1year tube warranty, combined with our
existing 5year electronic parts and labour warranty,
takes any uncertainty out of your next tube electronics
purchase.
Finally, two high end electronics companies working
together to bring you awonderful musical experience...

GUARANTEED!

SONIC FRONTIERS
INCORPORATED

TECHNOLOGY

GROUP

The Sweetest Sounds Come
Vacuum Sealed !

esaeo,e7..,
CA. 91311

TECHNOLOGY GROUP 2»3 SUPERIOR ST., CHATSWORTH,

TEL: (818) 882-3872 or (800) 421-4219

FAX: (818) 882-3968

SONIC FRONTIERS INC. 760 PACIFIC RD., UNIT 19, OAKVILLE,
ONTARIO, CANADA. L6L 6M5 WorldRadioHistory
TEL: (416) 847-3245 FAX: (416) 847-5471

RECORD PRODUCER J
EFF W EBER
TALKS WITH ROBERT HARLEY
ABOUT CAPTURING THE ENERGY
OF ALIVE PERFORMANCE
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J

eff Weber has an unusual idea about how stereo records should be made: put the
musicians in aroom and have them play together, recording the performance live
to a2-track tape machine. Not only that, he somehow thinks that real musicians
playing at the same time creates amore musically compelling recording than
one made piecemeal with months of overdubs.
Most of us know intuitively that arecording of aband playing live together will
be more musically satisfying than one made using the paint-by-numbers approach
of multitrack sessions. But surprisinglyfew people in the recording industry share this
vision; virtually all nonclassical records are made by dissecting the music on amultitrack recorder and treating it as acollection of individual monophonic components.
Following his ears and his heart,feff Weber has thrown out the old excusesfor needing
multitrack recording and decided to make records his way. The results are impressive,
both musically and sonically. During the past decade he has racked up astring ofjazz
and pop hits that combine musical honesty, stunning sonics, and great commercial success
Artists he has produced include David Benoit, Kenny Burrell, Chick Corea, Freddie
Hubbard, Diane Schuur, Tom Scott, McCoy Tyner, Sarah Vaughan, Tim Weisberg, and Nancy Wilson. Along the way, his records have picked up two Grammys
andfive other nominations. He has had eleven records in the top ten jazz charts, one
of which stayed at number one for three months.
After mastering Stereophile's Intermezzo CD in Les Angeles last Spring, Ispoke
withfeffabout musical values, audio technology, and what goes into capturing amagical
performance on tape. We began with how he became arecord producer. ..

Jeff Weber:
Ihad no intention ofbecoming arecord producer: Ihad gone to law school
and had been ajournalism major. While Iwas going to college Ireviewed
records and books and Icame across acompany called Sheffield Lab that
seemed to put out music that was head and heels above the quality put out
by anyone else in terms of sonics and excitement. Iwrote to the company
saying I'd like to review one of their records for our college newspaper. They
agreed, and Idid the review. Isent the review to them and they then asked
me to write the liner notes for one of their records—Thelma Houston's I've
Got the Music in Me.
Robert Harley:
A classic.
JW: Very much so. As you can imagine, Iwas on "Cloud 18." Iwrote liner notes
and liner notes and liner notes, and every time Iwrote aversion, Doug and
Lincoln [Sax and Mayorga, Sheffield Lab co-founders] would make all these
changes. Finally they decided that they didn't like what they had changed,
so they ended up not using it. But Iasked them if, whenever they made a
direct-to-disc recording, Icould be involved in any capacity—to be able
to stand there, work tape machines, keep logs, whatever. So from that time
on, the two or three times ayear that they recorded, Iwas the only nonemployee of Sheffield who worked on these projects. During that time Doug
Sax taught me how to hear. He can hear through brick.
Istill had no intention of being in the record business because Iintended
to go to law school after college. After Igot through law school Iworked
as ajournalist for Cashbox [a record industry trade magazine]. During that
time, Ibecame West Coast jazz editor and West Coast classical editor. Idetermined that there were so many lousy records being made that even I, someone who didn't know anything about making records, could make arecord.
I
just wanted to challenge myself, make one record, and go back to being
alawyer. So Iconvinced Discwasher, the record-care product company in
Missouri, that they needed an audiophile record to accompany their recordcare products. They made me submit alengthy proposal in which Isaid
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1992
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Fulfillment
Through
Technology
A Musical Heritage.

Mode t9Mono Amplifier

A Mond VvAJi OuPaIrcns.

Model 8Stereo \nluiLr

A Decade Of Progress.

Model

Iono Amplifier

Model lStereo Amplifier

Consummate Preamplifier

Consummate Mono Stage

Phono Stage II

Consonance l'reampliiier

JEFF ROWLAND
GROUP

Jeff Rowland Design Group, inc.
Post Office Box 7231
Colorado Springs, CO 80933
Phone: 719-473-1181
Fax: 719-631-4158
WorldRadioHistory

Ihad these great guys who wanted to make arecord—but Ididn't have them.
After Discwasher gave the go-ahead, Iwent to these people who Ithought
would make agreat record and said, "Hey, there's this record company that
wants to make arecord with you." Iwas thinldng on my feet—actually thinking on my way to the club. So Imanaged to put this thing together and we
did an album of standards featuring Ray Brown on bass, Louie Bellson on
drums, and Paul Smith on piano—Ella Fitzgerald's piano player.
Once Imanaged to get them to agree to do this record, Ihad to figure
out how to do it myself. Ihad no idea about record producing at all. Ididn't
even know how to rent astudio, where to find an engineer—nothing. All
Iknew was that we should do it direct-to-disc because that was the way
Doug was doing his records and Ithought that this would be the best way.
Iwas scared to death. How could I, aneophyte, possibly make an evaluation on the musical performance of three people who had each been in the
business longer than Ihad been alive? Fortunately, they were tolerant of
me and had agood time and Discwasher enjoyed [the result]. They said,
"Let's make two records ayear—and why don't you do them?"
And that's how Istarted. Iwas thrilled. You've got to understand that
Imade $1500 ayear—a year—those first few years. Iwas just so thrilled about
making records.
We made afew records, but they weren't big sellers and we didn't achieve
the success Discwasher wanted. So Imoved on to being an independent.
I've been independent ever since. Over the course of those 12 years, I've
done about 85 or 90 albums.

M ULTITRACK RECORDING SURGICALLY DISSECTS THE
RECORDING INTO ITS COMPONENT PARTS.
RH: Before we talk about your recording philosophy, tell me about multitrack recording
and how most studio records are made today.
JW: Multitrack recording surgically dissects the recording into its component
parts. First, the rhythm section—drums, bass, guitar, some keyboards—come
into the studio and put down what's called the "tracks"—the rhythm tracks
or essential rhythmic elements for the song. Then, in the overdub stage,
certain additions are made in alayering method by adding more guitar parts,
more keyboards, more drum parts, background vocals—things that fill out
the original arrangements are added one at atime in layers. This aspect of
the recording process involves the lead vocalist, who comes into the studio
by herself, puts on headphones, and tries to get excited and create abelievable
performance Then the whole thing has to be mixed, which can take months.
Because of the technology the studio has to offer, we're often seduced
by it, feeling that if we separate and microscopically analyze each and every
instrument, we can make each and every instrument perfect so that the sum
total will be perfect. Unfortunately, only part of that is true. We get aperfect
recording, but technical perfection is the worst. It offers you no heart, no
soul. It offers you sterility.'
Ilwas made increasingly aware of multitrack's propensity for sterility back in my session-musician
days (I played bass guitar). The drummer and Iwould work with aguide guitar or piano and vocal,
laying down arhythm track that had the best feel we could come up with. Guitars, keyboards, voices,
occasionally an orchestra, would all then be successively overdubbed onto our basic rhythm track, and
with each overdub, alittle of the tension, adrop of the excitement we had created, would be lost. Sometimes, even, the drummer and Iwould have to redo our parts because the whole thing had moved away
from our original vision of how it should feel. The finished result was virtually always the same—
technically perfect but bland, safe, and apale shadow of what the songwriter had originally conceived.
—JA
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"..the SL260 easily
qualifies for
'Best Buy' status."
"...my initial listening confirmed that the
SL260 offers generous bass power for a
compact loudspeaker. Orchestral works
had agratifying sense of power and body,
which combined with the Signet's fine
dynamics to give large-scale music real
impact.
The Signet's most obvious strength,
however, lies in its ability to portray music
with both smoothness and clarity
Superior in sound quality to many
speakers costing far more, the SL260 also
dazzles with its superb build quality and
gorgeous cabinet finish. As such, the
SL260 easily qualifies for "Best Buy"
status,'

"The result
was striking...
areal
soundstage.
"The result was striking. "This is wonderful7 my listening notes read —"a real
soundstage."
The sound produced by the Signets on
this piece (Otello, Karajan and the Vienna
Philharmonic) defied their size and price.
...the 1SL2801 Signets were (and are)
remarkably satisfying on awide range of
music, from the most intimate to the most
bombastic?'
Thomas J. Norton
Stereophile, Vol 13, No 10, October, 1990

Kent Bransford
Hifi Heretic, Issue 14, Spring, 1991

'..great ambience
and imagmg.
"How do they sound? Holy golden ears —
they're swell!
Gobs of bass and percussive kick...
and there's great ambience and imaging.
The Signet has more bass than the
reference but preserves all the other good
qualities. It almost gives the real feeling of
apipe organ —high praise for such little
woofers.
The Signet SL260 is awinner. It handily
beat the reference on all types of music?"

Audition the Signet SL260 and SL280 in either
oak or black finish at your nearby Signet deale
Call 1(800) 933-9022 for complete, unedited
reviews and list of dealers.

slignet

Gregory Koster 4701 Hudson Dr., Stow, OH 44224 •(216) 688-9400
The $ensible Sound, Issue 43, Summer, WorldRadioHistory
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I

FICAN GET THE MUSICIANS TO DO WHAT THEY'VE BEEN
DOING THEIR ENTIRE LIVES-PLAY-IN ACONTROLLED
ENVIRONMENT, LIVE WITH OTHER MUSICIANS, IFIND THAT
THE ADRENALINE SURGE, THE EXCITEMENT, THE
DYNAMICS, THE REASON FOR MAKING MUSIC COMES INTO
THE PICTURE AGAIN AND WE HAVE SOME MAGICAL
MOMENTS. M OMENTS WE COULDN'T DUPLICATE WITH A
MULTITRACK RECORDING.
So in making those types of records, you find out that everything sounds
right, but it feels wrong. It's an unusual dichotomy—that the music can be
so right yet feel so wrong.
That's the way most recordings are done. It can even get so exotic as to
have adrummer come in and physically lay in one part—one snare drum
part with no kick drum, no toms, no hi-hat, no cymbals. After he's put
down the snare, he'll then put down the hi-hat, and then each other drum.
If you can imagine doing that over and over for each song you can see why
most records take tremendous amounts of time. This is how normal records
are done.
RH: How do you prefer to make records?
JW: If Ican get the musicians to do what they've been doing their entire lives—
play—in acontrolled environment, live with other musicians, Ifind that
the adrenaline surge, the excitement, the dynamics, the reason for making
music comes into the picture again and we have some magical moments.
Moments we couldn't duplicate with amultitrack recording.
There's acertain level of excitement that every musician has when he sees
his friends—who are also at the peak of their professions—playing along
with him. Nobody wants to be the one to make amistake, yet everyone wants
to have fun and take chances. Consequently, in recording the music live
to 2-track or live to multitrack, we preserve the energy of alive performance
and we record the project in far less time. The expenses obviously are far
less and we can go to the finest facilities in the world because our time in
the studio is not that extensive.

P

ERFORMANCE IS PERFECTION, NOT TECHNOLOGY OR
TECHNIQUE. I
'M LOOKING FOR THE HAIR ON MY ARMS TO
STAND ON END. THAT'S WHAT IT'S ALL ABOUT.
When you see alive performance, you're generally caught up in the magic
of the moment—the use ofbody language, the facial expressions, the crowd,
the excitement—there's acertain emotion that occurs that we don't have
just by listening to adisc. The whole object of doing things live is to capture
the emotional impact of alive performance and put it on tape.
The best way to ensure abelievable performance is to lay yourself on the
line, take achance, and perform. Performance is perfection, not technology
or technique. Idon't care if you sing anote sharp or flat—I'm looking for
believability. I'm looking for the hair on my arms to stand on end. I'm looking for aperformance that Ican't even believe this person made after hearing
them sing the same song 20 times. That's what it's all about.
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1992
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BOLD•BOULDER•BOLDEST

Boulder

AMPLIFIERS
4850 STERLING DR. BOULDER,
CO 80301
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303-449-8220

FAX 449-4806

RH:

Does audio technology interfere with the music's ability to make the hair on your arms
stand on end?
JW: Ithink technology, if it is evaluated in the right perspective as atool, an aid
in the storage oían emotional performance, is fine. But if we get caught
up in digital technology, or the latest digital reverb, we lose sight of the fact
that all these things are just memory extenders. Their only purpose is to
capture the performance of the players and singers as accurately as possible.
Which also means as invisibly as possible because you don't want any piece
of equipment, any microphone, cable, console, or internal component to
have asound or characteristic that would detract from the music. There are
certain things we use to tailor aspecific sound to capture the realism of a
performance, but technology is atool, nothing more. It should serve in the
capturing oía performance. The less the better.

S
MATTER. IT'S FANTASTIC WHEN
YOU REALIZE WHAT CAN BE PRESERVED.
RH:
OUND QUALITY DOES

What are the sonic advantages ofgoing live to 2-track?
JW: The most obvious sonic advantage is that you don't get the generation loss
that happens every time you step down to tape—analog or digital. The whole
concept of live recording is to keep the noise threshold at its very minimum
and the sonics as clean and vibrant as possible. It's the decrease of the noise
and the increase and purity of the signal that are the primary reasons—
technologically speaking—for going live to 2-track.
Many people will argue that going from one digital [generation] to another
is identical because you're just transferring numbers. That's not true. There's
adefinite change, and it's not subtle. It's something we live with, just like
the increase in the noise floor going from analog multitrack to analog 2-track.
Besides skipping atape generation, the signal goes through halfthe amount ofelectronics
because it doesn't have to pass through the console asecond time during mixdown.2
JW: That's right. Many times we'll avoid the console completely and go directly
to the tape machine. If we don't want to add echo to the voice or special
effects, the microphone goes right to the tape machine so we don't have
to go through the console's electronics—the transformers, the VCAs, whatever. That's important.
Veyfew people in the recording industry are audiophiles or even feel the need to have
asimple signal path. Why is that?
JW: Idon't think they've been exposed to what their own music can offer them.
If you've been hearing acertain way and all ola sudden someone says, "Why
don't you listen to it this way?:' most of the people discover parts of their
own music that they never knew were there. It's an educational process.
Many times the excuse is, "It doesn't matter because the people who buy
our records listen to boomboxes and things with heavily distorted sound,
so what does it matter?"
It does matter. It's like aflower that has so many more petals and blooms,
and has afuller dimension, so many more characteristics and hues. It's fantastic when you realize what can be preserved.
Given the musical, sonic, andfinancial advantages of live to 2-track recording you've
talked about, why isn't the technique more widely used?

RH:

RH:

RH:

2Recording consoles typically have dozens of op-amps in the signal path (usually 5534s), not to mention
transformers, volte Controlled Amplifiers (VCAs, ugh), cheap capacitors, switches, carbon resistors,
pots, yards of pcb traces, edge connectors, and other electronics. Now multiply all that by the number of input channels for an idea of what the final output signal has been subjected to.
—RH
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BIG SALE!
cleans its closet and basement
FOR SALE
Freight not included, all prices negotiable

AR ES- ITurntable with AudioQuest PT-5 tonearm,
ano-longer-available classic
ARC SP- II, everyone's reference preamp, recently retubed
Acoustat Fours, fair cosmetic condition, agreat deal
Amrita Amrit Minimonitors
B&W 801s with Arcici Stands, Rosewood, excellent
Cambridge SoundWorks Ambiance loudspeakers
Classé DR8 power amp
Classé DR5 Mk.I preamp
Mayware Mk. IV tonearm, old unipivot at abargain price
Martin-Logan Sequel II loudspeakers
Perreaux PMF5150B amplifier, extraordinarily powerful
Quicksilver KT88 amplifiers, 60W/channel, pair
SASS BH-30 loudspeakers, left over, company out of business,
CHEAP!
Spica IC-SO loudspeakers, alow-priced reference standard
Spica Angelus, superb sound for the money, new

$ 395

Thorens TD-160 Super turntable, without arm
True Image TIP-1500 class-A monoblock amplifiers, pair
True Image TIP-2 preamp
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$ 895
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JW: Fear. The fear of putting yourself on the line is agreat demotivator. If you're
not aperformer or if you count on the studio to make you aplayer, you're
in essence lying to yourself about yourself. My philosophy is, if you're a
player, play. If you make amistake, play it again.
There's nothing wrong with mistakes. It happens on even the most
sophisticated product. If the tempo lags alittle or speeds up alittle, maybe
the tune was meant to go that way. Maybe it felt emotionally better to go
alittle bit faster. But alot of times performers feel inhibited. They feel threatened by the fact that they may make amistake, and they start thinking about
the music note by note. They lose sight of the emotional impact of the song
and the believability of the product they're trying to create.

ONCE THE MUSICIANS GET OVER THE FEAR OF PLAYING
LIVE, THE PARTY BEGINS.

We put the musicians in azone of comfort and indicate to them that what
they're trying to express will be brought that much more to the forefront
if they let loose. There's no need to worry about making mistakes; if it's
athree- or four- or five-minute song, I'm sure you can spend three or four
or five minutes doing it again. Once we introduce people to the whole thing,
some find it's arelief; that it's afantastic way to go. Others are simply inhibited.
There are, however, certain compositional aspects to consider. If you're
working with akeyboard player who wants to create acertain level of color
by using various keyboard sounds, they can't physically do it live to 2-track.
If the artist is aguitarist and wants to play all the parts himself, obviously
he can't do it with live to 2-track recording.
But my philosophy is, if you have two guitar parts, get two guitar players.
Let one play the rhythm section, let the other play the solos—whatever.
Three keyboard parts? Get three keyboard players. It's much more exciting to
have more players in the room. Ireally believe that, once they get over the
fear, the party begins.
RH: Iknow you use alot of tube microphones. Do you think tube electronics are inherently better at capturing the sound of an instrument?
JW: Ithink that amicrophone—tube, solid-state, whatever—has to be matched
to the instrument or vocal; the sound of the microphone can be used to
enhance or capture whatever we're going for. Ithink tube microphones are
generally better, but in what configuration? Ialways try to match the vocal
or the piano with aspecific microphone whose characteristics won't detract
from, or be totally neutral to, the instrument or vocal. By and large, Ilove
tube microphones, but Iwon't use them on everything. Sometimes the studios don't have them because they're rare, and often times you find certain
things lacking in tube microphones that you can get in other types of microphones. But by and large, they're fantastic, and Iuse them whenever Ican.
RH: A great vocal sound on one of your records that Iknow was done with atube mike
was Diane Reeves on David Benoit's This Side Up.
JW: Yeah! She's got that pure, piercing tone, and if you used amicrophone that
had abrittle upper register, you would detract from her voice. But atube
microphone might have atendency to enrich the quality of her voice and
give acertain level of fullness. Diane's voice is so great. But not having
worked with her before, Ibasically decided that I'd go out with the heavy
guns and see if it worked. It worked great, and we felt great about it.
RH: That track is agood example of what you said earlier about "believing" the performer.
JW: We did the whole thing live to 2-track; she came in, sang it, and boom—
goodbye. Ithink we did maybe two takes and it was gone—over. That record
STEREOPHH.F.. M ARCH 1992
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was done in two days, and it was ablast. Istill think—and David and Iboth
agree—that that record is probably his finest. There are many reasons for
that. One is that we had no commercial restraints that particular time; David
was an emerging artist and didn't have the pressure of having to deliver a
high-profile product to ahigh-profile label. Ultimately, that's what we

Gathered in the studio listening to the playback of atake during this live-to-two-track
recording are (L—R): Michael Fisher, John Robinson, John Beasley, Nathan East (sitting),
Steve Tavaglione, unidentified suspect, Paul Jackson Jr., Jeffrey Weber, and Clydene
Jackson Edwards.

The Usual Suspects

Jeff's latest project, and one of which he is particularly proud and enthusiastic, is The Usual Suspects, released by Sheffield Lab. Suspects is
something of ahomecoming for Jeff; he got his inspiration to be in the
music business from listening to Sheffield Lab records 15 years ago.
Making The Usual Suspects "was like adream come true" for Jeff, not
only because it reunited him with Sheffield Lab, but also because of the
incredible lineup of musicians he assembled for the project.
In the tradition of Sheffield Lab's Distinguished Colleagues,Jeff brought
together the best players and writers, asking six of them to compose new
music for the ten-track collection of mostly instrumentals. Indeed, the
lineup reads like aWho's Who of L.A. session musicians—with the addition
of the 31-voice L.A. Mass Choir on two tracks. Reflecting this wealth
and diversity of talent, Suspects spans abroad musical spectrum, with
pop, rock, soul, and jazz elements. Jeff wanted "an urban-tinged jazz
session with some vocals, without strict restraints as to style or category"
Suspects exemplifies everything Jeff talked about in the interview. The
feeling of musicians playing together and having fun is palpable. In
addition, the record is stunning sonically, with transparency, threedimensionality, and aremarkable sense of life. The CD master was made
from the original 1
/"30ips analog master. According to Jeff, "The analog
2
best represented what we were trying to do."
Jeff summed up what makes Suspects special: "This record represents
alot of people taking chances at the same time. We went for that musical
magic, never playing it safe, and captured the honesty and emotion of
the performers."
Check out The Usual Suspects. You won't be disappointed.1 —RH
1For asecond opinion, check out GL's full review in this issue.
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wanted for him—and that's where he is now. But that particular time we
wanted to have some serious fun and try something unique for David, which
was recording live to 2-track.
You roll both analog and digital 2-track machines when you record. What makes you
chose one format over the otherfor release?
On the record Idid with Toni Tennille and full orchestra [More Than You
Know], we realized that to best serve the music the analog was better. We
had it all on digital, but it just didn't serve the purposes; it was too precise,
too accurate. There was something that seemed too good. It didn't have the
subtleties that we felt the music demanded.
As Imake the journey from analog to digital and back and forth, Itry
to keep the more humanistic things on analog. For vocals and other things
that have difficulties with digital—horns and strings—I like analog.
Tell me about the mechanics of alive to 2-track session.
We prepare heavily beforehand. We've evaluated the music, we've had the
charts made, and well have arehearsal or two to make sure everyone is familiar with the music. Then when we walk into the studio, we use as much
isolation as possible to have as much control as possible; in that sense it's
like anormal recording. We've established amicrophone selection and setup
long before, and we've actually made our choice of studio based on how
many people will be in the session.
The control room is basically in the same configuration that it would normally be. Isit behind the engineer because I'm mixing aurally as we're going
down. To my left is usually ascore supervisor who tells me the music two
or three bars ahead of time. So I'm sitting behind and constantly talking
to the engineer to correct the balance and maneuver the faders to correspond
to what I'm hearing. When acertain solo comes in, or when avocal comes
in after achorus, or where there's going to be asolo section for the horns,
the score supervisor is talking to me in one ear—"Trumpets coming up in
two bars ...
4, 3, 2. .." During this time I'm telling the engineer to be prepared for trumpets. We have preset levels on the faders; everything has already
been preset during the run-throughs we do before each recording. Each
song goes down like that.
It's avery high-pressure, emotional moment. The more players we have,
the more intense it becomes, as you can well imagine. Then we evaluate the
performance. Sometimes Idon't have my act together right away, or some
things aren't in the right perspective, or certain sounds that Ioriginally
thought sounded good need alittle more maneuvering. We determine
whether my side of the glass is working as well as the performance side.
Could we do that performance better? What does the artist need to capitalize
on in his performance of the song?
We do arundown, evaluate it, then do two or three takes in arow. We
come in, listen to them, pick one, and move on to the next one. We don't
dwell. There's alevel of performance, alevel of emotion that starts off right.
If the level of performance drops, so does the level of emotion. We want
to capture the song while it's fresh, while it's unique. We don't want to say,
"Hey, you've got to play this way," because all that does is take the performance and focus it on specific parts of the song, when Ineed the whole
spectrum of the song performed. Yes, Ineed each individual part to be played
as well as possible, but Idon't want the focus to be such that individual notes
are stressed at the expense of feeling.
That's the drawback of multitrack recording. You have aguitar player who'sfinished
solo number 20 and he's about to do number 21 and isn't upfor it because he thinks
this isn't the one that's going to be on the record because the 20 before it aren't going
to be on the record.
WorldRadioHistory
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JW: Or he'll say, "Look, you've got 20 different solos. You've got the beginning of my solo on track 2, the middle section was great on track 18, now
just let me get the end." Those type of prefabricated solos are commonly
done, and Iguess they have their place in recording—it's just not something that Ienjoy personally.
My feeling is, play. Go for it. Have fun with it. Believe in yourself, and
make me believe you. Because what more than likely happens is that no solo
is ever perfect. Ifyou do manage to make acomposite out of asolo, the odds
of you playing something even closely resembling that same solo live are
impossible. You want to have ahuman solo and you want to make it so the
solo becomes magic, not prefabricated.
RH: To play devil's advocate, aren't there some projects you just can't do live to 2-track?
Suppose you have dozens and dozens of instruments—isn't there apoint where it becomes
impractical?
JW: No. If it becomes too much for one person, then Iseparate it into specialists.
I'll hire aguy who specializes in strings, and aguy Iknow is rock solid on
the rhythm, and aguy who has done plenty of vocal records.
Each will be responsible for only his section. Sure, there are probably
lots of records that can't be done live to 2-track. But in my mind—probably
more in my heart—anything can be done live to 2-track.
RH: So you think more records could be done live to 2-track?
JW: Absolutely. They may not be as perfect, and they may not have all the
production elements that ultimately are on many records. There's acertain tradeoff—many times people will say, "Gee, it's alittle rough around
the edges, but man, it really speaks to me!'
Ilook for that. Itry to get it sophisticated because Iwant my records to
stand up in the marketplace. Idon't want them to say, "Yeah, it's live, but
it's so thin and underproduced." Many of my friends don't take as many
chances going live to 2-track because they'll have either ajazz quartet or
astring quartet where the demands aren't as exceptional as when you have
acomplete rhythm section, two percussionists, three keyboard players, and
awhole horn section, not to mention 21 strings. To me, that's what the whole
musical challenge is all about. That's where you get your excitement.
RH: It shouldn't be too much to ask musicians to play togetherforfour orfive minutes—
however long the song is.
JW: As amatter of fact, you'd be surprised at how many musicians, especially
in Los Angeles, love playing together because they never get to do that anymore. They're either doing television cues that are 10, 20, 30, 60 seconds
or they're doing records where they're asked to only come in and play their
part and leave. By and large, the idea of playing together is athrowback
to the days before they seriously went into the record business and they used
to play in bands in clubs, with garage bands, and parties, and have agood
time together. Some of the players Iuse right now make much more money
on comparable record dates where they just overdub their part. But they
have so much morefun here.
RH: It's amusical event rather than just showing up for another day in the studio.
JW: That's right! Ilike to tell my clients, "Anybody can make arecord. Let's
make an event. Let's have people talking about it before we make the record!'
Idid arecord with David Lasley, agreat singer/songwriter who wrote
"You Bring Me Joy" for Anita Baker, and has one of the singles on the new
Whitney Houston album. We had afantastic array of background vocalists
who were stars in their own right—Rita Coolidge, Luther Vandross. We
used great players like Abe Laboriel on bass, Jeff Porcaro on drums, Louis
Conte—a real Who's Who. We did the whole thing—remember, there's complete strings, complete rhythm, ten background vocalists—all live to 286
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track, and it was quite an event. We did the whole album in three evenings.
That's what it's all about.
So when Isee things like Anita Baker putting in her latest record, "live
vocal," Ihave to chuckle because to me that means, my gosh, she's singing
with her band. What aconcept! [laughs] Something I've been doing for the
last dozen years and it's something she's just discovered. [laughs]
RH: Do you ever listen back to your records and wish you could remix them but can't because
they're on 2-track?
JW: We always listen back to each thing that we do, because if! made amistake,
we have to do it again. I'm just like aplayer; if! screw up in my discussions
with the engineer, or he doesn't understand what Iwant, or the musicians
aren't happy with the performance, we end up doing it again. Sometimes
we say, "That was so terrible, but itfelt so good we're going to let it slider
A lot of musical mistakes happen that way. So yes, we listen back but we
can't change it. Sometimes we wish we could, but by and large we go into
the recording with the understanding that this is it. Idon't want to get in
the way of my own records. When they're done, live to 2-track, Ican't think
about them, futz with them, ruin them. We love it for that and we hate it
for that. But that's what it's all about.
RH: Contrast how you feel at the end of aproject—two or three days in the studio—with
someone producing amultitrack record who's just spent six months or ayear on arecord.
JW: You've got to understand that Irecord both ways. Live to 2-track is an option
Ioffer my clients based on excitement and finances. But Ido multitrack
recordings; it's acompletely different mindset. On amultitrack recording you're putting together the pieces of apuzzle alittle bit at atime, and
getting up for that on adaily basis takes alot of work. The thought of getting
up and spending the next eight hours doing keyboard overdubs is not always
attractive. Let's face it—I don't always look forward to it. If I've been doing
it for three or five days in arow, gee, it's not fun.
The tension and fear in every live to 2-track record that Ido is that I've
only got xamount of money and yamount of time. Can the record be performed to my and the artist's level of satisfaction in that time? But that comfortable tension is offset by preparation and by having the greatest players
and singers in the world performing and having agreat time. Sometimes
you don't have agreat time. Sometimes you're intimidated. But by and large,
it's athrill.
RH: That tension is like an athlete's at the Olympics. They raise their level ofperformance
because they know this is it—this is what's going on the record.
JW: It's the ultimate expression of who they are. It's like alive gig. But on amultitrack session, there's no pressure. There's no tension. So we made amistake
We'll come back tomorrow or the day after. It's an assemblage of component
parts. It's only aquestion of money at this point.
But with amultitrack recording it's adifferent type of satisfaction, asatisfaction that we've finished the record after all that time. There's acertain
part of that musical excitement if someone really does rip off agood solo
after 20 takes. There are little peaks, and when the project finally comes
together and is tailored and all the little different things, well, that's exciting too.
But it's not the same. It's not the same! Because you can't share that excitement with everybody together. You can only share the excitement with one
or two or five people on amultitrack session. The rhythm section is great,
but you can only share the excitement with the rhythm section. But on a
live date, everybody's together and everybody knows it's fantastic. What asense
of achievement and what asense of excitement!
There's nothing like it.
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VPI VTA Stabilizer
w — .....

Not ostore.
More.

11.95
39 95

LAST Record Cleaner
41 Power Cleaner
#2 Preservative
#3 Reg. Cleaner
#4 Stylus Cleaner .

Upgrade Your VPI Turntable

SIGNET 6T637
Electronically cleans cartridge stylus. 134 95

Ditty Gritty "First" Record Cleaner
6oz
14 95
16 oz
.. 24.95
Nitty Gritty
Purifier 112:
16 oz

399 95
599 95

Trade In your used Monster Gable AG-1000
or 50•2000 and save even morel
AG-100011mb AG-1000 trade
299 95
5G-2000 mill AG-1000 or SG-2000 trade ill
450 00

19.95
19.95
1495
12.95
.21.95

1-800-942-0220

AUDIO
ADVISOR

Oakes SW
Grand Rapids, MI
225

49503
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Arm base adds easy VTA height
adiustment to AO. Linn. MMT,
FT3 0 Vega arms
189.95

SOTA Turntables
SOTA turntables and accessones

Call

VPI HW-19 Turntables
HW-19JR Mk Ill. Mk IV 1200 or 220V

Call
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Some say there's no way to build agreat sounding
hi end audio system by mail. We respectfully reply: BUNK.
In 12 years Audio Advisor has grown into the world's largest hi end audio mail order company
with over 60,000 satisfied customers in 150 countries. Our secret is our expert sales staff, averaging
over 13 years of experience each. Nobody does it better.
Call 1-800-942-0220 to consult with one of our experts today. They know the right products to
improve your system. All products are backed by our 30-day money-back guarantee.
Philips/Magnavox

ENERGY ABSORBING FEET

r
9995,

Quiet vibrations Set of 4
Alsop Navcom CD feet. Set Dl

"'199 95
— 229 95
299 95

CDB552 5-disc changer, remote
CD40 CO player with remote . .
CDB630 CD player with remote ....

—

STANDESIGN RACKS

TARGET RACKS
EOUIPSIBIT RACKS
Now eeasy to assemble Oar paces
•
Shlvs
TT2sa 2
TT3sa .3
TT4sa 4
TT5sa. 5
TT5Tsa 5 .
AER3
3
AER4
4
9695
5

Ht .
20'
32"
25'
32'
40'
22"
26"
33"

.Price
•
169.95
.'245.00
27095
'319 95
'35095
'349 95
.'449.95
'499.95

Specialty "
Stands
ARCICI Stands
88W8011A
00163
On9Inal ESL
B8W802M

Target
1151

Art & function
combined
5 34
•349
4 34
'299
3 34" '249
2 24".. 179
3
24" ... '299
5 3e •
399

Pentu
Ouattro
Trident
Duo
Design3
Design5

A
\A.

ARCICI
Lead Balloon

TIP TOES

Mee

Tip Toes (Original)
snonoi
650
Tall (1 5')
995
Tall w/screw
14 95

Sound Anchors Stands •
88W 802M 349 95 801M 399 95
Magg.e 2C 25 3A
299 95
Magg.e 33
325 oo
SPICA TC 50
219 95
vanderHvec 18
•119 95
Vandersleen 2C
249 9í

Pella 5

TARGET AMP FLOOR STAND

299.95

ToneCones (New)
Short
395
Medium wscrew 795
Large screw
14 95

CABLES ,CABLES ,&MORE CABLES !
America's Largest Seller of Premium Cables

AUDIOPHILE HEADPHONES
S
R-200
GRADO

Audio Interconnect Cables

SAE-15N 15m cot cable .. .. 39.95
STAB
SAC-16 15meter Pro cable .
95.00
SAE-17 15m Sig cable . .18995
SR-80MX
299.95
Rplcmnt ear pads 34 884
19.95
Joe Grado HP1 Headphones
HP2 Headphones
HP3 Headphones

595.00
495.00
395 00

Grado Prestige Series
SR-100
SR.200
SR-300

Beyer Dynamic
ROT 990 Pro
.
.149.00
601990
.19900
BDT770 closed ear
.27500
Replacement ear cushions

199.95
149 95
169.95
.
23.00

SONEX JRs

We Accept

2'x2'x2"
SHEETS
4colors

Box of 4
S59.95

95
00
95
00
00
00

Target TIFO
platform 4" off floor
S99 95

389 95
'
2A9 95
'2 ,
19 95
'299 00

14
1

KONTAK !
"Kontak" electrorhc connection cleaner/enhancer
Imported Horn England
..
49 95 1lut
AO Laserguide CD polish improves CD sound
and readability
14 95
Finyl CD Optical Clearcoat Enhancer
CD Upgrade Kit .................1495
Full Size Kit
29 95
Sumiko CD Ref Bands. .1121 17.95. .150) 69.95
Microdamper
49.95
Analog Survival 6,1 ..........4995
AudloPrism "CD Stoplight" green paint pen .. 14.95

Navcom Silencers

MERICNI
BCPRESS

S
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Call for prices on Audioquest. As-One. Cardas Sillech, Monster, Tara Labs
and Van den Hul.
Custom lengths and with custom terminations including right-angle RCAs and
XLR "balanced" available Call for prices
Special Bargain Audio Interconnect Cables. Pairs:
Tara Labs Quantum CD
1OM .49 00 2OM 7000
Tara Labs Prism
1OM .29.95 15M .
36.95
Gerdes Audio Golden Section 311
.
49.95 5ft
.
69 95

3OM 112 00
2OM .. 43 95
10ft .. 119 95

Premium Digital Coaxial Cables
Tara Labs Quantum Digital Coaxial Cable
6M 124 )
39 00
1OM
49 00
Mod Squad "Wonderlink"
5M
195 00
1OM
225 00
Tara Labs "Digital Relerence" DR-1
6M
179 95
1OM
195 00

1.5M
15M

.
....

15M

6500
23500
23500

Speaker Cables
Call for prices on Auchoquest. Cardas, Monster, 8Tara Labs.
Cneon) lengths &terminations including spades. pins. Maggie pins.
bananas and more available Call tor prices

Cable Accessories &Contact Cleaners
Edison Price Music Posts (2pri 39 95
WBT RCAs 8Connectors
In Stock
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Cramolme Cleaner/Protector _14 95
Sumiko Tweek
(1 5021 14.95
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AUDIOPHILE LPs and COMPACT DISCS

11 Ginn
JA915

Rare Finds. Samplers and Test CDs:
Proems Jazz at Pawnshop
Single CD 19.95 /Double LP 39.95
Chesky JD37 Jazz Sampler/Test CD .
(cd) 1399
Dorian Sampler Disc Ill
(cd) 9.99
Hi Fi News Test CD 2(UK)
(cd) 2995
Stan "The Test" Headphone Test
(cd) 4995
Reference Laser Video Test Disc
(Id) 6800
Athena Rachmaninoff. Ltd. Edition
(Ip) 29.95
Debussy 8Ravel. Ltd. Edition
(Ip) 29.95
Lyrita Classical CDs
(cd) 23.00

Chesky New Jazz CDs
JD55 Forward Motion
.. (cd)
1060 Havana Cafe
.
(cd)
JD63 Because of You
.
(cd)
Reference Recordings-All titles ........ (cd)
RR-38 Fiesta .
.(cd) 14.99/(1p)
RR-40 Weber, Brahms ... (cd) 14.99 /(tp)
RR-41 Crazed Women .. (cd) 14.99 /(tp)
British EMI Rock Pressings
Dorian Classical CDs-All titles
.
(cd)
90156 Dallas Symphony ..
.
(cd)

13.99
13.99
13.99
14.99
15.99
15.99
15.99
Call
14.99
14.99

Mobile Ultradisc Gold CDs
(cd) 29.95
Wilson Audio LPs/CDs-All htles
(Ip/cd) 15.98
Sheffield Labs LPs/CDs-All titles .. (Ip/cd) 14.99
Harmonia Mundi Classic .... (Ip) 12.95 (cd) 14.95
Water Lily/Cardas Recordings
WLIO Wilier Ltd. Edition LP
)lp) 24.95
WL11 Lily of the Nile Ltd. Edition LP (Ip) 24.95
SPECIAL!
Shelf. Lab 2. Thelma Houston. Pressure Cooker
New Original direct-to-disc copies , (Ip) 25.00
iiI,Copyright 1992 Audio Advisor Inc.

This Little Engine Transforms CDs...
knkjkAlchemy

Audiophile Books

We think it can, we think it can.., no.
we know the Audio Alchemy DDE v1.0
D/A engine can transform your CD
player into an advanced Bitstream
machine. At 5449. it's the lowest
priced Bitstream DIA in the world!

No.

Audio Alchemy DDE v1.0 D/A

Good Sound. by L Dearborn 12 9n
The VTL Tube Book. Edition 2
by David Manley .............. 12.95
Master Handbook of Acoustics
19.95
Gordon Hon Glossary
2.95
Handbook for Sound Engineers
99.95

CLEAN UP YOUR POWER!

PREMIUM GRADE
VACUUM TUBES

Protect audio/video gear
and improveperformance.

RAM Labs Tubes
ARC SP9

isra3na IMJ
'I*
0

/
21

1

2

a

CO tO 471
0

1 w..« (I) e

ereee-‘81

,

99.95

SPIO

239 95

vprr
ARC Power Amps

9995
Car

Cal Labs Ana
CAT SL-1 M811

41)

4995
159 95

Neal Moscode 600 17995
Mow 1508 300
Dynan PAS 3

9995
79 95

Stereo 70
179 95
Nail Hi109 95 ea

ABOVE ISOBAR.,S8

Mum,

MIT POWER WEDGE I

Tripplite "ISOBAR" Power Line Filters
ISOBAR-4-220 4outlet. 220/240v ..........79.95
ISOBAR-6 6outlet. 3-stage filtering .......89.95
ISOBAR-8 8outlet, 4-stage filtering
99.95
ISOBAR 113R-12-12 outlets.
2-stage filtering ..... .............. ........... 14995

RE

RAIS

69 95

ChnoMplar Monos

Power Wedge:
Power Wedge I. 10 outlets
..... ..... .'499.00
Power Wedge II. 9outlets .....'499.00
Power Wedge III. 4outlets
'269.00
Power Wedge IV. for video
539.00
Power Pack II. 6outlets
'199.00

299 95 ,P1

IDOS DIGITAL AC FILTER

Mastercard /DiscoverNisa /Amex

1-800942-0220

FOREIGN

Individual RAM Tubes
45 00

row

6550 Malched pr

6995

CAM

4995

. 27 00

K1-88 malchen pr

Lost Noise

115 DO

17

0134 manned pr

4995
77 50

12AU2 or roan'

95

128117

row

8417 Poland or

25 00

5881 marrh/1 pr

WE SHIP WORLDWIDE

trr

60J8-prono

51.

Golden Dragon
Audio Tubes

28 00
29 95

Tube Sets
SA-128100
SA-20

220

SA-1000

68 00
11395
76 00

SA-2

96 00

SA-3

79 95

SA-51 ( 5000

182 00

29 95

12A)(7A
12AU7A

.14 00
14 00

12AT7A

.

60.18
EL34 SCA7
6550A

540g

.22 00
42 00./pr
72 00/pr

(L-34

1995

5881

1995

6166
6788

48 00/pr
96 00/pr

807

1995

3006

26400 Pr

Shipping Charges
I

111WC 'Ut
Y

Low Nest Tubes

5094

65500

ELCOME

8995

PV5 PV8 PV9

femora

MIL Power ..... real
KT -90
39 95

PAC IDOS AC power line Idler makes good
CD players and digital processors sound great
Only 149.95'

PV? OPVO

Tube

Comderpalnl Tubes
12A07 -phono

CHARGE IT!

Conran Johnson

12AM7

Manufacturer's Tubes

anntio

6.-41

I

AUDIO
ADVISOR
FAX 616-451-0709
616-451-3527

ServICe
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Shipping Charges (UPS Insured, 48 States)
Accessories One Item
495
Extra Items
.1 50
'Turntables/Stands .....................1205
Hacks/Large stands
29 95
halms Holm: Mon-ill 900-7 00 651 - Sat 10 00-3 00
Pnces suMect iussasoe
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E QUIPMENT

R EPORTS

CODA TECHNOLOGIES
FET-01 PREAMPLIFIER
Robert Deutsch

Coda Technologies FET-01 preamplifier
Frequency response: DC-200kHz, -3dB; RIAA equalization ±0.2dB with subsonic rolloff at I4Hz. Distortion: line stage
less than 0.01% from 10Hz-40kHz into 600 ohms or higher, shunted by 1000pF or less, at 6V peak output; phono stage less
than 0.01% from 10Hz to 40kHz at 3V peak output. Gain: phono stage 37dB (Low) at IkHz, 57dB (High) at IkHz; line stage
I4dB (unbalanced), 20dB (balanced). Noise: line stage -100dBA referenced to IV output, phono stage -85dBA referenced
to IV output. Input impedance: line stage 20k ohms, phono stage selectable 22, 100, lk, or 47k ohms in parallel with 50pF,
100pF, 200pF, or 1000pF. Output impedance: 75 ohms (unbalanced), 150 ohms (balanced). Crosstalk: -70dB at 20kHz (line
and phono stages). Maximum output: 26V p-p. Absolute polarity: correct for all inputs. Dimensions: 19" W by 2.35" Hby
9.75" D. Weight 8lbs. Serial number of unit tested: A901029. Price: $2.500. Approximate number of US dealers: 25. Manufacturer
Coda Technologies, Inc., 9233 Wausau Way, Sacramento, CA 95826. Tel./Fax: (916) 366-6420.

The audiophile who isn't compulsive about
reading the Audio Directory Issue cover to
cover would be forgiven for not having heard
of Coda Technologies. Ihappened to know
about this company because their products'
first public showing was at the 1990 Toronto
CE-EX, which Ireported on for Stereophile
in Vol.14 No.l. The Coda electronics (FET01 preamp and System 100 amp) were making very nice sounds there with the Unity
Audio Signature speakers and Micromega
CD front end. Brian Parenteau of Interlinear
(the importer) told me that Coda Technologies was founded by four former employees
of Threshold Corp., afact that seemed to go
some way to explain the marked physical
resemblance between Coda and Threshold
products. (The Coda FET-01 looks much like
aThreshold FET nine/e, with the same sort
of low-profile enclosure.)
STEREOPHILE, MARCH 1992

Iunderstand that they came up with the
name of the company (coda n: afinal or concluding portion of amusical or dramatic
work) by searching through the New Grove
Dictionary ofMusic and Musicians, having discovered in the Audio Directory Issue that
Counterpoint, Symphonic, Major, Minor,
Sonata, Ensemble, Metronome, etc. had already been taken by other companies. Oust
kidding, guys!) Coda's products include, in
addition to the FET-01, the line-stage version FET-OlL ($2200) and the entry-level
FET-02 ($1650, again line-stage-only), as
well as the System 100 ($6000) and Model
10 ($2250) power amps.

SYSTEM AND SETUP

The audio system in which the Coda FET-01
was evaluated remains much the same as in
my Vol.14 No.12 review of the Conrad-

WorldRadioHistory
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Johnson PV11 and Threshold FET ninek (but
see sidebar on dedicated AC lines). A Lingo'd
Linn LP12, Ittok, and AudioQuest AQ 7000
comprise the analog front end, AudioQuest's
Competition Z cable having replaced the
original Linn tonearm cable (yes, it's sonically superior to the Linn cable and still compatible with the LP12's delicate suspension).
Digital source is amodified Philips CD650
used as aCD transport, feeding an Aragon
D2A updated to Mk.II status (a good product made better). Speakers are original Quad
ESLs and Cizek MG-27 subs driven by the
trusty Luxman MQ 68C (Quads) and Bryston 3B (Cizeks) via aDahlquist LP-1 crossover. A Muse 100 amp was substituted for
the Luxman in some of the comparisons.
The electronics are plugged into aTice
Power Block; AC plugs are oriented for minimum chassis voltage (Although the listening
room's AC receptacles are wired in the conventional orientation, the Coda FET-01 had
lower chassis voltage—and sounded better
—with the plug reversed.) In making comparisons with the polarity-inverting ConradJohnson PV11, absolute polarity was main-

tained by switching speaker-cable connections or by using the polarity-inversion feature of the Aragon D2A. Speaker cable is
van den Hul 352, interconnects include vdH
D-102 Mk.III, masTER LINK Black, and
AudioQuest Lapis. A Stax Lambda Signature headset, driven by the SRM-Tl tubehybrid headphone amp, serves as an additional reference.
The Coda FET-01 was subjected to listening tests over atwo-month period, with the
review samples of the Conrad-Johnson PV11
and the Audio Research SP9 Mk.II on hand
for comparison. Ididn't have access to apower
amp with balanced inputs, and was thus unable to determine the effect of balanced vs
unbalanced connections, but Iwould assume
that the results with balanced connections
would be comparable or better, if only because of the superior contact allowed by XLR
connectors.

DESCRIPTION &
SOME TECHNICAL STUFF

The FET-01 is aslim, exceptionally attractive unit, with achassis made of machined

ANOTHER PAEAN TO DEDICATED AC LINES

Although my audio system remains relatively unchanged from the time of my last
equipment report, the electrical service
supplying power to the system has recently
undergone amajor change Iwas well into
my listening tests of the Coda FET-1 when
Iread JA's enthusiastic endorsement of
the benefits of dedicated AC lines (Vol.
14 No.9). This pushed me over the edge
(no cracks, please!) to do something I've
thought of doing before: Icalled an electrician and arranged for aservice upgrade
and the installation of two dedicated AC
lines, complete with hospital-grade receptacles and isolated grounds. With the original line/receptacles still available for use,
my plan was to briefly listen to the effect
of the dedicated lines, then plug the system back into the old, non-dedicated'
line, so that the continued listening tests
would be comparable to the previous observations.
Iplugged the Tice Power Block feeding
1WordPerfect's Thesaurus feature offers "disloyal" as
an antonym to "dedicated," but somehow this doesn't
seem quite right.
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the audio electronics into one of the new
lines, the Quads into the other, then turned
on the system, put on aCD I'd just listened
to, and ...
Holy Power Supply, what a
difference! Deeper bass, freer dynamics,
less background noise—not just Afferent,
but better sound! The sound also appeared
to be louder, even though Ihadn't touched
the volume control. (I wanted to measure
sound pressure levels to check for an objective correlate of the subjective loudness enhancement, but could not get hold
of apeak-holding sound pressure level
meter with sufficient resolution. There
was no difference using steady-state signals.) Imade abrave effort to continue the
formal listening tests with the system
plugged into the old line, but it was acase
of "How're you gonna keep 'em down
on the farm ...' Idecided instead to repeat
the listening comparisons in the context
of my newly improved audio system. For
your information, the cost of the extra
lines was about $500; abit more than JA's
$373.45, but this is Canada, eh?
—Robert Deutsch
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aluminum, finished in anodized (rather than
painted) black. It offers more features than
minimalist designs: there are six inputs (including phono with switchable gain and various impedance/capacitance options), outputs for two tape recorders (with class-A FET
follower buffers, thus eliminating untoward
interactions with tape-recorder input stages),
mode and balance controls, and balanced
(switchable US/European phasing) XLR as
well as unbalanced RCA jacks.
The FET-01's circuitry is the result of an
advanced and complete design process combining innovation and proven fundamentals.
At least, that's what it says on the blurb sheet.
when was the last time you heard acompany boast of having an incomplete design
process lacking in innovation and abandoning fundamentals?) The FET-01 does seem to
have all the right stuff. dual FETs in differential configuration, ashielded toroidal transformer with lots of current capacity, separate heavily filtered power supplies for each
gain stage, no global feedback, fiberglass
epoxy circuit boards with gold plating over
atin/nickel layer, 1%-tolerance metal-film
resistors, only filin capacitors used in the signal path (large electrolytics are used in the
power supply), gold-plated connectors, etc.
Fit and finish are exemplary. But what about
the sound?

LISTENING

Following just afew hours' system warmup,
and using CD sources, the Coda FET-01 impressed me with its smooth, fundamentally
neutral, non-fatiguing presentation of sound.
The sound continued to improve as the unit
"burned in" during the review period, becoming more open and acquiring more delicacy at the top end.' (It has no on/off switch,
and consumes amere 14W; only the most
conservation-oriented audiophiles would
think of pulling its plug.) Conspicuous by
its absence was the touch of hardness—exaggerating digital and other recording maties
—that for me marred the performance of the
otherwise admirable Threshold FET nine/e.
(I noted this difference between the sounds
of the Coda and the Threshold before my
1One of the universal principles of life and the nature of reality is that it takes longer than you think. This principle applies
to everything: how long it takes to pack for aholiday, mow
the lawn, find anew job, and the time it takes for an audio
component to reach its optimum performance after turn-on.
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1992

new AC lines were installed—see sidebar;
thus, though the two units were not available for side-by-side comparisons, the observations are otherwise comparable.)
The Coda's sonic personality 2 may be
described as cool, calm, and collected (I can't
get away from those "c"-words), rather than
exuberant, ebullient, or extraverted. "Allrounder" is another way of describing the
Coda's attributes: tonal balance that doesn't
place particular emphasis on any part of the
spectrum, lots of detail, agood sense of soundstage width and depth when the recording
contains this information, convincing focus
on voices and solo instruments, and effective communication of dynamics. Over time,
Ibecame aware of aslight "electronic" haze
in the treble and upper midrange, but it was
low enough in magnitude that only acurmudgeon would complain about it. (But
then, this is Stereophile, otherwise known as
Curmudgeons'R'Us.)
In the initial listening sessions—je, BDL
(Before Dedicated Lines)—there seemed to
be adegree of blandness in the presentation,
so that something like the "Battle Music" on
Bernstein's new recording of Candide (DG
429 734-2, disc 1, track 9), which is almost
scary in its impact when heard through the
C-J PV11, came across as just abit subdued
with the Coda in the system. (Levels were
matched for this comparison.) ADL (After
Dedicated Lines), however, it was adifferent story: most of what seemed like blandness in the Coda was gone, replaced by a
chameleon-like (or Zelig-like) variability as
afunction of the recording itself. The battle between the Westphalians and Bulgars
now had much the same startling quality that
characterized the sound with the PV11. Bob
Silverman's opening chords on the Stereophile
Brahms piano CD (Intermezzo, Stereophile
STPH003-2) rang out with an intensity and
presence that suggested the real thing.
Comparisons with the PV11 and the SP9
Mk.II showed the Coda to be superior in two
specific areas: bass extension/control and
2Although the term "sonic signature" is more popular (and
certainly more alliterative). Iprefer "sonic personality." Graphologists' claims to the contrary, aperson's signature doesn't
tell us much about consistencies in the person's behavior in
various situations, nor does it act as abasis for specifying person/situation interactions or for making meaningful comparisons between people. Next class, we'll discuss the major theories of personality. (Sorry, Isomehow got switched into the
"Psychology Professor" mode. It can happen when least
expected.)
95
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soundstage width. The PV11's bass is quite
extended, but on the warm side of neutral (a
little too much so in combination with the
Luxman tube amp), and the SP9 Midi is tonally rather lightweight. The Coda seemed
to go even deeper than the PV11, and the bass
was tighter, so that bass drum and tympani
transients (eg, The All Star Percussion Ensemble,
MCD 10007) had more snap.
Ihad no real complaints about soundstage
width as rendered by PV11 or the SP9 Mk.II,
but the Coda was just abit better. The "offstage" voice at the end of Anna Maria Stanczyk's Chopin piece on the Stereophile Test
CD (exclaiming "Well Done!") was clearly
offstage with all three preamps, but with the
Coda it was virtually outside the stage door.
Similarly, the lateral positioning of instruments and voices within the soundstage was
exceptionally precise, making it easy to point
to exactly where each of The Plaids is standing
in Forever Plaid (RCA 60702-2-R). Also, the
Coda's highs were subjectively more extended
than the PV11's, and managed this feat without becoming bright or hard. (The SP9 Mk.II
was brighter than either, somehow still avoiding the hardness trap.) Where the PV11 was
still ahead, however, was in its ability to communicate the rounded, produced-by-ahuman-being quality of voices, as well as in
its more plausible portrayal of soundstage
depth and ambience, even though, paradoxically, minute details were not as clear as with
the Coda.
Substituting the Muse 100 for the Luxman
tube amp brought about changes that were
pretty much in line with these amps' distinctive personalities: midbass became tighter,
highs more predominant and not quite as
sweet, and soundstage depth was somewhat
curtailed. Coda's $6000 System 100 classA amp would probably provide abetter sonic
match with their preamp than the Muse 100,
but this fairly modestly priced ($1200) amp
did not really let its end down, the combination producing, with the right sources, a
lively, musical sound blessedly free of the brittle
quality that screams "solid-state." The PV11/
Muse 100 combo provided what, for me, was
an even better amalgam of tube (smoothness,
liquidity) and solid-state (crispness, control)
virtues, but those who've thrown in their lot
with solid-state (known to tubeophiles as
The Evil Empire) will probably ascribe my
preferences to my ears having been bent out
96

of shape by years of listening to vacuum-tube
colorations. As in all of audio, you pays your
money and you takes your choice.
At the 1991 Stereophik Writers' Conference,
JA asked the assembled scribes to indicate by
ashow of hands whether they still used LPs
more than CDs for "serious listening." About
half of those attending put themselves in the
LP camp. Iwas not among them. Although
explicit comparisons I've made between LP
and CD versions of the same recording have
usually favored the LP, the fact is that almost
all new recordings are released only on CD.
This is especially true for recordings Iget for
review, so for me to admit that Ido my "serious listening" to LPs rather than CDs would
be to admit that my record reviews are not
based on "serious listening"—an admission
that would likely cause RL to raise at least one
eyebrow. As asimple statistical fact, Ido listen
to CDs more than LPs, but that's not to say
that Iwould ever give up listening to my LP
collection, or that Iwould not want the phono
section of apreamp to extract every bit of
music from those vinyl grooves.
Which brings us (in asomewhat longwinded way) to the discussion of the Coda's
phono stage. The first thing to note is that it
does handle low-output moving-coils, though
the noise level with the AQ 7000 is higher
than Iwould have liked .
3 (The SP9 Mk.II is
quieter; the Threshold FET nine/e, from what
Irecall, was alittle noisier; the PV11 needs
astep-up to work with alow-output movingcoil.) In its overall sonic quality, the Coda's
phono section was an excellent match for the
preamp's fine line stage. It had no trouble revealing that the original LP set of the Sutherland/Pavarotti Turandot (London OSA 13108)
is superior to the CD version (414 274-2),
or that the same is true of the Robert Silverman Brahms LP/CD comparison. (Maybe
LPs should be my primary medium for "serious listening.")
In afit of audiophile nostalgia, Idug out
the M&K Roger Wagner Chorale Direct-toDisc Encore; you know, the one with somebody exclaiming, "If you step on the microphone, you'll kill it!" after achorus member
apparently kicks one of the PZM mikes. The
3Isuspect that the output level of my sample of the AQ 7000
(a superb-sounding cartridge) is somewhat below its claimed
03mV specification. (My previous cartridge, aTalisman S.
was specified as having 0.26mV output, but Ididn't have to
turn up the preamp gain as much to achieve the same sound
level.)
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bass transient that resulted from the assault
on the aforesaid PZM was deeper and tighter
than I've ever heard in my system; it was clear
that the Coda line stage's way with the bottom end was not compromised by the phono
section. The same passage, played through
the PV11 (with Bryston TF-1 step-up) came
across as looser in the bass. The PV11/TF-1
combo had agenerally warmer sound, with
not quite as much detail as the Coda, but
voices, once again, sounded abit more real.
The last set of comparisons involved my
version of the bypass test, intended to assess
the changes effected by the line stage. This
is done by a) feeding the signal from the output of the Aragon D2A to one of the linelevel inputs of the PV11, b) taking the signal
from the PV11's tape-out jacks to the input
of the Stax CRM-T1 headphone amplifier,
and c) comparing the sound of the Lambda
Signature/CRM-Tl featuring this relatively
direct connection (the PV11 merely acting
as aconvenient input/output buss with no
active circuitry in the signal path) to the sound
produced when the signal feeding the CRMT1 is taken from the main output (set for
unity gain) of the preamp under consideration. This should be avery sensitive test: the
Lambda Signature/CRM-T1 combo, while
somewhat tilted-up in tonal balance, has a
transparency that is, in my experience, unequaled by any amplifier/speaker combination.
The FET-01 did well in this test, imposing little editorializing outs own. (No, Mr.
Editor, I'm not implying that editorializing
is necessarily abad thing!) Tonal balance was
virtually unaltered, with highs and lows present in just about the same proportion as in
the case of the direct signal path, and with
no apparent rolloff at top or bottom. There
was aslight thickening/coarsening of sonic
textures, as well as some loss of transparency,
but the extent of these changes was relatively
minor. As Bruno Bettelheim has noted, it's
impossible for an audio signal to go through
apreamp's line stage completely unscathed
(he was talking about an individual's passage
through childhood, but the principle is the
same); the changes effected by the FET-01
were relatively innocuous.
TJN ON THE BENCH
The measurements were performed on asecond sample of the Coda. The balanced outputs of the first sample we received were
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unstable and oscillated at certain volume control settings. This was apparently due to a
problem with the particular FETs used. All
Bob Deutsch's auditioning was performed
on the second sample.
The line-level gain of the Coda measured
15.7dB unbalanced, 21.8dB balanced. Unity
gain on the level control was reached at settings of approximately 12:30 unbalanced,
10:00 balanced. Output impedance, from the
main outputs, measured within 1ohm of 61
ohms, balanced output, for settings between
maximum and 9:00 (except in the left channel, where it dropped slightly to 55.6 ohms
at unity gain). The output impedance of the
unbalanced output measured within 1ohm
of 134 ohms for the same range of settings,
both channels. The output impedance of the
tape outputs measured 1160 ohms, arather
high figure, for asource impedance of either
25 ohms or 600 ohms, indicating either an
actively buffered output or one isolated via
aseries resistor. The input impedance of the
line stage measured within 200 ohms of
24.6k ohms for level control settings from
9:00 up to unity gain, dropping to about
19.7k ohms at the maximum setting.
The 1% distortion point of the line stage
was reached at an output of 20.92V at lkHz
(from an input of 1.708V with the volume
control at maximum). The Coda was noninverting through its line stages at the unbalanced output. (A series of internal switches
permits the user to switch the balanced outputs for either pin 2positive or pin 3positive—a welcome feature, considering the lack
of standardization of high-end equipment
in this area.) DC offset was anegligible 2.2mV
in the left channel, 1.8mV in the right.
The phono gain, taken at the tape outputs
(as were all of the phono measurements), was
60.6dB for moving-coil, 403dB for movingmagnet. With an unequalized input signal,
the moving-magnet phono input overloaded
(1% distortion) at 86mV in (8.79V out) at
lkHz, 4.88mV in (3.17V out) at 20Hz, and
837mV in (8.82V out) at 20kHz. The equivalent overload margins, referenced to astandard level of 5mV at lIcHz, are 24.7dB, 19.8dB,
and 24.5dB, which is excellent performance.
The corresponding figures for the movingcoil input were 8.7mV in (9.19V out) at lkHz,
0.47mV in (3.15V out) at 20Hz, and 84mV
in (9.18V out) at 20kHz (almost overload
margins of 24.8dB, 19.5dB, and 24.5dB). The
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figures given are for the left channel; the
right-channel readings were within 5% of
these. Note that the reduced overload at low
frequencies is anatural result of the RIAA
equalization curve on LP recordings. The
Coda's phono stage was also non-inverting.
To obtain areading of 2V from the Coda's
main unbalanced outputs (more than enough
voltage to drive most amplifiers to full output)
required an input of03mV from the movingcoil input, 3.1mV from the moving-magnet,
and 033V from the line. The corresponding
figures for the balanced outputs were 0.15mV
(MC), 1.6mV (MM), and 0.165V (line).
The flat curve in fig.1 shows the frequency
response of the Coda's line stage at the maximum setting of the level control, unbalanced
output. At lower settings, left and right channels diverged by amaximum of 0.2dB, due
to avery slight mistracking of the volume
control. The unity gain setting also had a
small rolloff above 20kHz—just over 0.2dB
at 50kHz. The frequency response with a
balanced output was identical—except for
asmaller rolloff at 50kHz at the unity gain
setting. The RIAA response for the phono
stage is also shown in fig. 1. While reasonably
flat at higher frequencies, there is apronounced
rolloff below 100Hz, with the response down
by 2dB at 30Hz. This may be adeliberate
design characteristic; it will certainly act as
an effective infrasonic filter for phono playback, but will render the sound of LPs rather
lightweight in nature.
The crosstalk for the unbalanced line outputs is shown as the bottom curves in fig.2.
The top curve of the two (referenced at the
20kHz point) is the crosstalk from right to
left, the lower curve is the crosstalk from left
to right. (Readings were made with a300mV
input to the driven channel for minimum
TI-Il) +noise.) The crosstalk for the balanced
outputs was virtually identical. The phono
crosstalk (moving-magnet input), the upper
curves in fig.2 (from right to left, top curve;
left to right, bottom; both referenced at 10IcHz)
deteriorates at increasing frequencies. This
deterioration, found in most preamps we
have measured, is likely caused by capacitive
coupling between the channels. The phono
crosstalk measurements were made with an
input of 25mV at lkHz to minimize the contribution of noise.
The line THD +noise (again with a300mV
input) vs frequency is the bottom two traces
98

Fig.1 Coda FET-01, frequency response through
line inputs (flat trace) and phono inputs
(right channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).

Fig.2 Coda FET-01, crosstalk from L—R (bottom
of each pair) and R—L (top of each pair) in
balanced mode and unbalanced mode, line
inputs (bottom four traces) and via phono
inputs (top two traces) (5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.3 Coda FET-01, THD+noise through line
inputs at 300mV input, unbalanced and
balanced modes (bottom), via MM inputs at
25mV input (middle), and via MC inputs at
2.8mV input (top) (right channel dashed).

in fig.3. Note that curves for both the balanced and unbalanced outputs are shown;
there is no point in attempting to distinguish
them, as they virtually overlap each other for
both channels. A 25mV input was also used
into the moving-magnet input for the THD
+noise vs frequency, shown as the middle
curve in fig3. The upper curve is the THD +
noise for the moving-coil input—with a
2.8mV signal at lkHz.—Thomas J. Norton
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RD CONCLUDES
Coda Technologies may not be as well-known
as, say, Threshold, Conrad-Johnson, or Audio
Research, but their FET-01 preamp compares
quite favorably with competing products
from these well-established companies, easily
eclipsing, in my opinion, the similarly priced
(and styled) Threshold FET nine/e. Both as
aline-level and as aphono preamp, the Coda
FET-01 proved ahighly competent performer, providing clarity, detail, dynamics, and
aneutral tonal balance, with an exceptional
rendering of bass information and soundstage width. Although it didn't sound exactly

tubelike, it was quite free of the hard/clinical quality that Iassociate with solid-state.
In my book, the all-tube Conrad-Johnson
PV11 is still the champ when it comes to the
ability to communicate the real-live-person
quality of voices, as well as in its portrayal
of soundstage depth and ambience, but the
FET-01 is not far behind in these areas. Most
important, the Coda FET-01 has the sort of
self-effacing sonic personality that draws little
attention to itself, allowing the listener's
attention to be absorbed by the music instead.
That, after all, is what it's all about.
$

NELSON-REED 804- CM
LOUDSPEAKER
J. Gordon Holt
Three-way dynamic speaker system with reflex woofer loading (system Q =0.7, optimal damping). Drive-units: two 8" cone
woofers, one 3" doped-linen dome midrange, one I" metal-dome tweeter. Crossover frequencies: 320Hz, 4.2kHz. Sensitivity: 92dBIWIm. Nominal impedance: 8ohms. Power capacity: 320W continuous music power. Spi capacity: 120dB out
at 500W input. Dimensions: 47" Hby 12" W by 15" D. Weight: 100 lbs. Price: $3650/pair. Approximate number of dealers:
20. Manufacturer Nelson-Reed, 15810 Blossom Hill Road, los Gatos, CA 95030. Tel./Fax: (408) 356-3633.
What is this, Memory Lane? The first speaker
system Igot for review after my move last
year to anew house was an updated version
of the Sound-Lab A-3 that Ifirst reviewed
5years ago. The second (the 804-CM) is the
latest version of another system Ireviewed the
same year (in Vol.11 No.4).
As longtime readers may have noticed, I
don't look for the same things in reproduced
sound that some of my Stereophile colleagues
do. Yes, Ivalue soundstaging and imaging,
but not nearly as much as alot of other things
Iwon't reel off because I've listed them in
almost every review I've done during the past
few years, so you can just look them up and
read them there. (If this is your first issue,
congratulations!) Ilisten to enough live music
these days to be able to generalize that it doesn't
sound like what Ihear from most high-end
loudspeakers, which tend by comparison to
be warmer, richer, and blander than real. The
Nelson-Reeds aren't.
Associated equipment used for this review
included the Proceed CD player, Revox A-77
15ips 2-track tape recorder, aSony PCMFl digital recording system, Pioneer LD-S2
STEREOPHILE, MARCH 1992

laserdisc player, Threshold FET-ten line controller, and Boulder 500AE amplifier. Audio
interconnects were Monster M-1000s, and
loudspeaker cables were AudioQuest Emeralds. Program material ran the gamut, although
most of it was symphonic, from my own
tapes and from CDs (mostly) by Delos, Mercury, and Sheffield.
In my first review of the 804s, Iconcluded
that they are not an "audiophile's" speaker,
because they are more forward and gutsy
than the ones that garner most of the rave
reviews. Ithen went on to add that, even with
their rather rough high end, they sounded
more to me like live music than your typical audiophile design. Well, it's no longer
necessary to make any allowances for the
804's highs. The two dome drivers are so
clean and smooth, and mesh so well, they
seem no longer apart of the reproduced sound.
They simply vanish, leaving agorgeously
clear (and alive) window on the recording.
That goes along way toward re-creating the
illusion of listening to the real thing.
Then there's the soundstaging. Although
these speakers stand almost 4' high, their
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Nelson-Reed 804.CM loudspeaker

footprint is not much larger than atypical
"minimonitor," and the soundstaging is predictably similar. On honestly made recordings, like Mercury's, Delos's, and my own,
the orchestra is ranged across awide space
between the speakers, and framed by hall

space that extends 'way out beyond the physical locations of the speakers. The only thing
that seems unchanged, from the original 804s
to these, is their dynamic range, which is still
extraordinary. On wide-dynamic-range material, these speakers almost sound as if they
have abuilt-in volume expander.
There is no boxiness on voice, and Idetected
no consistent midrange colorations, although
Istill think Ishould have, as both enclosures
have some "active" panel areas that sound less
than inert when tapped with the knuckles.
But if these sound so good, why am Inot
already starting to drool all over them in print?
Because they don't sound all that good. The
problem is bass. Not bass quality which is
superb, but bass, period. It's thin. Pinched.
Overly dry. Unappealing. And it took me
weeks of trying this, that, and the other thing
before Icould admit that to myself.
You see, the first 804s Ireviewed were, if
anything, abit bass-heavy. Even with anice,
tight amplifier driving them, and placement
well away from the room boundaries, the
bass balance was only just about right. Under
more typical conditions, it was necessary to
stuff foam plastic damping plugs (supplied
by N-R) into the reflex ports, in order to control the heavy bass. That's part of the reason
Iwas hesitant about declaring these latest
804s to be bass-shy; I
just couldn't believe
two versions of what is ostensibly the same
speaker could be so different. The other part
was that Iwas uncertain enough about my
listening room that Iwas not yet prepared
to state flatly that it wasn't causing the LF
thinness.
These 804s are the first box speakers I've
used since Imoved into my current home a
year and half ago. Since then I've lived very
happily with apair of Sound-Lab A-3s, which
have never failed (to date) to produce beautifully balanced, smooth bass in any room
I've had them in. Ihad no reason to assume
there might be aproblem with my present
room, until Istarted using the Nelson-Reeds.
A brief, initial listen in the presence of designer Bill Reed, on the day these were delivered, prompted some comments about the
sound being alittle lean, but no one (out of
four people present) seemed to feel there was
anything amiss that couldn't be cured by a
little creative box-moving. Iassumed that
what Iwas hearing was asimple case of newcone syndrome, and that aday or so ofbreak-
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in was all that was needed. But that didn't
help. After aweek of sporadic listening, totaling perhaps 20 hours, Iheard no hint of LF
improvement. So Ipiped some pink noise
into them, cranked the level up to around
70dB spl, and vacated the house for the rest
of the day. Nothing doing: the bass was still
thin, and no amount of pushing and shoving the speakers around in the room could
change it.
Subsequent measurements' suggested the
room might in fact be the culprit. With the
speakers symmetrically placed between the
side walls, midbass output (at 45Hz) at the
listening seat was almost 9dB below the 100Hz
output. Iobtained acopy of the "Listening
Room" computer program for loudspeaker
placement 2and set about plugging the necessary values into it: room dimensions, speaker
placements, listening location, and woofer
and ear heights above floor level. It told me
that any laterally symmetrical speaker/listener
placements in my 15½'-wide room would
cause aresponse dip at 45Hz. (So much for
the left/right symmetry that both Iand Tom
Norton recommended in our recent articles
about listening rootns This would seem to
be astrong endorsement for satellite/woofer
systems, where the former could be symmetrically placed for best imaging and soundstaging and the latter could be placed where
they produced the smoothest bass.)
Iwent back to "Listening Room:' and told
it to move the speakers and listener to the
right by adistance of 1/
6the room width. LR
responded by advising that Ishould have no
standing-wave suckouts between 40 and
60Hz, so Imoved the speakers to the asymmetrical locations, slid across the sofa until
Iwas midway between them, and took arelisten. Ah yes, much better. Yet ...
they still
sounded thin. Iran another curve, which
seemed to contradict LR's predicted result by
showing a3dB dip at 45Hz. But that was
only the half of it. The speakers still sounded
as if the dip was at least 6dB deep, and the
bass—what there was of it—was so tight and
well-defined that Iwondered if amajor part
of the problem might not be due to exces1Measured on aNeutrik 3201 Audiotracer, Vi-octave warble
tone, 100mmis pen speed.
2$34.95 postpaid in the US, from Sitting Duck Software, P.O.
Box 130, Veneta, OR 97487. Reviewed in Vol.13 No.12.
3See Vol.13 No.4, April 1990, and Vol.14 No.10, October
1991, respectively.
—JA
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sive woofer damping.
Finally, in desperation, Iwent out and
bought 100' of 12-gauge zip cord, cut it in
half, and ran the pair into my 9' by 14' office.
(The extra resistance of the cable should suitably relax the amplifier's grip on the speaker's
low end.) There Iset up the speakers about
2' from two adjacent corners, and replayed
some of the previous program material. The
thinness was still there. Okay, now Iwas getting somewhere!
Next, Itrotted the 804s over to afellow
audiophile's house, where apair of Nestorovic 5ASes had been making very nice bass
noises in aroom Iestimate to be about 14'
by 16! Same thing. No bass from the 804s.
Actually, that isn't quite accurate. Below
that midbass range, the 804s' maximum output was at avery respectable 30Hz, where
the measured level was equal in amplitude
to their 100Hz output. This was the case in
every room Itried them in. So organ music
was, occasionally, very impressive. The thinness was because the response dip (or apparent overdamping) was smack in the middle
of the midbass range, which is where 90%
of what we think of as "bass" occurs.
The supplied instructions are thorough
and informative, except for one glaring omission: Nowhere do they contain that reassuring paragraph that starts, "Ifyou need to contact us directly. .." and ends with an address
and phone number. If you buy apair of these
unboxed from your friendly local dealer, put
this issue of Stereophile where you'll be able
to find it if you need to get in touch with
Nelson-Reed. (The information is at the top
of this review, in case you didn't notice.)
So there it is. Through most of their range,
the new Nelson-Reed 804-CMs are superb
loudspeakers, surpassing in some ways (dynamics and efficiency) my beloved SoundLabs, but their bass problem is so severe and
proved so intractable as to disqualify them
from serious consideration. The NelsonReed people tell me they're working "furiously" to track down the problem and correct it. Ihope they succeed, because with decent low end Iwould consider giving these
ahigh Class B recommendation.
JA ADDS SOME MEASUREMENTS
As Iwas due to drive up to Denver with my
daughter for the 1991 Grand Prix 4 when
JGH told me about the bass problem he was
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having with the Nelson-Reeds, Idragged
along the MLSSA measurement setup to his
Colorado home. My room measurements
confirmed the presence of the midbass suckout when the speakers were set up symmetrically, though they also showed that JGH's
room has anicely controlled and even reverberant characteristic, ranging from 0.3s at
250Hz to 0.2s at 8kHz.
Fig.1 shows the spatially averaged in-room
response from 10Hz to 10kHz taken at two
positions on JGH's listening couch for left
and right speakers individually. (This graph
includes the effect of all the room reflections
as well as the direct sound from the loudspeakers.) Note how flat the upper midrange
and treble are, though with some interference dips noticeable in the mid treble. This
Nelson-Reed certainly gives aneutral midrange and treble balance in-room. In the bass
and lower midrange, however, things are not
so straightforward. The peak between 90Hz
and 180Hz and the dip below between 200Hz
and 400Hz are likely to be due to the interaction between the woofers and the proximity of the floor. The subjective importance
of this kind of effect is hard to judge; the
human ear is used to live sound sources being
affected in this way and is therefore able to
tune it out to some extent. (See "Letters" in
this issue, however, for acontrary opinion
on this subject.) Below 90Hz, note that
though there is useful extension to below
30Hz, there is also alack of energy between
40Hz and 80Hz—a musically most important octave—relieved only by aslight peak
between 60Hz and 70Hz. This presumably
correlates with JGH's feeling that the 804s
had asomewhat lean midbass.
Ialso took some quasi-anechoic measurements with MLSSA. To the left of fig.2 can
be seen the individual woofer and port responses plotted up to 200Hz, taken in the
nearfield. Though the port response is quite
anarrow bandpass, centered on 30Hz, the
woofers themselves start to roll out below
95Hz, where there is asuspicious little peak.
A simplistic view of these curves would be
4For those readers who feel alove of live motor-racing to
be adangerous hobby for an audio reviewer. Ialways wear
effective ear protection. What alarms me about motor sport,
however, where sound pressure levels near the track can easily
reach asustained and dangerous 120dB, is that Isee so many
spectators not wearing any kind of hearing protection. Couple
things like that with the general predilection for listening to
Walkman-type headphones too loud, and Ifear that an entire
generation is suffering premature hearing damage. —JA
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to suggest that the woofers act in an overdamped manner so that the reinforcement
in bass output supplied by the port occurs
too low in frequency to be fully integrated.
Isuspect that things are more complex than
that, however. Figs.3-5 show the nearfield
impulse responses of the two woofers and
the port from which the data to the left of
fig.2 were derived via the Fourier Transform.
It can be seen that the two woofers act in the
same phase (though in JGH's system, this is
with their polarity inverted). The nearfield
port output in fig.5 is in the opposite polarity
to the woofers, as expected, and rings for most
of the 100ms time window shown, suggesting aQ somewhat higher than the 0.7 specified. (This kind ofbehavior is an audio analog
of Heisenberg's Uncertainty Principle: the
more you confine adrive-unit in the frequency domain, the more indeterminate its
output becomes in the time domain. The
same kind of behavior can be seen with the
Snell Type B's rear woofer—see RH's review

in Vol.14 No.12, December 1991.) But note
the negative-going spike about 2ms into the
plot in fig3. Ihaven't seen this kind ofbehavior from aloudspeaker port before; it, too,
suggests that the 804's woofer and port are
behaving in acomplex manner. Hook forward to reading designer Bill Reed's thoughts
on this matter in his "Manufacturer's Comment" letter.
To the right of fig.2 is shown the average
of the quasi-anechoic in-room responses of
both loudspeakers at Gordon's listening position. (This is only shown above lkHz due to
the presence of early reflections of the direct
sound from the speakers in Gordon's listening room rendering the data below that frequency invalid.) Not as flat as the in-room
response in fig.1, an overall tilted-down balance is broken by some peakiness in the mid
treble and above 19kHz. The latter is irrelevant, though the former might well be due
to breakup modes in the midrange dome.
—John Atkinson

KINERGETICS SW-800
SUBWOOFER SYSTEM
Jack English
Two-column floor-standing subwoofer system with five 10" long-stroke woofers per column, spiked feet, and continuousfilament polyester filling. Impedance: 1.6 ohms. Maximum acoustic power output: 125d Sensitivity: 98dB/W1m. Low-frequency
cutoff: -3dB at I7Hz. Enclosure dimensions: 60" Hby 12" W by 16" Deach. Weight: 95 lbs each. Finishes: clear oak, black
oak, special order. Two monaural crossover/amplifiers. Power output (each): 300W. Lower limiting frequency: 12Hz. Input
impedance: 100k ohms. Crossover frequencies: 60, 80, 100, or 120Hz. Crossover types: 6dBloctave buffered RC network;
12dBloctave overlapping, third-order subtractive filter, 18dB/octave Butterworth. Subwoofer control: Compusound circuit.
Crossover/amplifier dimensions: 7" Hby 19" W by 13" Deach. Weight: 35 lbs each. Price for complete system: $4995. Approximate
number of dealers: 53. Manufacturer Kinergetics Research, P.O. Box 4839, Chatsworth, CA 91313. Tel: (213) 582-9349. Fax:
(213) 582-9434.
In my review of the Martin-Logan CLS LIA
(Vol.14 No.12), Iconcluded that the loudspeaker had astunning array of sonic strengths
coupled with some glaring weaknesses. Taken
by itself, the LIA was simply unacceptable as
afull-range speaker. My conclusion closely
mirrored that ofJohn Atkinson in his 1986
review of the original CLS (Vol9 No.7). Based
upon both of our reviews, the most logical
outcome would have been to simply disregard the CLS. But to do so would be to take
no advantage of the IIA's impressive list of
sonic strengths. My intent for this "FollowUp" was to fully utilize the strengths of the
STEREOPHILE. MARCH 1992

IIAs while compensating for their weaknesses through the use of ancillary products.
Briefly, my original criticisms of the CLS:
1) lack of deep-bass extension; 2) atendency
toward resonant, one-note midbass; 3) an
overall lightweight character; 4) insufficient
dynamic capability; 5) loudness limitations;
6) residual glare in the upper midrange; and
7) phasey/beamy trebles. The more Ilived
with the CLSes, the less Ifelt these shortcomings were independent. The major problem
was the bass performance. In fact, MartinLogan addresses this problem in each of their
other speakers—the Sequel, Quest, and Mono-
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lith—through the addition of dynamic woofers.
My goal here, then, has been to build atrue
full-range speaker system around the IIAs.
My model for this effort has been MartinLogan's own monstrous Statements, the Infinity RS-1s/Betas, and the Kinergetics/MartinLogan setup demonstrated at numerous Consumer Electronics Shows. Since the IIA's
major limitations are in bass performance, the
primary solution seemed to be the selection
of an effectively matched subwoofer(s). The
subwoofer(s) would provide the needed deepbass extension (problem 1) and eliminate the
midbass resonance (problem 2). A subwoofer's
rich, fill bass might result in amore harmonically rich overall character which would
compensate for the IIAs' lightweight sound
(problem 3). Better bass might provide far
more realistic dynamic performance, as much
of the power of music comes from the lower
frequencies (problem 4). With the added volume coming from the bass, the IIAs would
not have to play as loudly to achieve the same
spls (problem 5). It just might be that the
upper-midrange glare was caused by the IIAs
being pushed too hard to compensate for the
lack of deep bass (problem 6). With asubwoofer producing all of the bass, the CLSes
just might be able to concentrate on the things
they do so well. One such subwoofer has
been developed for just this purpose: the
Kinergetics SW-800 system.

five 10" SEAS woofers. While the columns
look imposing, they are neither too large nor
too heavy. At 95 lbs each, the columns can
be moved about with relative ease. Their size

KINERGETICS SW-800
SUBWOOFER SYSTEM

The Kinergetics SW-800 Subwoofer System
consists of two SW-800 Platinum Series
Monaural Subwoofer Amplifier Crossovers
and two SW-800 Tower Subwoofers, each
component available separately. The complete system was designed using MartinLogan's CLS speaker series. Standard finishes
are black oak, light oak, and clear oak, the
last matching ideally with the CLSes' light
oak finish. Other finishes are available via
special order.
Each SW-800 Subwoofer Tower contains

Kinergetics SW-800 subwoofer crossover amplifier
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greatest amount of bass information away
works particularly well with the similarly tall
from the main speakers. The third option, a
CLS IIAs.
6dB passive consists of ahigh-quality capacThe key to this system, however, lies in the
itor in series with the signal path. This option
crossover/amplifiers. For starters, they're true
is dependent on both the input impedance
dual-mono; each comes in aseparate chassis.
of the amplifier(s) used for the main speakers
Second, at 300W into the Towers' nominal
and the crossover point selected.
1.6 ohm load, they're monstrously powerful.
Such crossover/amplifier flexibility is a
Third, since the amplifiers have been designed
mixed blessing. The prospective purchaser
with the subwoofers, there are no problems
should make sure the dealer sets up the units
with either load characteristics or power reas desired. The correct crossover point must
quirements. This is of particular importance
be
selected via the internal DIP switches. If
given the subwoofers' impedance load.
apassive high-pass filter is desired, the correct
The system's most fascinating element is
the flexibility of the crossover. While each capacitors must be identified and installed.
Choices of high-pass filter and correct output
crossover/amplifier is exactly that, there is an
must
be made. The desired low-pass filter
option to bypass the bass amplifiers built into
must be chosen and correctly set via the threeeach unit. The bass gain control continues
to function using either the internal amp or position switches on the back of each unit.
an external one. In anormal setup, the out- The decision to use the internal or external
puts from the preamplifier are connected to bass amplifier(s) needs to be made and the
each crossover/amplifier; high-pass outputs corresponding connections installed. Finally,
are directed from the crossover/amplifiers to the bass columns need to be connected to the
the amplifiers for the main speakers; and the crossover/amplifiers or to an external amplifier. For the more technically comfortable
subwoofer columns are connected directly.
Using an external bass amplifier(s), the sub- user, the flexibility provides an extensive
woofers would be connected to the external array of connection/use options.
unit instead.
PERFORMANCE
As delivered, the crossover is set at 100Hz.
Internal DIP switches allow alternative cross- The incorporation of any subwoofer into a
system presents awide array of potential
over points of 60, 80, or 120Hz. The manual suggests having the dealer adjust these problems. The first major one has nothing
switches. Nonetheless, the settings are straight- whatever to do with the subwoofer itself, but
forward and described in the manual. Chang- concerns the possible adverse impact on the
ing crossover points simply involves removal performance of the main speakers as aconsequence of introducing more equipment
of the top cover and adjustments of the apinto the signal path. The usual culprit is the
propriate DIP switches.
Three low-pass options are available- required crossover, but in actuality more than
6, 12, or 18dB/octave—each easily selecta- just acrossover is added. Without the subble via atoggle switch on the back of each woofer, the signal goes from the preamp,
crossover/amplifier. The 6dB setting, which through an interconnect, and into the amp.
should be phase-linear, provides the smooth- With the subwoofers, the signal goes from
est transition between the main speakers and the preamp, through an interconnect, into the
subwoofers, but also allows the greatest amount crossover, through asecond interconnect, and
of out-of-band signals to go to both sets of then into the amp. What sonic impact does
speakers. The 18dB Butterworth option min- this additional equipment have on the main
imizes out-of-band signals and provides the speakers' sonic performance?
The Martin-Logan IIAs' strengths include
flattest response within the passband, but is
not phase-linear. The 12dB option provides an uncanny ability to unravel inner detail,
remarkable transient performance, unparala+4dB boost near the crossover frequency.
This position is intended only to rectify lis- leled sonic transparency, and seamless topto-bottom coherence. (I address the impact
tening-room suckout problems.
There are also three high-pass options. As on the last of these strengths later in this rewith the low-pass, the 6and 18dB options view.) For all of my listening, both the basic
are active The 6dB is abuffered RC network, and additional runs of interconnect were the
the 18dB aButterworth; the latter takes the superlative Magnan Type Vi. To test the imSTEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1992
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pact of the crossover/interconnect on the
Mks' performance, Irelied extensively on the
splendidly recorded Masters of the Flute and
Harp (Klavier KCD-11019). The flutist is the
wonderful Louise DiTullio, the harpist the
equally talented Susann McDonald. With the
crossover/interconnect in the signal path,
detail resolution and transient performance
continued to be state-of-the-art. The captivating sounds of both instruments remained
sweet, pure, and natural. The subwoofers
added just the right amount of bass foundation and fullness to the harp.
Transparency, however, was hurt slightly.
There was aminor but audible loss of delicacy. The Kinergetics crossovers are not as
sonically transparent as the other electronics
Iused during the course of this review: the
CAT SL-1 Mk.II and C-J Premier 7A preamplifiers, ARC Classic 150 and C-J Evolution
2000 power amplifiers. Wiring the entire system was slightly problematic: the two C-J
units invert phase, while the CAT, ARC, and
Kinergetics do not. Because of the additional
run of interconnect, Icannot unequivocally
attribute the added coloration to the crossover. However, since the coloration struck
me as somewhat solid-state in character, I
believe the crossover was the culprit.
My other criticism of this new arrangement surprised me When Iused the subwoofers, the overall sound lacked air and adequate
treble extension. Without the subwoofers,
the IIAs sound better "balanced." The lack
of truly extended trebles isn't as obvious coupled with the main speakers' lack of bass
extension. With the addition of aproper bass
foundation, the attenuated top was out of
psychoacoustic balance. This had nothing
whatever to do with the crossover. The inclusion of the subwoofers simply made more
obvious an existing weakness of the IIA.
Overall, the inclusion of the crossover did
little to harm the IIAs' performance. There
was aslight additional transistory coloration,
but no deleterious impact on detail resolution
or transient performance With the newfound
bass extension, it became more apparent that
the IIAs could benefit from greater treble
extension.
The next phase of my listening concentrated on what the Kinergetics setup brought
to the party. Jane's Addiction's Ritual de lo
Habitual (Warner Bros. 25993-2) provided
an ample illustration. On the IIAs, this music
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simply doesn't cut it. With the Kinergetics
added, the result was an astonishing transformation. Suddenly this recording's substance was viscerally obvious. The added bass
extension gave the music power, impact,
drive, slam, punch, energy, etc. With the subwoofers, Icould play it at realistic volumes
and appreciate lifelike dynamics. With the
subs, this recording became rock'n'roll again.
Sonically, the system gained deep bass extension, midbass impact, and an ability to play
much louder.
At one point during this review, Iwas fooling around with the BoDeans' Black & White
CD (Slash 26487-2). For reasons unknown,
this disc would play in some transports/
players but not in others. Iwondered if the
center hole was slightly mis-sized or offcenter. Having tried various things, Idecided
it was time to try aSumiko CD Interface
Mat. These clear, CD-sized, self-adhesive,
clear plastic discs are put over the label side
of aCD. With the Interface Mat in place, the
CD worked more consistently in different
players. On the Mini-Statement System, it
was stunning. In particular, the track "Black,
White & Blood Red" jumped out of the system. It had sock, whomp, and thrust—it got
my listening room jumpin'. Without the subs,
this music simply failed to come alive. It had
no energy, no power, no authority.
Having just recently viewed the video Sleeping with the Enemy, Ispent agreat deal of time
using the Mini-Statement System to listen
to Bernstein's version of Berlioz's Symphonie
Fantastique (Elv1I CDM 769002-2). All of the
IIAs' superlative strengths shone brightly.
Ireveled in the plucked bass, the natural (for
digital) strings, the sounds of the hall, the
appropriately distant listening perspective,
the realistic soundstaging, the unraveling of
musical voices, the effortless dynamic swells,
the overall rightness of the harmonic tapestry,
and the enticing chimes in the fifth movement. The combination of dynamics and recreation of depth were particularly captivating in the "Marche au Supplice" introduction.
Over time, my primary concerns were the
coherence of the subwoofers with the IIAs
and the overall soundstaging of this fourcolumn speaker setup. The Kinergetics subwoofers could produce bass no matter where
they were placed in the listening room (this
facilitated by the separate level controls on
each crossover/amplifier unit). But if placed
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behind the HA panels, the energy from the
subs interfered with the M-L electrostatics'
purity of sound. The subwoofers' front panels
had to be placed even with or in front of the
IIAs. Since the subs are not overly directional,
they didn't have to be "aimed" like the IIAs.
The Towers could be located anywhere and
aimed in almost any direction as long as they
didn't fire into the IIAs' panels.
In my initial setup, Isimply placed the
Towers outside of and behind the CLS panels.
This is asetup similar to one Ifound worked
well in my listening room with Infinity RSIs. It didn't work with the Mini-Statement
System. Ithen moved the subwoofers up even
with the IIAs. This resolved the problems
created by having the subwoofers fire into
the panels of the IIAs, but the overall performance lacked coherence. Throughout this
phase of my listening Isat in my normal listening position. All four speakers were approximately athird of the way into the listening
room from the wall behind my equipment,
while Iwas approximately athird of the way
into the room from the wall behind me. As
Imoved my listening position back (ie, farther
from the speakers), the system's overall coherence markedly improved.
But soundstaging suffered with my more
distant listening seat. Sounds bunched up in
center stage and lacked adequate width, although they had ample gradations of depth.
The obvious solution was to spread the main
speakers farther apart. To do this, Ihad to
move the subwoofers out. Iended up with
the subs almost against the sidewalls, aimed
directly ahead and reduced in level to compensate for the additional bass reinforcement
of this placement. Imoved the IIA panels out
to within an inch of the inside of the subwoofer columns, toed-in to aim directly at
the listening position. With all four of the
speakers moved farther apart and my listening seat pushed farther back, the soundstage
"locked in." Inow had asound extending
from wall to wall, and well back behind the
four speakers.
"Problems solved!" thought Inaïvely.
"Not so fast, setup-breath!" screamed my
reviewer's conscience. It seemed the dynamic
subwoofers and dipole panels created sounds
in such different ways that Iwasn't done yet.
Sounds from the subs tended to be more forward than sounds from the dipoles, which
seemed to be located farther back. Icouldn't
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1992

move the subs back or the IIAs up, or I'd have
the subs firing into the electrostatics again.
Here's where the ASC Studio Traps (reviewed
in Vol.15 No.2, where Iwent into some detail
on their effect on the sound of the MartinLogans) came into play. With one hap located
in the rear-firing focal point of each dipole,
the sound from the IIAs moved forward.
This improved the relative imaging of the
subs and dipoles, but at acost. The Traps
robbed abit more of the IIAs' openness and
spaciousness. Had the IIAs had better treble
extension, this might not have been as problematic.
Iwas left with atradeoff. Using the Traps
yielded more realistic soundstaging, at the
expense of air and spaciousness. Removing
the Traps gave amore spacious sound, with
placement anomalies. The best compromise
Iwas able to reach was with the Traps turned
so that the reflective sides faced slightly forward and toward the inside (aiming at the
space between the two dipoles and slightly
toward the listening position). This provided
enough added sparkle to justify leaving the
Traps in place, which improved the soundstaging of the overall system.
One problem remained. The IIAs lack
adequate vertical dispersion in the trebles;
when Istand up, or sit in ahigher-than-normal
chair, the trebles lack energy. The CLS IIAs
really benefit from stands. Cement blocks
have worked well for me but are absolutely
unacceptable visually. The combination of
the IIAs and Kinergetics Tower Subwoofers
are lovely to look at, so Iremoved the blocks
and await the M-L stands eagerly. (I'd hoped
to use the Arcici/Martin-Logan stands with
the CLSes, but they haven't arrived. If they
do, I'll write a"Follow-Up" on them.)

SUBWOOFER TOWERS
With a-3dB point at 17Hz, there's no question that the Kinergetics Subwoofer System
totally eliminated any problem with deepbass extension. Using the Stereophile Test CD,
the subwoofers performed admirably down
to the lowest (20Hz) test tone. Using the
standard factory crossover point of 100Hz,
the Kinergetics system is atrue subwoofer
setup. No other speaker system, full-range
or subwoofered, has produced more deep
bass in my listening room. Used with the
IIAs, the SW-800 system clearly provided
extended deep-bass reproduction.
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Of course, producing low-frequency sound
is not enough. The more essential issue concerns the quality of that reproduction. A good
test of deep-bass quality is the Glory soundtrack (Virgin 91329-2). With the IIA/Kinergetics combination, the deep bass was visceral
in its power. An abundance of air was being
moved about in my listening room, making
deep bass felt as much as heard. The subwoofers' ten drivers created awonderfully
powerful foundation to the music.
However, the Kinergetics subs do not sound
like the Martin-Logan CLS IIAs. The two
speaker systems have obviously different
sonic characters. Even after I'd done everything Icould with the overall setup, the subwoofers were always somewhat slower than
the CLS panels. The subs also tended mildly
toward overhang—sounds didn't always end
as quickly as they should have. With careful
setup, however, the two systems can work
together. Ideally, this total system should be
used in avery large listening room where you
can sit farther away than normal. As you
move farther back, the overall performance
grows more coherent.
The 100Hz crossover point solved the
Martin-Logans' midbass problem. The onenote 50Hz region identified by Martin Colloms in Vol.10 No.1 was shifted from the
IlAs to the subs. As aresult, there was little
to excite the resonance region of the IlAs, and
the subwoofers simply had no problem in this
critical midbass area. The added extension,
coupled with the richer midbass, resulted in
an overall sound that could never be described as thin or harmonically eviscerated.
One additional concern: Level changes
were not linear with system volume changes.
As Icranked up the level, the subs got disproportionately louder. As aresult, Icouldn't
simply set the level on the crossover/amplifiers and forget it. As Ilistened to different
performances at different levels, Iperiodically had to readjust the subwoofers' level
settings.
The only problem Icontinued to have with
the subs was room placement. The reinforcement/cancellation effects in the deep bass
became areal hassle. Isimply wasn't accustomed to worrying about 20Hz reinforcements and 30Hz cancellations. The subs
reached so low that it became essential to get
the deep bass right. Once I'd settled on the
setup described earlier, Icontinued to move
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the entire setup back and forth from the rear
wall. Different placements resulted in different patterns of reinforcements and cancellations. The listening room is avery significant factor with the Kinergetics subs; they'd
be much better off in alarger room than mine
(roughly 13' by 24½'—see Vol.15 No.1,
p.155). Istrongly discourage the use of these
speakers in small rooms, or rooms with inherent bass-reinforcement problems.
The IIAs' limitations in dynamics and volume, identified by many reviewers, are athing
of the past with the Mini-Statement System.
It can play as loud as you can stand, with lifelike swells and swings of volume. With the
subs providing so much punch, the actual
volume level of the IIAs can be lower while
still achieving higher overall volume levels.
This prevented the IlAs from being overdriven, when they have atendency to become
hard and glary.
The differences between the Martin-Logan
CLS IIAs and the Mini-Statement System
with the Kinergetics SW-800 Subwoofer
Speaker System was monumental. With powerful works like Shostakovich's Symphony
15 (Haitink/LPO, London 417 581-2), certain
aspects of the performance went from virtually nothing to something very special indeed. Listen to those percussive whacks! With
the IlAs alone, they just aren't real. With the
addition of the subs, they are Shostakovich!
An even better example is Negativland's "Car
Bomb" (on Escapefrom Noise, SST 133). Ken
Kantor of NHT sent me this CD to hear.
When Ilistened to the song on the MartinLogans, Iwondered what it was all about.
When Ifinally heard it on the Mini-Statement System, Isuddenly understood!
Hi-fi equipment serves but one master—
the music. No matter how long the list of
stereophonic strengths, if apiece of gear isn't
faithful to the music, it isn't worth it. The
Mini-Statement System passed this most
critical test with flying colors. Even with the
oft-criticized CD medium, this hybrid speaker
system produced music. For example, it has
given me immense pleasure in appreciating
Rickie Lee Jones's long-awaited Pop Pop
(Geffen GEFD 24426), which finally fulfills
the promise of her 1977 debut album. Her
sensual rendition of Marty Balin's 1967 Jefferson Airplane classic, "Comin' Back To Me,"
was enthralling. But this track would have
been equally captivating with the IIAs alone.
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Where the Kinergetics completes the picture is on tracks like "My One And Only
Love." The recording has aclose, intimate
perspective, with uncanny realism: the sounds
of fingers on guitar necks, Rickie's breathing, the plucked bass strings, the bandoneon
sucking air. All of RU's whispered words and
delicate phrasings are joyous. And the subs
provide that critically essential bass foundation. The Mini-Statement System's frill-range
performance simply reproduced more of the
real event. Icouldn't get enough of songs like
"Love Junkyard," which reminded me so
much of "Last Chance Texaco!' Rickie, why
has this taken so long?
CONCLUSION
Mating the Martin-Logan CLS HA speakers
with the Kinergetics SW-800 Subwoofer
System creates something larger than the sum
of its parts. In short, it results in asonically
significant hybrid: the Martin-Logan/Kiner-

getics Mini-Statement System! As atrue subwoofer system, the Kinergetics provide powerful, extended deep-bass performance; rich,
articulate midbass; and impressive volumelevel and dynamic capabilities. The IIAs, even
played through the necessary crossovers of
the Kinergetics system, remain stunning in
detail resolution and transient capability.
Properly set up, the hybrid system is acceptably coherent, with admirable soundstaging. The inclusion of the subwoofers eliminate the shortcomings of the M-L dipoles,
while adding abevy of their own strengths.
At acombined price of $8500 the MiniStatement System is hardly inexpensive, but
it's significantly less than atrue Statement
System, the Wilson WAIT/Puppy/WHOW,
or apair of Avalon Ascents, and its performance certainly rivaled any of these all-out,
full-range speaker setups. Taken in that context, the Mini-Statement System may actually be abargain.

KISEKI BLUE GOLD SPOT
M OVING- COIL PHONO CARTRIDGE
Dick Olsher
Low-output, medium-compliance, moving-coil cartridge. Nominal output: 0.4mV. Internal impedance: 5.3 ohms. Channel
balance at IkHz: ±0.25dB. Channel separation at IkHz: 30dB. Tracking force: 1.8-2.0gm. Cartridge weight: II.4gm. Stylus type: hyper-elliptical, 0.3 x0.7 mil radii. VTA: 20'. Sample tested: SN 2013. Price: 1700. Approximate number of dealers:
25. US Distributor: Sumiko, P.O. Box 5046, Berkeley, CA 94705. Tel.: (415) 843-4500. Fax: (415) 843-7120.
Koetsu. Kiseki. Keebler. Products from all
of these firms are shrouded in at least abit of
mystery. Do Ibelieve that Koetsu cartridges
are hand-built by an octogenarian samurai
swordsmith, or that Kisekis are imported
from the planet Vulcan, or that Keebler's
cookies are baked by elves? Not really. But
it does help to liven up the domestic audio
scene.
"Look, son—see what Scottie just beamed
down."
"Gee, Dad, it's big and blue with agold
spot on the front, and it kind oflooks like a
cartridge."
"Nice guess, son. No ordinary cartridge,
this one. Let me tell you about the Vulcan
analog freak in Hong Kong. .."
At its asking price of $700, the Blue Gold
brings up the rear in the Kiseki lineup. However, don't mistake this cartridge for ahalfS
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Kiseki Blue Gold MC phono cartridge
hearted effort to fill in an attractive price
point. It's well built; with abody machined
from asolid block of aluminum/magnesium
alloy, it looks as if it could easily withstand
atrip into outer space. The cantilever is similar in concept to that of the Sumiko Virtuoso
DTi, although less expensive materials are
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used: aboron deposit overlaying an aluminum rod. The low mass of the aluminum rod
maintains alow stylus-tip mass, while the
boron layer stiffens the rod and provides
damping for resonances in the aluminum.
The coils are made of oxygen-free copper,
and I'm told that aproprietary fluid is applied
to the coils to reduce the effects of temperature and humidity on the generator. The
magnets are charged after the yokes are connected, to achieve the highest possible field
strength. Another interesting feature is that,
as with other Kisekis, the stylus is superpolished with human hair! Iguess the guys
at ICiseki get plenty of haircuts.
Since this cartridge is unlikely to be partnered by avery expensive tonearm, Iapprove
of the choice of anon-line-contact stylus
footprint. For optimum performance, alinecontact stylus requires atonearm that allows
for precision VTA and azimuth adjustments.
Iventure to say that most audiophiles who
own such cartridges have not set them up
properly. Styli that mimic the cutterhead profile look good on paper, but few audiophiles
have the tools or the patience to set them up
correctly.
The "Big Blue" was partnered exclusively
by the Graham Model 1.5 arm throughout
my evaluation. Because the top-plate screw
holes are threaded, mounting the cartridge
to the headshell proved easy. Tracking force
was set at 2.0gm. Iexperimented quite abit
with VTA before settling on about ahalf a
degree's (at the arm pivot) tilt from parallel
to the surface of the record.

SONIC IMPRESSIONS

Entering the reference system right after the
Koetsu Pro IV's exit, the Blue Goldspot was
really on the spot—the Koetsu's sonic glory
was still vividly fresh in my memory. Surprisingly, the ICiseki did not in any way
embarrass itself; in some performance aspects
actually matching or exceeding the majestic but overly lush Koetsu.
The treble balance was restored to its
proper perspective, and the bass kicked ass
right out of the box. Many affordable MC
cartridges are recognizable by bright balances
which, at worst, are accompanied by threadbare midrange textures. The resultant presentations are typically etched and overly
analytical—a sonic blend that unfortunately spells "Hi-Fi" for many audiophiles.
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Not so with the ICiseki—its presentation
was never analytical. But neither at any time
did it sound lush or romantic. This cartridge
consistently sat on the fence between good
tube sound and solid-state directness. It was
thus more comfortable with the Convergent
Audio Technology SL1 preamp than with the
Threshold FET-tenle.
With the Threshold, the slighdy wiry and
grainy lower treble bothered me much more
than it did with the CAT. This was most noticeable during the reproduction of soprano
voices, when the timbre of the highestpitched formants was affected. Ispent aconsiderable amount of time experimenting with
cartridge loading in order to tame this coloration, finally settling on a20 ohm loading as acompromise between lower-treble
zip and loss of dynamics. Pushing the loading
lower provided more effective damping of
the resonance, but at the cost of aloss in
dynamic breadth, hence dramatic impact. At
this setting, treble transients were quick and
well-controlled, and the extreme treble nicely
extended, but the texture of the lower treble remained abit on the dry and gritty side.
With the CAT SL1, Iwas able to push the
cartridge loading to 300 ohms as the best
compromise between treble control and
dynamics. Even a50 ohm loading with the
SL1 proved disastrous, as the treble took a
nosedive and dynamics were noticeably
squashed. On the other hand, a47k ohm
loading proved too much; the lower treble
turned wiry. A loading in the range of 300
to 400 ohms appeared to be optimum—
exactly what John Hunter at Sumiko had
indicated.
Big Blue did very well in fleshing out a
soundstage. The expanse of voices in anatural
acoustic that lends Laudatd (Proprius 7800)
so much charm was not lost on the ICiseki.
The feel of the hall was clearly communicated. The Kiseki's soundstage presentation
was consistently spacious, this due in great
measure to its ability to realistically portray
depth. Image outlines, though nicely focused,
were not floated in space with the sort of
conviction only much more expensive cartridges are capable of. Spatial outlines,
though resolved well enough to adequately
differentiate massed voices, lacked the incisiveness that marks the transition from mere
reproduction to the Gestalt of live music. The
illusion of being there was further hindered
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by aloss of soundstage transparency. Still,
the degree to which the ability to see far into
the soundstage was diminished was not large
It was as though Iwas gazing at the soundstage through awindow which had not been
washed in awhile. While the dirt built up on
the glass was small, it kept intruding in a
cumulative way to remind me that Iwas, after
all, listening to canned music.
The Kiseki proved avery good tracker,
unfazed by anything Ithrew at it. The choral
climaxes that punctuate much of Belshazzar's
Feast (EMI SAN-324) were reproduced
cleanly and without congestion. Perlman's
violin tone (Bruch, Violin Concerto, EMI
ASD 2926) was deliciously sweet and
focused.
The mids in general were naturally detailed: while Iwas made aware of plenty of
low-level detail, Iwas neither overwhelmed
by it nor made to feel that the underlying texture of the music was being laid bare. Musical
textures were neither hard nor mechanical,
and, especially with the CAT, were capable
of sounding eminently liquid. In this respect
the Kiseki resembled the performance of a
topnotch moving-magnet cartridge more
than that of amoving-coil.
The Goldspot's bass response far exceeded
what one might expect from acartridge at
this price point. It even exceeded the bass performance of the Koetsu Pro IV! The 1Ciseki's
bass punch, pitch definition, and control
really broke the price barrier. Tympani strokes
were reproduced with full weight and punch,
bass lines were tight and readily resolvable,
and plucked double bass was articulated with
great clarity. There was never any need for
me to strain to pick out the double basses
from the basement of the orchestra.
To get agood feel for—and just plain feel
good about—what the Kiseki can do right,
give alisten to Ernestine Anderson's Never
Make Your Move Too Soon (Concord Jazz, CJ147). "What aDiffrence A Day Made" will
make abeliever out of you. There was Ray
Brown on bass, his delivery still fresh and
sturdy after all these years. This guy is amazing. It's hard to believe he was one of the
founding members of the original Modem
Jazz Quartet in 1951. Each of his chords cut
through the soundstage with convincing
speed and control. And there to the right
was Monty Alexander on piano, strolling
smoothly through the melody. There's no
STEREOPHILE. M ARCH 1992

problem in picking up the drums, brushed
cymbals, and all. Ah, Emestine. ..
her sultry,
honey-colored voice leaped forward cleanly,
with full emotional impact. Here the Goldspot hit the spot just right. When you think
of Ernestine, think Kiseki!

SUMMARY

It's safe to say that the Kiseki Blue Goldspot
does nothing really badly and some things
very well. Bass control and definition would
be outstanding at any price It's just what the
doctor ordered for clearing up orchestral
foundations and tightening up bass lines. The
mids are tonally quite neutral, being neither
lush nor romantic, and, with the assistance
oían excellent tubed preamp, are capable of
sounding texturally liquid and sweet enough
to satisfy even the most jaded of appetites.
Low-level detail is resolved without overloading one's nervous system. Some MC cartridges, assuming that the listener is apincushion, take aim with lots of piercing, etched
detail. Not the Kiseki. Its presentation is natural and easy on the ear. Treble transients are
quick and well-behaved, with excellent topend extension. The soundstage presentation
is spacious, with convincing portrayal of
depth. Image outlines are nicely focused,
though outlines do not float in space with
the solidity and spatial resolution afforded
by much more expensive cartridges.
On the debit side, the soundstage is slightly
veiled. How much will that distract you from
enjoying the music? Only you can decide. I
found the cumulative effect of constantly
peering into the stage through aslightly dirty
window ahindrance to full involvement.
Also, the lower treble tends to be wiry and
grainy. Proper cartridge loading does dampen
the lower treble, but even so, this range
remains abit too dry for my taste. This is
another reason to match the Kiseki with a
tubed preamp, so as not to aggravate this
region with solid-state treble nasties.
The Kiseki would make an excellent choice
for someone graduating from aMM cartridge The transition should be painless and
rewarding: the Kiseki emulates some of the
natural qualities ola good MM while offering additional benefits through the upper
octaves. Provided that care is taken in the
choice oía partnering preamp (a tubed preamp would be ideal), the Kiseki Blue Goldspot is asafe recommendation.
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KINERGETICS KCD -55 ULTRA
D/
A CONVERTER
Robert Harley

Kinergetics KCD-55 Ultra D/A processor
Digital to Analog Converter with fully balanced 20-bit conversion. Digital filtering: 8x-oversampling. Inputs: one coaxial on
RCA jack, one ST-type optical (AT&T). Outputs: one fixed-level stereo on RCA jacks, one variable-level on RCA jacks (both
unbalanced). Output impedance: 600 ohms. Output level: 7V maximum. Dimensions: 17 1
/," W by 2" Hby 13 h1" D. Weight:
10 lbs (net). Price: $3995. Approximate number of dealers: 64. Manufacturer Kinergetics Research, P.O. Box 4839, Chatsworth, CA 91313. Tel: (213) 582-9349. Fax: (213) 582-9434.
Since the first digital processor on the market
using UltraAnalog DACs appeared (the
$12,000 Stax DAC-Xlt, reviewed in Vol.13
No.8), there has been aproliferation of goodsounding processors using this extraordinary
—and expensive—part. Among these are the
Audio Research DAC1, DAC1-20, VTL
Reference D/A, and the groundbreaking
Mark Levinson No30 reviewed last month.
We can add another product to this illustrious list: the Kinergetics KCD-55 Ultra.
Although the KCD-55 Ultra is the latest
processor I've auditioned using UltraAnalog
DACs, Kinergetics would have been the first
to market with such aproduct had it not been
for aquirk of fate. At the 1989 Audio Engineering Society Convention in New York,
UltraAnalog had hundreds of thousands of
dollars' worth of custom equipment stolen
—including Kinergetics' only prototype of
an UltraAnalog-based version of their highly
regarded KCD-40 CD player.' Rather than
start over with the CD player, Kinergetics
decided to build an ambitious outboard D/A
converter instead.
The result is the KCD-55 Ultra reviewed
here, Kinergetics' top-end digital product.
As often happens after loss or destruction,
the opportunity to rebuild creates something
better than what was originally lost. Kiner1Iwas most impressed with the KCD-40 when !reviewed
it two years ago, in January 1990 (Vol.13 No.!). It uses two
Analog Devices AD1860 18-bit DACS per channel in apushpull configuration.
—JA

getics used their months of design experience on the KCD-40 Ultra as alaunching
platform for this more high-reaching effort.
Let's see what they've come up with.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
The KCD-55 Ultra (hereafter called simply
the Ultra) is an unusually and beautifully
built component. The thick front, rear, and
side panels are made from CNC machined
extruded aluminum. These panels are then
attached to aseparate sheet-metal chassis that
holds the printed circuit boards. This construction technique results in both avery
solid build and an expensive, elegant appearance.
Two knobs, two switches, and an LED
comprise the front-panel controls and indicators. These functions are common to most
digital processors: power on/off indicator
LED, polarity reversal switch, and selection
between two digital inputs. The knobs, however, are unusual. The first attenuates the level
from the "variable" analog outputs, obviating
the need for apreamplifier or passive level
control in CD-only systems. Rare, but not
that unusual. The knob on the panel's righthand side, however, is another story. Marked
"Processor," this control reportedly allows
the user to tailor the sound to match system
and tastes. I'll have more to say about this
function later.
The rear panel has two pairs of analog outputs on RCA jacks, one fixed level and one
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variable, with the latter controlled by the
front-panel volume knob. Although the rear
panel is machined for two coaxial inputs,
only one RCA jack is fitted. The second
input's hole is covered by aplug (the circuit
topology can accommodate up to four digital
inputs). An AT&T ST-type optical input is
provided on newer production, reflecting the
general agreement that ST-type optical is
superior to either coaxial or Toslink interfaces. Kinergetics commendably added the
expensive ST-type input without raising the
Ultra's retail price.
Popping the top panel, Iwas surprised by
the Ultra's minimalist design; there were
fewer parts than found in most converters.
The analog output stage, power supply, and
"glue logic" (the chips that make everything
work together) were all executed with aminimum of parts. A closer examination, however, revealed some unusual and tweaky
design techniques.
Starting with the power supply, three
transformers are used, one toroidal for the
analog stages and two standard laminated
types for the digital supply. These are
mounted on aseparate pcb in the front lefthand corner, away from the rest of the circuit. The digital supply transformers were
selected on the basis of their ability to keep
RF noise generated by the digital circuits
from getting back into the AC line.
There are atotal of eight regulation stages
for six supply voltages (two digital and four
analog). The analog supply is regulated by
standard three-pin IC regulators, then, for
the critical output stage, is regulated again
by adiscrete circuit using apair of OP42 opamp chips located right next to the output
stage. Wherever arail supplies acircuit stage,
aRoederstein polypropylene decoupling
capacitor is employed.
The input receiver is the ubiquitous
Yamaha YMJ3623B, but implemented with
Kinergetics' proprietary jitter-reduction circuit. A Sony CXD1144B chip provides 8xoversampling digital filtering. This chip is the
most powerful (highest number of taps) and
expensive of the digital filters, selected after
auditioning avariety of filter chips. The input
receiver, filter, AT&T optical input jack, and
associated components are mounted on a
separate pcb toward the back of the chassis.
The rest of the circuit is contained on a
large pcb that consumes about athird of the
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1992

chassis's real estate. Iwas particularly impressed by the output stage: it's all discrete,
class-A, direct-coupled, and uses highquality parts. The circuit is essentially a"discrete op-amp," with bipolar transistors and
JFETS providing gain and a Precision
Monolithics BUF-03 acting as the op-amp's
output. This is the same part Corey Greenberg was so enthusiastic about in his DIY
buffered passive preamp article last November. It can drive large amounts of current
(40mA), and has no problem with low impedances (it was designed as a75 ohm line
driver). Because the Ultra's analog stage is
direct-coupled, an NE5532 op-amp and pair
of trim pots form aDC servo circuit to prevent DC from appearing at the analog output. The front-panel level control is ahighquality metal-film type ganged pot (with
separate left and right channel adjustment)
that attenuates the output level from the variable output jacks. Note that this pot is an
attenuator after the gain stage, not part of
the gain-determining feedback loop. Deemphasis is passive, switched in by asolidstate device instead of by arelay.
Now, about that front-panel knob marked
"Processor!' According to designer Tony
DiChiro, it's a"hysteresis control." This circuit is found in all Kinergetics electronics, but
the Ultra is the first product to provide user
adjustment of the drcuit.2The control's range
is quite narrow to prevent overuse and sonic
degradation, but reportedly produces enough
change in sound for final system matching.
I'll comment on the control's sonic effects
later.
Where the Ultra really gets elaborate,
however, is in the critical digital/analog conversion stage. Not only does the Ultra use
the best DACs currently available—the twochannel, 20-bit UltraAnalog DAC D20400
—but it employs two of them for differential
operation. In this scheme, each dual DAC
receives the digital code representing the analog signal and the same code inverted. One
channel of the dual DAC converts one polarity to analog, the other channel converts the
2The Modern Dictionary of Ekctronics (Howard Sains, publisher)
defines hysteresis as (definition #5) "A form of nonlinearity
in which the response ola circuit to aparticular set of input
conditions depends not only on the instantaneous values of
those conditions, but also on the immediate past (recent history) of the input and output signal. Hysteretical behavior
is characterized by inability to 'retrace' exactly on the reverse
swing aparticular locus of input/output conditions. ..This
term literally means to lag behind."
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other polarity. This produces two analog
output signals of opposite polarity for each
channel. When the two opposite-polarity
signals are amplified differentially in the output stage, only the wanted deerence between
the two signals is amplified. Any noise, distortion, or artifacts common to both channels
are thus rejected—a phenomenon called
"common-mode rejection."
Kinergetics uses this technique in all their
digital products. It becomes very expensive,
however, when using 20-bit UltraAnalog
DACs. For comparison, the KCD-55p,
which uses the same chassis, power supply,
pcb, digital filter, and discrete output stage
as the Ultra, sells for $1695. The only difference? The KCD-55p uses the Analog Devices AD1860 DACs found in the KCD-40
(and the ST optical input is optional). Incidentally, owners of the KCD-55p can have
their units upgraded to the Ultra version for
$2500, about $200 more than if the Ultra
were purchased initially?
Overall, Iwas impressed by KCD-55
Ultra's build quality, thoughtful design (particularly the additional discrete regulation
stage for the analog output and the output
section itself), and use of two very expensive
UltraAnalog 20-bit DACs.

LISTENING
The Ultra was auditioned in my usual reference system: Audio Research LS2 line-stage
preamplifier, VTL 225W monoblocks, Muse
Model 18 active subwoofer, and Hales System Two Signature loudspeakers. The digital
source was aTheta Data, driving the Ultra
with either the ST-type optical link or avariety of coaxial interconnects (primarily the
ST optical, however). Analog interconnects
were Straight Wire Maestro, and loudspeaker
cable was 3' bi-wired runs of AudioQuest
Dragon/Clear. AC power was conditioned
by aTice Power Block and Titan.
A logical comparison for the Ultra was the
Audio Research DAC1-20. The ARC is similarly priced ($3500), uses an UltraAnalog
DAC, and has established areference level of
musicality at its price. Any digital processor
selling for about the same money must regard
the DAC1-20 as formidable competition.
3Watch for areview of the KCD-55p. After my experience
with the KCD-55 Ultra, Isuspect that the 55p may be a
sleeper at $1695. I'm also fascinated by the prospect of hearing
the identical converter with standard DACs and UltraAnalog
D20400s.
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After my first listen, Iwas pleasantly surprised by the Ultra; it more than held its own
against the DAC1-20 in some respects. In
addition, the Ultra offered adifferent perspective on the DAC1 that may appeal to
many music lovers.
First, the Ultra had excellent bass—tight,
controlled, and with powerful dynamic
impact. In fact, the Ultra had the best lowfrequency reproduction of any of the UltraAnalog-based processors I've auditioned,
save the Mark Levinson No30. Ihave previously criticized the bass performance of
UltraAnalog-based converters as lightweight, soft, and lacking dynamics. Ihad
mistakenly attributed this characteristic to
the DAC, not the implementation. The Ultra
(and the No.30) set the record straight. The
bottom end seemed to extend deeper than
heard through the DAC1-20, with amore
taut and less fat rendering. Dynamics were
also superior, with agreater sense of slam and
power. Listen to the kick drum in the tune
"Are You Scary?" from the new Sheffield CD
The Usual Suspects. Through the Ultra, it had
apunch and depth rivaled only by the No30
and Wadia 2000.
In addition to being tight and punchy, the
low end was round, solid, and had asatisfying fullness. Acoustic bass had awarmth and
liquidity Iparticularly enjoyed. Pitch definition was excellent, with clear articulation
of each note, even with fast and complex bass
lines. Listen to the acoustic bass on "Round
Midnight" from Kenny Rankin's Because of
You (CheskyJD63, reviewed in this issue).
This is astunning recording; the track mentioned (vocal and bass only) is very revealing of how well aconverter conveys the
instrument's roundness, warmth, and fine
detail. Through better processors, the instrument will sound more "bass-like," and less
flat or wooden. Through the Ultra, the bass
was superbly portrayed. Overall, the Ultra's
bass reproduction was exemplary, and clearly
astep above the DAC1-20's.
When it came to presentation of midrange
and treble textures, however, Ipreferred the
DAC1-20. The Ultra had atrace of hardness
through the upper mids and lower treble that
was contrasted with the DAC1-20's ease and
liquidity. On Three-Way Mirror (Reference
Recordings RR-24CD), for example, the
acoustic guitar, flute, and cymbals sounded
slightly edgy. In addition, the presentation
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was more forward, with less sense of ease.
It wasn't acase of not enjoying the Ultra—it
was very liquid and had more natural rendering of midrange textures than most
processors—but it fell short of the Audio
Research unit, which excels in these areas.
Long sessions with the Ultra tended to be
more fatiguing than with the DAC1-20, and
there was less inclination to listen at high
levels.
Though the treble was smooth, Iwouldn't
characterize the Ultra as laid-back. Rather,
it struck agood balance between revealing
HF detail and being overly soft, with atilt
toward revealing detail. Treble textures had
atrace of hardness compared to the DAC120, and sounded more "digital." In addition,
the treble could at times sound alittle on the
etched and analytical side of reality, rather
than soft and gentle. Iwouldn't use the words
"refined" and "delicate" to describe the
Ultra's treble, characterizations I've used to
convey the DAC1-20's presentation.
These drawbacks were more than offset,
however, by the Ultra's superb rendering of
detail and ability to separate individual instruments from the whole. The presentation
was infused with awealth of fine detail; subtle sounds that were blurred through the
other processors became vibrant and alive
through the Ultra. The brushed snare drum
on Jazz at the Pawnshop (Proprius PRCD
7778), for example, was made up of many
finely woven components rather than fused
into asingle sound. It also had avibrancy and
palpability rarely heard through any processor. Inner detail was rendered with aprecision
and life that made me feel as though Iwere
hearing more music. Without adoubt, the
Ultra presents another level of information
to the listener. In this regard, the Ultra approached the No30's stunning resolution of
detail, but with less ease and warmth.
There is one important presentation aspect
in which the Ultra is superior to just about
every other converter I've auditioned, except
the No30: creating the illusion that the presentation was made up of individual images,
not merely variations in asynthetic tapestry. On Robert Lucas's Luke and the Locomotives (AudioQuest AQ-CD1004) there was
aconvincing impression of the individual
band members in the listening room (especially on the track "Feel Like Going Home").
The soundstage was beautifully fleshed out,
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1992

with superb delineation of each instrument.
Images were tight, well-defined, and thrown
with pinpoint precision. This superb image
specificity was accompanied by afeeling of
air and space surrounding the instrumental
outlines. The Ultra's portrayal of depth and
space was excellent, with adistinct threedimensional quality. Naturally miked music
with subtle spatial cues was well served by
the Ultra: the listening room assumed awide
range of apparent sizes throughout the auditioning, accurately reflecting the recording's
characteristics. Soundstage width was similarly good; the musical presentation was
thrown in awide arc across the listening
room, making it easy to enjoy the music and
forget about the loudspeakers.
The Ultra's crystal-clear soundstage transparency further heightened these impressions. The result was aconvincing illusion
of individual instruments hanging in space
around the loudspeakers. Ireally enjoyed this
aspect of the Ultra's presentation; music was
more lifelike and less homogenized. If!had
to name the Ultra's best attribute, it would
be this. Moreover, the ability to separate individual images from the presentation is rare
in digital processors, and an aspect Ifind
musically important. The Ultra was the antithesis of synthetic homogeneity.
When it came to dynamics, the Ultra was
topnotch. Transient detail was razor-sharp,
with fast, clean leading edges. Drums had
power and energy not heard from the DAC120. The sound of the stick hitting the head
was well conveyed, giving agreater feeling
of the drummer's rhythmic contribution to
the music. Irecently recorded agreat-sounding drum kit with just two microphones in
alive room with avery pure, all-tube signal
path. Playing back the DAT master tapes revealed the Ultra's ability to recreate the steep
attack that gives drums immediacy and life.
The Ultra's dynamic quality and transient
quickness conveyed an increased sense of
rhythm and energy, especially on jazz and
blues.
Most of these impressions were gained
with the Ultra going through an Audio
Research LS2 line stage. Driving the power
amplifiers directly from the variable outputs
slightly improved the overall transparency
and palpability. The LS2 is, however, extraordinarily transparent; listeners with most other
preamps that are not as neutral will realize
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much greater benefits from using the Ultra's
variable outputs and front-panel volume
control.
Finally, Iheard very little difference when
using the front-panel "Processor" control.
The presentation seemed alittle softer toward
the counterclockwise side, and more immediate with it turned up. Its effect, however,
was far less then the differences described
between the Ultra and DAC1-20. Imust also
add one complaint about the Ultra: there was
aloud click when switching inputs. Users
are therefore advised to mute their preamps
or turn down the Ultra's level control when
switching between digital sources.

M EASUREMENTS
The Ultra put out avery low 1.37V from the
fixed-level outputs when decoding afullscale, lkHz sinewave. This is 3.3dB lower
than the CD standard 2V output level, the
only lower output we've experienced being
the 730mV from the Sonographe SD-22 CD
player reviewed by CG last month. The
variable-level outputs, however, put out a
whopping 4.18V with the level control all the
way up. This makes alot of sense: in asysAUDIO PRECISIPI 114-811 2-00811à/e1
I411108

1.201L1à18/

(III

II )114 91 13158155
Ap

tern with an active preamp, 1.37V is plenty
of signal; for driving apower amplifier
directly with the Ultra's variable output, the
higher output voltage is essential.
The level attenuator's channel balance was
measured at six settings between 500mV and
4V. At 500mV, the right channel was 0.46dB
lower in level than the left channel. This
moderate imbalance decreased to virtually
no error (0.05dB) at 1V output (a typical output level) and maintained acomparable tracking accuracy (less than 0.08dB) up to 4V output. From the fixed outputs, the right channel
was 0.12dB higher than the left channel.
Frequency response, shown in fig.1, was
flat over most of the band, but with a0.45dB
rolloff at 20kHz. De-emphasis error (fig.2)
was negligible and consistent between channels, with a0.12dB negative error at 20kHz.
Looking at aspectral analysis of the Ultra's
output when decoding a-90dB, lkHz sinewave (fig3) revealed good low-level linearity,
with excellent matching between channels.
There is, however, alarge amount of powersupply-related noise at 60Hz, 120Hz, and
240Hz. The 120Hz component is equal in
amplitude to the test signal. When Ifirst saw
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Fig. IKinergetics KCD-55 Ultra, frequency
response (right channel dashed,
0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.3 Kinergetics KCD-55 Ultra, spectrum of
dithered I
kHz tone at —90.3IdB with noise
and spuriae (h-octave analysis).
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Fig.2 Kinergetics KCD-55 Ultra, de-emphasis
error (right channel dashed, 0.5d13/vertical
div.).

Fig.4 Kinergetics KCD-55 Ultra, departure from
linearity (right channel dashed, 2dB/vertical
div.).
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this, Iconsidered it ameasurement artifact
and not intrinsic to the Ultra. Itried every
possible permutation of grounding hookups
between the processor and the Audio Precision System One to remove the hum, but
was unsuccessful; this was the best-looking
trace obtainable. When the Ultra's chassis
wasn't grounded at all to the System One,
some energy appeared in this curve at 4.2kHz
at alevel of about -100dB. This suggests
users should pay attention to the Ultra's
grounding arrangement in their systems.
After performing this measurement, Iput my
ear right up to the loudspeaker and turned
the Ultra's level control all the way up. Not
atrace of hum was heard, casting doubt on
the existence of the noise seen in fig.3.
Linearity, shown in fig.4, was excellent—

as I've come to expect from UltraAnalog
DACs. At -90dB, the error was +0.08dB
(left channel) and +0.16dB (right channel)—virtually perfect. At -100, there was
a0.68dB positive error (left) and 0.96dB
(right). This "error" is more likely noise at
this extremely low signal level. This is about
as good as DIA converters get.
Interchannel crosstalk (fig.5) was fairly
good, measuring 90dB at 100Hz, decreasing
to 76dB at 10kHz. Capturing a-90dB, undithered lkHz sinewave produced the plot
of fig.6. The sinewave looks alittle unusual
in that the negative-going portion of the
waveform looks different from the positive.
In addition, the power-supply noise seen in
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Fig.8 Kinergetics KCD-55 Ultra, I
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squarewave at OdBFS.

Fig.5 Kinergetics KCD-55 Ultra, crosstalk
(5dB/vertical div.).

Fig.9 Kinergetics KCD-55 Ultra, noise
modulation, -60 to -100dBFS.
Fig.6 Kinergetics KCD-55 Ultra, undithered IkHz
sinewave at -90.3IdB.
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Fig.I0 Mark Levinson No.30, noise modulation,
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fig3 overlays the lkHz sinewave. Notice how
the tops of the waveforms don't line up
horizontally, indicative of alow-frequency
component in the signal.
The Ultra had alow level of intermodulation products when decoding acombination of 19kHz and 20kHz at full scale (fig.7).
The lkHz product is well suppressed, and
the 24.1kHz product (44.1kHz sampling frequency minus the 20kHz signal) is absent.
The shape of afull-scale, lkHz squarewave
(fig.8) is typical of linear-phase digital filter
chips like the Sony CDX1144B.
Output impedance from the fixed outputs
was afairly low 245 ohms across the band.
The variable outputs had an extraordinarily low output impedance of 1.2 ohms at
20Hz, increasing to 1.6 ohms at 20kHz (measured with the level control full up). As
expected, this value increased with the level
control in atypical position (750mV output),
to 313 ohms across the band. The Ultra
should thus have no trouble driving any
power amplifier or cable.
The Ultra doesn't invert absolute polarity unless the front-panel switch is in the
"invert" position. Iwas alittle disturbed by
the fairly high level of DC at the outputs:
86mV from the fixed outputs. No DC was
measured at the variable outputs, suggesting that acoupling capacitor is part of the
variable-level output circuit. Isurmise that
ICinergetics designed the Ultra with the
assumption that the fixed outputs would be
used with apreamp that would prevent DC
from reaching the power amplifiers, but the
variable outputs would have no such protection.
A new digital processor measurement was
described in ashort feature following the
Mark Levinson No30 review in last month's
issue. Basically, Idrive the processor with
data representing alow-frequency (41Hz)
sinewave at levels ranging from -60dB to
-100dB, remove the sinewave from the resultant analog signal with asteep high-pass filter, then analyze the residual noise across the
audio band. Ideally, the noise floor measured
in this manner should be astraight line sloping up from left to right at all levels of the
41Hz sinewave. In practice, the noise changes
its level in the presence of signal (this is called
"noise modulation"), meaning that the traces
taken at different levels will no longer overlay.
The greater the disparity in noise floors, the
118

worse the sound, is the supposition behind
this measurement technique. The Ultra's
noise modulation results are shown in fig.9,
with, for comparison, fig.10 showing that
of the Mark Levinson No30. The KCD-55
Ultra's noise floor is considerably higher than
the No30's. It has, however, aclose grouping
of the curves, meaning that the noise floor
will not change in level or tonal quality along
with the music.
Overall, the Ultra measured well except
for the power-supply-related noise seen in
the spectral analysis. Although Irepeated the
measurement at two different locations and
with many grounding arrangements (with
the same results), Istill suspect that the noise
could be ameasurement artifact.

CONCLUSION
If Ihad to count my âvorite digital processors
on one hand, the Kinergetics KCD-55 Ultra
would be included. Ireally enjoyed my time
with the Ultra: It consistently conveyed the
music with life and vitality. The Ultra had
many strong points that made it musically
involving, especially its ability to differentiate
individual instrumental images. Ialso found
that its presentation of detail and transient
quickness gave music aheightened sense of
energy. Further, the Ultra excelled at throwing aspacious, well-delineated soundstage
with pinpoint images. To top it off, the bass
rendering combined power and punch with
liquidity and pitch definition. Overall, I
thought it was aterrific processor.
Having said that, Ican easily see how
many listeners will prefer the Audio Research
DAC1-20's greater ease and gentleness over
the Ultra's more incisive presentation. The
DAC1-20 was more analog-like in its portrayal of instrumental textures, but ultimately
presented less information to the listener.
Playback systems that lean toward the etched
and analytical may benefit from the DAC120's greater ease. Ienjoyed listening to both
processors; I'm sure their different interpretations will each find an audience.
The Ultra's variable output is apowerful
attraction for listeners with CD-based systems. No preamp, passive level control, or
extra interconnects are needed: just plug your
CD transport and DAT recorder into the
Ultra, and plug that straight into the power
amplifier. Getting an active preamp and second pair of interconnects out of the signal
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path—especially if they're colored—will
greatly improve aplayback system's overall transparency and musicality.
After just having spent many enjoyable
hours with the $14,000 Mark Levinson
No.30, the KCD-55 Ultra struck me as
emulating some of that reference product's
best characteristics. The detail, image specificity, and dynamic contrast that made the

No30 so stunning were heard in the Ultra,
albeit to amuch smaller degree. The No30
did this, however, with an ease not heard
from the Ultra. Nevertheless, this says alot
about the Ultra's special qualities.
If you're considering buying one of the
megabuck processors, give the Kinergetics
KCD-55 Ultra alisten. It's up there with best
of them.

ROTEL'S HOT TOMATOES
Corey Greenberg runs his glove-sheathed pinkie over
the new RCD-955AX and RCD-965BX CD players from Rotel.

Rotel RCD-955AX CD player
Rotel RCD-955AX I6-bit CD player. Output voltage: 2V RMS. Output impedance: 200 ohms. Dimensions: 17.3" (440mm)
W by 3.6" (92mm) H by 12.5" (316mm) D. Weight: 5.8kg. Price: $449.
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Rotel RCD-965BX CD player
Rotel RCD-965BX 1
-bit CD player. Output voltage: 2V RMS. Output impedance: 200 ohms. Dimensions: 17.3" (440mm)
W by 3.6" (92mm) H by 12.5" (316mm) D. Weight: 5.8kg. Price: $549.
Both: Approximate number of dealers: 200. US distributor: Rotel of America, P.O. Box 653, Buffalo, NY 14240. Tel: (416)
771-6610. Fax: (416) 882-8397.

On the mantel sat astuffed Culo snake from
Nuevo Laredo, with ared rubber tongue in
freeze-frame flick. Above the bookcase hung
the mounted head ola wild poi dog, killed
in self-defense in Sri Lanka with only a
Phillips-head screwdriver. A table-lamp
made from ashellac'd, puffed-up frog wearing asombrero and playing the contrabassoon bathed the room in asoft cream glow.
But the only living thing in this pack of
once-proud beasts was the young man sitting
at the kitchen table, slowly pecking at the
keys of arundown Bondwell laptop and
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blowing soap bubbles out of the antique
ivory pipe stuck in his frowning mug.
". ..
and, in conclusion, Ithink the Bitstream Rotel RCD-865BX is—"
BRRRRRING!
The reviewer stopped tapping on the laptop and answered his phone An excited voice
with aclipped British accent came on the
other end.
"Whew! Mike Bartlett here, the new head
of Rotel America. Iwas just informed you
were reviewing our RCD-865BX, and I
wanted to catch you before you'd finished;
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it's been discontinued, you see. .."
The reviewer's grip tightened on the receiver.
"Bloody sorry !didn't call sooner, but Ionly
found out about your review today. ..
look,
Iknow you've spent along time listening to
the 865, so tell you what; let me send you our
new 965BX and 955AX, and you can spend
another couple of months listening and writing, okay? Okay? Hello?" The line went dead
in Bartlett's ear.
The reviewer shut off the laptop and
walked downstairs to the basement. At the
foot of the stairs, he could hear the six teenage
runaways he had chained to the water pipes
whimpering in the cold darkness. He flicked
on the bare red bulb hanging from the ceiling
and the startled youths suddenly sucked in
their breaths with astart.
"P-p-please mister! Ya gotta let us go!"
gasped ashivering longhaired boy in torn
jeans and ablack Strueclleyouth T-shirt. The
reviewer walked over to the liquor cabinet
and poured ashot from abottle of singlemalt scotch, aHanukkah present from a
turntable manufacturer.
"Do you children KNOW who Ijust
spoke with?" he asked no one in particular,
staring beyond the bottom of his shotglass
into the swirling maelstrom. There was no
answer. "MIKE BARTLETT. That's who.
Does anybody here know who MIKE
BARTLETT is?"
A sniffling, haggard girl with peroxideblonde hair cleared her throat. Tears cut clean
paths down her dirty cheeks.
"M-mister. ..
Iknow who that is. ..
you let me go, Ican t-tell you ..."
The reviewer didn't hear her.
"MIKE BARTLETT is aman who just
told me Iwasted a MONTH ofmy LIFE!!
It's GONE!! ICAN'T GET IT BACK!" the
reviewer suddenly shrieked at aredhead ed
girl in an oversized man'
scoat .
The girl dosed
her eyes tight and be gan so bbi ng, flinching
at every syllabl e.
"No amount ofmoney i
n th
e W ORLD
can get that mo nth Ispent listening, cornparing, and writi ng about the Rote lRCD865BX BACK!! I—I—"
The bound ru nawaysexc hange duneasy
looks as the reviewer guzzledhis scotch with
agrowl, sma cking his lips as he sl ammedthe
shotglass dow n on the table. When his shuddering stopped, he wa lk edover an dset the

needle down on an old Rosemary Clooney
record.
Come on a' my house,a'
my h
ouse, I'm a'
gonna
give-a you caaandy. ..
"MIKE BARTLETT," the reviewer
laughed as he lifted ascrewdriver off the hook
on the pegboa rd, "i s an Englishman! "
And all along the dar kene dstreet, not a
sound was to be heard.
DAC IN THE SADDLE AGA IN
By now, it's no secret that one of audio's bi ggest values has been the hugely pop ul
ar Rotel
RCD-855 CD player; f
or only $400, it
o
ffered sound quality on apar with far more
expensive gear, and provid edcountl
ess tent
ative audiophiles with th e perfect interim
CD player during aperiod of almost daily
digital breakthrou ghs.Idon '
tk
now ab
out
you, but it seem s t
o me lik e BobHarley (in
whose beard we trust) has been heralding a
newest bestest digital processor in everyi
ssue
ofStereophile for the past couple ofyears now !
I'm not blam i
ng m yhomeslice RI-I, though;
the Mark Levi
nsons ,Au di o Researches,
Thetas, Staxes, Wadi as,andVTL shave been
battling it out f
or the title of Supreme Di gi
tal
Leader with more stubborn inbred fury than
ahundred Hatfi eld sand McCoys, ch urni
ng
out ever-better ge ar almost faster tha n th e
chipmakers can cut their dies. So when Lewis
Lipnick called the $400 Rot
el
855 "the steal
ofthe century" in Vol.13 No.7, al
ou dchorus
of HUZZAHS! arose from the foxhole s;
finally, there was acheap CD player that could
hold its own w ith the bi g boys. Pow-er To
The Pee-pull!
The Rotel was th e right player at th e right
*me, basically astandard Philip s 16-bi t
machine with better parts a
nda b
eefier power
su
pply, the 855 f
oun da h
ome i
n th
ousands
of
happy systems the world over. Andw hen
di
gitaPs buzzword became "Bi tstrearn," Rotel
wa
sthere with th e $500 RCD-865B X, the
85 5's single-bit ki ss i
n'
cous i
n.
But all was not we ll.
For starters, the 865 didn't sound as goo d
as
the 855. Ifound th e unit TJN sent me
alo
ng with th e batc h o'm id pri
ced CD

pla

yers Itackled i
n th e February issue to be
te mediocre, no tnearl
y as goo d as the
mul
ti-bit 855. In particular, Ifound the 865's
bot
tom end to be pretty wimpy, even in
corn
parison with the underdog $299 NAD
542
5. Md in an overly aggressive midrange
qui
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DEPAYNDID AWN THUH
and weak dynamics, and Iwas all ready to
KAHNDNISS UHV STRAYNJUHS
pan the poor 865 when "Lucky" Mike BartSpeaking of whom, Mike Moffat just sent
lett called with the good news. Well shee-yit,
Idon't particularly dig writing negative
me Theta's new DS Pro Basic II, the successor to the much-loved original Pro Basic Bob
reviews anyhow; if the Rotel had been
Harley praised in Vol.13 No.8. As nice as the
included in the February batch, that would've
Basic is, the II takes it all up agood peg or
made the count three and three, and JA
two (a "Follow-Up" is on the way). The
would've sent me the new Leo Buscaglia
Basic II served as the Big Daddy reference
book I'd Hug Hitler to review instead of the
for the two Rotels, while the $400 Audio
cool-man ProAc Response 2loudspeakers.
Alchemy DDE v1.0 was used as abenchmark
There was another problem with the 865,
unit in the Rotels' general price range.
and with the 855 as well: they looked like
The rest of the system used to evaluate the
something I'd built, and that's no compliment!
Rotels was: Vii Deluxe 225 amps, Aunt
Imean, I'm hardly Mr. Blackwell, but even
Corey's You Know What, Well-Tempered
the el-cheapo Magnavoci and NADs have
Record Player fitted with the Sumiko Blue
some styling panache; the flat black Rotels,
with their white lettering and squared-off
Point cartridge, and the Audio Research SP14's phono stage. Cables were Straight Wire
boxes, look decidedly dull next to most gear
Maestro and AudioQuest Lapis, and Theta's
they're mated with. So Rotel took the 855
killer digital cable connected the players to
and 865 to that "prep room" in the Emerthe processors. The speakers were ProAc
ald City where the Tin Man got chromed,
Response 2s (full review afore you know it)
Toto got deloused, and Ray Bolger got that
bad-boy coif, and they gave both players a mated with the mighty Muse Model 18 subwoofer, which melts into the ProAcs just as
good old-fashioned country sprucin'. Gone's
seamlessly as it does with the Spica Angeli?
the white lettering; now it's luxurious goldThe ProAcs were bi-wired to the VTLs with
tone! Gone's the smooth front panel; now it
Straight Wire Maestro, and all line-level gear
looks like expensive brushed black metal!
was plugged into an Audio Express NoiseThrow in acouple of racy ridged endpieces
Trapper Plus AC power conditioner. And
and slap on adaring red racing stripe under
Laura Atkinson bought me abeautiful 1992
the disc tray, and the ugly ducklings become
the Barbie twins. These players really needed
calendar of vintage Elvis photos, which
hangs proudly in my living room with big
afacelift, and Rotel's snazzed 'em up but
red El-Marko'd "S'PHILE DEADLINE"
good.
messages on every twelfth day and "TRAFSo why the changes in model numbers? In
FIC COURT" reminders on all the rest.
the case of the 965BX, it's actually atotal
redesign of the 865BX, with the newer
ROTEL IT LIKE IT IS
Philips SAA-7323 Bitstream DAC replacFirst off, let me allay your fears concerning
ing the 7321 used in the 865,1and abetter
the 955; it is indeed the same exact player as
power supply. And the 955AX? It wasn't
broke, so Rotel has wisely chosen not to fix
the good ol' 855, only with much better
looks; so all you owners of worn-out 855s
it; aside from the improved cosmetics, it's still
can come in off the ledge now. That's great
the same lovable 855 on the inside, right
down to the 01' Faithful SAA7220/TDA1541A
news, too, because most of the envelope16-bit Philips chipset. In aworld where Bad
pushing that's gone on in digital sound has
People are free to go and change venerable
been confined to the upper reaches of the
high end; to my ears, cheap players don't
staples of life like Campbell's Tomato Soup,
Coca-Cola, and the famous Fisher-Price
2Everyone, even the Kurds, had one of these; you know, that
kiddie scooter,2it's comforting to know that
little white rig on wheels with the blue seat and handlebars
some classics are respectfully left alone.
so baby can get ataste for Harley's Heritage Soft-Tail Classic.
AH HAY—YUHV AWLWAZE

When Ihad mine, it was made of wood, but we just got one for
my niece Casey, and the whole damn thing's PLASTIC!
What's next?! Is someone gonna tell me that Bert and Ernie
weren't just roommates all these years?!

1And the very same DAC used in the oh-so-lush Sonographe
SD-22; further proof that better power supplies = more
music. Or that Isubliminally associate the SD-22 with Mad
Dog 20-20, the perfect end to aperfect evening.

3My home life has kind of turned upside down lately; when
Ibrought the ProAcs home, the Spicas packed their bags in
ahuff and went to stay with their sister in Waco. I'll tell you
all about it in the review, but it wasn't pretty.
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sound any better than they did two years ago.
And in the case of the newest generation of
Philips/Magnavox players (soon to sport the
Marantz name here in the States), they took
afew steps backward, sounding distinctly
inferior to the older CD50/60/80 series, in
my opinion. To be sure, there have been some
corners; both the JVC XL-Z1050 and the
Sonographe SD-22 Ireviewed in February
are miles ahead of the pack, and NAD's putting out some really cherry inexpensive CD
players to boot. Iunderstand the affordable
new Creek player is awinner as well. But the
cheap-to-midpriced CD arena is still mostly
clogged with hazy, harsh, amusical dreck; as
the high-end processors keep getting better in leaps and bounds, the average CD
player is still pretty much where it was two
years ago: Lamesville, daddy-o.
Enter the Rotel 955. With its "antiquated"
Philips 16-bit chipset, it still wipes most of
the sub-$1000 players out there, especially
when married to high-quality interconnects.
Ifound the 955 to get down equally well
with the Maestro and the silver Lapis; the
Straight Wire gave the Rotel an alive, detailed
character, while the AudioQuest made for
amuch more laid-back presentation. These
comments apply to switching the whole signal chain out with each type of cable; changing only the interconnect between the player
and the preamp made for an audible but
much smaller difference in sound. Overall,
Ipreferred the sound with the system wired
with all Maestro, as the Rotel seemed to open
up more in terms of soundstaging.
To go into more depth with the 955 would
be to step all over Señor Lipnick's toes, as he's
already told you everything you need to
know about the sound of the 855/955 in his
July 1990 review. In short, the 955 is still a
best buy in the sub-$500 CD player range,
and one of the better values in all of audio
period. The two years since the 855's release
have dated the player's sound surprisingly
little; only in comparison with the muchimproved upper-echelon gear does the 955
show the rings around its trunk. For instance,
LL found the gap between the 855 and the
original Theta DS Pro to be much smaller
than he expected; almost two years later, I
found Theta's DS Pro Basic II to be ahuge
improvement over the 955. The very small
vestige of grain through the Rotel's mid to
high end is totally absent from the Basic II,
122

which throws up an ambient soundfield that
embarrasses many of the kilobuck processors, much less the $450 Rotel. This difference in difference isn't the Rotel's fault; it just
shows how much better the new Basic II is
compared to the older generation that LL
used to compare the 855/955 with back
in '90.
And how does the 955 compare with the
$400 Audio Alchemy DDE? Driven by the
Rotel's coax output, the li'l DDE had amuch
brighter balance, but the overall character was
abit more "forced" than Ilike to have in my
system. The 955 also handled dynamics
much better than the Audio Alchemy, which
tended to harden up on brash recordings. The
Red Hot Chili Peppers' BloodSugarSexMagik
(Warner Bros. 9-26681-2) came across as
much more listenable over the Rotel than the
DDE, which made an already gutsy recording abit too hard to take. The Audio Alchemy did, however, have sharper image
focus, as well as amarkedly better-defined
bottom end. Ithink the DDE sounds more
"hi-fi," while the Rotel 955 sounds more
listenable. If Ihad to choose one, I'd go for
the Rotel. Actually, I'd probably go give
blood every day for amonth and spring the
extra $400 for the delicious Sonographe SD22, but Ihate needles.

AND WHAT OF THE
RCD -965BX,YOU QUERY?

Well, let me draw aline across the middle of
the room, okay? On one side of the line, all
the people who: a) equate the word "latest"
with "better"; b) equate the words "more
expensive" with "better"; and c) mostly listen
to Audiophile-Approved CDs, and usually
only haflway into the tracks as well, cuz there's
this other disc, see, that's got the most INCREDIBLE bass on it, you've GOTTA hear
it NOW baby, it'll .
flap yer pantlegs just like
RH-JA-CG-MIC-KEY-MOUSE sa; everyone who fits this description, stand there.
On the other side, the one closest to the
fridge, let's have all the people who: a) dig
music; b) dig gear that lets them dig music
as easily as possible; and c) dig listening to
albums all the way through, because that's
the only way you get to dig all the music, hot
diggity-doo.
The first group of people will prefer Rotel's
965. It's their latest player. It costs $100 more
than the 965. And sound-quality wise, the
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965 packs apretty good wallop in the short
term, which is just fine for people who only
listen to certain tracks that show off bass,
cymbal crashes, inner liquidity, etc. You
know, the important stuff; the stuff your Audiophile Socialite friends want to hear when
they drop by Sunday afternoon to play mindgames over whose system's sounding the best
lately while the wife's upstairs watching a
Jean-Claude Van Damme kickboxing movie
on cable. The men in this category also like
to pay complete strangers $300 so they can
go off in the woods, get butt-nekkid, and
beat on animal-skin drums instead of staying
home and watching their wives fantasizing
over the aforementioned CVD.
The second group, which Ilike to refer to
as Sixty Minute Men' share alot of common
ground. We've all read Sun T'zu's The Art of
War. We had strong, sensitive fathers, who
taught by example that aman is comprised
of both animus and anima, and that to shunt
the feminine side to ground only results in
lifelong frustration and ajob with the postal
service. And because we Sixty Minute Men
are so in tune with our monkeybones, we all
tend to be voracious lovers of music, that most
sensuous of all art forms.
And what does the Sixty Minute Man
look for in his Hi-Fi? He looks for gear that
approaches life as he does: with supreme
economy of extraneity, forward and linear
motion, and paucity of uncontrolled aggression. The Sixty Minute Man wants ahi-fi rig
that sounds mellow with Wes Montgomery,
fiery with Hendrix, and righteous with Pops
Staples. He doesn't want to hear the system
at all, in fact; he wants to hear music.
The Pop-Guns, however, want WOW!
AND HOW! RIGHT NOW! Highest highs!
Lowest lows! More detail than abillion
Waldo cartoons!
"See?! You can hear Ronnie Gilbert's kids
playing patty-cake backstage on the Weavers
disc MUCH better than with my old cartridge!! See?!!"
"Hear ye, hear ye! All Active Voting Commodores in favor of restoring Bill's Westfield
4"There'll be fifteen minutes of kissing /Honey please don't
stop (don't stop!) /There'll be fifteen minutes of teasing, /Fifteen minutes of squeezing, /And fifteen minutes of blowing
my top (top! top! top!) /If your old man ain't treatin' you right,
/Come up and see or Dan, /I'll rock you and roll you all night
long, /I'm a, Sixty Minute Man, uh-huh, /Smut, Xteeeee,
Munn, Nuuuuut, Maaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaan!" (The Dominoes)
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1992

Audiophile Master Race membership: don
your fez and mewl like amarmoset ..."
To these hi-fi nuts, the Rotel 965 will be
ahot number. Because at first listen, it just
leaps right out at you! The detail's right there,
all of it, thrust right out like afighting cock's
talons. "I never heard that doubled vocal on
Adrian Belew's '1967' sound so distinct before!" you marvel, awash in all the little
micro-nuggets of sound shoved right in front
of your puss. The 965 pins you right back
into your seat with aforceful, upfront character; there's nothing subtle about this Rotel.
And that's the problem.
After spending so many months with a
brace of mid-priced CD players, I've come
full circle in my tastes vis-à-vis digital on the
cheap. Having lived with the Theta DS Pro
Basic for so long, I've grown accustomed to
its superior resolution, its outstandingly clear
soundstage focus. The Basic extracts an amazing amount of detail from CDs, and once you
get used to hearing all these little "cues" all
the time on asubconscious level, going back
to acheap player is areal shock. So when I
first heard the Audio Alchemy DDE, Idug
the hell out of it; here, finally, was acheap
DAC that had the detail of the big boys! I'd
hook the thing up and marvel at how close
the li'l DDE came to the detail retrieval of the
Theta.
Then Igot apair of the Grado headphones.
Want to mess up your mind real bad? Get you
agood headphone ame Melos's for instance,
and listen to the direct sound of the Rotel 955
and 965, the Audio Alchemy, and the Theta
(or Wadia, Krell, VTL, etc.). Nowhere to run
to, bay-bay, nowhere to hide! It's unnerving.
Because under the Grado microscope, the
differences between the various players and
processors are magnified 10x.
So what did Ihear? The best-sounding was
the Theta Basic II, no question. Wasn't even
close. Shouldn't be, at $2000 vs $400-600. But
I've got to tell you, the next best thing was
not the Audio Alchemy. Not the $550 965,
either. No, the closest-sounding of the bunch
was the $450 Rotel 955; the same ol' player
that's been around for years! The 955 is laidback, for sure, but that's how cheap gear
SHOULD sound! Once you take away highquality (read: expensive) power supplies,
5Idrove my Grados with my buffered preamp; for details
on how to construct the proper adapter cable, see the how-to
article in Vol.14 No.11.
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premium passive parts, and brute-force engineering, the game has changed; you're not
playing "Let's get as close as we can to the
innate sound of this amazingly musical circuit" anymore, you're playing "Should we
spray this pit with Right Guard or Arrid
Extra-Dry?"
The 965 falls behind the 955 in two major
areas. For starters, it's very quick to harden
midrange and treble textures during dynamic
peaks; when the going gets rough, the 965
gets rougher. JA's Chopin piano recording
on the Stereophile Test CD is agreat example
of this, and why Iuse this particular cut so
often when evaluating gear. The piano's
attack comes off as too hard with the Rotel
965 and the Audio Alchemy, while the Theta
and the 955 give amuch more realistic and
clean rendering of the striking keys. With the
965, Iwinced every time Anna Maria bashed
her Steinway; same with the Audio Alchemy.
In fact, the 965 sounds very similar to the
DDE to me; they're both cut from the same
bold cloth.
The second complaint Ihad with the 965
was with its tonal balance; with its overly lean
bottom end and forward midrange, the 965
is astrikingly different-sounding player from
the 955. Iactually found myself going over
to turn the Muse's WOOF control up whenever doing extended listening with the 965.
The Commitments soundtrack, played on the
965, became amuch tamer piece of music,
with much less sense of rhythmic pace than
through Rotel's 955. Watch the measurements reveal aflat response to below 5Hz,
but the 965 has adistinctly lacking bottom
end, just like its daddy, the 865.
"Geez, CG, does the 965 suck?!" Hell no!
It's actually got afew things going for it.
There's that detail, for instance; that should
turn on quite afew audiophiles. And the
midrange, aside from the congestion during
musical peaks, is quite clean and clear. Lowlevel detail is terrific for the bucks, too. But
to be honest with you, Imuch preferred the
overall sound of the 955 to its more expensive
brother; it was just alot more musical in the
long term.

CONCLUSION
The two new players from Rotel offer very
different sonic signatures, for sure. Imuch
preferred the ease and musicality of the
multi-bit 955. Rotel had awinner with the
124

855, and they've wisely kept it in the line as
the better-looking 955. Idon't know of any
comparably priced CD player that offers as
well-rounded asound quality as the Rotel
955, so it stays in Stereophiles "Recommended
Components" as my first choice in asub$500 high-end CD player.
The Bitstream 965 will definitely have its
share of fans. Sure it's ahackneyed cliché by
now, but go audition them both, in your system, for longer than just afew tracks on the
three Audioweenie Demo Discs you schlepp
to the hi-fi huts when you've got that Buyin'
Fever. The 955 and 965 sound different
enough that you'll probably love one and
hate the other. Try to take my criticisms of
the 965 in context with my praise for the 955;
believe me, you could do aLOT worse for
$550 than the 965!
And if Ihad $550 to spend? I'd buy the
$450 Rotel RCD-955, throw ashine on my
Justins, and take my girlfriend out to the best
restaurant in town. And after dinner, we'd
come home and I'd turn the lights down low
while we listened to the Neville Brothers'
Treacherous (Rhino R2 71494) on the 955,
bathing in deep bayou funk. Then I'd give
her the $90 worth of ooh-la-la underwear
Ibought her, because in Austin, TX, the best
restaurant in town is Sam's BBQ, and they
don't take American Express.

T
J
NMEASURES
RCD-955AX: Beginning with the multibit Rotel, the frequency response (fig.1) was
virtually flat across the audible range, with
only asmall amount of ripple in the upper
octaves—ripples characteristic of machines
using Philips digital filters. The lkHz squarewave in fig.2 is also typical of players using
linear-phase digital filters, and although preemphasized CDs are in the distinct minority,
the virtually flat de-emphasis response (not
shown) guarantees that they will be properly balanced in playback.
The crosstalk from the left to the right
channel is shown as the top curve in fig3; the
right-to-left crosstalk is the bottom curve.
The separation indicated here is not exceptional, but unlikely to be audibly significant.
Fig.4, the spectrum of the RCD-955AX
reproducing a-90.31dB dithered tone at
lkHz, shows some negative deviation from
linearity but no significant artifacts other than
ahint of third-harmonic at 3kHz. The linear-
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ity is more clearly shown in fig.5, where the
deviation at -90dB is just under 2dB. Only
the right channel is shown; the left was virtually the same. Listening to the fide-to-noise
with dither signal from the RCD-955AX
produced only one or two minor whistles at
what Iwould estimate to be well under
Maw rOCIZMI
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-80dB. They were well below the primary
tone in level. The overall linearity of the
RCD-955AX is very good for amulti-bit
player in this price class.
The noise spectrum of the player's output
when playing a"digital silence" track in fig.6
has no artifacts worth noting. It is worth noting, however, that we've recently become
aware that some players are designed to actually mute the output of their D/A converters
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Fig.8 Rotel RCD-955AX, HF intermodulation
spectrum, 300Hz-30kHz, 19 +20kHz at
OdBFS (linear frequency scale).
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when presented with an all-zero digital
signal—a practice which enhances their measured S/N ratio. That might be the case here;
the measured spectrum (not shown) with the
player in Pause was virtually identical to that
in fig.6. In any event, this figure does show
the noise contribution of the analog stages
to the output to be negligible.
Fig.7 shows alkHz, undithered tone at
-9031dB from the 955. The desired stairstep
sinewave is evident, though the nearly inevitable noise makes interpretation difficult.
And in fig.8 the response of the 955 to a
19 +20kHz, OdB signal shows no significant
IM artifacts. The aliasing tone at 24.1kHz is
commonly seen in players using Philips technology; the relatively slow-slope filter in
these machines—a plus for anumber of
reasons—cannot completely eliminate this
tone. It would only be apotential problem
when used with an amplifier having marginal
high-frequency stability.
The RCD-955AX is non-inverting at its
analog outputs, neither of which had measurable DC offset. Its output impedance is
just over 198 ohms on both channels.
RCD-965BX: As in the RCD-955AX, the
1-bit Rotel had arather typical Philipschipset frequency response, with atrace more
HF ripple than in the multi-bit player (fig.9).
The ripple in both machines should be audibly insignificant, however, and the relative
frequency responses of the two Rotels do
not—at least in spectral terms—explain CG's
relative reactions to the two players. The
squarewave in fig.10 is anear-clone of that
from the multi-bit Rotel, including the obvious presence (from the shape of the "ripple"
on the horizontal portions of the waveform)
of alinear phase filter. The de-emphasis
response is marginally better than that in
the 955.
The crosstalk shown in fig.11 (left to right
top, right to left bottom) is, again, considerably higher than we have measured from
many players. But it's still unlikely to result
in any audible degradation or loss of separation.
The most notable things about fig.12—the
spectrum of the 965 decoding data representing a-9031dB, lkHz dithered tone—are the
power-supply noise at 120Hz and 240Hz
and the artifact between 7kHz and 8kHz.
When Ilistened to the fade-to-noise with

dither signal, both the low-frequency noise
and the high-frequency whistle were audible,
though only when played at levels far higher
than needed for any conceivable program
material. The actual fade-to-noise signal
seemed to be free of artifacts. But the '965AX's
relatively higher noise floor made it difficult
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Fig.I6 Rotel RCD-965BX, HF intermodulation
spectrum, 300Hz-30kHz, 19 +20kHz at
OdBFS (linear frequency scale).

Fig. 14 Rotel RCD-965BX, spectrum of silent
track, 30Hz-200kHz (%-octave analysis).

to precisely determine the quality of the tone
at very low levels.
The nonlinearity of the -90.31dB tone
shown in fig.12 is less apparent in fig.13,
where it remains within 1dB down to
-100dB. The right channel is shown; the left
was only marginally worse. The noise spectrum to adigital zero signal in fig.14 also
duplicates the same noise seen in fig.12. For
reasons discussed in the RCD-955AX mea-

surements, this plot appears to tell us more
about the noise of the analog stages than that
of the digital section.
The waveform of a-90.31dB, 1kHz undithered tone (fig.15) is obscured by noise and
is kinked by the power-supply noise present. And the same comments made about the
19 +20kHz signal in the multi-bit Rotel
could also be repeated in discussing fig.16though the aliasing tone at 24.1kHz is
slightly lower in level in the 1-bit player measured here.
The RCD-965BX is non-inverting at its
outputs, which had zero DC offset. Its output
impedance measured 200 ohms from both
channels.
-Thomas J. Norton S

PANASONIC PRISM LX-1000
M ULTI-DISC PLAYER
Thomas J. Norton
Multi-function player. Plays CDs, CD with video, and (NTSC) laser videodiscs. Audio frequency response: 4Hz-20kHz (E1AJ).
S/N ratio: 110dB (E1AJ). Dynamic range: 98dB (E1AJ). Channel separation: 110dB (1kHz, E1AJ). THD: 0.0027% (1kHz, E1AJ).
Video output signal level: IV p-p (at 75 ohms, synchronizing load). Audio signal output level: digital, 200mV mis (1kHz, -20dB);
analog, 200mV rms (1kHz, modulated 40%). Weight 25.31bs. Dimensions: 16.9" W by 5.1" Hby 16.9" D. Price: $1200. Approxirreite
number of dealers: 200. Manufacturer. Panasonic Company, Division of Matsushita Electric Corporation of America, One
Panasonic Way, Secaucus, NJ 07094. Tel: (201) 348-7000. Fax: (201) 348-7209.

The letter we received was innocent enough.
It asked for our recommendations on laserdisc combination players. You know, the ones
that play all of your optical, laser-read enterSTEREOPHILE, MARCH 1992

tainment, from CDs to videodiscs. Had the
question been averbal one, our answer
would have begun with along silence. As it
was, we could only jot down afew generic
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Panasonic Prism LX-I000 CD/LV combiplayer

references to features, followed by an admission that we had, collectively, no firsthand
experience with these all-purpose devices.
Only afew members of our staff have any
interest in video stuff—monitors, surroundsound, and the like—among them JGH and
yours truly.
Knowing our readers to be quick to respond—negatively—whenever something
related to video appears in these audio-dedicated pages,' that's where the matter would
have remained had reports not begun circulating concerning the possible advantages
of using videodisc transports for playing back
CDs. Theta has chosen just such adevice—a
Philips-based player modified by Theta—as
their dedicated transport (see RH's review in
Vol.14 No.11). But the Theta Data is expensive; how, we wondered, would an off-theshelf combination player perform as either
aself-contained CD player or atransport?
Thus the present review, of acombination
player from Panasonic, amachine at the top
of its manufacturer's line.2The main thrust
of this review was to evaluate the audio performance of this machine. But Iwill not
ignore its video playback capabilities. The
latter, in fact, was the first item on the test
schedule. Why? Because, unlike the Theta
transport (which retains its video play facilities), this player is promoted as an allpurpose laserdisc player. If it turned out to
be an absolute knockout as either aCD
player or atransport, of course, that would
be significant. But Iassumed that anyone
purchasing amachine like this would also
demand at least acceptable video performance and video sound. Therefore avideo
1Though usually only when the product is perceived to be
video only; je. monitors. We will continue to cover sound-forvideo topics and products on occasion, such as the Snell/Lexicon home 11-IX system which JGH is currently auditioning.
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check was established as afirst hurdle over
which this unit should pass before its audio
capability would be assessed.

THE PRISM

In the US, Panasonic's best audio equipment
has always worn the Technics badge. The
Prism multi-disc player would, in all likelihood, be aTechnics unit if the latter division
were in the video business. Like virtually all
Japan-sourced video equipment, it has a
bazillion features. Most of them, in this case,
are useful. Besides the expected ability to play
all forms of laserdiscs, the Prism will also
automatically play both sides of laser videodiscs in succession; side changing takes only
2This was, originally, to be ashootout between an established
maker of video gear—Pioneer—and an upstart—Panasonic.
Pioneer didn't exactly invent the laser videodisc player, but
they can arguably be said to have kept it alive through some
lean years. The first sample of the $1200 Pioneer CLD-3090
we received was faulty, however, in that its picture was
extremely "noisy!' The player was returned to Pioneer for
servicing, but then it exhibited other idiosyncrasies. The cover
on its loading drawer would often hang up, opening without difficulty but refusing to close without amanual assist.
More importantly, the 3090 simply refused to play CDs properly. It would play through the first 20 or 30 minutes without
aproblem, but after this, on the majority of discs that Itried
having more than this amount of total playing time, the player
began to misbehave. Somewhere in the last half of these discs
the sound would begin to distort badly with an unmistakable buzzy, tearing sound.
At this point Irequested asecond sample of the 3090. But
before Isubjected this additional sample to atest of its CD
playback, Ibegan by checking its video performance, as per
my previously discussed criteria. Unfortunately, sample two
turned out to be defective also, and with an entirely new
problem—closer in nature to problems Ihad first heard of
with this player but had not yet experienced firsthand. It
wouldn't play any of the dozen or so recent discs Iattempted
to load. The drawer would close, the Play indicator would
come on, and less than asecond later it would switch off Not
only that, but the drawer would then refuse to open to offer
up the rejected disc. Inoted another interesting quirk: the 3090
would play side two of any of the rejected discs if after pressing
play. Iimmediately pressed the "Side B" button. (As it turned
out, the drawer would also open to enable me to retrieve the
disc if Ifirst pressed the Side B button, then pressed Stop as
soon as the player began playing the reverse side.)
Iwill report on the performance of this Pioneer in afuture
issue once Iget asample that works.
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afew seconds—faster than any manual turnover. This isn't just asop to the couch potato
in most of us; many films suffer from any
interruption, and no laserdisc plays for over
an hour per side, give or take afew minutes.
Most of the controls on the player itself are
located on adrop-down panel below the
loading drawer; when this panel is closed the
front face of the player is clean, user-friendly,
and—for videodiscs in any case—provides
the most frequently used controls. This
includes ajog-shuttle knob, which operates
in either CD or videodisc playback. This
control is duplicated on the (full-function)
remote, which also includes anumber of
controls not found on the front of the player
—including switching between the analog
or digital audio tracks of newer videodiscs
(which invariably have both).
The back panel of the Prism provides two
sets of audio and video output jacks. The digital output is optical only (of the more commonly found Toslink variety, not AT&T). An
S-Video output is also provided. There is no
RF output for feeding atelevision which
lacks aseparate video input. Its designers have
evidently assumed (rightly, Ithink) that the
Prism will be used, as aminimum, in amoderately high-end video system, which should
have one or more dedicated video inputs.
The LX-1000 also incorporates adigital
time-base corrector which helps to minimize
horizontal and vertical picture distortion and,
according to Panasonic, eliminates jitter
(they're talking video jitter here, not jitter in
the digital audio signal). The S-Video output
separates the Y (luminance) and C (color) signals using adigital comb flits& Digital memory also provides for still and slow-motion
capabilities with all videodiscs, not just the
less common (and generally more expensive)
CAV titles.
The main audio feature of the Prism,
3This type of output is of less significance in aLiserdisc player
than in an S-VHS video recorder. In the latter, the two signals are recorded separately; keeping them separate all the way
to the monitor circuits (and eliminating the need for the latter
to separate them) may enhance picture quality. On avideodisc,
the two signals are already combined in the recording. They
must be separated on playback at some point, but whether
this is done in the videodisc player or in the monitor is rather
irrelevant. If your videodisc player provides better separation circuits than those in the monitor, you may get better picture quality by using the S-video outputs. If it doesn't, you
won't. All of this presumes, of course, that your monitor also
has an S-Video input. Some, like mine, don't; Iused the standard video outputs in my video assessment of the Panasonic
player.
STEREOPH1LE, M ARCH 1992

which is not really news these days, is the
incorporation of MASH (low-bit) conversion for all digital playback. When first introduced about ayear and ahalf ago, however,
the Prism was one of the first—if not the
first—combination player to make use of this
technology.
The Prism has one other feature I'm not
certain Ilike If unused for about 30 minutes,
it automatically switches off. It's not possible,
therefore, to leave it turned on all the time—a
common audiophile practice.

VIDEO PERFORMANCE

Ifound the LX-1000's video performance to
be nothing short of outstanding. It was
evaluated over aSony 25" Profeel monitor
which, though now ten years old, has held
up remarkably well and still provides asharp,
bright, well-defined picture. Which is exactly
what the Panasonic is capable of sending to
it, given the best program material. The
Prism's picture, while it has ashade less subjective snap and crispness than the similarly
priced Pioneer CLD-3090's, has more fully
saturated colors and less (and very low) video
noise.
Our first sample of the Prism, however, did
exhibit atroublesome problem with certain
CAV discs :s The discs would play nearly to
the end of the side, then the picture would
freeze up or otherwise jump and jitter and fail
to make forward progress. This happened
with Reference Recordings' Video Standard
test disc, and Flyers, aPhilips disc which is a
transfer of an original IMAX presentation.
Sides 3and 4of the Criterion CAV version
of Close Encounters of the Third Kind also gave
some problems; side 4, in particular, had a
nasty breakup near the end, which also resulted in rather alarming sputtering and transients from the audio track.
At this point Irequested and received asecond sample of the Prism to determine if the
above problems were player-related. All discs
tried played properly on the second sample
except those from Close Encounters. The problem on side 3was limited to asingle minor
glitch where the player entered pause (and
4CAV stands for constant angular velocity, often referred to
as standard play on the disc jacket. The more common
"extended play" discs are CLV, or constant linear velocity.
CAV discs provide 30 minutes per side and rotate at aconstant 180Orpm. Until the advent of players with digital field
memory, only CAV discs would provide slow motion, freezeframe, and other so-called special effects.
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released normally on pressing Play). The
analog tracks almost invariably sounded
breakup on side 4, though, was almost as
more open and airy, the digital just abit
severe as on the first sample. However, a
canned and closed-in, in comparison. Since
glitch also appeared at the same point (near
the surround-sound setup currently in use
the arrival of the mother ship—not exactly
with my video system is the modest (but
an insignificant scene) when played back on
nonetheless surprisingly effective) Atlantic
an old Pioneer LD-1100. The problem was,
Technologies Pattern system, Ialso played
apparently, in the disc. A number of other
afew selected videodiscs—sound only, of
CAV discs played without difficulty. In the
course—over the audio system specified
one report I've seen of asimilar problem with
above which was to be used in evaluating the
the LX-1000 which actually could be attribLX-1000 as aCD player and transport. My
uted to the player itself, the problem was
preference for the analog tracks remained.
fixed by aPanasonic service center with a
Ishould add, however, that the digital
minor adjustment.
soundtrack on videodiscs will almost invariTwo other reports of which I'm aware,
ably have agreater low-end extension below
including areview in another magazine have
about 35Hz (most analog tracks have little
criticized the LX-1000 for having "herringbelow 40Hz), and neither playback system
bone"-patterned video noise in its picture.
used here—the Pattern especially—will really
Ionly encountered an artifact anything at all
rattle the rafters much below that frequency.
like this in two isolated spots on two discs—
The digital tracks were also generally quieter,
of alarge number sampled—and then it only
though this was almost never asignificant
affected small and specific parts of the picadvantage in actual use. Inoted arare tenture for afew seconds; in my opinion this was
dency for brief, intermittent burbling sounds
in the disc itself. A full-screen herringbone
from the analog track of some discs, but this
pattern never occurred on either of our LXdidn't happen often enough to be disturb1000s, but since others have experienced
ing or to make me want to switch over to the
it, it may be apossible problem in some
digital track.
samples.
On to the feature attraction: How does the
Prism stack up as aCD player? Anyone
SOUND
expecting from the Prism CD sound quality
The reference audio system used in the CD
that sounds like an afterthought will be surevaluations consisted of the Rowland Conprised. If the sound falls short of the state of
stunmate preamplifier, Krell KSA-250 power
the art in CD playback (it does), it still
amplifier, and Apogee Centaur Major loudwouldn't be out of place in ahigh-end sysspeakers. (My review of these loudspeakers
tem. I've begun to expect certain sound
will appear in the April issue) Interconnects
qualities—positive and negative—from sowere AudioQuest Lapis (the next to the latest
called 1-bit players, and Iwas not surprised
generation) from CD player to preamplifier,
by the Prism's sonic signature It was easy to
and Cardas Hexlink from preamplifier to
listen to, not offensive in any way, with a
power amplifier.
good sense of depth and three-dimensionAs apreface here, Iwould like to make
ality. The low end was deep and extended,
only one comment on the sound of the LXthe midrange slightly forward with believ1000 with respect to its playback of video
able sonic weight and timbre, and the high
discs. It never gave me any reason to comend reasonably detailed but just slightly soft
plain, given the limitations inherent in most
and lacking the ultimate in inner definition
such program material, and indeed it was freand focus. This last may be said, in fact, about
quently first-rate, again given the program
its reproduction of much of the audible
material. But Idid notice that Isubtly but
spectrum—there was acertain "lazy" quality
consistently preferred the sound of the analog
to the presentation. Martin Colloms has
soundtracks over that of the digital from the
referred in many of his reviews to "pace" and
same discs. While the analog did appear to be
"rhythm" and Ihave little doubt—though
very slightly louder much of the time—
Ifind the pace/rhythm metaphor too easily
which certainly may have tipped the subjecmisinterpreted—that we are talking about
tive scales in its favor—I don't believe that
the same thing here: in this case, areduction
was the only difference Iwas hearing. The
of these qualities.
130
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But while I've been disappointed in a
number of 1-bit players for displaying this
same characteristic, Ifound the Prism LX1000 to have other qualifies which more than
compensated. Without direct comparison
with a "faster"-sounding player, Clark
Terry's Live at the Village Gate (Chesky JD49)
sounded lively and open through the Prism,
not obviously softened in any way. The
reproduction of depth in this live recording
was impressive. As it was on The Pugh Taylor
Project (DMP CD-448), aquirky but stunningly recorded jazz recording, which also
had fine clarity and asharp attack—all without any hardness or harshness. Both of these
recordings are inherently immediate, punchy,
and sharply defined; if the Prism was subtracting any dynamics or punch, it was not
at all obvious on either of them. Further
listening on awide variety of recordings did,
however, indicate acertain softness in the
Prism's sound. The transient attacks on Jennifer Warnes's Famous Blue Raincoat (A&M
YD 0100/DX3182) seemed subtly slowed—
the sock of the kickdrum leading off "Bird
on aWire" and the tinkle of the bells at the
start of "loan of Arc" lost, respectively, abit
of their leading-edge impact and sparkle. The
same was also evident on Jay Leonhart's double bass on Salamander Pie (DMP CD-442).
But this same recording also demonstrated
the Prism's finely balanced vocal reproduction. In fact, the Prism's midrange reproduction in general was liquid and palpable, with
abelievable sense of three-dimensionality
and well-rendered vocal and instrumental
timbres.
Though the Prism's low end definitely
leaned to the soft and expansive rather than
the fast and tight, it was nevertheless convincing and well extended. My notes on
listening to well-recorded organ recordings
noted "big instrument, big space and while
I commented that the Audio Research
DAC1-18 (to which the Prism was briefly
compared) bettered the Panasonic player in
air, depth, and tautness, the Prism had more
potent low-end extension.
When it came time for more detailed comparisons, Ichose to face the Prism off against
both the new California Audio Laboratories
System 1processor (using the latter's multibit Indus plug-in module) driven by the CAL
Genesis CD player (used as atransport with
CAL's Toslink fiber optic cable), and JVC's
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1992

XL-Z1050TN. The former was chosen both
for its multi-bit design and to see how the
Prism player compares with amore expensive, dedicated high-end processor, the JVC
because it was recently highly rated in CG's
review of five modestly priced designs
(Vol.15 No.2). The JVC is considerably less
expensive than the Prism, but since the latter
also includes extensive video capabilities, it
seemed reasonable to expect that its natural
competition in aCD-only player might be
inherently less expensive. By "sandwiching"
these two comparisons, Ihoped that additional information about the "real" Prism
would emerge.
Squaring the Prism off against the CAL
did not overly flatter the less expensive Panasonic. Listening first to the Prism playing the
Kronos Quartet's In Formation (Reference
Recordings FtR9CD) produced atight, defined sound from this sharply focused Keith
Johnson recording. Attacks were crisp, the
overall balance convincingly real. Nothing
was obviously out of place, with the possible
exception of atrace of hardness to the percussion punctuating band 6, "Joan's Blue:'
Moving to the CAL System 1, however, was
a distinct step up. Percussion was more
dynamic, more detailed, and yet at the same
time sweeter. There was agreater sense of air
surrounding the individual instruments.
While Ihad not been particularly troubled
by any "slowness" in the sound of the Prism,
the CAL clearly sounded "faster." Background hiss (likely originating from the analog master tape) was more apparent with the
CAL, though not intrusive. The Prism appeared to be clearly less "driven," softer, less
detailed and transparent; in short, it seemed
to be retrieving somewhat less information.
These impressions held up on other material. Danse Royale by Ensemble Alcatraz
(Elektra Nonesuch 79240-2), an early-music
compilation, was more open, spacious, and
defined through the CAL combination. In
comparison, the Prism just did not quite
come to life.
Yet the Panasonic held its own within these
limitations. It remained unflappable, not in
any way out of place in this rather high-end
system. Still, were it only aCD player, Iwould
have to rate it very good but overpriced. The
ability to play back videodiscs (and play them
back superbly well) is not athrow-in feature;
it does cost something.
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In the second comparison, the Prism, in
And what about the Prism as atransport,
my judgment, ultimately bettered the JVC
using its digital output to drive an external
as aCD player, but neither dramatically nor
processor? Recall that the LX-1000 is
consistently. Listening to the JVC first, my
equipped only with aToslirtk optical digiinitial reaction was that it was agood player
tal output. Using this for the digital feed, I
which, much as had the Prism, quite clearly
drove the CAL System 1processor (with the
shared many of the strengths and weaknesses
same Indus multi-bit plug-in module reIhave begun to attribute to many 1-bit
ferred to previously). The digital link was
machines: clean and slightly soft, and no spit
CAL's own optical cable. For comparison,
or sizzle in evidence, but missing adegree of
Iagain used the CAL Genesis CD player as
focus and inner detail (not an insignificant
atransport.
loss, but not carried to an alarming degree
The Prism went about its job in avery
either). There was, at the same time, asmall
respectable fashion, but in no way demondegree of dryness to the top end which added
strated any particular qualities which would
enough crispness to the sound to keep the
add fuel to the fire indicating any sort of
reduction of inner detail from becoming too
generic superiority oflaserdisc players when
obvious, and aslightly lean quality to the low
used as CD transports. The Genesis outend which also enhanced its subjective defiscored it in most respects, sounding cleaner,
nition. The latter was very apparent on
more liquid, less grainy. At first it appeared
Michael Murray's organ work in Franck's
that the Prism-as-transport was retrieving
Fantaisie in A (Telarc CD-80096). The JVC
more detail, but it soon became apparent that
came out on top in its reproduction of inner
aslight added brightness from the Prism was
clarity here, but the Prism was the clear winthe cause; the Genesis-as-transport was more
ner in low-end extension and weight. And
fluid, less obvious, and more convincingly
though the latter was subjectively softer in
right. But the differences were in no way drasound than the JVC, it produced amore conmatic, leading me to speculate that the inhervincing sense of air and space.
ent quality of the digital output circuits may
While the JVC did produce the tighter,
have been as much the deciding factor here
punchier sound — on Famous Blue Raincoat,
as the transports themselves.
for example, it did abetter job in conveying
Ishould also mention one other aspect of
the urgency and forward drive of the music
the Prism's performance when used to play
—the Prism's superior sonic weight better
CDs, either as astand-alone player or as a
reproduced the overall majesty of symphonic
transport. It is comparable in mechanical
recordings. On Nordholm's Symphonic Fanoperating noise to agood CD-only player.
tasy and Symphony 5(Kontrapunct 32005)
Some laserdisc players (particularly early
the Panasonic provided the greater sense of
models) were barely marginal in this respect.
depth (both LF and spatial) and power.
This is not aconcern with the Prism.
Although the JVC sounded tighter overall,
Despite the above observations, the Prism
and more obviously detailed, the Prism won
definitely worked well as atransport. But I
out in the reproduction of timbre; woodwould not purchase it only to perform that
winds, in particular, were just abit too lean
duty.
and lacking in liquidity through theJVC. The
One other matter should be addressed here
same, ultimately, proved true of voices.
as well: access time. When RI-I reviewed the
The Prism won out here by virtue of its
Theta Data, he cormnented on how slow the
more fluid sound, but the JVC was by no
startup and access time was on that machine,
means apoor second. The reference system
compared with a"real" CD player. The same
used in the auditioning leans to coolness;
is not true of the Prism, at least not to the same
through asystem with aricher, warmer
degree. It took about eight to nine seconds,
inherent sound, the JVC might well have
beginning with an open, loaded drawer, for
edged out the Panasonic. And with the price
aCD to begin play in the Panasonic. The
difference figured into the balance, Iwould
same test with two typical CD players renot choose the Prism on the basis of its CD
sulted in startup times only two to four
performance alone. Your need (or lack of
seconds faster. And the Prism skipped from
same) for its video features should be the
track to track fairly rapidly—two or three
deciding factor here.
seconds. While abit slower than adedicated
132
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CD player, its access speed is neither aserious
drawback nor an annoyance.

M EASUREMENTS

The LX-1000's frequency response (fig.!) is
virtually flat across the audible range, with
the exception oían insignificant rise above
12kHz. The only anomaly Inoted is arather
unusual channel mismatch of about 1.2dB
(most CD players we've tested have been
more closely matched). In fig.2 the squarewave response displays the small degree of
ripple typical of players with linear-phase
digital filters. The Prism's de-emphasis
response (fig.3) resembles the frequency
response of many moving-coil phono pickups, with aslight dip in the mid treble and
rise at the top—though the deviation in most
such pickups is several times larger. The small
degree of these deviations, however, is unlikely to be of audible significance here, particularly since most CDs do not make use of
pre-emphasis.
The crosstalk in fig.4—nearly the same
from left to right and right to left—while not
the best we've measured, is definitely asolid
average. That's not acriticism; average crosstalk in CD players in general is excellent in
any audible, real-world sense. In fig.5, the
output spectrum of the Prism reproducing
a-9031dB, lkHz dithered signal is shown.
The curve indicates good linearity at -90dB
and no significant artifacts or powersupply-related noise. The overall linearity
shown in fig.6 is outstanding. Only the left
channel is shown; the right channel is identical down to -100dB and differs below that
only in the distribution of the inevitable lowlevel noise. The fade-to-noise signal was
audibly clean, with no artifacts as the signal
dropped into the noise floor.
In fig.7 is plotted the noise spectrum of the
Prism in response to an infinity zero signal.
The only artifact worth noting is the powersupply noise at 60 and 120Hz, and then perhaps only because it is so low as to be negligible. It has, however, recently come to my
attention that many Japanese-designed 1-bit
converters are configured to switch off when
they detect such asignal; the noise shown
here will, in this case, merely indicate the
noise in the player's circuitry beyond tfie converter.
The response to a-9031dB, lkHz undithered signal shown in fig.8 displays areaSTEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1992

sonable resemblance to the desired stairstep
response, overlaid—as in almost all of the
players we've tested—with low-level noise.
The intermodulation response of the Prism
to a19 +20kHz signal (fig.9) is clean, with
no significant artifacts.
The Prism inverts polarity. Its output
impedance is 580 ohms from the left channel,
A11010 n1110101,
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593 ohms from the right. And its DC offset measured anegligible 1.1mV from both
channels.

CONCLUSIONS

The Prism, as aCD player, is sonically competitive with other good-quality 1-bit machines, but it sells for several hundred dollars more than most of them. The difference
in price buys you an undeniably first-rate
(with the caveats noted) videodisc player. Its
CD playback certainly competes strongly
with the players listed in Class C of Stereo-
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Fig.9 Panasonic LX-I000, HF intermodulation
spectrum, 300Hz-30kHz, 19+20kHz at
OdBFS (linear frequency scale).

phile's "Recommended Components." It is
rather expensive for this class, so Iwould
hesitate to recommend it as aCD player or
transport alone. But there's more involved
here, and if you need agood CD player and
asuperb videodisc player in one package, the
Prism is not likely to disappoint.

PIONEER ELITE SP-91 D
DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSOR
Bill Sommerwerck
Digital and analog signal-processing system. Ambience-synthesis models include: Concert Hall (4 models); Recital Hall (2
models); Jazz (4 models); Disco (2 models); Rock (2 models); Theater (2 models); Church; Stadium; Studio; Simulated Surround
(2 models); Delay. Dolby decoding includes Dolby Pro-Logic (Normal, Wide, and Phantom) and Dolby 3-Channel Logic, for
use when rear speakers are not available. Digital EQ with seven fixed bands, ±I2dB. Input sensitivity: 150mV. Input impedance: 4Ik ohms. Output level: IV. Output impedance: lk ohms. Distortion 'kHz: front (not using Dolby Pro-logic): 0.002%;
processing front, rear: 0.006%. Frequency responses: front (not using Dolby Pro-Logic): 5Hz-100kHz, +0/-3dB; processing front, rear 20Hz-20kHz, +0I-3dB. SIN ratio (1H F, input short-circuited, Aweighting) 2V rms: processing front, rear
134
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Pioneer Elite SP-91D DSP surround-sound processor
90dB. Power consumption: 32W Dimensions: 18" (456mm) W by 4" (92mm) Hby 13" (335mm) D. Weight: 13 lbs 4oz (6
kg). Accessories: audio ables (4), remote control &AAA cells (2). Price: $1000. Approximate number of dealers: .
Manufacturer.
Pioneer Laser Entertainment Inc., 2265 E. 220th Street, Long Beach, CA 90810. Tel: (213) 746-6337. Fax: (213) 816-5111.
The Lexicon CP-1 was the first consumer
audio product to incorporate digital signal
processing (DSP).! Although there were a
number of digital ambience synthesizers
prior to the CP-1 (most notably from Audio/
Pulse, aid/si, and Yamaha), they did not,
strictly speaking, process the signal. Rather,
they digitally synthesized ambience from the
input, but otherwise left it unmodified.
The CP-1 was the first to actually tamper
with the source. It performs image enhancement and acoustic-crosstalk cancellation in
the digital domain. It also remains unique in
being the only DSP that performs Pro-Logic
decoding digitally. The CP-1 was also the
first processor to combine both ambience
synthesis and Pro-Logic decoding in one
unit. You didn't need to be Nostradamus to
predict aflood of similar units from Japanese
companies.
The Pioneer Elite SP-91D Digital Processor (whew!) is the first trickle in that anticipated torrent. The "DSP" designation is a
slight exaggeration, since Dolby Pro-Logic
is implemented in an analog chip set, not digitally. The SP-91D nevertheless offers auseful
range of digital processing:
•Ambience synthesis. Six basic room types
are modeled; some offer two or four variations.
•Ambience extraction. The rear channels can
le set for delay-only, to extract ambience via
the Haas ("precedence") effect.
•Mono enhancement. Creates (according to
the manual) a"spacious sound" from mono
sources.
•Digital equalization. Seven fixed bands,
1My criticism of the CP-1's slightly "solid-state" sound has
perhaps overshadowed my appreciation for this product's
importance. It is one of the most significant products in the history
of consumer hi-fi. It points the way to future developments. See
my article, "The Hi-Fi System of the Future," in Vol.12 No.1,
January 1989, p.77.
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with 12dB of boost or cut. The reverb
models have preset equalintions for the front
and rear ambience channels.
The SP-91D lets you define your own
ambience or equalization programs, with
whatever settings you like. The memory that
holds these settings is backed up with a
lithium cell, so they aren't erased when you
unplug the unit. (A lithium cell lasts three to
five years. You should keep alist of your custom settings, just in case the cell conks out
prematurely, or the unit needs servicing and
the settings are lost.)
The SP-91D's DSP capacity is relatively
limited. You can't use digital EQ for the front
channels and synthesize ambience at the same
time. (The now-discontinued Sony TAE1000ESD let you select any combination of
digital EQ ambience synthesis, and dynamic
processing.)

DI
SPLAY
As with many microprocessor-controlled
products, the SP-91D offers so many features
that the front panel has only enough space
for controls to operate the basic functions.
If you lose the remote, you're limited to setting the overall volume, changing modes, and
selecting programs (either preset or userdefined)? Without the remote, you can't set
individual levels or modify any of the parameters (such as EQ, reverb time, etc.).
Like most other DSPs, the SP-91D uses
avacuum-fluorescent display. The display
is rather small, but everything you need to
know is shown. Most items are easy to read,
2The proliferation of remote controls for any- and everything resulted in the appearance of "learning" remotes, ea
1983. Although Ihave one (a CORE, from CL9), Ileave all
my remotes on top of the TV and select only those Ineed for
aparticular listening session. Alearning remote, however, does
make an excellent backup for those products lacking full sets
of front-panel controls.
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but the level display for the ambience channels is rather crabbed. Not only are the numbers small, but the annunciators that indicate
which level is being shown are even smaller.
Most display elements are orange, with the
remainder reddish-orange. These two colors
do not give aclear differentiation of function
or mode. Vacuum-fluorescent displays can
have almost any combination of colors. Pioneer might have used additional colors to
group functions.

CONTROL CLUMSINESS
The remote control is compact and the buttons are of decent size. However, the layout
is less than ideal. For example, the Center
Mode (for Dolby Pro-Logic decoding) is in
the same group as the three controls that set
the delay for the rear channels. Similarly, the
front/back level and balance controls are
mixed with display mode, processing, and
test-tone controls. Be prepared to spend a
longer-than-average amount of time mastering this remote.

The level-setting functions are not wellconceived. Most DSPs have amaster control for the effects channels, plus either a
front/back balance control or separate front
and back trim controls; either system is
simple.
The SP-91D's set of controls is not so
intuitive. There's aRear Level control, but no
matching control for the Front Level. You
have to use Proc Level to set the Front level,
then fiddle with Rear Level to bring it into
balance.
There are also left/right balance controls
for both the Front and Rear processing channels. These are of little use; it's unlikely that
any listener is going to have laterally mismatched speakers, or sit off-center when alone.
Pioneer does follow the defacto standard
that the first press of abutton merely displays
the current value of aparameter. A second
press is required to actually change the value.
The idea is to let you view the parameters
without modifying them, and to keep you
from changing them accidentally.

How SHOULD AHALL BE MODELED?

The Yamaha DSP-1, reviewed in Vol.10
No.4 and Vol.11 No3, was the first ambience synthesizer to model specific concert halls. Yamaha measured the amplitude and direction of the principal reflections in anumber of halls considered
to have good sound, then digitally synthesized the corresponding delays.
On most of the hall models, the DSP-1
synthesized only the initial reflections.
These are enough to establish asense of
space. However, all current ambience synthesizers include at least one model that
goes further, adding the reverberant decay
that occurs as the initial reflections rebound and die away. (On the JVC XPA1000, all the models include reverberation. The Sony TA-E1000ESD included
reverberation in two-thirds of its models.)
There is some disagreement as to
whether the initial delays alone are sufficient, or modeling of the reverberation
itself is needed. The arguments in favor
of an "initial reflections only" (IRO)
model go like this:
•The sound of ahall is determined principally by its initial reflections. Why
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model the secondary effects?
•Most recordings already contain reverberation. Presenting this reverb from different directions is sufficient; why "reverberate the reverb"?
•Initial reflections are simpler and cheaper
to implement than full reverberation.
The counter-arguments in favor of full
reverb are convincing, though:
•Two halls with similar initial reflections
can have different decay times and patterns. For example, if you covered the
walls of acathedral with partially absorbent drapes, the initial reflection pattern
would be nearly the same, but the decay
would be quite different.
•An IRO processor reproduces the reverb
in the recording from the directions of the
initial reflections. This, of course, is inaccurate. A processor that fully synthesizes
reverb can be designed to present it from
the correct directions.
•A conventional stereo recording cannot
support the extremely long reverb times
found in churches or cathedrals. This is
partly because long reverb times may
muddy the sound, and partly because the
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GROWING PAINS
The review sample came from an early
production run. It suffered from excessive
noise in the rear channels. The noise rose and
fell with the signal, and was plainly audible.
Advancing the input level all the way reduced
the noise only slightly.
A second unit (from alater run) had the
same problem, but the noise was almost
inaudible. Ihad to be sitting close to the rear
speakers, and listening for the noise, in order
to hear it. Although this is not state-of-theart performance, it isn't bad enough to categorically disqualify the SP-91D.

DIGITAL EQ

The SP-91D is one of the first consumer
products with digital EQ. Unfortunately, its
implementation is disappointing—at least to
an audiophile.
Equalirers have their place even in "purist"
systems? Critical listeners may want to cor3Have you noticed that B&W calls their equalizer a"bassalignment filter"? They're no dummies!

listener expects the final dying-away to
come from the sides and the rear. (Hearing it from the front is musically unnatural.) But home playback, with synthesized reverb coming from the sides of and
behind the listener, can support long
reverb times.
•The decay time of synthesized reverb
can be varied to match it to the recording. Or it can be shut off altogether, leaving just the initial delays. Full reverberation
gives you achoice; IRO processors don't.
•Who cares about cost? LS! and VLSII
are cheap.
For this listener, models that synthesize only the initial reflections invariably
sound bland. The synthetic space is drab
and has little character. It sounds rather
like sitting inside agray cloud. One is
aware of the cloud, and different clouds
have somewhat different shapes and textures. But none of them are very interesting clouds.
Worse, the reverberation does not seem
1Large-Scale Integration and Very-Large-Scale Integration, respectively. With up to 100,000 transistors on asingle chip, the computing power of 10 to 100 mainframe
computers (ca 1960) can fit into asquare inch.
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rect obvious recording problems, or make
subtle adjustments in tonal balance. These
sorts of changes require alarge number of
bands (to pinpoint the correction) and high
resolution (to make level changes of 0.2dB
or less 4). The equalizer must also be sonically
transparent—few are!
Alas, the SP-9 ID's equalizer doesn't meet
any of these requirements. It has only seven
bands, centered at 65, 160, 400, 1000, 2500,
6500, and 12,500Hz. The 65Hz band is too
high to help in extending the lowest octave.
The 160Hz band is also probably too high
to be effective in taming midbass boom or
adding warmth. On the other hand, the top
band falls too low. If it were set at or above
20kHz, the top octave could be modified
without introducing apeak. Nor does the
EQ have good resolution. The smallest step
is 2dB! This is avery crude adjustment, espe4Broadband level changes of 0.2 or even 0.1dB are readily
audible, and an audiophile might very well want to make such
small compensations. The old, long discontinued Lux 5G12
could switch from ±12dB per band to ±2dB. It permitted
very subtle adjustments.

to have aphysical source. It's just there, as
if the reflections magically appeared in
space, without walls to create them.
Full reverberation usually presents a
vivid, more highly characterized view of
the performing hall. You can hear the
locations of the walls. Transients create
distinct patterns of reverberation that
stand out from the generalized decay of
the more legato musical elements. The
ambience is around you but away from
you; unlike IRO processors, you are not
sitting in a"wad" of ambience. For this
listener, the more graphic effects of full
reverberation are awelcome substitute
for not being able to see the hall or performers.
Obviously, these are highly personal
reactions. Since it's difficult to compare
the sounds of the real and synthesized
halls, Ican't prove that full reverberation
produces amore accurate simulation.
Regardless, the astute listener will note
that there are two dasses of hall synthesis.
If my descriptions and explanations aren't
enough to make up your mind, you
should listen carefully before buying.
—Bill Sommerwerck
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cially when you're trying to make broad,
shallow modifications.
Another EQ limitation is that you can't
EQ the main channels and use ambience synthesis simultaneously. One or the other, but
not both. (Ditto for Dolby Pro-Logic.) When
ambience synthesis is selected, though, you
can equalize all four ambience channels. This
would be useful if your ambience channels'
tonal balance differs markedly from the main
channels'.
Any EQ is better than none, especially
when it comes at almost no added cost. But
the SP-9 ID's EQ facilities are of such limited
flexibility that they add little value to the unit.
If you want EQ, you can find plenty of analog equalizers with 10 to 12 bands and separate controls for each channel.

AMBIENCE SYNTHESIS

synthesizers I've yet tested.

Room SOUNDS
The SP-91D's models do not have the vivid
individual characterizations one hears from
the JVC XP-A1000 that Ireviewed in Vol.12
No.12. Still, there are audible differences.
The four Hall models present afairly large
space. As with all models that generate just
the initial delays, Hall 1, Hall 2, and Hall 3
do not project astrong sense of walls being
present, or of enhanced decay. The main
differences seem to be among the strength
of the rear reflections. Hall 1sounds like your
average concert hall—moderate reflections,
with amoderate decay rate. Hall 2sounds
more lively—it has stronger reflections that
take longer to decay. Hall 3has very subtle
reflections, so subtle that Ihad to walk over
to the speakers to make sure something was
coming out of them. But they're there.
The two models with adjustable reverb
time, Hall 4and Church, have aslightly more
spacious sound than the others, with Church
(naturally) having the advantage. The overall
sound, though, has only alittle more "texture" than that offered by the other models.
Long reverb times (above 3seconds) sound
abit metallic. This was not particularly
noticeable while the music was playing, but
was obvious at the end of apiece.
The two Room models present asmaller
acoustic space, more like arecital hall, or even
alarge room (le, a"salon"). Of all the nonreverb models, these strike me as having the
most coherent effects and pleasing sound.
All the SP-91D's models (even those with
full reverberation) are, to my taste, rather
bland. (It may be that the limited range of
adjustable parameters reflects arelatively simple model.) Ilike avivid presentation, with
strong reflections and an obvious sense of the
walls. This is closer to what Ihear at alive
performance.
Tastes differ. If you want ambience, but
don't want to get so deeply involved in it, the
SP-91D's models might be just what you're
looking for.

The SP-91D offers atotal of 15 room models.
Unfortunately (for classical listeners, at least),
the selection leans in favor of rock music and
jazz. There are just four Hall models and only
one Church model However, the two Room
models seem appropriate for small groups
playing almost any kind of acoustical music.
Another disappointment is that only Hall 4,
Rock 2, Room 2, and Church have full reverberation. Regular readers know that Istrongly
prefer room models that synthesize full reverberation. (See the sidebar, "How Should a
Hall be Modeled?" for afull discussion.)
The range of adjustable parameters is also
rather limited. All the models let you adjust
the initial delay, and the front and rear EQ.
The programs that synthesize only the initial
delays add two more variable parameters:
•room size
•liveness
The programs that synthesize full reverberation add these two variable parameters:
•reverb time
•high-frequency reverb
The catch is that you can have one pair or
the other of these extra parameters, but not
both. if you want to vary the room size or the
liveness of the walls, you must select amodel
that synthesizes only the initial delays. These
parameters are not controllable on the models DOLBY DECODING
that offer full reverberation. This makes the The Dolby Pro-Logic mode has an especially
SP-91D one of the least flexible ambience wide range of options. The Dialog channel
can be set to Phantom (no Dialog speaker),
5And no Cathedral, either. These "big Church" models, with
Wide (full-range Dialog channel), or Normal
really long delay times, can be really exciting, with the right
program material.
(low frequencies from the Dialog channel
138
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routed to Left and Right). The 3-Channel
Logic mode provides aDialog channel for
systems without rear speakers; the Surround
channel is routed to the Left and Right
speakers, with special processing to simulate asurround effect.
Like other Pro-Logic units using the
Dolby Labs' chip set, the SP-91D has unsurpassed decoding. If you've been following
my Dolby decoder reviews (Vol.12 Nos.8 &
11), you know that Isubject the decoders to
anumber of "torture tests" that reveal how
they behave under extreme conditions. Iwant
to see how the decoder sounds to listeners
sitting far off-axis eor when there's only one
channel of information.
For the off-axis tests, Istand as far in front
of the Right speaker as that speaker is from
the Dialog speaker. (This seems to be a"reasonable" extreme position for alarge audience.) A mono signal should appear to come
from the Dialog speaker, with no crosstalk
audible from the Right. A scene with simultaneous dialog and stereo music should have
little or no dialog audible in the Right
speaker. (For the latter, Iuse the scene in Beetlejuice where the Maitlands drive to their
deaths.)
Like the other recently reviewed Pro-Logic
decoder from AudioSource, the SP-91D performs superbly on this test. There was no
audible crosstalk with amono source, either
in Wide or Normal mode. When both dialog and music were present, there was afaint
(and Imeanfaint) ghost image of the dialog.
Ihad to be listening for it to hear it.
The SP-91D also performed well on the
"one-channel" test. The left track of the
opening of Back to the Future is fed into the
decoder, and the Left speaker is turned oft
With only one input, the logic circuits should
cancel all output from the other channels.
This is afairly rough test, because this scene
has alot of transient sounds (such as the
toaster popping and water sizzling on ahotplate). All previous decoders not using the
Pro-Logic chip had problems, taking at least
one second to recognize that only one channel was present. And the residual crosstalk
was distorted on all decoders (except the
Shure HTS-5300).
The Dolby Pro-Logic chips have now
beaten the Shure 5300. The SP-91D almost
6This is the whole point of using Pro-Logic and aDialog
speaker. An on-axis listener doesn't need them.
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1992

instantly recognizes that only the Left signal is present. And although the crosstalk is
down only about 16 to 20dB (as against the
Shure's nearly 30dB of cancellation), that's
good enough. Most important, the crosstalk
is free of distortion or other artifacts.

DOLBY SOUND QUALITY

The SP-91D's Dolby decoding sounded reasonably good, but did not match the nearperfection of the Shure 5000 series. A bypass
test revealed amild (but not particularly
obnoxious) hardness added to brass.
The SP-91D also degraded the image
somewhat. The soundfield was actually too
wide? and slightly phasey. The image space
was flattened and "jumbled"; the sense of a
particular group of instruments performing
in aspecific acoustic was diminished. The
direct and ambient sounds were more of a
hodgepodge, less of aGesamttonbild. Musicians or instruments at the center were down
slightly in leve1.8
In adirect comparison with the Shure
5300, the slightly hard, "congested" quality remained auclible. The sound lacked openness and had agritty-edgy quality.
If the sound of this sample is typical of an
average SP-91D (and I'm not sure that it is),
I'd give the decoder arecommendation at the
top of Class C in Stereophile's "Recommended
Components" listing. Its sound quality was
at least as good as that of any other decoder
I've tested (except the Shure and the Sony
TA-E1000ESD).

RECOMMENDATIONS

Pioneer's SP-91D is aremarkable technical
achievement, pointing at the direction in
which hi-fi (at least, upscale midbrow hi-fi)
is going: gobs of sophisticated DSP at neargiveaway prices. However, it falls short in
ways that should make the Stereophile reader
think hard and long before plunking down
his or her plastic. In terms of features, the SP91D represents fair value for money. But the
digital EQ and ambience synthesis have
severely limited flexibility. It's impossible to
make a categorical recommendation or
rejection.
7That is, wider than the source material. An error is an error,
even if it's aeuphonic error.
8The image problems are probably due to minor misalignment of the decoder, or adefective Dolby chip. Of course, I
can't tell whether it occurs with all SP-91Ds, or it's asample defect.
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My initial reaction was favorable. Unfortunately, the more Iused the '91D, the less
Iliked it. The SP-91D's level-setting controls are poorly laid out and less-thanintuitive. The ambience synthesizer does not
have enough models that feature full, variable
reverberation. The models it does have sound
bland and lack awide range of adjustable
parameters. The digital equalizer does not
have enough bands to make it auseful tool
for the serious listener, and its 2dB-level steps
are too coarse. In addition, the equali7er cannot be used on the front channels at the same
time ambience synthesis is engaged. And the
equalizer cannot be used with Pro-Logic
decoding.
No doubt Pioneer will be unhappy with
this review, but Ihave to call 'em as Isee 'em;
Stereophile is not Stereo Review. Our readers
are critical listeners who fuss over details.
What's "good enough" or "adequate" for the
average listener will not satisfy them. What's
alistener to do, therefore?
If price is not aconsideration, the Shure
HTS-5300 ($1000) gives the best-sounding
Dolby Stereo decoding, and the JVC XPA1010TN ($1250) provides the most flex-

ible and natural-sounding ambience synthesis available. I've been using both for almost
two years, and have yet to tire of them or find
any significant failings. (Or any minor ones,
for that matter.) Both provide aconsistently
engaging listening experience.
The Lexicon CP-1 is areasonable value at
$1250. It provides good ambience synthesis and Dolby Pro-Logic decoding, along
with some nifty image-enhancement features. The remote control is simple and
uncluttered, aboon to the technically intimidated. Its only real deficiency is its slightly
hard, "transistory" sound. (The estimable
JGH is not as bothered by the sound as Iam.
You may not be either.)
Another alternative is to buy something
inexpensive but good, then toss or trade it
when the product of your dreams comes
along. For example, the AudioSource SSThree, reviewed in Vol.15 No.1, is agoodsounding Dolby decoder for less than $400.
Idon't know of any "budget" ambience synthesizers, but the Yamaha DSP-1 and '3000
were popular, and you might be able to find
aused one at alow price.

A Room Fun 0' TUNES:
M ICHAEL GREEN PAYS AVISIT
Guy Lemcoe
RoomTune passive listening-room acoustic treatment accessories. Comeffunes: equilateral triangle, 14" each side by 2" D:
$79 (set of 4). EchoTunes: 16" W by 10" Hby 2" D: $39.501pair. RoomTunes: 12" W by 3
1"
Dby 48" H: S229/pair ($239/pair
in black). Basic room treatment (4 ComerTunes, 2EchoTunes, 3RoomTunes): $462. Deluxe room treatment (4 Comeffunes,
4EchoTunes, 6RoomTunes): $845.
AmpClamp vibration arrestors for components. Approximately 19" W by 12" Dby (variable) H: $129 in black (other colors,
$149).
Both: Approximate number of dealers: 92. Manufacturer RoomTune, P.O. Box 57, Sugarcreek, OH 44681. Tel: (216) 8522222. Fax: (216) 852-2363.
It all began back in May, when Michael
Green, the guiding light ofRoomTune, called
to say he'd like to come to Santa Fe to assist
me in "tuning" my listening room. Iwas
hesitant; Ithought I'd done areasonablejob
setting up my listening room with the RoomTune products sent to me earlier by Green's
associate, Mike Finley. Iwas quite happy with
the sound, thank you, and didn't feel the
140

necessity for more tweaking.' But I've never
been known to turn down avisit by amanufacturer; Iagreed to entertain Mr. Green.
1In retrospect, Iattribute my smug attitude and reticence
toward this visit to acondition Icall "reviewer myopia." It
seems that reviewers are often so engrossed in our own egotrip audio-guru mindset that we easily lose sight of the forest
for the trees. We often mistake the finger pointed at the moon
for the moon itself. Worse yet, we even begin to lose interest
in music!
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ffloo"'"The RoomTune family: RoomTunes, CornerTunes, and EchoTunes

Michael Green has one of those great
smiles, and doesn't appear to have an ornery
bone in his body. He grinned from ear to ear
as Iapproached him in Stereophiles parking
lot, seemingly towering over Tom Norton,
who stood beside him. If you've seen the
photograph of Michael Green in his ads, you
may be reminded of certain characters you've
seen in those epic movies usually shown during the Christmas or Easter holidays.
Before Michael arrived, Ihad put aCornerTune in each upper corner of my listening room—the visual effect similar to adense
spider web covering the conjunction of wall
and ceiling. Itrusted the Velcro, which attaches the CornerTunes to the walls, would
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1992

hold, as one of the 'Tunes was directly above
my turntable? An EchoTune was affixed to
the wall at ceiling height behind and centered
between the loudspeakers. Another was
placed, also at ceiling height, halfway along
the wall to the left of the listening seat. Two
more EchoTunes were similarly placed on the
other walls. Ihad six FtoomTunes in the room:
one in each corner behind the speakers; three
arranged, box-like, between the speakers
against the rear wall; and one directly behind
my listening seat. My Mirage M-3 speakers
were positioned alittle over 3' from the rear
2It did not fall down. For amore finished appearance and the
assurance that the 'Tunes won't fall down, you can use brass
upholstery nails.
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wall, toed-in slightly, 18" from the side walls,
sitting securely on Arcici Super Spikes
(which easily penetrated the wall-to-wall carpeting in my 11' by 14' room). The listening chair was situated so that the back of my
head was 24" from the rear wall.
Michael sat for awhile, listening, then
asked if Iwould leave the room. Ileft to grab
aModelo Especial from the fridge and catch
asmoke. After ashort time, the door to the
listening room opened and Michael appeared,
wearing that irresistible smile, holding two
RoomTunes. "Here," he said. "You don't need
these." He handed them to me, returned to
the listening room, and closed the door. I
stood in the hallway, holding the RoomTunes,
looking like Paul Bunyan clutching apair of
Acoustat Model 1loudspeakers. (RoomTunes
really do resemble miniature Acoustats. I
thought it appropriate to put them on either
side of my TV set as conversation pieces.) A
few more minutes passed, the door opened
again, and another RoomTune exited the
listening room. Michael finally emerged,
grinning and hardly able to contain his
excitement. "Come on in," he said. "Have
alisten."
The first thing Inoticed when Ientered the
room was that the speakers had been moved
farther out into the room. Much farther. They
now stood with their backs 5' from the rear
wall, toed-in slightly as before. The listening
chair had been movedforward so that the distance from my head to the wall behind was
now 48". These were the only major changes
Green had made. The wall behind the
speakers was totally bare, the arrangement
of 'Tunes between the speakers gone. Only
alone 'Tune midway between the speakers
remained. The 48" -high 'Tune behind the
listening chair had also disappeared.
We'd been listening to agreat recording by
Brazilian guitarist Egberto Gismonti—Danca
Dos Escravos (ECM 1387). Ilisten to this disc
often and am always thrilled by the vitality
and passion expressed in the music via Gismonti's admirable guitar technique. For me,
this recording sets an example of how to capture the minute details of aperformance
without sacrificing the sense of air and
ambience so necessary for aconvincing portrayal. Ihad no idea how much better the
sound could be until Green had worked his
magic on my room! Before tuning, Ihad
accepted the sound of this disc as represen142

tative of some of the best ECM had to offer.
The soundstage—or, more appropriately for
ECM recordings, "soundscape"—was expansive, reaching well beyond the boundaries of
the speakers in all directions. It's as if the
listener's nose is pressed against agiant bubble, his or her peripheral vision catching its
arcuation. Ihad no problem with this perspective and didn't realize it was possible to
actually penetrate into that bubble until my
room was tuned.
After tuning, with my ears 5' from the
front of the M-3s, Ientered that envelope of
sound which before had stretched just ahead
of my nose. The effect was dramatic, due in
large part to the new relationship which was
developing between myself and the music.
Looking straight ahead from the listening
chair, the M-3s (which, in aroom the size of
mine, cannot be considered "unobtrusive")
were visible only at the edges of my field of
vision. Their presence in the room was soon
forgotten as Istared at the lone 'Tune behind
them. Iwas aware only of a"wall of sound"
extending from the left to right sides of the
room, accompanied by agreat sense of depth.
It was as if I'd been let in on some well-kept
secret. Isuddenly felt privy to the musical
experience to adegree beyond any I'd experienced before. Ibecame an intimatepart of the
soundstage—no longer an observer, but a
participant in the experience! Minute performance details became unambiguous, lessening the interpretive burden. A result of
this was that Ibecame amore relaxed listener.
This may all sound incredible, the yapping
of areviewer who's spent too much time
kneeling to triode monoblock amps at the
high-end altar. Believe me when Itell you
that the experience was not singular. Several
of my listening buddies expressed disbelief
at the transformation wrought by tuning. "It
just keeps getting better," exclaimed Michael
Mandell. "And it sounded great before," he
added, closing his eyes and sinking deeper
into the chair. "Your room just got much
larger," Jerry said. As Ifed the latest Harry
Connick, Jr. CD into the Kinergetics KCD40, Jerry continued, "The sense of space and
depth is as good as I've heard. Imaging is
right on! What agreat recording. Let's listen to Fairytales next." Lee was speechless as
Ilifted the stylus from "Sazilakab," on Jorge
Reyes's 1983 album, Ek-Tunkul (Kollectiv KJRV 001). It wasn't until side one of Giles
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Reaves's Wunjo (MCA-5819) ended, however,
that he swung around in the chair to face me,
his eyes wide open, exclaiming, "Wow! Your
system has just reached another plateau!"
It's difficult to describe my listening experience in the tuned room. Icould say the rear
corners of the soundstage were rendered in
better perspective, and that depth was enhanced. Icould also say that imaging was
more precise, with aheightened sense of air
around the performers. Icould go on to say
that spectral balance and timbrai accuracy
seemed, respectively, certain and honest.
Above all, Icould add that the presentation
of the music had afacility, agrace to it, which
made listening to my favorite selections all
that more enjoyable. You'll have to hear the
effect for yourself, in your room, with your
setup, to appreciate my enthusiasm for
Michael Green's controversial, less-is-more
approach to the taming of room acoustics?
In my case, from the moment Ifirst heard the
changes, Ibecame an advocate.

to make it as "live" as possible. In practical
terms, this means removing most, if not all,
sound-damping objects from the room?
Green likes to see bare walls in sparsely furnished listening rooms. In fact, he likes to see
bare rooms period, since it is from that point
that true room tuning can begin. The process starts by minimizing reflected sound
waves without overdamping the environment. It's Green's contention that the juncture between ceiling and wall is aroom's
most reflective, energy-producing interface.
These upper corners act as mirrors, vigorously attracting and immediately reflecting
the higher frequencies. If there was away to
"trap" this energy, the duplication of sound
waves at this point would be retarded or
stopped. Enter the CornerTunes. These devices, when installed at the room's corner
wall/ceiling interfaces, reflective side out, act
as acoustic wave (energy) traps and baffles,
terminating and diffusing the upper-frequency energy waves reaching them. One in
each corner does the trick
W HAT'S GOING ON HERE?
Halfway along the walls, at ceiling height,
What form of black magic has been wrought
is the zone Green refers to as the "primary
by this sound engineer, former gospel perecho slap generator." Midway between that
former, and cousin of "Doc" Watson? His
zone and the corner is the secondary generabout-face approach to room treatment was
ator. If the primary zone can be controlled,
hard for me to swallow—at first. Having
so goes Green's argument, the effects of the
digested Tom Norton's lucid discussion of secondary will be lessened or eliminated.
listening-room acoustics,' Iwould place
Enter the EchoTune. These devices, when
Green's position toward the far left. If I installed correctly (ie, reflective side out), act
understand his philosophy correctly, Michael
much like the CornerTunes in trapping and
Green views room-damping approaches to
diffusing duplicate upper-frequency acoustic
acoustic treatment with adoubting eye. To
energy or sound waves. It's important not to
him, the net effect of alot of "conventional"
get carried away with EchoTunes. If four of
wisdom regarding room treatment is to atthem enhance the sound, it's mistaken to
tenuate acoustic energy, especially that assoassume that eight will improve it even furciated with frequencies above 4kHz. As a ther. Remember, the idea behind tuning a
consequence, so Green's argument goes,
room is to control duplicate acoustic energy
music reproduced in those rooms is robbed
without overdamping. In Michael Green's
of high-frequency extension, which results
scheme, less is more.
in adistinct lack of "air" and harmonic overThe highly reflective nature of ceilings in
tone generation. The richness and élan present
most rooms can cause problems in some
at live performances is absent from these
environments; RoomTune offers asolution
home hi-fi systems.
for those concerned with this situation.
Green's mission is one of rehabilitation: He
Called the CeilingTune, it's installed ahead
wants to restore this missing acoustic energy
of and midway between the loudspeakers on
and thus refit music with life and opulence.
the ceiling directly in front of the listener. I'm
The first step in this process of "room tuntold it's adjustable and can be considered the
ing" is to empty the listening room in order
final tool used in room tuning. Unavailability
3With the customer's satisfaction guaranteed by RoomTune
and its distributors, this will not be-hard to do.
4See Vol.14 No.10, October 1991.
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1992

5This step which will surely threaten domestic tranquility,
especially if the listening room is "shared" with other family
members for other functions.
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of the product and apprehension about installing such adevice on my ceiling (which
Idon't own) prevented me from auditioning it. For those who own as opposed to rent,
this appears to be atreatment worth investigating. If Ican overcome my fear of drilling
holes in my apartment's ceiling to install
lighting tracks, I'll ask for aCeilingTune.
For most listeners, the placing of RoomTunes will be the final step in the roomtuning process. It's important to remember
that RoomTunes are only tools to help you
decide where to place your loudspeakers. It's
not enough to just put four or more RoomTunes in your room according to some published schematic, then sit back and enjoy great
sound. The process entails experimentation
with placement of listening seat, speakers,
and RoomTunes (since the sound in each
room will be affected differently according
to the differences between rooms and loudspeakers). You must use your head and ears
to establish optimum placement of the three
key players in this game: speakers, 'Tunes, and
listener. When that optimum arrangement
is reached, you will be rewarded with sound
which has "snapped" into focus in much the
same way afine camera lens captures an
image.
RoomTunes seemed to work especially
well with the bipolar Mirage M-3 speakers.
If you recall Tom Norton's Vol.13 No.11
review, you'll remember that the M-3s disperse sound to their rear as well as to the
front. The character and construction of the
rear and side walls is very important with

these speakers (they seem to especially like
highly reflective, wallboard-over-frame construction). Other speaker designs will have
other requirements and/or eccentricities. You
must experiment and not take anything for
granted. In short—be adventurous!
AMPCLAMPS
If, as some say, Santa Fe rests on agiant
vibrating crystal, then Michael Green picked
the right place to demonstrate his AmpClamps. Whereas RoomTunes address the
problem of wayward acoustic energy generated in aroom when music is playing, AmpClamps address the resonances occurring
within and outside electronic components;
resonances excited, for example, by floor- and
air-borne vibrations, from motors, transformers, cooling fans, etc.
An AmpClamp consists of two 1"-thick
slabs of MDF between which you place your
CD player, preamp, amp(s), processors, and
other gear. Threaded steel rods pass through
the four corners of each slab and are screwed
into four large knobs (feet) which support
the slab and equipment. The top slab is then
placed on the component and the remaining
four knobs are tightened down on the ends
of the rods, thus "clamping" the component.
Rods of various lengths are available to
accommodate equipment of different heights.
The fin begins when you place the "tuning" devices above and below the component. AmpClamps come with black marbles
(held in place with small, round rubber
bands) which are to be used for this purpose.

RoomTune AmpClamp
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Once the marbles are placed under the gear,
aset is to be placed on top of the gear. Let me
tell you, Ididn't know the meaning of the
word "frustration" until Itried to put my
Manley Reference amps in the clamps! I
eventually ended up using Tiptoes instead
of the marbles for all the clamping. Michael
Green recommends the more elegant (and
expensive) Audio Selection cones from German Acoustics, but Ihad aproblem with
them which I'll describe shortly.
Underneath acomponent, the Tiptoes or
cones point down; above, they point up. Don't
think that once you've got the Tiptoes or
cones placed above and beneath your gear,
the show is over. Not quite. Under (or above)
each point you must place apenny, and
between it and the slab alayer of Navcom.
This acts as aminiature shock absorber, giving you better feel and control over the actual
tuning process. You can also move the Tiptoes or cones around to further tweak the
sound (and perhaps drive yourself to drink).
When all elements of the AmpClamp are
secured, you can turn the top knobs to tighten
everything down and begin, in Green's
words, "to tune out resonances and tune in
the music." 6
Clamping the CD player7and preamp was
considerably easier than clamping the amps,
though fitting the AmpClamp onto ashelf
in my Arcici Superstructure II equipment
rack required much fiddling 6Again, Iused
various-sized Tiptoes in place of the marbles
6Ihave reservations about the AmpClamp when used with
tube amps, especially those operating in triode mode. My
Manleys put out some heat; Ican't help but wonder about the
restricted ventilation imposed by the AmpClamp's top plate
and its effect on the amp's longevity. After afew hours oflistening, Ireached under the top plate and felt the penny. It was
uncomfortably hot to the touch. In fact, the airspace between
the top of the amp and the plate was quite warm.
Earlier Imentioned that I'd replaced the large Audio Selection cones with large Tiptoes. Idid this because of an incident which occurred when Iwanted to adjust the position of
one of the cones and noticed that it would not move—the
adhesive on the bottom of the cone was oozing out from its
protective cover. After removing the top plate, Ipulled the
cone off the amp, turned it over, and noticed ahoneycomb
pattern impressed in the adhesive's shiny protective cover
paper. The heat from the amps had softened the adhesive to
the point where it had flowed and picked up the pattern of
the amp's protective grille Ipointed this out to Michael, who
seemed surprised. He said he will design and make available
aperforated top plate to ensure adequate ventilation. Iunderstand that cones without the adhesive are available on spedal order from German Acoustics. They're solid brass and
cost more.
7Use alight touch when tuning your CD player, or you may
interfere with the operation of the transport mechanism. Igot
carried away on the Kinergetics and reached apoint where
the drawer would not open.
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1992

(which Ifound almost impossible to use
effectively). Incidentally, Green recommends
clamping the system starting with the CD
player, then the preamp, and finally the
amp(s). Idid just the opposite, since Ihad
enough clamps on hand for the whole system. If you can't clamp your whole system
at once, then Iurge you to follow Green's
advice and start with the CD player.
Perhaps the most revealing thing Ican say
about the effects of all this clamping is that
for the past few days, listening to the system
with all the clamps removed, I've found myself
quickly getting bored with the sound. Idon't
tap my feet or bob my head as often or as
energetically as Idid when the clamps were
installed. Ino longer get the goosebumps I
used to listening to certain songs. Worst of
all, Itend to cut listening sessions short, often
ending up on the sofa in the other room
watching TV! It's obvious some insidious
force is at work here, but I'm at aloss to
explain it.
The AmpClamps give the listener music
reproduced with sharper, faster transient
response (less smearing), increased airiness,
exceptional ambience recovery, tighter, fuller,
more pitch-accurate low bass, sparklingly
extended highs (devoid of any haze or glaze),
revelatory fine-detail retrieval, timbral "rightness," and ageneral ease of presentation I
missed or was unaware of in the past. For
example, the mechanics of the piano's action
and the occasional "twang" of the strings on
"Little Clowns" and "Little Waltz," from
Harry Connick, Jr.'s self-titled Columbia
debut (CK 40702), were portrayed with
more—I hate to use this word—"palpability"
after clamping. The localization of these
extraneous sounds in and around the piano
was extraordinarily precise and true to what
you would expect to hear at alive performance were you lucky enough to get aseat
close to the stage.
Though Ihad no apparent problems with
image specificity before, clamping the system
focused the sound even more pointedly, imbuing it with additional credence. On the same
album, Ron Carter's string bass on "Vocation" assumed areal presence in the room,
the leading edges of the notes clearly audible
8By the time this review is published, RoomTune will have
their ClampRack available in several heights. As the name
implies, it's an equipment rack which incorporates AmpClamps into the design.
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as they sprang from his instrument. Sure, I'm
used to hearing leading edges of notes and
their "tails" as they taper off. I've not heard
them, however, so explicitly. CDs and LPs
took on the sense of élan one experiences
listening to live music. Most importantly, the
hours Ispent in the listening seat became
happier ones.
You may or may not hear the results Idid.
It's quite likely your expectations of the
sound of your system differ from mine; you
may use the AinpClamps to achieve adifferent sound. What's important is the fact that
atool exists to enable you to choose asonic signature unique to your system which pleases
you. After all, when the smoke has cleared,
it's your happiness which counts.
RoomTunes and AmpClamps are not for
everyone. Some simply won't want to fuss

with them. Domestic and/or cosmetic concerns will preclude their use for others. However, Michael Green's unique products will
enable those dedicated to good sound to cross
athreshold which, in the past, seemed immutable. With the introduction of the AmpClamps, Green has opened aPandora's box
similar, Ibelieve, to that opened afew years
ago when differences between cables were
heard. Ipredict that we'll see the market
flooded with similar products in the near
future. In addition to the forthcoming
SpeakerClamp, Green says he has afew other
ideas up his sleeve, including one which
addresses the problem of vibration-induced
resonances at their source on circuit boards.
Tell me, Michael, when you finish that project, will you design HouseClamps?

Two DIY LOUDSPEAKER DESIGNS
John Atkinson
Plans and parts for both the winning design in the 1991 "Audiophile Sound-Off," athree-way transmission-line loudspeaker
designed by Robert Spear and Alex Thomhill, and the runner-up, atwo-way reflex design by Ralf Patterson, are available from:
A&S Speakers, 3170 23rd Street, San Francisco, CA 94110. Tel: (415) 641-4573. Fax: (415) 648-5306.
In the postscript to this report, Corey Greenberg reports on the third annual "Audiophile
Loudspeaker Sound-Off" organized in October 1991 by A&S Speakers of San Francisco, for which he served as one of the judges.
Having reviewed and measured some 75
commercial loudspeaker designs over the last
three years, Ithought I'd indulge myself in
achange of pace. Itherefore offered A&S's
Arthur Rosenblum the opportunity of running the three winning designs through
Stereophile's standardized loudspeaker test
schedule. He accepted with alacrity, though
shipping constraints limited the exercise to
just the winner and the runner-up.
THE WINNER:
SPEAR/ALEX THORNHILL
THREE—WAY
Winner of the $500 prize money was the
speaker enigmatically referred to by CG as
"No.11." A 41.5"-tall transmission-line design, 13" deep and 9" wide (see fig.1), this
uses French Focal drivers. Mounted at the top
of the baffle is aV416 8" woofer, with then
aT9Oti 1" inverted titanium-dome tweeter
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(Stereophile readers will remember Dick 01sher being impressed by this tweeter in his
review of the JM Lab Micron design last September, in Vol.14 No.9) and a5K0-13L 5"
Kevlar-cone midrange. The rectangular vent
for the woofer transmission line, which is
about 7.5' long, is sited at the base of the front
baffle. Following best audiophile practice,
the crossover is mounted in aseparate box,
with the speaker offering three sets of terminals on its rear panel, one for each driver.
The crossover, which physically and electrically divides its three sections, is based on
aFocal design and is complex, as can be seen
in fig.2. The tweeter high-pass filter is thirdorder, with series resistors to drop the level
to match the midrange unit. The woofer lowpass at first sight appears to be fourth-order,
until you notice the fact that there's athird
inductor in series with the shunt capacitor.
Imodeled the complete crossover, assuming all inductors and capacitors to be perfect
and the drive-units to be 8ohm resistors,
using the ECA-Ace circuit analysis program
from Tatum Labs.1The results are shown in
fig.3. It can be seen that the unusual woofer
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Fig.l Spear/Thornhill design, side view showing
transmission line.
•

•

•

•

•

•

Spear/Thornhill DIY loudspeaker
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•

filter superimposes adeep notch at 700Hz
over the usual low-pass response, resulting
in avery steep rolloff after adegree of peaking. The midrange-tweeter crossover lies at
4.5kHz, quite ahigh frequency for a5" unit.
Note also that the midrange bandpass filter
returns above 10kHz, but not to any significant degree.
Simulation is all very well, but real circuits
are built with real components. Fig.4 therefore shows the measured response of the
actual crossover filters when loaded with 8
ohm resistors. Very similar to the simulated
response, the Qs are lower, meaning that the
700Hz notch in the woofer's drive signal is
not as deep, nor are any of the peaks as pronounced. The next step was to measure the
voltage drive at the three pairs of drive-unit
terminals when connected to the crossover.
This is shown in fig.5. The drive-units are
most definitely not 8ohm resistors, and the
filter performance is subtly changed.
Finally, what are the acoustic outputs resulting from these drive signals? These, mea1Tatum Labs, 1478 Mark Twain Court, Ann Arbor, MI
48103-9709. Tel: (313) 663-8810.
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Fig.2 Spear/Thornhill design,

crossover.

sured with the DRA Labs MLSSA system2
on the tweeter axis at adistance of 45", are
shown in fig.6. (The other speaker of the pair
was effectively identical, suggesting that the
designers have done an excellent job in matching the drivers and crossover components
from one sample to the other.) The steep
woofer slope suppresses the cone break-up
behavior by 20dB, with asmooth crossover
to the midrange unit at 520Hz. The latter unit
is pretty flat in its passband, though asevere
spike at 55kHz, presumably acone break-up
mode, lies only 6dB down. The tweeter balance is also pretty flat, though some sharp
2For consistency's sake, I've plotted out all these crossover
curves with the Audio Precision System One software Note,
however, that the Audio Precision was only used to measure
the loudspeaker electrical impedances DRA Labs' PC-based
MLSSA system, in conjunction with acalibrated B&K 4006
microphone, was used for all the acoustic measurements.
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spikes can be seen in the mid-treble. Its ultrasonic resonance can be seen ca 23kHz.
Iauditioned the speakers with CD exclusively, using aMeridian 602 transport feeding the VTL DIA processor. Amplification
was Audio Research Classic 120 power amplifiers, and either aMelos headphone amplifier used as aline-stage or aMark Levinson
No.26S preamplifier, with MIT CVT interconnect and speaker cable The speakers were
coupled to the floor beneath the carpet with
German Acoustics brass cones, which went
some way to eliminating asense of "slowness" to the sound.
Vertical listening height seemed quite critical, pink noise sounding smoothest with the
ear just below the center of the woofer. Even
so, asharp energy peak could be heard in the
mid-treble. The LEDR imaging tests on the
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mid-treble. The LEDR imaging tests on the
Chesky Jazz Sampler CD revealed the Spears
to offer agood sense of image height, and
precise lateral imaging with areasonable
sense of depth. Ambient detail seemed somewhat suppressed, however, the Steinway on
my Chopin recording on the Stereophile Test
CD sounding as if it had been recorded in a
drier hall than had been the case. The subjective bass extension seemed only moderate
for what is aquite large enclosure; the 32Hz
warble-tone band on the Stereophile Test CD
was just audible, the 25Hz and 20Hz bands
were missing in action.
11010 MILCIS1011

1191.111.1

21 DEC 96 11.05 ,53

711011.1

As mentioned earlier, there was asubjective sense of slowness to the sound, which
listening to well-recorded rock and acoustic
piano seemed to indicate was associated with
alack of lower-midrange clarity. Both electric bass and piano sounded rather boxy, with
areduced sense of pitch definition. Male
voice, too, sounded rather thick. Listening
to the cabinet walls with astethoscope revealed astrong "hoot" to be present around
300Hz, which may well be the root cause.
As the knuckle-rap test revealed the walls to
be reasonably dead, it's possible that this hoot
is due to aline resonance.
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Fig.3 Spear design, crossover filters, simulated
voltage drive assuming each driver identical
to an 8ohm resistor.
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Fig.6 Spear design, acoustic crossover measured
on l-IF axis at 45".
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Fig.4 Spear design, crossover filters, measured
voltage drive loading each filter with an 8
ohm resistor.
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Fig.7 Spear design, electrical impedance (solid)
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Fig.8 Spear design, vertical response family at
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Fig.5 Spear design, crossover filters, measured
voltage drive loading each filter with its
respective drive-unit.
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The midrange was nicely neutral, woodwind instruments, for example, being reproduced with all of their individualities intact.
Higher in frequency, however, voices acquired
asibilant edge, while some piano notes above
the top of the treble staff took on rather a
metallic coloration. The normally sweetsounding organ pipes of Peter Mitchell's and
Brad Meyer's organ recording on the Stereophile Test CD were also alittle too grainy for
comfort.
Overall, the sound was well-balanced, but
to give the lie to JGH's saying that getting
the midrange right is more important than
anything else, Iwas left somewhat cold by
the sound of Bob Spear's loudspeaker. Despite its low levels of midrange coloration,
Icouldn't ultimately get past its lack of clarity
and rather fiery highs.
Moving back to my measurements, fig.7
shows the speaker's electrical impedance and
phase. (Reinforcing my impression of excel-

fr*
\);

dB

lent pair-matching, the impedance plot of the
other speaker was virtually identical.) The
transmission-line bass tuning doesn't look
appreciably different from that of asealed
box, with asingle woofer peak noticeable at
40Hz. The impedance falls to 3ohms in the
midrange, implying that wimpy amplifiers
need not apply for the job of driving the Spear
design. Despite the speaker's panels being
very lively at 300Hz, this doesn't show as a
"wrinkle" in the impedance amplitude and
phase plots.
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Fig.10 Spear design, anechoic response on
listening axis at 45" averaged across 30°
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with nearfield
woofer and port responses below 200Hz
and 500Hz, respectively.
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Fe Spear design, horizontal response family at
45", normalized to response on woofer
axis, from back to front: reference
response; difference 7.5° off-axis;
difference 15° off-axis; difference 30°
off-axis.
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Fig.11 Spear design, impulse response on listening
axis at 45" (5ms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth).
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Before examining the amplitude response
of the Spear speaker, I'll look at the way in
which that response changes with listening
position. Normally, Iassume that aloudspeaker has been designed to sound flat on
its tweeter axis. With this design, however,
the tweeter lies just 30.25" from the floor,
which is an unrealistically low listening position. The center of the woofer is amore normal 37" from the floor, so Iused that as my
reference axis. As can be seen from fig.8, which
assumes the speaker to have aperfectly flat
response and just shows the changes as the
listener moves up and down, moving significantly above or below that axis introduces
asuckout at the upper crossover frequency.
Listening with your ears between the top of
the enclosure and the tweeter, however, only
introduces minor changes in balance. Similarly, fig.9 shows how the speaker's measured
response changes as the listener moves to the
side of the woofer axis. Minor peakiness can
be seen to develop around 2and 4kHz, but
this is not very critical. The otherwise excellent dispersion is presumably due to the narrow baffle and contributes to the excellent
imaging accuracy noted during my auditioning.
To the right of fig.10 is shown the quasianechoic response on the woofer axis at adistance of 45". The Spear loudspeaker is fundamentally flat in response trend, with only
acouple of peaks in the mid-treble breaking
things up. (I wager that these peaks contribute to both the sibilance noted and to the
grain and occasionally metallic nature of the
speaker's treble.) This is excellent measured
performance for ahome-brew loudspeaker
—I'm not surprised CG liked this speaker
so much—and by comparing fig.10 with
fig.9, it can be seen that the peakiness can be
alleviated by listening somewhat off-axis,
with the speakers not toed-in all the way to
the listening position.
To the left of fig.10 are shown the responses of the woofer and line vent measured in
the nearfield. The levels of these can only be
approximate, but Iused the speaker's inroom response (not shown) as aguide. The
bass rolls out gently below 50Hz, as expected
from my listening, while the vent adds only
asmall degree of midbass reinforcement.
Again, the vent level shown is a"guesstimate"; note, however, its peaky behavior in
the lower midrange. Is this due to pipe resSTEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1992

onance in the line? Does it correlate with the
300Hz hoot and the lack of lower-midrange
clarity? It's hard to say, but Ihave to say that
the "slow" quality and the lack of clarity are
things I've heard with other transmissionline designs; the big IMFs and TDLs, for
example.
Fig.11 shows the Spear design's impulse
response—revealing the high-order crossover by the lazy decay, overlaid with ultrasonic ringing from the tweeter—while fig.12
shows how the speaker's response changes
as that impulse dies away. This "waterfall"
plot reveals resonances in aspeaker by ridges
that emerge parallel to the time axis; the
ultrasonic tweeter resonance, for example,
around 23kHz. All in all, the Spear is very
clean in the midrange and low treble, but
fig.12 does reveal the upper of the twin treble
peaks in fig.10 to be due to aresonance.
Looking at the drive-units individually reveals these peaks as atweeter problem, though
the lower one, at 5.5kHz, coincides with the
on-axis peak in the midrange unit's output.

RUNNER-UP:
RALF PATTERSON TWO-WAY

This speaker, Corey's "No.8," scored well due
to its ability to throw awell-defined sound-
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stage and to its low level of coloration on
vocal recordings. A two-way design, it combines a7" Kevlar-coned woofer from the
German Eton company with a1" soft-dome
Morel tweeter. This tweeter, the MDT33, is
highly regarded, but I'm aware of only one
professional designer (other than Morel) who
makes use of it: Brian Cheney ofVMPS. This
is probably due to its high cost.
The over-square enclosure (see fig.13)
measures 14" high by 10" wide by 12" deep.
The competition samples are reminiscent of
Dick Olsher's Black Dahlia DIY design in
that they are finished in black with rounded
horizontal side edges. The front baffle is
asymmetrical, with the tweeter offset to one
side. (The competition samples were supplied
as amatched pair.) The woofer is reflex-tuned
by two 2" -diameter, 9" -deep ports on the
cabinet's rear. A black grille is fitted, but as
this consists of cloth stretched over abulky
wooden frame, Ileft it off for all auditioning and measuring.
The crossover is shown in fig.14. Like the
Spear design, the tweeter high-pass filter is
third-order, though the two series capacitors are of unequal value. As well as aresistive
divider to lower the tweeter level, there is a
shunt LC network to provide an additional

Fig. I
3 Patterson design, side view showing
position of ports.

notch. The woofer low-pass filter is physically
and electrically separate from the tweeter
(though the speaker has just one pair of WBT
terminals) and is basically third-order with
an additional CR Zobel network shunting
the drive-unit.
As with the Spear loudspeaker, Imodeled
the crossover with the ECA-Ace circuit
simulation program, assuming the drivers
to be simple 8ohm resistive loads. This time,
the results were weird in that while the ultimate low-pass slope appeared to be correct

Fig.I4 Patterson design, crossover.
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and 24dB/octave, the high-pass appeared to
be 6dB/octave broken by two notches (fig.
15), the lower one due to the parallel LC network. Puzzled by this, Icarefully removed
the drivers from one of the speakers and measured the voltage drive from the crossover
at each of the drive-unit terminals, using the
MLSSA system. These curves are shown in
fig.16, and reveal the woofer indeed to have
a24dB/octave low-pass filtered drive, while
the tweeter drive signal has athird-order
high-pass slope. MLSSA allows you to calculate the electrical phase of the drive signals.
These are shown in fig.17. You can see that
each driver has avery similar phase response
between lkHz and 4kHz, meaning that they
should be connected with the same polarity if they are not to be out of phase in the
crossover region.
The same system was used for auditioning as used for the Spear loudspeakers, with
24" Celestion Si stands used to bring the
tweeters level with my ears. Pink noise had
aclean treble but sounded rather hollow in
the upper midrange, with asomewhat phasey
quality and ashelved-down low bass. Judged
subjectively, though the upper bass seemed
weak, the speaker's lows extended usefully
MIDIO PII6CISICP POTS:PM WU./ to ?MOW
64
5166
8.8

to 40Hz. Nevertheless, on Eric Clapton's 24
Nights album, the majesty of Nathan East's
low B-string was lost. (Though Iused the
speakers out in the room, it's possible that
the Patterson speakers work better nearer the
rear wall.) The lack of upper-bass weight was
confirmed with my piano recordings, the
left-hand registers lacking power. In addition, the midbass sounded alittle gruff.
("Gruff" is one notch on the subjectometer
below "slightly boomy.")
Moving up to the midrange, the same hollowness heard on pink noise could be heard
on both rock and classical recordings. The
treble, however, sounded superb: flat, nonaggressive, yet detailed.
You may be feeling that Ididn't like the
sound of the Patterson speaker. Funnily
enough, however, it grew on me. The lightweight, rather grumpy bass and not particularly neutral midrange, while not becoming
los.
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Fig.IIS Patterson design, crossover fIters,
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loading each filter with its respective
drive-unit.
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Fig.I8 Patterson design, electrical impedance
(solid) and phase (dashed) (2 ohms/vertical
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inaudible, seemed less important the more
music Ilistened to. For the speakers gave a
delicious sense of being there. Voices in particular had atangible quality about them,
while the soundstage was both wide and very
deep. When Bob Enders and David Chesky
I11
11111

1 11111111

1 I1111111

1 I1_

, HH1

1 Itill!

I I1111111

1

announced that they were 12' away from the
microphone on the Chesky Test CD, the Pattersons made it sound like they were 112'
away. On my piano recording, too, the solid
Steinway image hung well behind the plane
of the loudspeakers, while on JGH's Praeludium recording, the orchestra sounded as if
it was strung in an arc between and behind
the speakers.
Tonally, with the exception of their treble,
the Pattersons were considerably less neu-
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Mg.19 Patterson design, anechoic response on
listening axis at 45" averaged across 30°
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with nearfleld
woofer and port responses below 200Hz
and 500Hz, respectively.
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Fig.21 Patterson design, vertical response family at
45", normalized to response on 11F axis,
from back to front: difference in response
7.5° above cabinet top; difference level
with top of cabinet;reference response;
difference midway between drive-units;
difference on woofer axis.
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family at 45", normalized to response on
HF axis, from back to front: difference 15°
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side; difference 15° off-axis on HF side;
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Fig.22 Patterson design, impulse response on HF
axis at 45" (5ms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth).
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tral than the Spear transmission lines, but,
paradoxically, they satisfied more consistently on amusical basis.
The Patterson's electrical impedance and
phase are shown in fig.18. The twin peaks in
the bass are typical of areflex bass alignment,
with the ports tuned to 43Hz, the frequency
of the "saddle" between the peaks. With an
impedance that rarely drops below 7ohms,
Ralf Patterson's speaker should be very easy
to drive. In addition, the two speakers were
virtually identical with this measurement,
implying excellent crossover pair matching.
Though the cabinet was extremely lively in
the 500Hz region, this doesn't manifest itself
as blips in the fig.18 curves, so it may not be
asubjective problem. Certainly, the speaker
had better clarity in the lower midrange than
the Spear design.
Turning to the Patterson speaker's quasianechoic frequency response, averaged across
a30° listening window on the tweeter axis,
this can be seen to the right of fig.19. The
deep notch at 2kHz indicates that the tweeter
and woofer are out of phase at the crossover
frequency. This suckout will both lead to the
hollow-sounding midrange as well as exaggerate the sense of depth. Above 3kHz the
treble is evenly balanced, if alittle peaky
(though it didn't sound peaky). Below the
notch, there is alarge excess of energy in the
500-1500Hz region, which will contribute
both to the sense of detail and to the palpability of voice reproduction. Both speakers
measured virtually identically, suggesting
that Mr. Patterson had been consistent in his
crossover construction and selection of
drive-units.
To the left of fig.19 are the individual
responses of the woofer and port, measured
in the nearfield, with their levels plotted
according to the in-room balance The woofer
is down 6dB at 60Hz, with reference to its
level at 200Hz, while the output of the ports
is centered on 43Hz. Were it not for the excess
energy in the upper midrange, the Patterson
speaker would sound as if it had decent bass
response. As it is, however, it impresses the
listener as being rather bass-shy.
Looking at the way in which the speaker's
balance changes as the listener moves to the
side (fig.20), the high treble doesn't change
significantly across the 30° window, though
the crossover notch actually fills in alittle.
In the vertical plane (fig.21), the crossover
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1992

notch fills in as the listener increasingly moves
beneath the tweeter axis, reinforcing the idea
that the drive-units are connected with the
wrong polarity.
The Patterson's impulse response on the
tweeter axis is shown in fig.22, and the
"waterfall" plot corresponding to that impulse response in fig.23. The on-axis crossover notch is clearly visible, as is astrong resonance at 4.7kHz. Otherwise, the Patterson
speaker's decay is clean. (The black ridge at
16kHz is due to the computer monitor and
should be ignored.)

SUMMING UP
It's been said that even ahobbyist with talent
can't match the efforts of professional loudspeaker designers. He lacks both design facilities and measuring equipment, as well as the
extra impetus that comes from knowing that
his mortgage payments depend on the outcome of his design efforts. In addition, driveunits available to the hobbyist are supposed
to vary wildly from their nominal specification, meaning that the amateur speaker
builder doesn't have much chance of constructing apair of loudspeakers that sound
alike. Yet both these loudspeaker designs
appear to give the lie to the conventional wisdom. Both are well-matched from side to
side, and while Ifound quite alot to criticize
in their sound quality, both still offer superior
sound to what I've heard from some wellregarded commercial loudspeakers.
Iwas impressed by the midrange neutrality
of Bob Spear's and Alex Thornhill's design;
many commercial designs don't measure as
well or sound as good in this region. Although
its sound quality was not to my taste overall
—that lack of lower-midrange clarity, the
rather uninvolving balance, the rather grainy
treble—it is amature design that will appeal
to many to whom tonal accuracy is ahigh
priority and, in home-built form, is excellent value for money.
Ralf Patterson's design is, in my opinion,
less thoroughly worked-through than Bob
Spear's. There is aquestion as to whether the
tweeter is connected with the correct polarity,
the midrange is more colored, and the bass
is both shelved down with respect to the midrange and alittle gruff-sounding. Nevertheless, in the context of ahome-brew design,
it is still acreditable effort, offering an open
sound quality with good detail, superb sound-
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staging, and an excellent sense of tangibility. Iencourage those who build it to experiment with different crossover topologies and
drive-unit polarities.
Finally, if bitten by the loudspeakerbuilding bug, you should subscribe to Speaker
Builder magazine, published six times ayear
by the publishers of The Audio Amateur. A
subscription costs $25/year and is available
from P.O. Box 576, Peterborough, NH
03458-0576. Tel: (603) 924-9464. You

I
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BY THE BAY, THE HARD DOMES THEY DID BRAY

Just what makes amateur speaker builders
tick? What subtly different twist of DNA
makes these people spend months gnoming
away in adank basement when they could
simply pick and choose from dozens of terrific commercial designs? Do they hear something we don't? Are they onto something better? Or do they just have alot of free time on
their hands?
Driver maven Arthur Rosenblum of A&S/
Just Speakersi has been holding Sound-Offs
for three years running; TJN reported on last
year's competition in Vol.13 No.9. In short,
what Arthur has done is invite speaker DlYers
to drive, ship, or row their best-sounding
designs to Just Speakers' San Francisco store,
where those that survive UPS are set up behind ahumongous sheet of black grille cloth
in A&S's show room. Listening sessions
commence, the best of the bunch competing woofer to woofer until either aclear consensus among the judges emerges, or they get
tired of listening to speakers and just go along
with whoever's pushiest with their opinions?
The three judges couldn't have been better
suited to such avast undertaking. In Ken
1Arthur and his wife Joan put out acool-man catalog ofjust
about every esoteric driver brand available—see the address
at the head of JA's review—along with tons of speakerbuilding parts like cabinets, assembled crossovers, film caps,
etc. And if you're interested in rolling your own but don't
want the hassle of spending years learning all this stuff,
A&S/Just Speakers offers several kits designed by Joe D'Appolito, the father of the woofer/tweeter/woofer samwich configuration that bears his name. A&S's fourth Sound-Off will
take place sometime in the fall. If you're interested in taking
part, give Arthur acall.
2No such luck this time, though; while Ken Kantor and I
were fully prepared to have Keith judge us in aPushy-Off,
there was no disagreement among the three of us as to the
eventual order of the winners' circle Which was good, 'cause
Iwas starving; atip o' the bejeweled turban goes out to Reference Recordings' Jan Mancuso for having us over after the
event for genuine Frisco hippie burritos and wine.
156

should also obtain acopy of the fourth editions of both Vance Dickason's The Loudspeaker Design Cookbook and Martin Colloms's
High-Performance Loudspeakers. Reviews are
in the works; both books can be obtained,
for $29.95 and $34.95 respectively (plus $2
S&H each), from Old Colony Sound Lab,
P.O. Box 243, Peterborough, NH 034580243. Tel: (603) 924-6371. Fax credit-card
orders: (603) 924-9467.

Kantor, we had asuccessful speaker and circuit designer whose ideas have culminated
over the past 15 years in seminal products
from AR, NAD, and Ken's current speaker
company, NHT? Keith O. Johnson has built
aremarkable body of stunningly realistic LPs
and CDs for Reference Recordings, as well
as designing electronics and speakers for Spectral and Precise, respectively. Me? I've blown
up alot of speakers over the years, most notably Criterions, Cerwin-Vegas, JBLs, EVs,
Altecs, Celestions, Jensens, Boston Acoustics,
B&Ws, Genesises, NHTs, Spicas, ProAcs, and
areally cool pair of Panasonic "Thrusters"
that came with my sister's stereo when we
were wee.
Sound-Off groundrules were simple: First
we'd give all 15 pairs of speakers agood brief
listen to get arough estimation of their worth,
then we'd pit those that stood out as superior
to afinal, no-holds-barred Death Cage round.
The playback system was supplied by A&S:
atricked-out Magnavox CD player, Parasound amplification, aspecial switching box
Ken Kantor built especially for the SoundOff, and cabling by Mogami and Monster.
After apre-contest wake-up snack of pastries and croissants, we decided to listen to
eight pairs, break for lunch, then come back
and tackle the rest.
It soon became apparent, however, that we
were in for along afternoon; the first seven
pairs were all seriously raw. The most common problem among these first contestants
was aWAY overbright tonal balance, some
to the point of pain. "AI-FFFI!" became a
familiar refrain as we quickly eliminated the
first seven in record time; to be fair, some of
3NHT's Model 1.3 was reviewed by Bob Harley in Vol.13
No.9. No.9. No.9. No.9. No.9.
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these designs had afew things going for them,
but someone must've told these guys that
1991 was The Year Of The Tweeter.
Keith Johnson shared his theory of why
many speakers sound overly bright: many
designers only use CD as asource during the
"voicing" of the design. Keith believes that
arising high end in aspeaker tends to counteract the steep ultrasonic rolloff filters in
most CD players, resulting in improved phase
response for the system as awhole. Whether
or not this is true, Iwill say that the one area
of performance Iam most sensitive to is the
high-frequency range. I've spent alot of time
blow-drying my hair with Marshall stacks,
but somehow it's always the highs that either
seduce me or drive my butt screaming from
the room. That's why I've always preferred
tubes, and that's why Idig LPs.4
How does one judge aspeaker contest?
Each of us brought ahandful of CDs to use
for evaluation, discs we were intimately familiar with under avariety of circumstances.
Keith was lucky in that he was able to bring
CDs that he himself had engineered: Reference Recordings' Fiesta! disc of the Dallas
Wind Symphony, for one. Ken brought several pop and rock discs, including the latest
Lou Reed. Ibrought acouple of ol' faithfuls:
Jeff Beck's Guitar Shop and the Red Hot Chili
Peppers' Uple Mofo Party Plan. As it turned
out, it was the JeffBeck disc, the Lou Reed,
and aKurt Weill CD of Keith's that we used
most often throughout the contest.
At no time during the contest did any of us
have any knowledge of what these speakers
looked like, nor did we get any information
on their driver complements, etc. We just
knew them as "Speaker 1, 2:' etc. This meant
that A&S's staff had to bust their asses all day
long behind that big piece of grille cloth,
quick-swapping speakers out and switching
the cables. Thanks, Brian Smith, John Bucknell, and Bruce Zinky!
We finally narrowed it down to three speakers: numbers 8, 10; and 11. We decided to pit
No.8 against No.11, the winner then battling
it out with No.10. Of course, astatistician
would argue that this scenario gives an unfair
advantage to No.10, as it only has to prove
itself once while the other two have to go
through two trials. Statisticians tend to bug
me, however, filling our "Letters" section
4Gee whillickers, aren't I
just the most politically correct
audiophile in the whole wide world?
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1992

with endless arguments over the way the
math was handled at some double-blind test
somewhere, showing that the X/(AB)-pi factor
actually comes out to 50.00002% statistically
significant, not 50.00001% as that buffoon Mr.
Previous Letter-Writer so ungraciously concluded. So, if you know one of these staunch
defenders of Math's Supreme Power, give
him some warm Maalox and calmly explain
that we were always free to bring back the
loser of the No.8/No.11 match-up at any time
later in the event, which was good because
the loser of that first heat wound up the winner
of the whole shootin' match!
So how did we wind up with awinner?
First we listened to No.8 vs No.11; although
both were promising, No.8 got the nod for
its ability to throw up abetter soundstage.
Ishould point out, Iguess, that these last
head-to-head sessions were level-matched
using broad-band noise, so as to avoid the
pitfalls of using asingle frequency (1kHz, for
example) to match levels when, quite possibly,
one speaker might have asevere dip at that
frequency while the other exhibits apeak.
It was down to No.8 vs No.10. As it turned
out, No.10's designer was so excited about
the whole deal, he was waiting outside the
store on the sidewalk for the contest to end
so he could burst in and claim his due glory.
'Twan't to be: his speaker, while certainly
pleasant to listen to, was very rolled off in the
high end àla the old AR3a. In fact, after repeatedly switching back and forth between
No.8 and No.10, Ifound Iwasn't too crazy
about either of'em! Ihad ahunch No.11 was
our man, though, so Iasked Arthur's henchmen to bring that pair back in for another
listen.
The unnerving thing was, though, that all
three pairs of speakers had enough problems
that the contest, ostensibly a"Best Of' bout,
turned into "Which One Of These Puppies
Could You Learn To Live With?" One speaker
would trounce another on Jeff Beck, then
we'd put on Lou Reed and the second pair
wiped thefirst! Each of the final three contestants had its own CD that made it sound
clearly better than the other two, which made
choosing a"best" overall speaker nearly impossible. For instance, while No.8 was dearly
better at creating abelievable sense of space
in the room, it had much more obvious coloration through the midrange, giving it a
very characteristic "signature" no matter
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what kind of music we played through it.
high-end gear to evaluate their work with?
And while No.11 had much less coloration
How can they even be objective about what
than No.8, several of the CDs, especially the
sounds good—especially when they've been
Lou Reed, came off as sounding very flat
up for three nights in arow trying to get the
dimensionally, with a2-D presentation in
upper bass to flatten out alittle? It's virtustark contrast to No.8. But after along final
ally impossible to be able to say, "Hey; this
listening session, we found No.11 to be the
sounded great last night at four in the morning
best overall, and awarded it First Prize.
when Ifinally decided on the best-sounding
The winning design turned out to be a tweeter polarity by ear, but now Ihear amidthree-way transmission-line system designed
range suckout and it sounds terrible." How
by Robert J. Spear of Acookeek, MD. Robert
do they leggo their egos?
builds cellos, violas, and violins for such noted
The answer has to be: for the fun of it. For
talents as Rostropovich (you know, Rostropoevery Paul Hales who cracks the big time,
vich—Sheesh!) and the guy who plays cello
there's athousand Al Bundys out there trying
in Lew Lipnick's band. Robert is seriously
to marry an 18" JBL to aPanasonic leaf tweeter
into this speaker-designing bag; he wrote an
and having the time of their lives. And fun
article for Speaker Builder magazine last year
is what it's all about, after all.
called "Fibrous Tangle Effects in Acoustical
So Isalute you all, Amateur Speaker BuildTVs," which I'd thought was akind of heart
ers; from Boise, Idaho to Tallahassee, Florida,
problem up till now.
from the Great White North to the windSo why do these amateur speaker designers
swept plains. For all across this land of ours,
put themselves through all of this backbreakyou freakazoids are whittling away in your
ing work and expense? Just how do they think
basements, scaring your families, keeping
that, by blindly trusting adriver's published
guys like Arthur Rosenblum warm and wellspecs, they can produce aloudspeaker that
fed, and making sure that the spirit of the
can outperform commercial speakers designed
Rugged Individual stands strong and tall for
by the guys who're out there doing it for a all the world to be humbled by. You are the
living, engineers with access to test equipBeautiful and the Twisted.
ment and asuper-wide range of bitchin'
—Corey Greenberg

F OLLOW-UP
SOTA Cosmos turntable

Not long after my review of the $4000 SOFA
Cosmos (Vol.13 No.7), things began to happen. The turntable was upgraded with anew
motor, which appeared to have more to do
with parts availability than any needed performance improvement. Then the drive circuitry had to be redesigned to function properly with the new motor. In other developments, Allen Perkins, one of the three most
recent SOTA principals behind the design
and manufacture of that company's turntables (along with Robert Becker and David
Fletcher), left to form his own company,
Immedia.
We were promised asample of the Cosmos, with new motor and circuitry, for an
update shortly after the initial review was
completed. But the weeks stretched into
months, and when it finally arrived in early
1991, the news was out that SOTA had been
158

sold and that its new owners would relocate
the factory to Illinois.' It soon became obvious that the sample we'd received—apparently from the end of the California production—had not been carefully built. The
vacuum didn't work and the motor was very
noisy. Ican only speculate—though Ihasten to add that one sample does not atrend
make—that things were happening during
SOTA's last days in California which did not
make for very happy turntables?
There followed an unavoidable delay in
getting another sample, this time from the
new Illinois facility; setting up in anew loca1Their new address is SOTA Industries, 1318B Marquette
Drive, Romeoville, IL 60441. Tel: (708) 759-8737. Fax: (708)
759-8730.
2Corey Greenberg's first sample of the lower-priced jewel.
which was to be included in his Vol.14 No.7 turntable survey, also was apparently from this production run and had
anoisy motor. We have anew sample in Santa Fe; areview
will appear in our April 1992 issue.
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tion, with new people, is never easy. In the
meantime the Cosmos (along with other
SOTA turntables) was dropped from our
"Recommended Components" list pending
re-auditioning of samples made in the new
facility. While we had no reason to doubt the
SOTA quality that would come out of Illinois, we simply didn't know one way or
another.
But when our next sample arrived, the
shippers had done their worst. The only visible damage was asmall crack in the artificial
marble base at the corner nearest the tonearm
cutout. Closer inspection, however, revealed
that the entire spring structure in that corner was damaged. Though the shipping
company certainly deserves much of the
blame, Ishould also point out that the foam
padding ring which surrounds the turntable base in its shipping carton was not fully
in place in the damaged corner, with the
result that there was no padding at that location between the base and the carton. The
foam padding which should have been
wedged between the base and the subchassis
in the arm mounting hole area was also missing. In any event, we returned the second
sample and requested athird. This time
around there were no problems; nothing was
damaged, everything appeared to be functioning properly, and setup went without a
hitch.
Anxious to try out the Graham 1.5 tonearm on the new Cosmos, Ifirst mounted it
using the standard SME mounting board. It
worked—the cutout and geometry of the
Graham arm are designed to match an SME
board—but the thickness of the board made
it difficult to obtain enough downward travel
on the arm to allow for fine-tuning the VTA
in that direction. SCrfA, working with Graham, devised aslightly thinner version of the
SME board specifically for the Graham arm;
it will presumably also work with the SME.
This armboard was used in the latter stages
of listening; Idefinitely recommend it if the
Graham is your arm of choice.
All of my listening was done with the Graham arm. Cartridges included the Dynavector XX-1L, the Benz MC-3, the Kiseki Blue
Gold, and the Threshold Renaissance. The
preamp was the Rowland Consummate, the
power amp primarily the Krell KSA-250.
Loudspeakers were Apogee Centaur Majors.
The "sound" of the Cosmos in this sysSTEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1992

tern was more areflection of the system itself
than that of the turntable, with one possible
exception. This system is totally different
from the one in which the sarA was auditioned for the original review. Save for the
Cosmos itself, not asingle component—
including the room itself—is the same. This
system is, overall, cooler and leaner than the
earlier one. In particular, the Graham arm is
tighter in the bass (and perhaps somewhat
less palpable in the midrange) than the SME
V. The Apogees also sound tighter than the
B&W 801s, less extended in the bottom
octave but leaner and better defined through
the mid and upper bass. They are also somewhat brighter in the lower treble than the
B&Ws.
Therefore, if Itell you that nothing Iheard
in the new system with the Cosmos—and
any of the mentioned cartridges—gave me
any inclination to change my original conclusions about SOTA's flagship model, you'll
understand that Ididn't hear exactly the same
things, to exactly the same degree, that Iheard
during those weeks of auditioning nearly
two years ago. What Idid hear convinced me
that the Cosmos remains asuperbly neutral
turntable. As Isaid in that original review,
the Cosmos may strike some as abit lean in
sound; between my earlier and most recent
sessions, atendency toward the analytical
remained the single common factor Ican
point to as likely representative of the turntable itself. It refused to fatten the sound of
LPs. Since the present system itself shares that
attribute, careful matching with an appropriate cartridge is clearly called for, and will
pay dividends. Of the four cartridges used
with the Cosmos in the present go-'round,
Ifound the Renaissance, un-broken-in as it
was, to provide the best combination of detail
and warmth. But even then, the system could
not be called lush or rich-sounding.
But with that single caveat, the Cosmos
simply appears to get out of the way and let
the rest of the system do its job. Which was
exactly the feeling Ihad about it when Iwrote
my review. Iwouldn't change aword of it
today.
Well, perhaps just afew words, none of
them relating to the sonic quality of the
Cosmos. It's only fair to point out that the
VPI TNT also evaluated in that review has
undergone anumber of updates since that
time. Also, because of the overall balance of
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the present system, Ifelt no need to remove
be concerned about.
the Groove Damper Mat which comes preIstill recommend the Cosmos to those
stuck to the Cosmos's platter. In the warmerlooking for agreat, all-out turntable. But I
sounding, prior setup, Ipreferred the tighter
also feel, as Idid originally, that each potential
sound which resulted with the mat removed.
buyer must carefully consider his or her
With the mat in place, concerns about dust
specific situation before making such asubtrapped between the soft disc and the hard
stantial investment. If you don't already have
platter being ground into the disc under
alarge collection of vinyl, or are unwilling
vacuum pressure are considerably lessened
to search for those sources of (mostly used)
The vacuum pressure provided by the
analog discs—a search which will likely
Cosmos is, however, arelatively mild one.
become an obsession all its own—then the
While this is by design, it does not do acomCosmos is not for you; unless, that is, your
pletely effective job in flattening anything
budget allows you to ignore cost/use factors.
beyond fairly innocuous warps. There is a You don't buy ayacht unless you have an
point—reached well before the point of seriocean to sail it in. —Thomas J. Norton S
ous warpage—at which the less than flat record defeated the Cosmos's attempts to form
aseal and pull down the disc against the platter. Subjectively, Ifelt that the vacuum pressure on this latest sample was less than that
of my original review sample. This was most
apparent when removing the record from the
platter after play; it was usually easy to break
the seal with the current turntable, while the
earlier one required some effort and finesse.
The pump in that sample was actually noisier
than that of the most recent one, but that
noise was not acomplete negative. With the
first sample, you could actually hear when
the pump switched from its startup cycle—
when it creates the initial vacuum under the
The Pursuit of
disc—to its maintenance cycle. With pracMusical
Truth
tice, you could tell by ear when there was a
vacuum in the older Cosmos. With the present sample, it was necessary to check the rubber platter seal edge-on; it flattens out when
avacuum is present. Irepeat my earlier suggestion that some type of vacuum indicator
on the turntable base would be auseful touch;
asimple circuit with an external LED indicator would probably be sufficient.
The new motor did give the new Cosmos
slightly better speed stability than the old.
Using alkHz test record tone and afrequency counter, the speed stability was
±0.1% (the earlier version had been 0.3%).
Long-term stability was also better the 03%
to 0.9% speed decrease noted after 20
minutes or so of operation in the earlier version became a0.2% increase in the newer
CLEMENTS AUDIO
sample. Not, in my judgment, anything to
Audiosphere Audio Research Corp. Ltd.
3If you do remove this mat (it peels off easily), please follow
25 Esna Park Dr.
my original caution to thoroughly dean the platter of residue
Markham Ont., Canada L3R 1C9
with pure alcohol (not rubbing alcohol, please), lest that res416.474.0909 Fax 416.474.9812
idue itself contaminate your discs.
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ISSUES WHILE THEY LAST!
Issues

each

VOLUME Ill, 1972-1976

Issues 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12
Issues 1, 2, 4, 8, 10

$5.00
10.00 *

VOWME IV, 1977-1981

Issues 3, 6, 10
Issues 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9

5.00
10.00 *

VOWME V, 1982

Issues 1through 10

VOWME VI, 1983

Issues 1, 2, 4, 5
Issues 3,6

5.00
10.00 *

VOLUME VII, 1984

Issues 3, 5,8
Issues 1, 2, 4, 6, 7

5.00
10.00 *

VOLUME V111, 1985

Issues 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
Issue 3

5.00
10.00 *

VOWME IX, 1986

Issues 1;2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8
Issue 7

5.00
10.00 *

VOLUME X, 1987

Issues 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

VOLUME XI, 1988

Issues 1through 12

5.00

VOLUME XII, 1989

Issues 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12

5.00

5.00

5.00

VOLUME XIII, 1990

Issue 1through 12

5.00

VOLUME XIV, 1991

Issues 1through 12

5.00

VOLUME XV, 1992

Issues 1, 2

5.00

EVERYTHING ABOVE NEATLY PACKAGED

$500.00

* Photocopies
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I
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I
1
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I
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Stereophile, LP/CD Dept. P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502
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The all new mkII
generation of the Icon is
afitting sequel to its
predecessor. Sporting a
handsome new package
and anew CAL laser
drive, the Icon mkIl
represents extraordinary
value.

War,

2Gothard Street

Huntington Beach, CA 92647

4-841-1140 FAX: 714-841-2427
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RACHMANINOFF'S
PRELUDES OP.3 NO.2 1
OP.23 &OP.32

F

,ew composers have had such amazing
success with one of their earliest
pieces that it has dogged them, even
to near distraction, throughout the rest of
their lives. But this was the case with Bachmaninofes Prelude in C-sharp minor, awork
he wrote at the age of 19, in 1892, and which
he premiered in the same year in arecital
given as part of Moscow's Electrical Exposition.
While preparing for his next concert three
months later, Rachmaninoff decided to add
four companion pieces to that first Prelude,
making aset that Gutheil published as Op3,
the Morceaux de Fantaisie. While it brought
Rachmaninoff much-needed international
acclaim at avery early stage in his performing
career, financially it represented alost opportunity for, in 1893, Gutheil had paid him only
40 rubles for it (200 for all five pieces in
Op3), and it was only the royalties from his
later recordings that brought him anything
like justified remuneration.
Thus, for many years, Rachmaninoff suffered the mixed blessing of being asked to
perform the Prelude when attempting to
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promote his other compositions. Eventually,
he refined to play it. Huneker reported the
outcome of arecital in 1918 that had not
given his fans what they had expected: "All
Flapperdom sorrowed last night, for there
are amiable fanatics who follow this pianist
from place to place hoping to hear him in this
particular Prelude, like the Englishman who
attends every performance of the lady lion
tamer hoping to see her swallowed by one
of her pets." Predictably then, Rachmaninoff
was invited to appear in England in 1898 in
order that the people should be allowed to
see the composer of the prelude. To his horror,
he arrived to find the piece published under
various lurid titles, including "The Burning
of Moscow," "The Day ofJudgement," and
"The Moscow Waltz"! Little wonder that he
grew to spurn his offspring.
It's fascinating to compare Rachmaninofes
own performance of this Prelude, from an
Ampico Roll recording of 1919 (Decca 425
964-2), with those of the eight performers
considered here. (Numerous concert program discs containing one or two of the
Preludes are available at present; space has
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FINALLY, ACD PLAYER THAT'S REALLY MUSICAL.

THE CREEK CD-60 CD PLAYER.
Ordinary CD players call attention to
themselves and draw you away from the
music. When you are aware of this or
that particular aspect of the sound, it's a
clue that something's wrong.
Why aren't you enjoying the Music?

The Creek CD-60 Player is built to be
musical. Every circuit is designed, every
part is selected for the purpose of
making music
If you'd rather be caught up in the
music than hung up on the sound, visit
your Creek dealer now!

ANYONE CAN MAKE HI-Fl. CREEK MAKES MUSIC!
For more information and your nearest Creek CD-60 dealer please contact:
Music Hall, 108 Station Road, Great Neck, New York, 11023
TEL: 516 487 3663 FAX: 516 773 3891

State-of-the-art
moving-coil
loudspeakers.

H

A

L

E

43272 Christy SI. • Fremont. CA 94538 • T
el 415 623 0790 • Fax: 415. 623. 0797
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only permitted me to consider the eight
recordings of all 24 Preludes currently available in the Schwann Opus and/or Gramophone
record guides.) Howard Shelley and Ronald
Brautigam try to create an aura of mystery
that is certainly consistent with the general
tenor of their overall performances, but has
little in common with Rachmaninoff's own
reading. It is the women, Constance Keene
and Marta Deyanova, and the Englishman
Peter Katin, who adopt the straightforward
presentation and degree of clarity that Rachmaninoff himself displays. But then, it has
to be said that none of the eight pull the
tempo around with quite the same freedom
as the composer!
Eleven years after the composition of this
Prelude, Rachmaninoff wrote aset of ten
more, which were published as Op.23; these
succeeded the Second Piano Concerto by
two years. In 1910, he decided to increase his
output of Preludes to make aset of 24 in all
the major and minor keys. The final group,
Op.32, thus consisted of 13, and these appeared ayear after the composition of the
Third Concerto. They, like that Concerto in
comparison with the Second, show amore
marked harmonic and contrapuntal complexity; Rachmaninoffs style had matured
considerably into something inimitably
his own.
None of the eight complete recordings
available is particularly new, the oldest being
an ADD transfer to CD of Alexis Weissenberg's 1970 readings (RCA GD60568). A
previous encounter with this artist's approach
to Rachmaninoff (cf my article on Rachmaninofes Second Sonata in Vol.13 No.9) still
could not have prepared me for this bombastic and arrogant display. Weissenberg admits
in the liner notes that he is "basically an
aggressive person" who "could not behave
otherwise toward an instrument" that he
"tries to possess' True, he shows the piano
who is master with an insistence that wears
all too quickly, but does he also need to do
this to the composer? Here, Ithink, we have
found the would-be lion tamer. "Music has
structure, music is architecture, even in its
most improvised moments:' he continues.
"Unless it is presented this way, the audience
will not be able to grasp what the musician
is trying to say:' This certainly has astrong
element of truth in it, but music should also
speak to an audience's emotions, and should

not be used as aweapon to beat it about the
head with until it submits to the artist's control. When it comes to these performances,
Weissenberg lacks subtlety and the imagination to see beyond the notes of the page.
Admittedly, he has his moments, but these
are rare in 72 minutes of ostentatious, tonally
restricted, bravura display. And the recording
leaves alot to be desired, too: its closeness
picks up pedal thump and the sound of his
nails clicking on the keys, there are traces of
wow, and clumsy edits abound. Unless you
are wowed by Weissenberg's undisputed
technical prowess, Isuggest that this is not
the disc to tell you more about Rachmaninoff.
If Peter Katin (Olympia OCD-110 A/B)
is equally fearless, how much more is he prepared to listen to that inner voice that should
be controlling the effect of the notes. Thus
it is that his gestures are never greater than
the music itself, despite an easy generation
of excitement by the sheer force and power
of his statements. His readings take you to
the extreme of every emotion, without ever
indulging in mawkish sentiment. If the beautiful D-major Prelude (0p.2 No.4) is relaxed
and serene, it is also guided by asense
of purpose; though No.6 is adelicately drawn
song, Katin is confident enough to make it
sing without lingering over it too sweetly.
Nor is he afraid to allow the simplicity of the
Siciliana-like Op.32 No.11 to govern his
playing, for he has studied every Prelude with
an eye to its overall shape and purpose.
On the other hand, he plays with aprecision and crispness that seems at times just a
little too austere and ungiving. Op.23 No.8
is acase in point, the brittle cascades of righthand sixteenths producing an agitated rather
than untroubled mood. (Ashkenazy here
makes the notes bubble more playfully over
the left-hand melody.) Katin's 8th Prelude
from the later set, though, the A-minor "Toccata," demonstrates just how much his boldness and commitment can carry the piece—
and how different from Weissenberg's mere
technical exercise it proves here. But it is
necessary to listen through the recording quality of Katin's set in order to enjoy his performances. Although not stated anywhere in the
insert notes, these recordings were originally
laid down in 1971, and sound it. There is a
considerable amount of hiss to penetrate, and
the piano sound is harsh and jangly at the best
of times. It is, in fact, amazing just how lyrical
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(Perfecticw?)

Want to know more about the true line source speakers that had people talking at the CES show?
The same speakers that Hans Fantel of the Times called "technically and musically remarkable"?
Okay. Then call 503-222-5138. Or write 1238 NW Glisan, Ste 404, Portland, OR 97209. Dealers?
Linaeum. Ws not brain surgery. Just an entirely new way to listen to music.

I

nnovative
engineering, meticulous
attention to detail and
the
finest
quality
components allow Muse
products to provide an
unrivaled
level
of
performance.

Shown

are the Muse
model
one
hundred
stereo power amplifier
and the model eighteen
self-powered subwoofer
system.
Both
are
unequaled in terms of
pure musical enjoyment.

W einvite you to visit your local dealer to audition aMuse product and hear
for yourself.
We are confident that the experience will redefine your
expectations of fine audio components.
For Information write Muse Electronics, P.O. Box 2198, Garden Grove California 92642
or calf (714) 554-8200
in Canada: Audionova (514) 631-5787
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some of these Preludes sound under the circumstances.
In 1985, Decca coupled Ashkenazy's '76
recording of the Preludes with his reading
of Rachmaninoffs Second Sonata recorded
six years later, offering these as a2-CD, midpriced set (London 414 417-2). Sonically,
Decca has done afine job: The piano is quite
closely recorded but there is good clarity at
both extremes of the dynamic spectrum. And
there is no doubt that AshIcenazy understands
and empathizes with the brooding nature of
this music, both as acompatriot and as a
musician. Ifeel that he is often at his best with
Rachmaninoff, showing the greatest range
of tonal color, agreater sensitivity of touch
than in his Chopin performances (which
often leave me bewildered by their harshness), and an amazing technical skill at unraveling and voicing Rachmaninoffs multitextures. From the second Prelude of Op.23,
aflamboyant and potentially clangorous
affair, he establishes aquite distinctive quality:
agreat sense of controlled power that is also
capable of immense subtlety, and awarm
realization of the pealing bell sounds that
were an intrinsic part of this composer's
inspiration; the famous G-minor Prelude,
Op.23 No.5, and Nos.3 and 10 of Op.32,
demonstrate these qualities to perfection. But
for me, Ashkenazy is at his most persuasive
in the lyrical, multi-melodic pieces. Nos.4
and 10, Op.23, and the wistful duet of Op32
No.7 are exquisitely beautiful, with tunes
emerging from the texture with great delicacy and refinement, and adeceptive facility.
Howard Shelley captivates his audience by
quite different means; he seems less concerned with transcending Ftachmaninoffs
score by the searching out of its inner poetry
than with the creation of aspurious, softedged, dreamy, almost impressionistic atmosphere of mystery that, to my mind, is
entirely misplaced. This is heightened by a
grainy, reverberant acoustic (and atouch of
pre-echo) not at all typical of Hyperion's
usually high standard of clarity, even back
in 1983 when these recordings were made
(CDA66081: Op.23 coupled with Op3 Morceaux de Fantaisie, and CDA66082: Op32
coupled with the F-major Prelude, 1891, and
the D-minor Prelude, 1917; only 48 minutes
of music on the second disc).
Shelley is also guilty of overindulgence,
usually interpreting tempo indications very
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1992

much on the fast side and going overboard
with such directions as the poco accelerando on
Op.23 No.5. Nevertheless, it cannot be
denied that he is asuperb technician and
excels, if not surpasses his rivals, in those
Preludes that rely on agility and precise, deft
fingerwork: Op.23 Nos.7 and 8, and Op32
Nos.2,8, and 12 are fine examples. But, taken
as awhole, Shelley's performances often fail
to get to the heart of the music for me, with
no true sense of purpose, momentum, or
direction to shape them adequately. Contrary
to the opinion of many of my colleagues, I
would not choose to return to these performances in preference to many others.
There could be no greater sonic contrast
than between these Hyperion discs and Protone's issue of Constance Keene's performances, allegedly set down in 1986 (CD
1101). The latter are close and raw, with little
authentic ambience. But their very lack of
refinement tells us agreat deal about this
artist's individual qualities. She could never
be accused of over-interpretation, tending
at times to sound almost reticent, though not,
Ithink, through any technical deficiency. But
generally, she adopts ano-nonsense approach, making up for what she lacks in
poetry with acommitment to clean, neat
readings that are often highly attractive for
their freshness. One can almost imagine her
thinking through her plan of attack on Op32
No.4. This is an extremely difficult and dramatic work; in Peter Katin's words, it is "an
extraordinary piece of music, sinister, terrifying. All through there are rumblings, eruptions, sudden cries of horror, and when the
final tremendous accumulation of tension is
unleashed, there is a headlong flight to
destruction." Keene doesn't attempt to meet
the vigor and power of this piece head-on,
for she would lose the battle. Instead, she
searches out the detail that other performances miss, deriving interest from the treble
and bass tunes rather than succumbing to the
insistent, rampaging triplet figure. At the
presto possible she doesn't bolt to the cliff edge
with alemming-like disregard for annihilation, as Weissenberg does, but keeps everything under perfect control, and this quest
for detailed clarity certainly works.
Dutch pianist Ronald Brautigam also
approaches these well-known pieces from
atotally individual standpoint and finds
many new vistas from which to view them.
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Think all metal hi-fi furniture is
pretty much the same? Think again,
and again, and again ...
If you were to select only four
modules from either our Sound
Organisation (hi-tech industrial) or
Tripod (elegant contemporary)
racking systems, you would have
11,680 possible configurations
to think about! Surely one of them
would be perfect for your hi-fi.

Sound Organisation and Tripod are distributed in the U.S. by:

A

Audiophile Systems, Ltd.
8709 Castle Park Ortve, Indianapolis, Indiana 46255
Phone 317 849-7103, Fax 317 841-4107

What you get out of
an audio component
depends on what
you put into it.

Owning state-of-the art audio components doesn't mean very much if the
table you are using can't deliver the same
level ofperformance.
We've gained an enviable reputation and loyal following by producing
cables of extraordinary performance and
value. Every model we make benefits
from the same meticulous engineering
and superior materials as our critically
acclaimed Maestro series.
We are so confident you will
prefer the superior neutrality and honest
musicality of ours to other well-regarded
cables that we offer an in-home audition
program for our Maestro, Rhapsody and
Encore lines.*
Visit your Straight Wire dealer to
hear how you could be getting more out
of every component you own.
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'see your dealer for details
o

SMAIGHT WIRE
The Shortest Path BetweenYou And The Music
1909 HARIUSO‘ Si.SUITE 208, HOLLYWOOD, FL 33020, 305/925-2470
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Golden Dragon
Audio Tubes
Premium vacuum tubes newly
developed by agroup of British
audiophiles and engineers, in
conjunction with the Shuguang
tube factory in China.
"Judging by the quality and
sonic superiority of the Golden
Dragon 12AX7 and EL34, this
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Dick Olsher, Stereophile, Vol. 14
No. 11, November 1991.
You will hear the difference.
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$14.00
$14.00
$14.00
$22.00

Preamp Tubes
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I2AU7A
12AX7A
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Power Tubes
EL84/6BQ5
EL34/6CA7
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6550A
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$ 22.00
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coming soon
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$ 96.00
$264.00
$ 54.00
$156.00

Tubes by Design
813-925-3483
P.O. Box 48865, Sarasota, FL 34230
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First they follow each other in quick succession, which holds them together better as a
set. It soon becomes evident that he, like Ashkenazy, has aformidable skill at drawing out
the melody, as in the middle section of Op.23
No.2, in which the left-hand thumb alone
carries the sparse tune. But, like Shelley, he
adopts an aura for the Preludes that is more
akin to the French than the Russian school,
preferring to create awash of sound with the
help of the sustaining pedal. And yet he uses
this to best effect in those Preludes that are
also realized most successfully, though in a
completely different way, by Shelley. Of the
two, Imuch prefer Brautigam for his sensuality and innate sense of timing, and he, rather
more so than any of the other pianists considered here, is able to sustain the nobility of
the final Prelude in away best fitting to bring
the sets to aclose. To enjoy his performance
to the full, though, it is necessary to select a
volume setting very carefully; otherwise, the
over-reverberant acoustic and distance of the
piano tends to reduce its power and impact
(Etcetera KTC 2013).
Finally, there is aNimbus recording which
favors acavernous but nonetheless bright
acoustic to set off some very fine performances by the young Russian pianist Marta
Deyanova (NI 5094). Iadmire the way she
is prepared to unleash agreat passion, often
in the most unexpected places. For example,
she sets out in Op.23 No.4 at acracking pace
and produces excitement rather than innermost yearning at its climax. Likewise, in
Op.32 No.12, she finds ascintillating tone
for the right-hand sixteenth groupings that
sets the sad tenor melody off to great effect.
Yet, while she has the requisite power and
confidence for the most virtuosically taxing
Preludes in both sets, she is not always able
to sustain their complex rhythms without
notes being swallowed up in the process. This
is most obvious in Op.23 Nos.2 and 9, and
Op.32 Nos.4 and 7—but no one can come
near her for beauty and delicacy of dynamic
shading in the ethereal song of Op.32 No.5.
Ideally, then, it would be pleasant to have
Deyanova, Brautigam, and Katin's performances to dip into, but if Iam to choose an
overall recommendation, it has to be Ashkenazy. He alone gets to the heart of every
one of these exquisite miniatures and turns
it into asparkling gem, no matter what the
core of its emotions.
WorldRadioHistory
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Enough
Pretty pictures, elegant graphics
and clever taglines don't make
state of the art audio but, we do.

We built the
best store:

Nine private demonstration
rooms, each set up like aliving room
without trick acoustics so you can hear it
like you would at home: Tranquil and real.
Krell Model CD-OSP Compact Disc Turntable

We sell the best:

Audio and video components.
From inexpensive to cost-noobject we have culled and
sifted out the most musical hi-fi
and sharpest video from the rest.
And that is all we sell.
Krell Model MDA-300 AmplIfier

We offer the best service:
To us that means doing whatever it takes to
ensure that your needs are met; the ones
you are aware of as well as the ones you
may never know about. Delivery,
installation, loaners, exchanges, on
premises and in home service, on site
surveys. Whatever it takes to make you
smile. We do it.

Lyra Clavis Cartridge
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Gimmicks.
We make
the best sound:

In your home. The idea is to make
it work in your living room, not
ours! So, we use only the most
experienced and skillful installers—
ones who can hear as well as hook
up components. They cost us alot
more, but they get the job done.

Conrad-Johnson

We are the best!

From presentation thru installation each
member of our staff gives 110%. Competent,
caring, expert, thorough and friendly, we
exemplify the term professional.

We have simple tastes:
We like nothing but the best for us,
but more importantly, for you.
Vandersteen Model Ill Speaker
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superior spatial
representation, timbre,
rhythm, ambiance,
coherence, tonality and
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Listen and believe
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FUTURE
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DIGITAL
•Precision 75 OHM Data Line
•Low Jitter, Low SWR
•Low Time Domain Reflection
•Teflon-AF Fast Dielectric
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Bernard Haitink delivers the third installment of his Ring-in-progress, Siegfried (p.183); it's not only the best of the series so
far, it's one of the best Siegfrieds ever recorded—and it sounds great. Meanwhile, Paquito D'Rivera joins labelmates Fred
Hersch and Kenny Rankin in three excellent new audiophile jazz discs from Cheeky (p.I93).

CLASSICAL
BARBER Medea Ballet Suite, Ruktgraph al aYestent Scene,
Third Essay
Andrew Schenk, New Zealand SO
Koch 3-7010-2 (CD only). Geoffrey Eyles, trig.; Michael
Fine, prod. DDD. rn 46:38
BARBER: Cave of the Heart (Medea)
COPLAND: Appalachian Spring
Andrew Schenck, Adantic Sinfonietta
Koch 3-7019-2 (CD only). Ben Rizzi, eng.; Michael Fine,
prod. DDD. TE 61:48
BARBER: Souvenir,
MENOTTI: Antahl and the Night Visitors
Andrew Schenck, New Zealand SO
Koch 3-7005-2 (CD only). Geoffrey Eyles, mg.; Michael
Fine, prod. DDD. TT: 51:03
BARBER Cello Concerto, Cello Sonata.. Adagio for
Strings
Ralph Kirshbaum, cello; Roger Vignoles, piano; Scottish Chamber Orchestrajukka-Pekka Saraste
Virgin VC7 91083-2 <CD only). Mike Clements, Keith
Grant, Mike Hatch, engs.; Martin Compton, Andrew
Keener, prods. DDD. TT 55:08
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Andrew Schenck and Koch International are
apparently very strong advocates of Samuel
Barber's music, as three of the four discs reviewed here bear witness. Ican see the attraction, as long as you're not worried by the fact
that much of its idiom and orchestration pay
homage to the traditions of late Romanticism.
If you can accept that, then Ithink Barber handles these parameters with great skill.
Iparticularly like the program chosen for the
first disc even though, in terms of value for
money, it should have been extended. It opens
with Fadograph (1971), ashort piece whose
gently climactic central section is framed by
some beautifully hypnotic and mystical sounds,
and ends with Third Essay of 1978, which demands alittle more piquancy than it receives
here but is, nevertheless, persuasive in its sense
of commitment. Between these, we are trans-
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ELECTROCOMPANIET
If music really matters....
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Fax (201) 768 0702

Don't forget to bring your ears.
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That's what one illustrious viewer called the DUO-TECH
CABLE ENHANCER. The bottom line is: IT WORKS!
"I can say with complete confidence that the Cable Enhancer works,
and is worth the money."
Mark Schneider -In Terms of Music
"Overall, the effectiveness of cable burn in by the Cable Enhancer
is remarkable."
Wing Cheung -Audio Technique. Sept. 1991
"The improvement was so clear Icould tell the differences from
memory. I'm totally convinced of Cable Enhancer's capability."
Leo Fung — Audiophile Magazine July 28, 1991
The Model CE1000 Cable Enhancer sounds like snake oil — another highend gimmick — but it truly works "miracles" on cables. At $1799 0 it's amust
buy! See the review in the January issue of The Absolute Sound page 161.
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Sandy, OR. 97055
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ported back some three decades with the Medea
Suite, an evocative setting of the Greek legend.
The Suite is more thickly scored than the music
written in the previous year for Martha Graham's ballet, Cave ofthe Heart, one of the pieces
given by Schenk and the Atlantic Sinfonietta
on the second disc. Iprefer the more sensuous
sounds of the Suite, and the New Zealand SO
responds well in terms of color, if not so well
by way of attack and thrust. Their "Young
Princess" is languid by comparison with the
Atlantic Sinfonietta's, and "Medea" could well
be alittle more sinister. However, the recording
is so much better than for the honed-down ballet, which is altogether too closely focused and
treble-biased to create more than atheater-pit
atmosphere.
However, on the same disc, the Atlanta gives
awonderfully fresh performance ofAppalachian
Spring in its original nine-section, ballet-music
form and chamber orchestration. It's good to
hear the music that was eventually left out of
the Suite, even though it's obvious why it was
not included in Copland's final selection. The
natural acoustic used for the recording allows
the music to sparkle in its unmistakable colors,
making this avery attractive proposition despite the shortcomings of this recording of Cave
of the Heart.
On the third disc, Barber is represented by
the ballet suite of wittily stylized dances, Souvenin. It cannot be considered great music, but
must be accepted for what it is, "a divertissement in asetting reminiscent of the Palm Court
of the Plaza Hotel in New York, the year about
1914, epoch of the first tangos." Again, the New
Zealand SO performs well, with obvious enthusiasm, and the recording is sweet and natural, apart from atemporary loss of sharp focus
in the hesitation-Tango. Coupled with this is
Menotti's ballet suite, Sebastian, which Iwas
disappointed to find had little of the charm and
sensibility ofAmahl and the Night Visitors, three
extracts from which are given most beautifully
here By contrast, the orchestra shows less confidence with Sebastian, and makes an embarrassingly scrappy scramble of the allegro energico,
Baruffa. A disc of limited interest.
ICirshbaum's Cello Concerto reading is a
powerful, anguished affair, dwelling on melancholia and despair. It works easily as well as Yo
Yo Ma's more refined view of the work (CBS
44900, coupled with Britten's Cello Symphony),
so this is acase of try before you buy. However, if you want areally good performance of
the rarely recorded Cello Sonata, then go for
this disc. Kirshbaum and Vignoles make an
excellent team, tempering the driving intensity of the outer movements' principle themes
with an enthusiastic ardency for the breadth
of its Romantic utterances. The coupled, ubiqSTEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1992

uitous Adagiofor Strings is the only weak link
if you like this work with sugar on top. Personally, Saraste's cooler approach to it struck me as
no less passionate and involved, but it is certainly
of adifferent heat than most performances.
The recording throughout, despite the mixed
genre of the disc, is good: alittle hard and bright,
but relevant to the interpretations here. The
only hiccup comes just after the opening tutti
of the Cello Concerto's Finale; if there isn't a
tape cut just before the soloist's entry, it certainly sounds like it.
—Barbara Jahn
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 5
SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony 9
Sir Georg Sold, Vienna Philharmonic
London 430 505-2 (CD only). John Pellowe, eng.; Christopher Raeburn, prod. DDD. TF 57:02

Sir Georg Sold appears to be joining the growing number of conductors who prefer to record
"live" rather than "studio." The occasion for
this recording was the opening concert of the
1990 Wiener Festwochen, an event at which
Solti has rarely appeared. Although he has continued to perform at the Wiener Staatsoper, and
record opera with them for London Records,
his recording and concert appearances with the
Vienna Philharmonic have been infrequent
during his musical directorship of the Chicago
Symphony.
Solti has aconsiderable number of detractors, who point to his undue emphasis ofcertain
details, his impulsiveness, his propensity for
forced dynamics, especially at the louder end—
especially with the CSO—and arange ofinterpretations which run the gamut from bland to
hyperactive. Others have puzzled over the disparity between the live Solti and the recorded
Solti, well illustrated by the difference between
the deeply inspirational 1978 Solti/CSO Albert
Hall performance ofBrucicner Symphony 7on
aLondon laserdisc and their rather uncommunicative 1989 London studio recording.
With two complete Solti/CSO Beethoven
Symphony cycles to their dubious credit, one
would expect London to think twice before
giving Solti athird shot at the Fifth, except that,
as noted, this is an actual concert, and arather
particular one at that. As such, this recording
contains one of the best new Beethoven Fifths
to reach the public in many years. I'm not sure
if it's possible anymore for there to be asingle
definitive Beethoven symphony recording, but
here at least we have afresh, spontaneous, unaffected approach which is as much about the
music itself as it is about the way the VP0
responds to the leadership of its guest-conducting maestro.
Perhaps not burdened by Beethoven's years
of overly sanctified adulation, the Shostakovich
9receives aperformance which does as much
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AudioQuest Centers are dealers who have contracted to keep
in stock most AudioQuest cables and accessories, including at
least four models of interconnect cable, eight speaker cables,

four video and S-video cables, digital and fiber optic cables, Sorbothane . CD
Feet" Big Feet' and LaserGuide" AQ Centers also have these cables on
demonstration and available for loan!
AudioQuest also has hundreds of other dealers who will be pleased to help you
with your AudioQuest needs, however the AudioQuest Center dealers listed
below have made an extra commitment to help guarantee your satisfaction.
CENTERS

CA, Tustin
Digital Ear
(714) 544-7903

CO, Denver
Listen Up
(303) 778-0780

MI, Farmington Hills
Almas Hi Fi
(313) 553-4360

OH, Columbus
Progressive Audio
(614) 299-0565

CA, Santa Barbara
Mission Audio
(805) 682-7575

FL, Gainesville
Sound Ideas
(904) 378-0192

MI, Rochester
Almas Hi Fi
(313) 650-1700

CA, Monterey
Monterey Stereo
(408) 649-6303

FL, Miami
Sound Components
(305) 232-8848

MI, Royal Oak
Almas Hi Fi
(313) 549-8090

PA, Edgewood
Better Sound
Concepts
(412) 731-3737

CA, Santa Monica
Optimal
Enchantment
(310) 393-4434

FL, Winter Park
Absolute Sound
(407) 629-0230

MI, Grand Rapids
Classic Stereo Ltd.
(616) 957-2130

GA, Marietta
Audio Atlanta
(404) 499-0145

MI, Kalamazoo
Classic Stereo Ltd.
(616) 324-0665

CA, San Francisco
Performance Audio
(415) 543-4505

IL, Chicago
Superior Audio
Systems
(312) 226-4848

MO, Columbia
Columbia Photo
Video
(314) 443-0503

CA, San Francisco
Performance Audio
(415) 441-6220

KS, Overland Park
Audioporl Ltd.
(913) 341-2222

MO, Crestwood
Flip's Stereo
(314) 842-1600

TX, El Paso
Soundquest
(915) 779-5421

CA, Oakland
Pro Audio
Electronics
(510) 654-6630

KS, Lawrence
Kief's Audio Video
(913) 842-1811

NE, Lincoln
Sound Enviornment
(402) 483-4511

VT, So. Burlington
Audio Den
(802) 863-4398

LA, Metairie
Audio Resource
(504) 885-6988

NE, Omaha
Sound Environment
(402) 391-3842

WA, Seattle
Definitive Audio
(206) 524-6633

MA, Worcester
O'Coins
(508) 791-3411

NJ, Lawrenceville
Hal's Stereo
(609) 883-6339

ME, Scarborough
New England
Music Co.
(207) 883-4173

NM, Albuquerque
Absolute Audio
Store
(505) 293-9092

WA, Tacoma
Advanced Audio
Systems
(206) 472-3133

MD, Kensington
Soundworks
(301) 929-8600

NC, Raleigh
Audio Advice
(919) 881-2005

CA, Los Angeles
Paris Audio
(310) 820-1397

CA, Redondo
Beach
Systems Design
Group
(310) 370-8575
CO, Boulder
Listen Up
(303) 444-0479
CO, Colorado
Springs
Listen Up
(303) 633-2600
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PA, Willow Grove
Soundex Electronics
(215) 659-8815
TN, Knoxville
Hi Fi House
(615) 693-4331
TN, Memphis
Opus Two
(901) 682-2455
TN, Nashville
Nicholson's Stereo
(615) 327-4312

WV, Wheeling
Sterling Sound
(304) 243-1033

A few very dedicated dealers have made a total commitment
to guarantee you access to all AudioQuest cables.

AQ Full Line Centers stock, demonstrate, and loan virtually the entire
AudioQuest cable range. These dealers have made a very serious
commitment. They can satisfy all your cable and accessory needs.
FULL
LINE
CENTERS

AZ, Phoenix
Sounds Like Music
(602) 993-3351

MA, Arlington
Audio Vision
(617) 648-4434

NY, New York
Sound By Singer
(212) 924-8600

FL, Tampa
Audio Visions
(813) 871-2989

MI, Dearborn
Almas Hi Fi
(313) 584-1860

NY, New York
Stereo Exchange
(212) 505-1111

Both lists have grown since preparing this ad. Please call 714-498-2770 to ask about
new AG Centers near you.
For information about AudioQuest products, see our product ad in this issue.
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justice to the work's dark side as to the more
obvious comedic aspect which sets this symphony apart from those which surround it.
The VPO displays no propensities whatever
for the so-called "mid-Atlantic" style that has
shown itself in Solti's recent recordings with
the London Philharmonic, and not the vaguest
hint of the excessive playing which Solti has
inadvertently drawn from the CSO. Admittedly, the VPO woodwinds and brass do not
have the same idea of technical development,
control, or polish as their CSO counterparts,
but some listeners find their concept of style
more amiable. Unison string phrasing, particularly in the violins, is striking to hear in this
recording, and points up some of the remaining
differences in musical tradition which continue
to be scrupulously maintained in Vienna and
points east. In points west and in the US, our
strings have evolved more power, but, one asks,
at what cost to expressive flexibility?
An arresting impression of the Musikvereinsaal's spatial characteristics is unfortunately
spoiled by the full silences during the pauses
between non-segue movements in each symphony. Moreover, because of the uneven and
totally artificial manner in which the soundstage collapses between the last note and the
start of the applause of the Shostakovich, Isuspect the employment of some type of ambience
synthesizer or enhancer. A pity; otherwise, this
recording does not exhibit the multi-mono
mixing, frustrating lack of detail and presence
in the inner voices, or cavernous exaggerated
bass of so many London recordings over the
years. Now that they're at least trying to be subtle and realistic, they should learn to play with
their toys alittle more carefully.
—Richard Schneider
BRAHMS: Complete Works for Piano
Sonatas Nos.1-3, op.', 2, & 5; Variations on aTheme
of Schumann, Op.9; Ballades, Op.10; Variations, Op.10
Nos.! & 2; Variations & Fugue on aTheme of Handel, Op.24; Paganini Variations, Op35; Waltzes, Op39;
Piano Pieces, Op.76; Rhapsodies, Op.79; Fantasies,
Op.116; Intermezzi, Op.117; Piano Pieces, Op.118 &
119
Gerhard Oppitz, piano
Eurodisc 69245-2-RG (5 CDs only). Heinz Wildhagen,
eng. & prod. DDD. TT 6:11:21

Pianists who have performed amore or less
integral version of the solo works of Brahms
on disc are not many: Julius Katchen in the past
appears to have recorded the greatest number
of works, though at present Ibelieve only one
CD of his is available in the US. Two new "complete" performances have been announced,
those by Martin Jones and André de Groote,
though these have either not yet arrived or are
still in progress. Which brings one to the question of how to define "complete?' In the case
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1992

of the 39-year-old Bavarian-born Gerhard
Oppitz, it is all the solo piano pieces with opus
numbers, but there exists as well agood CD's
worth of other works he doesn't include, among
others the D-Minor (sextet) Variations, the
studies based on other composers (including
the Bach Chaconne for left hand), and the early,
Bach-influenced suite movements (I recommend Lydia Artymiw on Chandos 8410 for
some of the latter).
How does one describe Oppitz in the standard Brahms? First, his technique, from the
standpoints of digital accuracy and velocity,
is really breathtaking. He does, however, seem
to represent apeculiarly schizophrenic breed
of modern player in that he can be tonally hardedged in louder passages, and quite ravishing
in softer, more poetic moments. In fast sections,
he sprints far more rapidly than any of the older
pianists whom the annotations daim he admires:
his mentor Wilhelm Kempff, or Edwin Fischer,
or even Walter Gieseking. At the other extreme,
in slow pieces, he is often far slower than most.
The lyrical and subdued Op.117 No.1 Intermezzo takes Oppitz 5:32, as opposed to 4:45
for Backhaus. So deliberate is Oppitz that all
three of the Intermezzi making up the complete
Op.117 take him 19:00; in contrast, Lupo plays
them in 16:50.
Timings may not always be an accurate indication of performance variables, but Iwould
posit that Oppitz at this stage of his career is
severely inclined toward over-interpretation,
whether in his extraverted, neon-lit, but nevertheless directionless treatment of the most brilliant Brahms (for example, the Op.119 No.4
Rhapsody is almost brutal in its granite-toned
intensity), or in his equally meandering, selfindulgent ruminations through so many of the
introverted lyrical pieces. Yet one cannot help
but admire his playing at those times where
tempo, mood, and style seem perfectly to coincide, when those deeply felt, ravishing moments do occur. The set, perhaps because of all
these disparate elements, remains for me amaddening one. The large-scaled piano sound,
especially in loudest passages, is not especially
ingratiating tonally.
—Igor Kipnis
BRAHMS: Serenade No.!; Academic Festival & Tragic
Overtures
Michael Tilson Thomas, London Symphony
Sony SK 45932 (CD only). Michael Sheady, cog.; David
Mottley, prod. DDD. TT 69:50

Those unfamiliar with the two serenades Brahms
composed in his late 20s have missed some of
his loveliest music. The one featured here has
avibrant joyfulness and many moments that
foreshadow the great works to come. Especially
winning are the exuberant first movement, a
second movement that anticipates the Scherzo
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of the great B-flat Piano Concerto, and ahauntingly beautiful Adagio—Brahms's longest orchestral slow movement—that is stamped with
the composer's strikingly individual harmonic
boldness.
Were it not for afussy first movement that
is not fast enough to meet Brahrns's Allegro molto
specification and is further marred by some
tasteless rhythmic manipulations that break the
line and undermine structure, Thomas's performance would deserve an unqualified recommendation. He is not, to be sure, inspired, and
his treatment of the tender Minuet is abit perfunctory. But he is never stodgy, and he keeps
the slow movement going so that it does not
seem excessively long. Furthermore, the prominent horn part has arich color matched in few
other versions.
For all its strengths, however, the performance lacks the tautness and emotional range
projected by Stokowski and Kertész. Neither
of their versions is listed in the current Schwann
Opus, but the Kertész account (coupled with
his equally distinguished reading of Brahms's
Serenade No.2) is available, Ibelieve, on abudget London CD. With its 1968 sound holding
up quite well, it comprises afar better buy than
this Sony release, which is filled out with slack,
tensionless readings of Brahms's two familiar
concert overtures. Sony's recording is rather
close and flat in perspective, but musical in
timbre and generally pleasant.
—Mortimer H. Frank
D'ANGLEBERE Harpsichord Works
Arthur Haas, harpsichord
Wildboar WLBR 8802 (CD only). Joseph Spencer, prod.;
Peter Nothnagle, Michael Hesse, engs. DDD.
62:51
(not 65:48, as given)
EDWARD PARMENTIER: 17th-Century French
Harpsichord Music
Edward Parmentier, harpsichord
Wildboar WLBR 8502 (CD only). Joseph Spencer, prod.;
Michael Lynn, eng. DDD. TE 61:27 (not 71:13, as given)

rr

Wildboar founder Joseph Spencer assured me
that Iwould hate the Parmentier recording,
because of the radical temperament employed.
I'm sorry to disappoint him, but Irather like
both of these CDs, not least because of the tunings used. Ihad argued that Bach did not appear
to favor radical meantone tunings; Iby no means
meant to imply that no one did. Seventeenthcentury French composers (among others) appear to have positively adored these sorts of
temperaments, which lend acertain piquancy
to the sound of some keys.
Both of the performers here are accomplished
technicians, with astrong sympathy toward this
music. Haas is perhaps abit more adventurous,
alittle less afraid of ornament, but both give
tasteful and varied renditions. Haas plays a
period instrument, arestored 1785 Germain,
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1992

while Parmentier uses aKeith Hill copy of a
1640 Flemish instrument. The former "sings"
abit more sweetly, but the Hill has an exceptionally powerful lower register. Parmentier
gets the more radical of the tunings: a%comma meantone. This sounds lovely in the
Louis Couperin Suite in D, which Parmentier plays wonderfully, but the Suite in cby
Johann Froberger fares less well. C-minor is
not the ideal for this tuning. But, as Igor Kipnis
points out in his notes to The English Harpsichord, the ear can accustom itself to almost anything. (There may, however, be some significance to the fact that Spencer employs someone
named Barbara WoYto prepare the instruments
used here.)
Most of the music performed on these discs
is excellent, although you'll understand after
hearing his works why Louis XIV got rid of
Jacques Champion de Chambonniéres. (I wonder, though, whether the galliards marked lentement by D'Anglebert were not akin to the Slow
Courentes with which the Sun King tortured
his audiences.) Ienjoyed very much the Couperin suite abovementioned, as well as D'Angleberes transcriptions of lute music. The sound
is absolutely gorgeous, especially on the Haas/
D'Anglebert disc. Whatever we may say about
digital, it hasn't got pre-echo, which can ruin
harpsichord and piano recordings.' Two very
worthy additions to the harpsichord catalog.
—Les Berkley
PISTON: Symphony 6, The Incredibk Flutist, Three New
England Sketches
Leonard Slatkin, St. Louis Symphony
RCA 60798-2-RC (CD only). William Hoekstra, mg.;
Joanna Nickrez, prod. DDD. T1 57:02
PISTON: Symphonies 2& 6, Sinfonietta
Gerard Schwarz, Seattle Symphony (Symphonies), New
York Chamber Symphony (Sinfoniena)
Delos DE 3074 (CD only). John Eargle, mg.; Adam Stern,
prod. DDD. TE 66:55

Although Piston is hardly unknown in American music, his appearances on record have
been spotty. During anear lifelong tenure on
the Harvard music faculty, his pupils included
Elliot Carter and Leonard Bernstein; the latter programmed Piston during his tenure as
Music Director of the NYP, but recorded none
of his works.
Piston's music defies pigeonholing. He never
indulges himself in the melodramatic rhetoric which makes Barber so appealing to middlebrow listeners eager to identify with something "modern!' There's none of that "Norman
Rockwell" atmosphere which makes Copland
sound so "American." Piston is more apt to
suggest the heightened reality removed from
reality of Thomas Hart Benton, details of whose
1Which is why Ican't understand the audiophile prejudice
against DMM, which virtually banishes pre-echo.
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work grace the covers of RCA's ongoing American music series with Slatkin/St. Louis.
The record business is about to familiarize
us with Piston in areally big way. Ihope that,
after adearth of Piston, we're not to be swamped
in needless duplication. Choosing between
these Sixths is ahard call, and may boil down
to the choice of accompanying repertoire.
Slatkin/St. Louis gives us Piston's only programmatic or descriptive music: the Suite from
The Incredible Flutist, originally composed in
1938 as aconcert ballet for the Boston Pops;
and Three New England Sketches, awork from
1959. Listeners expecting to be handed clear
visions of the title movements of the latter may
be disappointed, particularly with regard to the
outer movements, "Seaside" and "Mountains."
It seems to me that as atone painter, Piston is
but akinder, gentler Ruggles. However, the second movement, "Summer Evening:' is filled
with birdsong and insect sound, much like the
haunting nocturnal music of Bartók.
The Incredible Flutist is ahigh-quality, fun pops
or childrens' concert piece which Slatkin and
his forces play to afare-thee-well. One of its
more amusing passages, "Circus March:' contains some effects which grew out of araucous
improvisation by members of the Boston Pops
while rehearsing the premiere: midway whistling and cheering, and at the end, the sound
of abarking dog. The liner notes give credit for
"Canine Contributions" to Margie Slatkin &
Bud. How would you like to be afly on the St.
Louis Symphony locker-room wall for the
humor which must have inevitably risen from
this very special brand of nepotism?
Schwarz/Seattle's next installment of Piston,
which may well be available by the time this
review is published, will contain Sketches as a
comparison to Symphony 4. For the current
recording, Schwarz has chosen early pieces: the
Sinfonietta from 1941 for fairly light forces, and
Symphony 2from 1943-44, for which Piston
won the Music Critics' Circle Award. Sinfonietta, which was recorded at the 92nd Street Y
with the New York Chamber Symphony, turns
out to be awork of considerable substance for
its title and Haydn-scaled orchestra.
Symphonies 2and 6find us back in the Seattle Opera House with the Seattle Symphony.
For arelatively youthful work, Symphony 2
covers abroad emotional range, from dark and
pessimistic moods to flashes of ragtime. Indeed,
Piston's New England origins seem most palpable in this work.
Symphony 6, the work common to both recordings, was commissioned for the 75th Anniversary of the Boston Symphony, premiered
and recorded by Munch/BSO for RCA in 1955.
Although long out of print on vinyl and not
yet reissued, the Munch/BSO remains one of
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1992

the treasures of its period and provides agenuine challenge to newcomers.
Each performance displays its own degrees
of excellence, and each in turn suffers ever so
slightly when compared to Munch/BSO. Each
conductor draws abroad, healthy, full-bodied
response from his orchestra. Ifind Slatkin overstudious and too slow with the scherzo, afleet
and nimble study in lightness with featured
percussion. Each conductor takes the Finale too
fast. One understands the logic. The Adagio
sereno which precedes it is very serious in tone,
and the rollicking Finale is its total opposite.
Munch, however, known for very fast tempos,
seems to have understood the indication of
Allegro energico as an implication of mood and
style rather than all-out velocity.
Production factors have been covered by two
of the best audio teams in the profession, each
working with excellent acoustic sites. Ilike the
very open and spacious feeling of Hoekstra's
miking in St. Louis. In comparison, Eargle's
sound seems just abit closed-in, but I'm drawn
to his deeper bass. Schwarz's seating plan for
the strings, almost unique today (violins left
and right, violas right, cellos left, basses left
rear) gives his recording aspecial interest. As
Isaid, it's avery close call.—Richard Schneider
RACHMANINOFF: Vespers
Karl Dent, tenor; Robert Shaw Festival Singers, Robert
Shaw
Telarc CD-80172 (CD only). Robert Woods, prod.; Jack
Renner, eng. DDD. TI 65:57

This may not be the greatest performance of
this stunning work available, but it certainly
sounds better than any other. Telarc has, as usual,
given us arecording of such clarity, honesty,
and depth that we feel, rightly, as if we're at an
"All-Night Vigil" (the correct name for the
piece) in achurch (it was recorded in one), but
without the usual distractions. Raclunaninoff's
intense vocal meshwork can be basked in here,
and it's apleasure to analyze and enjoy.
There are certain signposts we always return
to when listening to an unfamiliar performance
ola familiar work. In these Vespers, Ialways go
straight to the dose of "Nyne Otpushchayeshi"
(track 5). That's the point at which the basses
descend slowly to abottom B-flat (!). Herein
Shaw's singers arrive comfortably, but they
don't shake the soul as other choirs have. More
important, though, Ican't find any overt emotionalism in the performance in general—it's
handsome, easy on the ear (even quite beautiful),
and afine introduction to the work; but, well,
it's abit too Western.
Tenor Karl Dent is agood, clear-voiced soloist, and the choir never disappoints, with particular praise going to the women, who invariably outshine their Russian counterparts. Shaw's
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tempi are properly serious (Rostropovich's on
Erato seem abit too fast), and the overall impression is positive. But Imust repeat: This
lacks soul. It may not get in your way, however, and so Ican recommend this disc energetically.
—Robert Levine
SAINT-SAËNS: Samson et Dalila
José Carreras, Samson; Agnes Baltsa, Dalila; Jonathan
Summers, High Priest; Simon Estes, Abimelich; Paata
Burchuladze, An Old Hebrew; others; Chorus & Symphony Orchestra of Bayerischen Rundfunks, Sir Colin
Davis
Philips 426 243-2 (2 CDs only). Mike Bremner, prod.
DDD. TT: 2:02:53

In this gorgeously recorded, brilliantly conducted account of Saint-Sens's not-quite opera,
Sir Colin Davis has managed to comfortably
wed the work's oratorio and opera elements;
the dramatic whole is more viable here than I've
ever heard it before. The vulgar Bacchanale
music sounds lusty rather than stupid, Dalila's
sensuality is clear and alluring, and the Hebrews' lamentations and protestations, as well
as the Philistines' mockery, are all finely detailed. Davis is nicely assisted by orchestra and
chorus, and the production team has balanced
the proceedings well.
Agnes Baltsa is awonderful Dalla. Her voice
may lack the earthiness of, say, Rita Gorr, or
the sheer beauty of Rise Stevens, but she draws
us aDalila to reckon with. It is much to her
credit that her second act is believable from start
to finish, and luxurious to hear as well. Carreras is another story. I've tried too hard to hear
in his latest recordings the voice which used
to be. To be sure, there are still moments when
his powerful declamation in middle voice is
stunning, but there's no forgetting or excusing the strained, wobbly notes above the staff
His B-flat at the close of "mon coeur. .r is
monstrous, and the engineers seem to have
turned up the volume at that moment to accentuate its horror. There's less to admire than shun
in his singing, although his reading of the part
is intense and telling.
Jonathan Summers is agood, scenery-chewing High Priest, but both Estes and Burchuladze come close to disgracing themselves with
their blank performances. Ican recommend this
set for Davis's and Baltsa's intelligence and passion, but be warned about Carreras.
—Robert Levine

WAGNER: Siegfried
Siegfried Jerusalem, Siegfried; James Morris, Wanderer;
Peter Haage, Mime; Eva Martón, Brünnhilde; Theo
Adam, Alberichjadwiga Rappé, Erda; Kurt Rycll, Fafner, Kiri Te 1Canawa, Forest Bird; Bavarian Radio Symphony Orchestra, Bernard Haitink
EMI CDS 754290 2(4 CDs only). Wolfram Graul, prod.;
Martin Wühr, eng. DDD. TT: 3:49:25
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Das Rheingold is not even properly part of Der
Ring des Nibelungen, which Wagner called atrilogy; it's abrief, concise prologue from which
no one expects agreat deal of passion or emotional catharsis. After all, there's not asingle
human being in the entire opera. Opera-goers
do expect agreat deal of Siegfried, however, and
are usually disappointed. At four hours, it's fullblown Wagner, and is usually named not only
as everyone's least favorite Ring opera, but
everyone's least favorite opera, even by otherwise
perfect Wagnerites. It's not hard to see why:
With the exception of the Forest Bird's four tiny
songs, there are no female voices for the first
3hours, and it's notoriously difficult to make
the young Siegfried believable or sympathetic.
As actors say, "the lines give you nothing?'
However, for most of my late teens, Siegfried
was my favorite Ring opera. It contains some
of Wagner's most consistently interesting scoring; in fact, Siegfried served as my primer in
learning the instruments of the orchestra, particularly the viola, whose orchestral role, even
though I'd played in school ensembles for years,
had until then remained amystery to me. In
Siegfried Wagner seemed to have almost singlehandedly invented the viola as aromantic voice
of dark forboding, exponentially expanding
the instrument's orchestral language; page after
page of the score read like excerpts from some
vast, dark, High Romantic Concerto Grosso
for the viola section—with vocal obbligato.
Still, Siegfried remains, for most, the most difficult opera for which to acquire ataste.
But in his third installment of EMI's new
studio Ring cycle, Bernard Haitink conducts
aSiegfried for people who hate Siegfried. This
recording works in every way—dramatically,
musically, sonically—as Haitink continues to
confound all expectations with his exciting,
straightforward, musical storytelling. Haitink's
conducting has generally been more respected
than loved, more praised than listened to; words
like "correct:' "careful," "reverent:' and "refined" appear far more often in reviews of his
recordings than do such adjectives as "heartfelt:' "powerfulr "passionate or even "warm!'
The contrast of EMI's cycle to the other Ringin-progress, Levine's for DG, is thus all the
more puzzling: How could Levine, the Metropolitan Opera's dynamic, ambitious man of the
theater, consistently turn in such turgid, lackluster conducting as in his Rheingold and Walküre? (I emphatically except his conducting in
the recently released Giitterdibmnenmg, reviewed
last month.) Perhaps Haitink, relatively unused
to depending on the added excitement of astage
filled with sumptuous sets, dancing lights, and
moving singers, instinctively knows that what
doesn't get on tape doesn't count.
Regardless, this Siegfried, only the fourth stu-
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dio recording ever made of the opera, is atriumph, right up there with the justly legendary
recordings of the first, Sold's, and the live Bayreuth recordings of Biihm and Krauss (my
other favorites). Haitink never overemphasizes
here (no surprise), but neither does he ever hold
back (surprise!), always rising to the occasion
with orchestral foils exactly supportive, perfectly contrapuntal to the dramatic action, whether staged or implied. And Ialways appreciate
aconductor who can show me new things in
ascore Ithought Iknew: in Siegfried's Act I
Forging Song, Haitink brings out aforeboding,
previously unheard (by me) dissonance in the
horns just before "Hoho! Hoho!"; Act Il's
"Forest Murmurs" is the tenderest I've heard;
and the familiar lullaby-like music of Act III's
"Ewig war ich," excerpted in the Siegfried Idyll,
is the most affecting reading Iknow, slower
even than Goodall and Gould, yet far more of
acaress.
But Haitink is equally capable of carrying
abig Wagnerian stick and speaking not softly
at all, painting with abroad brush without
missing asingle detail. The preludes of all three
acts are marvels of atmospheric scene-setting
here, particularly that of III: Haitink makes this
monumentally restless music heavy, yet still
it moves (and yes, producer Wolfram Graul, I
do appreciate all that beautifully recorded thunder and wind!).
Unlike so many Ring recordings—Karajan's
(DG, not Hunt/Memories), Janowski's, Levine's
—there is never any doubt that Haitink consistently holds dramatic integrity higher than
musical, though never at the latter's expense;
adelicate and difficult balance. The characters
are always (with one exception; see below) fully
rounded in the pit and on the stage, the singers
creating living, breathing characters with complex motives and believably rich inner lives. All
of this makes the three-fourths ofHaitink's Ring
so far released more vital, more consistently
exciting—morefun—than any studio or stage
cycle since the very first—Solti's. And nowhere
is "fun" more important in the Ring than in
Siegfried, the ultimate "boys' opera," which so
often ends up avery unfunny unintended parody of Never Never Land ruled by amiddleaged, overweight, gallumphing, loudmouth
braggart Pan.
Perhaps the most telling difference between
the Haitink and Levine Rings is that, when listening to the latter, I'm always aware that I'm
hearing singers and players, that I'm being
"performed at." Then Iput on the Haitink: a
sonic window opens onto amagical universe
of real beings meeting real challenges, triumphs,
tests, and tragedies; aworld that has been going
on long before Iloaded the first disc into my
player, and will continue long after Iremove
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1992

the last. Ican't imagine wanting any more from
arecording.
The singing satisfies almost as uniformly as
the conducting. Over the past 20 or so years
Siegfried Jerusalem has, from not very impressive beginnings, grown into aWagner singer
of formidable skill, stamina, and stature. This
all-but Heldentenor is intelligent, strong-voiced,
agood actor at ease on stage, has almost no
trouble with notes or volume, and seems—
as he did in Levine's televised Ring—to enjoy
himself immensely as Siegfried. Unlike the formidable Windgassen, one of the most brilliant
singers ever to assume the role, Jerusalem is
never in the position of having to sing around
his own voice—it's become an instrument as
polished and strong as Nothung itself. Only
in avery few moments is there even ahint of
strain; otherwise, Jerusalem fairly tears into the
role like ateenaged Errol Flynn, calling on
Youth's endless reserves and easy relaxation.
And his attempts to mimic the Forest Bird on
the "stupid reed" comprise the funniest—and
not at all precious—acting of the scene I've ever
heard. It sounds as ifJerusalem's actually playing
that sour English horn.
But in Act I(though not in II or III) Jerusalem
shares with Peter Haage's Mime atendency
toward arote observance of the score's written rhythms. This works from time to time for
dramatic effect, but all the time amounts to
sing-song. Iprefer alooser, more creative way
with aphrase.
But not James Morris's way! For all his beauty
of voice and presence of mind and heart, Morris
goes to the opposite extreme. Again, as in Levine's PBS Ring, Morris's Wanderer is almost
too relaxed, at the expense of dramatic tension
or (more to the point) emotional investment.
His Act Iscene with Mime is all mellow and
avuncular, and while those elements are certainly germane, Wotan's vital interest is missing.
However, when compared with his stiff, youthful, grasping Rheingold Wotan, it's clear that
Morris has afirm grasp on the evolution and
growth of Wotan—by far the most complex
character in all of opera. And, by Act III, Morris
has awakened sufficiently to rouse not only the
sleeping Erda but any drowsy listeners as well,
and his first and last meeting—triumphant,
tragic, Oedipal—with his rowdy, unwitting
grandson Siegfried, is thoroughly, deeplyfelt.
Peter Haage's Mime is so good, so naturally
right in this large but thanldess role, that Ibarely
noticed him as singer or actor; he strikes aperfect balance between the hilarious if over-thetop buffoonery of aGerhard Stolze (Solti) and
the merely excellent singing of the too-polite
Peter Schreier (Janowski). It was wonderful to
hear afully fleshed-out person actually hitting
all the notcs, and the Mime/Alberich confron-
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tation in Act II raises blisters.
In the four smaller roles, Jadwiga Rappé is
astrong if wobbly Erda, aclassic clotted-cream
contralto; Kurt Rydl's Fafner is technically perfect if somewhat emotionally distant; and Theo
Adam continues his late-career exploration of
Alberich's noble desperation with more musicality and no less angst than he did in Haitink's
Rheingold. But Kiri Te Kanawa as the Forest Bird
(!!) is adelight as unalloyed as it is unexpected
—by along shot, she's the best I've heard in the
part. Wagner's/Haitink's settings of the Forest Bird's four brief Act II "songs" are absolutely magical, enchanting, breathtaking, and
Te Kanawa's sheer beauty and freshness of tone
are, for once, in the service of alively interpretation (though Idon't think even the sharpesteared native speaker could unravel her German).
But just as there are no perfect Ring cycles,
there is no perfect Siegfried—the problem here
is Eva Martón's Brünnhilde. Her rich voice is
immense, but so is her vibrato/wobble; she
seems to expend most of her energy in simply
controlling her pitch and belting out the notes.
By the end of Act III, Iwas much less aware of
her success at accurate vocal production than
of the effort she had to make to do so—and I'd
rather be aware of neither. Her Brünnhilde
seemed more an exhausting exercise in vocal
gymnastics than aliving, breathing dramatic
character who just happens to be speaking
through an opera singer. Needless to say, MarKm had little energy left over for characterization. Still, there were moments: atender "Ewig
war ich," and an almost pathetically vulnerable "Ich bin ohne Schutz und Schirm." Idon't
want to overstate my cridtisms: after all, Brünnhilde sings for less than 30 of this Siegfried's 230
minutes. Still, Martón remains the only flaw
in my otherwise rabid anticipation of the Fall
release of Haitink's Gâtterdiimmerung.
Helping conductor, singers, and orchestra
alike is awonderfully supportive recording
style. At no point did Inot believe that Iwas
hearing asimply, accurately miked re-creation
of amature, seasoned orchestra and singers in
awarm, uncavemous, perfectly sized venue—
Munich's Herkulesaal, the BRSO's home. This
is all exactly opposite of the Levine Ring's sonic
frigidity. Once again, the marvelous clarity and
spaciousness that characterized the Haitink/
EMI Rheingold and Walleüre are fully in evidence;
as Isaid in my review of the former, the music
seems to rise like agolden mist through the
orchestra rather thanfrom it. Still, the orchestra
retains its integrity: there is little or no spotmilting; things don't jump out at you, yet there
is as much detailed "soundstaging" as you'd
ever want. An utterly believable recording, in
terms of both musicality and accuracy—except
for ahorrendous edit at the climax of Act I, just
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1992

before Siegfried sings "So schneidet Siegfrieds
Schwert!" It's the only glitch in an otherwise
stellar sonic production, one whose sheer sound
alone made me feel warm and good for four
straight hours.
Now, Mr. Haitink—to Ciitterdamtnerung, and
glory!
—Richard Lehnert

CLASSICAL COLLECTIONS
VLADIMIR HOROWITZ: Horowitz the Poet
Schubert: Sonata in B-flat, D.960; Schumann: Scenes
from Childhood
Vladimir Horowitz, piano
DG 435 025-2 (CD only); Paul Goodman, Ewald Faiss,
engs.; Thomas Frost, prod. DDD. TE 56:05
VLADIMIR HOROWITZ: Horowitz in Vienna
Mozart: Rondo in D, K.485; Sonata in B-flat, K.333;
Schubert: Impromptu in G-flat, D.899 No3; Moment
Musical No3; Schubert-Liszt: Soirées de Vienna No.6;
Schumann: Scenesfrom Childhood; Chopin: Mazurka
in b, Op33 No.4; Polonaise No.6 in A-flat, Op53; Liszt:
Consolation No3; Moszkowski: Étincelles
DG 072 221-1 (laserdisc). Ewald Fans, audio eng.; Thomas
Frost, audio prod.; Franz Kabelka, prod.; Brian Large,
DDD. TE 90:00

The Schubert B-flat Sonata, recorded complete
in the studio during several sessions early in
1986, had been one of Horowitz's unreleased
projects before he moved on to other works and
other recording interests The work had figured
in his 25th Anniversary program at Carnegie
Hall in 1953, the earlier performance subsequently released by RCA Victor; the standard
judgmental reaction at that time was that the
pianist was far too individualistic and insufficiently classical in outlook, especially when
compared with that Schubertian paragon,
Schnabel. Quite recently, on the radio, Icame
into the B-flat Sonata somewhere in the second
movement without having heard any opening
announcement as to the identity of the performer. The interpretation was fascinating, full
of personality yet stylistically reasonable, and
of course it turned out to be the older Horowitz
recording, now made available on RCA 60451-2.
I've always found the pianist agreat wonder, even in those moments when, interpretively, there has been less to admire. To some
extent this remains true of the new version of
the Schubert, especially in the final two movements which are more miniaturized in form.
Where the performance of the Sonata really
fails, however, is in the overall lack of continuity,
everything seemingly sacrificed to the effect
of the moment. Ifind, even with repeated hearings, that the details of dynamics, accents, voicings, and ritards—all idiosyncratically exaggerated—are far more representative of Horowitz than of Schubert.
In the case of the discmate, Schumann's Scenes
from Childhood, which derives from a1987 tele-
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cast concert in Vienna (see below), this is Horowitz's third recording, the first two studio performances having been made respectively for
RCA in 1950 and Columbia in 1962. Yes, there
are exaggerations (the forzando accents in "Catch
me if you can," for instance), but the interpretation as awhole has such poetic sensibility and
eloquence that Iwould not hesitate in naming
this his greatest version. "Knight of the hobbyhorse' afrenetic steeplechase in his first recording, here emerges slower and appropriately
childlike. For that matter, the simplicity and
naturalness of the final two sections, "Child
falling asleep" and "The poet speaks," are really
touching, and perhaps among the most magnificent examples of Horowitz the artist. The
satisfactory piano sound is typical of the pianist's
studio and live recording sites, but the idea of
including applause at the end of the Schumann
is an abomination in the context of the album
title and the shattered mood of those concluding sections.
Interestingly, afew unimportant errors occur
in the Schumann (Nos.3, 4, & 11), including
some minor memory slips, some of which have
been corrected on the CD but not on the laserdisc. The complete hour-and-a-half Vienna
concert, however, is so very good in all ways
that one might consider it the best of Horowitz's video endeavors, artistically and aesthetically superior to the London, Moscow, Last
Romantic, and Mozart programs. (By the way,
when will Sony release the pianist's 1968 Carnegie program, "Horowitz on Television"?)
Though the pianist's fingers in 1987 were no
longer up to the velocity heard in his older recordings of, for example, the,Chopin "Heroic"
Polonaise or Moszkowski's Etincelles, there simply are so many gorgeous moments here—
among them the slow movement of Mozart's
K333, the Schubert Impromptu, the aforementioned Schumann, the Chopin Mazurka—that
one listens with awe.
What about watching? Would non-musicians
enjoy what might conceivably be described
visually as being musically equivalent to TV
bowling or golf? Camera angles are kept simple, most of the shots concentrating with aminimum of fanciness on Horowitz's hands. It's
the movement of those extraordinary hands,
as well as some entertaining facial expressions
before and after any individual performance,
that will be the main visual attraction for the
Horowitz fan. Technically, the disc is visually
very good, the audio portion exposing the usual
closeup piano 'inking of the performer's brilliantly voiced instrument. In spite of the printed
indication that it has been encoded, CX noise
reduction has not been used on either of the two
LD sides. Adding it in playback results in an
unpleasant compression effect. —Igor Kipois
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DMITRI HVOROSTOVSKY: Russian Romances
Songs by Rachmaninoff and Tihaikovsky
Dmitri Hvorostovsky, baritone; Oleg Boshniakovich,
piano
Philips 432 119-2 (CD only). Anna Barry, prod. DDD.
TT: 51:54

Philips, in awildly misdirected attempt at hip
marketing, submitted this release for review
in aplain white paper slipcase with ared sticker
on which the words "This Siberian is too hot
to cool down!" were printed. Call me simple,
but this is adopey statement. Is he "hot" despite
the fact that he's Siberian? What kind of "hot"
do they mean? Why should we want him to
cool down? Does he want to cool down?
Hvorostovsky is the real thing—a warm,
lyric baritone with range, flexibility, and brains.
But you'll get more of each of these characteristics if you buy his first recital disc, comprising
arias by Tchaikovsky and Verdi (Philips 426
740-2). The songs recorded here are typical of
acertain type of sadness and introspection Russian composers are prone to, and Ifound the
sameness dulling despite each song's individual
beauty. In addition, in order to vary the overall
effect, Hvorostovsky oversings many songs,
putting pressure on his beautiful voice and
causing worry.
Oleg Boshniakovich, the accompanist, is
wonderful, but we aren't allowed to know anything about him or the baritone; Philips's notes
discuss the music only. How pure. How shoddy.
The sound is true, the recording roomy. Stick
to the aria disc unless you're addicted to this
particular flavor of Russian Weltschmerz or must
have everything this nice kid has recorded.
—Robert Levine

SHOW M USIC
BARNUM: London Cast
Michael Reed, cond. Music by Cy Coleman; lyrics by
Michael Stewart; book by Mark Bramble
Image 107887VP (laserdisc). Barrie Hawes, eng.; Harold
Fielding, prod. AAA? TT ca 110:00

Why, you may wonder, would aUS laserdisc
company just now release the 1986 BBC taping
of the West End production ofBarnum, amusical that was ahit, but definitely ofless than gargantuan proportions? The answer is probably
that they want to cash in on the popularity of
Michael Crawford, now acdaimed as the creator
of the title role in the enormously successful Phantom of the Opera. The motives may be crassly
commercial, but the result is amost welcome
addition to the small number of available laserdiscs of staged (as opposed to filmed) musicals.
Barnum is unlikely to make it to any listing
of the Ten Greatest Musicals of All Time, but
it's asolidly crafted work, and has one of Cy
Coleman's better scores, including at least one
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attractive ballad ("The Colors of My Life") and,
in "Come Follow the Band:' the most rousing number of its type since Professor Harold
Hill (a rather Barnumesque character himself)
regaled us with his story about the time 76
trombones led the big parade. Michael Crawford gives atruly star performance as PT. Barnum, meeting the role's physical challenges (he
has to walk on stilts, leap from atrampoline,
tightrope-walk, etc.), and being so gosh-darn
likeable that we really don't mind it when he
calls us suckers (the kind born every minute).
He also sings pretty well, although not in away
that would make one think he'd be an ideal
Phantom.
The rest of the cast is never less than competent (British musical theater performers are
generally much more adept at playing Americans than North Americans are at playing Brits),
and features aJenny Lind (Christina Collier)
who actually sounds as if she could sing opera
(the Broadway cast's Jenny Lind is not very
convincing as the toast of the opera/concert
world). Diicatcl for television by Terry Hughes
(Sweeney Todd, Emmy Awards for The Golden
Girls) in astraightforward you-are-at-thetheater style, the video production captures
much of the excitement of live theater, only the
lip-syncing of some of the numbers detracting from the sense of involvement. If this were
avideo magazine (it isn't, so don't start writing
those anti-video letters again!), I'd also have
to note that the video quality is disappointing,
with resolution closer to VHS tape than laserdisc, and some peculiar blurring in scenes involving fast movement—a possible byproduct
of video noise reduction. Fortunately for our
concerns (once again, this is Stereophile, not
Videophile), sound quality is very good, quite
comparable to the Broadway cast LP (I don't
have the CD), and far better than one would
get on VHS-HiFi.
—Robert Deutsch

J
AZZ
ARLLD ANDERSEN: Sage
Kirsten Braten Berg, vocals; Arild Andersen, bass; Bendik
Hofseth, tenor 8c soprano sax; Frode Alnaes, guitar;
Bugge Wesseltoft, keyboards; Nana Vasconcelos, percussion, vocals
ECM 1435 (849 647-2, CD only). Arild Andersen, prod.;
Jan Erik Kongshaug, eng. DDD. TT 67:27
NORDISK SANG (Musk ofNonnay)
Kirsten Braten Berg, Pernille Anker, vocals; Hans Brimi,
fiddle; Torleiv Bolstad, hardingfele (Hardanger fiddle);
Eivind Grown, seljelloyte (willow-bark flute); others
New Albion NA 031 (CD only). Hans Wendl, Foster
Reed, prods. AAD. TE 49:30

Nordisk Sang is auniquely dark, gentle, austere,
strikingly powerful disc of distant intimacy,
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1992

cold warmth, and other oxymorons of the borders linking opposites. It has been aspecial
enough recording for me for the past six months
that I've put off reviewing it until now.
The disc is astudy in Northernness: endless
cold, endless winter dark, endless summer light,
the blue and purple blades of sharp winter sunsets whose fires throw no heat, the level gaze
ola people who talk little, whose music is all
thew and sinew and the bone-smooth beauty
of solitude.
Imoved to the High Desert of New Mexico for the similar (if warmer) spareness of the
Southwest. Ihear in this astonishing music a
similar stripped-bareness, here of sun-lashed
rock, twisted and dessicated wood, and water
scarce enough to be always valued—not so different from the western coast and central valleys
of Norway, where this music was born. In the
mid-May heat of the Potrero badlands where
Ilive, Nordisk Sang soothed and braced with
chill comfort.
The album is asampling of recordings made
between 1977 and 1988 (except for the first and
last tracks, taped in 1957) for the Norwegian
folk label Heilo. There are fiddle, flute, and vocal
solos, duets, and strange tonal blends: voice,
soprano sax, and Hardingfele; voice, Hardingfek, bouzoulci, and recorder; willow-bark flute
and pipe organ; and asynthesizer or two. Most
striking are the vocals of Pernille Anker—a
brooding, gently floating yodel that sounds like
the crooning lullaby of achoir-girl turned mass
murderer walking into the sea to her death. It
sends chills up my spine, and Ican't get enough
of it. There is resigned peace here, mystery that
denies resolution, and loneliness beyond hope.
That apartness informs the music on all levels:
As often as not, even in the duets and trios, the
playing is traded off—the musicians seldom
play together, but alternate in lonely, dual soliloquoys, separate even when together. The
sound, from so many different sources, is variable, but minimally so. The sessions are cleanly,
simply engineered, perhaps too closely miked,
and with the usual HF emphasis, but all in all
the sound is satisfying and unfatiguing.
Arild Andersen's Sagn, afolk-jazz suite based
on the same source material from which Nordisk
Sang is drawn, is far more contemporary in
almost every way. Here, in ECM's usual deepfocus, fully rounded sound, is asextet of one
Brazilian and five Norwegians, including folksinger Kirsten Braten Berg from Nordisk Sang.
The musical language is introspective, meditative Northern post-jazz in the traditions of fellow Norwegians Jan Garbarek and Bobo Stensen, short on humor, long on profundity, and
broad in its influences and cross-fertilizations:
jazz played and recorded as if it is High Teutonic Art. In this case, it is just that.
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But the secret ingredient is Brazilian: Nana
Vasconcelos's preternatural skill in finding—in
all that vast globe of ECM resonance and stopped
time surrounding the players—just the right
holes to place the sounds of his exotic percussion instruments and pure, breathy vocalise, is
always exquisitely musical. Vasconcelos smooths
and warms in all the right places, dropping
more than ahint of his stint with Pat Metheny.
It's all very welcome, this combination of sounds
and styles that you'll hear nowhere else.
The 16 song-length tunes are gathered into
three suites that segue as often as not, and the
playing is invariably full, rich, confident, and
anything but self-indulgent. The source material, of course, remains as remote and mysterious to me as the music of India, but speaks no
less intimately for all that.
Two unique discs, two quiet takes on Northernness and its quiet fire, two coldly glowing
recommendations for music that demands as
much stillness from its listeners as from its
players.
—Richard Lehnert

FRED HERSCH: Forward Motion
Fred Hersch, piano; Rich Perry, tenor sax; Erik Friedlander, cello; Scott Colley, bass; Tom Rainey, drums
Chesky Records JD55 (CD only). Bob Katz. eng.; David
Chesky, Fred Hersch, prods. DDD. TE 73:47
KENNY RANKIN: Because of You
Kenny Rankin, vocals, guitar, piano; George Young, tenor
& soprano sax, flute; Danilo Perez, piano; David Finck,'
bass; Dave Ratajczak, drums; Steve 1Croon, percussion
Chesky Records JD63 (CD only). Bob Katz, eng.; David
Chesky, Kenny Rankin, prods. DDD. TT: 46:27
PAQUITO D'RIVERA: Havana Cafe
Paquito D'Rivera, clarinet, alto & soprano sax; Fareed
Hague, guitar; Ed Cherry, guitar; Danilo Perez, piano;
David Finck, bass; Jorge Rossy, drums; Sammy Figueroa,
percussion
Chesky Records JD60 (CD only). Bob Katz, eng.; David
Chesky, Paquito D'Rivera, prods. DDD. TT: 58:40

In his notes to Because of You, singer Kenny
Rankin pays this tribute to Chesky recording
techniques: "I have been 'making' records for
many years. ..
But, until Imet up with David
and Norman Chesky's innovative recording
techniques I'd never had my 'aural' photograph
taken!' The techniques are simple enough—
Chesky discs are recorded "using minimal rniking techniques and without overdubbing or
artificial enhancement?'
The results justify the singer's praise. The
clarity and detail, the unaffected rightness of
the recorded sound on the bass and vocal duet
of "Round Midnight:' the gracefully percussive
"Berimbau" by Rankin's full band—all fit the
singer's gentle approach to his art. Rankin has
asoft, lyrical voice, perfect pitch, and adelightfully bouncy rhythmic approach to singing.
He's charming rather than dramatic, and, in his
own writing, witty. The light lyricism of his
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1992

sound is supported here by asmall group that
shares the leader's buoyant professionalism:
George Young on reeds, Danilo Perez on piano,
David Finck on bass, and on drums and percussion, Dave Ratajczak and Steve Kroon.
There's nothing moody or melodramatic about
Rankin; even on his "What Am IGonna Do
Without You" he sounds wistful rather than
seriously aggrieved, and he seems barely depressed by the sorrows of "Round Midnight?'
Rankin's more in tune with the optimism of
Rodgers and Hart's "I Could Write aBook"
or Gershwin's "Someone to Watch Over Me."
He's chosen awonderful repertoire for this disc:
although his own lyrics sound prosy compared
to Irving Berlin's "Always," his delivery of his
"Haven't We Met" and "This Old Man" makes
both seem natural and sincere.
The last piece on pianist Fred Hersch's Forward Motion is "Nostalgia." A raucous, selfparodying tribute to stride piano, it is ironically the least nostalgic number on this disc,
which begins rhapsodically with acymbal
splash by drummer Tom Rainey, and astatement of abroad Hersch melody by cellist Erik
Friedlander. This turns out to be an introduction to the more sprightly "Heartsong." Fred
Hersch is an accomplished pianist whom Ihave
heard performing with saxophonists Joe Henderson, Jane Ira Bloom, and around Boston with
his own tria Inever knew he had the sentimental streak that Ihear in his compositions "Tango
Bittersweet," "Child's Song," and "Lullabye"
on this disc. Igreatly prefer such harder-hitting
performances as "Phantom of the Bopera" or
the piquant stop-start melody he wrote in tribute to Jane Ira Bloom—laneology." In its initial
chorus, we hear aunison statement of the theme
by saxophonist Rich Perry, Hersch, and drummer Rainey. In the spare collective improvisation that follows, each player offers short phrases,
tidbits of conversations that are both brilliantly
executed and mirthful. The clarity of the recording is essential to this effect—any muddying or uncomfortable resonance would have
hampered the group, and made "Janeology"
sound like less than the scintillating conversation it is.
Alto saxophonist Paquito D'Rivera's first
American recording was with the group that
made him famous: the Cuban jazz band Irakere.
He's hot, akind of Latino Phil Woods, and
Havana Cafe is one of his best discs. The recorded sound is somewhat different—more
resonant and less distinct—than on the other
Chesky discs under review. It's as if we've
stepped back abit from the band, which we're
hearing in aconcert hall. That effect should
bother few listeners, except perhaps during the
two solos by an added electric guitarist, Ed
Cherry, who appears only on "Jean Pauline"
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and "Who's Smoking." His sound is unfocused
—he seems to have the band surrounded.
Besides the hard-hitting Latin jazz of the title
number and of pieces such as "The Search" and
"What Are You Doing Tomorrow Night," this
disc has the gentle "Bossa do Brooklyn," with
Fareed Hague on acoustic guitar and D'Rivera
on clarinet, which he also plays in the Bachlike "Contradanza." The percussionist on this
disc is the brilliant Sammy Figueroa, who joins
drummer Jorge Rossy and bassist David Finck
in arhythm section that includes apowerful
young musician new to me, pianist Danilo
Perez. A rhythm section this active and precise
deserves the kind of engineering Chesky has
delivered.
—Michael Ullman
THE USUAL SUSPECTS
Sheffield Lab CD-32 (CD only). Jeffrey Weber, Doug
Sax, Lincoln Mayorga, prods.; Al Schmidt, eng. A?D.
TT 52:09

The press kit for this release came in amanila
file folder boldly stamped in stenciled red: THE
USUAL SUSPECTS. Cute. Ipulled out the
flack sheet and began to read. It seems Grammywinning record producer and cable designer
Jeff Weber gets his chance to do an album for
Sheffield Lab, the company which, 15 years
ago, was instrumental in shaping Weber's musical career. [See Robert Harley's interview with Weber
elsewhere in this issue.—Ed.] He hand-picked a
distinguished group of session musicians,
turned them loose in Bill Schnee's studio in
North Hollywood, and rolled tape.
It's obvious that alot of thought and energy
went into the production of The Usual Suspects.
I've attended recording sessions, and they're
hard work. I
just wish Icould be more positive
about these results. With the exception of two
vocals, it just doesn't work.
The lead-off song, "Are You Scary?:' athrowaway dub in search ola tune, serves little purpose other than showing the world what an
excellent engineer Al Schmidt is. However, the
track does continue the tradition of sound
recording that made Sheffield Lab famous. It's
great hi-fi showroom fodder, but it's not music.
Even Eric Gale's guitar can't save this one. If
this is supposed to be "funk," what do you call
the music ofJames Brown?
"Time Will Bring You Love" is more like it,
and one of the reasons to give this disc aspin.
Bill Champlin, leader of the Sons of Champlin
during the late '60s and now with Chicago, is
one talented guy. He wrote and arranged this
tune and sings acompelling lead vocal. His is
agreat voice, full of emotion and energy. This
cut is akeeper!
But the next one, "Don't Give Up the Groove
is an absolute waste Clydene Jackson Edwards
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provides the only other reason to listen to this
album with asong she co-wrote (with Jack
Grooms), "(My Heart Says) Come On In." She
also assisted in the arrangement, and possesses
avoice I'd like to hear more of in adfferent context. This tune, like Bill Champlin's, is heartfelt
and worth hearing. "Things Change" isn't.
This track sounds alot like "Don't Give Up
the Groover What is this music? It's not fusion
(not enough energy), jazz (not enough creativity),
or pop (not enough hooks). Igive up, Doug.
Please write and tell us what this music is called.
The quasi-gospel sound of "Life Is What You
Make It" is pleasant enough ...
but why go on?
All the ingredients for agourmet feast were
present at this session, but the recipes were bad.
This disc only reinforces Holt's Law: The better
the recording, the worse the performance Sheffield, you've done much better.—Guy Lemcoe

ROCK
JOHN LEE HOOKER: Mr. Lucky
Charisma/Pointblank 91724-2 (CD only). Roy Rogers,
prod. (except as noted); Mike Kappus, eng. SAD. TE
47:23
BUDDY GUY: Damn Right I've Got the Blues
Silvertone 1462-2-J (CD only). John Porter, prod.; Tony
Platt, eng. Super BAD. TE 54:01

The father begets the son. And when the years
have passed and the father has finished teaching
the son the ways of this world, the father lays
down his burden and the son becomes his caretaker. Thus have my people prospered lo these
many years, for it is the Natural Way of Things.
It is this way, too, with the blues. From the
apprenticeships the great leaders like Muddy
and Wolf offered such "sons" as Little Walter
and Hubert Sumlin, the blues has kept itself
alive by adopting this familial system of fatherson progression. And when it appeared that the
British blues-rock invasion had steamrolled the
blues into an early grave, their pale, fish'n'chipeatin' progeny brought Muddy and Wolf over
to Merry 01' and paid back millions of dollars
in stolen riffs and conceptual stances with a
couple of "father & sons" albums for London
in the '70s.
But there's amighty fine line between helping your heroes out and relegating them to
mere figurehead status, and that's what's so
wrong with John Lee Hooker's Mr. Lucky; instead of giving Hooker the support he needed
for asuperlative album ofJohn Lee Hooker music,
the long list of guest artists take over the songs
on Mr. Lucky to such an extent that the only
thing left ofJohn Lee is anear self-parody of
his stark, moaning vocals. Producer Roy Rogers
(the 40-something white slide guitarist who
leads Hooker's touring band, not the guy who
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stuffed and mounted Trigger) takes over the
sound herejust as selfishly as he does during
Hooker's live shows, turning the proceedings
into The Roy Rogers Blues Experience "featuring Jolui Lee Hooker on vocals." Honestly, poor
John Lee sounds totally lost on the uptempo
happy-time shuffle "I Want To Hug You," a
piss-poor bar-band blooze Hooker audibly
strains to keep up with. The generic shuffle
"Mr. Lucky," apointless, rambling duet with
the Robert Cray band, fares no better; lacking
any interesting playing, singing, or interplay
between the performers, you're left wondering
just what it is that's supposed to be dug here.
Certainly not John Lee Hooker, who sounds
about as comfortable in this straight I-IV-V
shuffle as the Brothers Gibb. Ditto his outings
with Texans Albert Collins and Johnny Winter,
which both feature extended guitar solos from
the guest at hand and virtually no clue to the
listener that these are actuallyJohn Lee Hooker
tracks.
By far the two strangest cuts on this set are
Hooker's duets with Santana and Van Morrison. The former, asupremely wimped-out twochord fusoid vamp even Him & the BB's would
sneer at, simply lays Hooker's seemingly offthe-cuff mumblings about some no-good wimmens that stripped him naked, etc., over the
kind of L.A. slickateer glossed-out NOTHING found more often on GRP "jazz-funk"
demo CDs given away with mid-fi CD players.
The latter, "I Cover the Waterfront," is another
(sorry, Richard) lame-ass open-tuned patented
Van The Manfaux-gospel Tension'n'Resolution
(Van had 'em tattooed on his left- and righthand knuckles) road2nowhere soul sermonette
that finds our heroes slip-slidin' ever so deeply
down about that "bay-yay-yaybee, lawd" who's
comin' down that long, lonely dock while
they're watchin' them ships leave the harbor
and. .. [slump] . .ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ.
To be fair, there are afew okay moments on
Mr. Lucky, most notably the remake of Hooker's
classic track "This Is Hip," where John Lee
actually gets to play some guitar!, backed by fly
Cooder (guitar), Jim Keltner (drums), Nick
Lowe (bass), Johnnie Johnson (piano), and the
great vocal trio of Bobby King, Terry Evans,
and Willie Greene. The remake of "Crawlin'
Kingsnalce," with Keith Richards, cooks mildly,
too. But even these two fair cuts aren't enough
to fully salvage Mr. Lucky, an album that's got
little or nothing to do with the artist on the
jacket. Given how much Iworship John Lee
Hooker, this album depressed me beyond belief
Fortunately, not all blues comeback albums
suffer the same musical mutiny as Mr. Lucky;
Buddy Guy's Damn Right I've Got the Blues
KICKS ASS, and does it in every dimension
the Hooker disc falls flat in. Longtime guitarSTEREOPHILE, MARCH 1992

hero Guy has been in self-imposed recorded
limbo since 1981's uneven Stone Crazy on Alligator, and even then he hadn't matched his incredible live shows on record since '68's incendiary live Vanguard album This Is Buddy Guy!?
Here, Buddy gets help from disciples Clapton,
Beck, Knopfler, et al, but the operative word
here is help; producer/guitarist Porter and his
heavyweight guests have the sense and taste to
let this be Buddy's show, and the result is some
of the most exciting modern blues I've heard
in along, long time. All the way from the tough
urban blues of the title track to the killer cover
ofJohn Hiatt's "Where is the Next One Coming From," Buddy reaches deep down and lets
ten long years of accumulated frustration scream
out in one sustained blast of feral howl the likes
of which Ihaven't heard since Stevie Ray Vaughan's first (and best) album, Texas Flood, which was
ablatant Buddy Guy homage the other half of
the time it wasn't ablatant Albert King homage!
Buddy's often fretted in print that he just couldn't
let loose in the studio the way he does onstage,
but I'm here to tell you, he does it here! 5
Why does Damn Right I've Got the Blues work
so well while Mr. Lucky bites weenie? Because
on Buddy's record, Buddy gets to be Buddy! He
sings and plays the same West Side urban blues
he co-founded with fellow Cobra labelmates
2The fall 1991 issue of Spectrum magazine, Schwann's popular
music listing, features an unusually perceptive and fascinating cover story on John Lee Hooker by awriter whose name
escapes me at the moment, as well as including adiscography of his best records, all of which are currently available on
reissues, and all of which make Mr. Lucky sound like the disembodied, directionless product it is.
3Part of the problem has been Buddy's perception, right or
wrong, of what his fans wanted from aBuddy Guy record.
Four years ago, Iwas playing on the same bill as Buddy during
aweek-long anniversary celebration at the legendary Austin
blues dub Antones, and witnessed one of the most disturbing
scenes of my musical memory: an hours-long argument
between Buddy and dub owner/Antones Records label head
Clifford Antone on this very subject. Now, whereas in the
early days, you had the chubby white Cigar Stub Guy dictating to the pure, unadulterated bluesman what commercial sounds to emulate much against the bluesman's natural
bent, this was actually a180' reversal. While Antone was offering Buddy achance to record atotally pure, straight-ahead
blues album the likes of which he hadn't had the chance to
do in over adecade, Buddy instead wanted to do an album
of Hendrix-style heavy rock with wah-wahs, funtones, and
all the other tricks "the kids like"! No amount of pleading
by Clifford could convince Buddy that his fans really wanted
him to just do what he did best. As it happens, Damn Right
I've Got The Blues is probably the album Clifford and Buddy
would've made together four years ago.
4The final track is, fittingly, asearing Buddy homage to the
late great Austin guitarist: "Rememberin' Stevie" Ironically,
Buddy imitates Stevie imitating Buddy! Somewhere, an angel
in ablack bolero hat is laughing his ass off.
5My litmus test for blues albums is how quickly Irun and
crank the Bassman up so Ican jam along with the music;
Damn Right I've Got The Blues had me strapping on the
Stratocaster ten seconds into the first track. This is aseriously
great guitar album!
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Otis Rush and Magic Sam; he's not merely
dropping in his vocals on top of aLos Lobas
track, or singing aduet of "Witchcraft" with
Harry Connick Jr. With Mr. Lucky, you get the
feeling that John Lee wasn't even in the same
city while the backing tracks were being cut,
such is the enharmonic vibe of the whole album.
It would be understandable if Hooker wasn't up
to the task anymore; after all, he is quite old.
But on the tracks where he reprises his old classics, he shows that, given alittle room to breathe,
he's more than capable of singing and playing
the same hypnotic brand ofblues that made him
alegend in the '50s and '60s. lithe man can still
start afire, WHY NOT LET HIM?! Why limit
him to sprinkling the odd croak over fully produced tracks by other bands?
Damn Right I've Got the Blues is the best modern blues recording in years, one no fan of the
genre should be without; ignore Mr Lucky with
the force often hurricanes—Corey Greenberg
ICE-1 OG.: Original Gangster
Sire/Warner Bros. 26492-2 (CD only). Various engineers;
Ice-T, prod. AAD. TT 72:00

Don't play this disc expecting to hear the lucid,
rock-inflected anarchy that drew me, along
with what must have been aconsiderable crossover audience, to 1989's Iceberg album. But OG.
isn't your typical rap record, either. You might
think so at first, because you get from the outset
afair portion of the genre's predictable egoinflations and stock inflammatory images: microphone as weapon, microphone as phallus.
The disc opens with aself-skewering monologue by asupercilious and evidently white
female character as she is won over to Ice's irresistible, studley gangsterism. There's also the
required allotment of MFs and such to earn the
Tipper Sticker that adorns the jewel-box cover.
All this stuff's just Whitey-Baiting 101. If you
have ahard time with it, buy elsewhere; here
it's the currency, and you're shopping at the
wrong store.
But the whitey-baitings are really pretty mild
and scarce. Ice's other assorted japes sound rather—dutiful. And the DJ tricks that accompany the words are less weird and less interesting than past efforts. This Year's Model has
its heart in afundamentalist rap of aparticularly violent, businesslike variety.
The business is, of course, to describe urban
life through the words of ablack man who used
to live as agangster. This particular man has
become almost Calvinist in his focus, spinning
his tales like morality plays—only here the bad
guys are not witches and antinomianists, but
the drug people (only asymptom) and the cops
with the guns (the real problem). And remember, Calvinism is theological justification for
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1992

capitalism, and the latter is precisely the right
system to describe the world Ice-T reports: the
just-business homicide of the drug dealer is
most rigorously capitalist; his opposite number,
the wealthy rap star, conspicuously displaying the tokens of his success as an example of
why noses should be kept to the grindstone and
mouths away from the crack-pipe, is certainly
acapitalist, too.
Aside from afew scattered remarks about
"Hoes," there's not even much sex-rap cocksmanship, as one of Ice's monologues takes great
pains to point out. And while "Bitches 2," his
evasive apology to the ladies for past offenses,
will convince few that he wasn't really trashing
them in past recordings, there's nothing here
approaching the level of Luther Campbell/2 Live
Crew-style goonery. This guy's serious. Consistent with the focus on business, there's arenewed
concentration on communicating the words:
the rhymes are plainer; Icould decipher most
everything on first listen, and Ipretend no particularly poetic ear, or access to the lingo.
The rock'n'roll on this record is largely to
be found on asingle track called "Body Count,"
which is also the name of the Ice-T-fronted rock
band that plays it. Neo-'70s Metal guitars
abound, dripping with the affinities between
black music and Metal shown to us over the
years by George Clinton, Run/DMC, and Actosmith. (And Hendrix. And don't forget Miles
Davis—I had, until Iread that he died yesterday.)
Speaking of rock'n'roll—when last Iwrote
of Ice-T, Imentioned that he reminded me of
Frank Zappa. Then it was because of the common theme of concentration-camp apocalypse
and their Tipper-bashing. (At the time Ishould
also have mentioned their misogyny. Silly me.)
Seems to me that Zappa has one helluva Calvinist streak—I wonder if the man has asensualist bone in his body.
Calvinism still has auseful side, at least when
employed in moderation, and that's its work
ethic. When this rapper uses his resources to
exhort the young people in South Central L.A.
and anywhere else to learn and think and get
outta the ghetto and help themselves, it's hard
to argue, especially when you've sure as hell
got no better suggestion. Has New Jack Stardom spoiled Ice-T? Many suspected this after
his rock'n'roll crossover, as did Iat first while
wondering where the dissing of white folks
went on this record. For all his protests about
not getting radio play, Ice is, after all, acardcarrying member of the Popular Culture Industry, and has reason to pause before offending
alarge portion of the record buyers who make
him rich. But that's not agood enough explanation. 0.G.'s music is not primarily formulated for white folks to groove on; and the reason that white folks aren't much featured or
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even caricatured here is that they're pretty much
absent from the world it describes.
And if Ice's cold-eyed observations have
caused him to become more grim and focused,
then maybe he's got apoint. —Kevin Conklin
RAIN TREE CROW
Virgin CDV 2659 (CD only). Pat McCarthy, eng.; Rain
Tree Crow, prods. ??D. TT: 45:59
LONELY UNIVERSE
CMP Records CMP CD 41 (CD only). Walter Quintus,
eng.; Kurt Ranker, Walter Quintus, David Torn, prods.
DDD. TT. 38:58

Rain Tree Crow is ostensibly asolo project by
David Sylvain, former lead singer of the group
Japan. Matters are confused, however, by the
fact that the other members of RTC are also
former members ofJapan. Whether for legal
or other reasons, this appears to be a
Japan reunion album under anew name.
If this news provokes abig "So what?:' it may
be because Japan was never very well known
Stateside Often dismissed as Roxy Music clones,
they lacked Roxy's hit singles and so never
broke big over here. Nevertheless, they were
quite successful in England and Europe and
were mega-superstars in—you guessed it—
Japan. Truth be told, they rivaled and occasionally surpassed Roxy Music in talent and creativity, lacking only Roxy's ironic humor. Japan
was an Art band with acapital "A."
After the parting of the ways, singer Sylvain
went on to make solo records of varying interest, sounding more like Leonard Cohen than
Brian Ferry. Mick Kam made solo recordings
featuring his wonderfully unique fretless bass
stylings as well as the usual and unusual "world
music" influences. Keyboardist Richard Barbaieri and drummer Steve Jansen did several
records as the Dolphin Brothers.
Rain Tree Crow actually sounds like neither
aSylvain solo record nor aJapan reunion but
rather like aSteven Jansen project. The songs
(if you can call them that) are built around his
drums and exotic percussion parts. These are
wonderfully recorded and unfettered by the
dated "big" drum sound used ad nauseam on
most pop records. (I admit to being afan of Phil
Collins's compressed/gated room sound when
it first appeared on Peter Gabriel's record. Back
then it was new and exciting, but enough is
enough.)
Jansen's drum kit sounds naturally recorded
in agreat-sounding room. The drums are punctuated by more processed guitar and synthesizer
sounds, but once again these are not the same
four sounds that homogenize most pop records.
Jansen's grooves are simple, hypnotic, exotic, and
mysterious without being self-consciously so.
Sylvain's voice comes and goes, mouthing
cryptic, near-pretentious (sometimes more than
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1992

near-) lyrics about life and love, making him
sound less like Leonard Cohen and more like
Johnny Mathis for the nose-ring set.
But don't misunderstand—I love this record. The music perfectly presents the dark desert landscape pictured on the CD cover. Space
abounds—songs actually stop dead only to begin seconds later (a radio programmer's nightmare). Pure sound for sound's sake is celebrated.
For all their disjointedness, the tunes work.
Though improvised in the studio, they sound
crafted, albeit studio-crafted.
Unfortunately the same cannot be said of
another project featuring Mick Karn. Lonely
Universe is aone-off aggregation put together
by Canadians Michael White (trumpet) and
Michael Lambert (percussion). White replaced
Mark Isham on guitarist David Tom's "Clouds
About Mercury" tour (Tom is the fourth member here), and Lonely Universe sounds like a
looser, edgier Isham record. Looser and edgier
is the good news. Less focused is the bad news.
The compositions sound less composed than
like unedited jams—much like Michael Shrieve's
project with Torn and Andy Summers.
This could be forgiven if the record had the
live feel of players reacting to each other. In fact,
all the studio seams show. Everyone plays well
but each in his own universe—no wonder
they're lonely. Karn's bass is more evident here
than on RTC, but is overly compressed and
lacks his usual warm tone. Torn's sound is also
colder than usual, and the two Michaels, while
talented, do not seem to have found amusical
niche of their own.
Worst of all, for music that's about sound and
ambience as much as anything, the instruments
all sound excessively dry and up-front. This
makes for asmall universe indeed.
—Michael Ross
SQUEEZE: Squeeze Play
Reprise 26644-2 (
CD only). Tony Berg, prod.; Bob Clearmountain, mix; various engs. DDD.TT 52:32

Why do wonderful masters of technology like
Bob Clearmountain and Peter Gabriel, via his
Real World studio in Bath, UK, lend their considerable credibility to such naff vanity projects
by old stagers who should have packed it in—
and, sensibly on the part of at least half the
band, did pack it in—years ago?
Isuspect the chance to play with astate-ofthe-art board on an all-digital production attracted Clearmountain, Gabriel is asupportive
dude to fellow travelers (Squeeze has performed
at various street-cred functions over the years),
and what's left of the reformation of Squeeze
—the writing nudeus of Glenn Tilbrook (music)
and Chris Difford (lyrics), plus drummer Gilson Lavis—would do anything to get their
words into the public ear. Plus, born-to-run
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Cello components are designed exclusively by Mark Levinson=
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Cello, in concert with Theta digital, DayWorldRadioHistory
Sequerra FM, AR, Simon Yorke, Philips and more.

manager Miles Copeland (son of the late CIA
agent and brother of Ian the booker and Stewart
the drummer) is organizing things, Reprise is
paying the bills, and Ibet everyone's expecting apretty big payday.
Save your money. Go buy reissues of the real
thing, when the guys had guts and blood and
muscle and their first unhappy love affairs: Cool
for Cats (1980), Argybargy (1981), even East Side
Story (1982). When Squeeze was an entity—a
complete band that danced on that delicate balance of great material and fine technique.
The original reason to show up was to hear,
first—and briefly, mid-'80s—vocalist Jools
Holland, one of the most entertaining utility
keyboard players, singers, and all-'round front
people aband could be privileged to sign on;
and second, former Ace lead singer Paul Carrack. Holland's singing made the title single
from "Cool for Cats" aUK chart-topper, while
Carrack was the voice behind the Ace soulbender "How Long" and Squeeze's "Tempted!'
Sure, as performers Difford and Tilbrook are
great writers and guitarists, but face it: with
tracks like "Pulling Mussels from the Shell,"
"Another Nail in My Heart," and "Black Coffee in Bed" (from Sweetsfrom aStranger, 1982,
with Don Snow on vocals), the early years were
the great years.
Squeeze as aband busted up in 1982 and reformed, sort of, in the mid-'80s; Iwas lucky
enough to catch aset in London with Jools
Holland; he left, and the fire went out again.
Here's the result of Reprise throwing around
alot of Matchlite: aCD with what aCreek/
Rotel combination reveals as the downside of
"the digital sound"—tense and squeezed (no
pun intended). Second, rehearsal, recording,
underdubs, and mix were taken at five separate locations, from Wales through Los Angeles.
Clearmountain has done his best, but what's
happened is that each channel often sounds
separate—clear, pristine, transparent, and accurate, sure, but discrete—and there's no sense of
blend. Worse, sometimes the lead vocals seem
to fall behind the backing instrumentals, but
the imaging is such that you don't for one minute believe Difford is cruising around the soundstage, you just know afader's kicked in. Fourth,
even with the magic of digital technology and
headphones, sometimes the lyrics aren't clear!
Is the singer "eating" or "hating" the lines in
the road ahead of him? (From "The Day IGet
Home," arguably the most appealing track on
the album.) Does his "bed" or his "blood"
run hot and cold ("The Truth")? Honest to
God, guys.
Squeeze has always been known for writing
imaginative, economical, melodic, often rueful
tales ofeveryday domestic drama. This wet little
concept album—a theatrical performance and
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also apun, aPlay, geddit?—on comings and
goings and love and stuff is so limp it makes
the Ray Davies of The Village Green Preservation Society look like the Ben Johnson of rock
and roll. As it now stands, Difford and Tilbrook
don't have enough blood between them to write
up agood knees-up for the cast of East Enders.
In the end, Play is as boring as amade-for-TV
movie. Like afading sitcom, the cast list is peppered with guests. In addition to Bruce Hornsby
on accordion, ha ha, "noises off" were contributed by Michael McKean and Christopher
Guest: areal unforced error, because it makes
you realize just how very much you wish you
were watching Spinal Tap.
And finally, the Squeeze conceit—spoolboy
word and concept plays on art—is as unbecoming in musicians of acertain age as rouge on
Nancy Reagan. Here, the lyrics are buried in
aliner-note playlet (by Tim Carr) which manages simultaneously to crush both Thornton
Wilder and Samuel Beckett into apastiche of
such clever but ultimately meaningless display
that the college demographic at whom this is
probably aimed won't even realize there's something there they didn't get. Boys approaching
40 should either take their Harold Pinter like
aman (let's see if they try to squish The Homecoming into The Importance of Being Earnest, if
there is anext time), or just fly off to Peter, Tink,
and Michael Palin.
—Beth Jacques
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KIMBER KABLE"" introduces the PostMaster"",
a new and innovative connector that fits most
binding posts diameters from .34" to .20", and
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A unique feature is the compressible wafer fitted
between its two contact parts.
The wafer
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binding post with only "finger tight" torque,
preventing contact change due to vibration
and/or temperature fluctuation. The radial ridges
concentrate contact pressure for a gas tight
connection. Patent pending.
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An illusion of musical
reality...
Coherent and smooth from the deepest low
thru the highest highs. The Mirage M-Series
Bi-Polar Transducers recreate the sound
stage and imagery of music with precise and
pinpoint accuracy. Transcend the traditional
loudspeaker listening experience. Submit to
the magic of Mirage. From $260 a pair up.
Advance preview of the new Mirage 790 and
M-7 (to be released October 1991) only at
Sound By Singer.
Model M-5
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HIGH END AUDIO ... DONE RIGHT
18 East 15th St., New York, NY 10003 (212)'124-8600
Call Toll Free I-800-882-5271
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A feast for your ears...
The Wilson WATT III/PUPPY System ($11,295)
captures all the beauty and emotion of live music
with such accuracy that it can reduce an adult to
tears. Add the WOW SUBWOOFER ($9500) and
you experience the full power of the orchestra and
sense the true size and dimensions of the concert
hall in which it is playing. Now hear the
incomparable Wilson WAMM ($115,000).

Available in New York City exclusively at:
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It's About Time...
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The Conrad-Johnson Premiere
Seven-A: an audiophile's dream.

We are pleased to announce our appointment as
an authorized dealer for CONRAD-JOHNSON, the
leading manufacturer of all-tube and hybrid audio
components and the only choice for the critical
listener who demands state of the art tube performance with dependability and aproven track record.
CONRAD-JOHNSON components include:
Preamps: PV10 ($995.00), PF1 LINE STAGE ($1,150.00) PF1
($1,395.00), PV11 Line Stage ($1,495.00) PV11 ($1,895.00), PV9A
($2,995.00), EVOLUTION 20 ($4,995.00), and PREMIER SEVEN A
($8,950.00).
Power Amps: MF80 ($1,395.00), MF200 ($1,995.00), MV52
($1,895.00), MV125 ($3,995.00) EVOLUTION 2000 ($4,995.00), and
PREMIER EIGHT ($11.990.00/PR).

Available in New York City at:

SOL NI) by SINGERIS
HIGH END AUDIO ... DONE RIGHT
18 East 16th St., New York, NY 10003 (212) 924-8600
Call Toll Free 1-800-882-5271

All the Music and Control
When they write about the KRELL KRC ($6,000)
they won't call it a remote controlled preamp. First,
they'll wax poetic about how life-like it sounds, how
natural; how dynamic; how tonally neutral; how
close to the real thing it is. Then as a postscript,
they'll remind you that the KRC full function line
level preamp is not only Krell's best but also
happens to be fully remote controllable. With all the
switching done in the unit by precision relays; a
volume control that is a motor-driven precision
potentiometer with 33 steps of attenuation, the
KRC truly allows the listener to relax and enjoy the
music. All of it!

KRELL KRC

Available exclusively in New York City at:

ti

SOUND by SIN ER
HIGH END AUDIO

.. . DONE RIGHT
18 East 16th St., New York, NY 10003 (212) 924-8600
Call Toll Free 1-800-882-5271
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P.A.C. IDOS/DIF
139.00/ 229.00

XLO ELECTRIC
MOD SQUAD
LINDSAY-GEYER

SUMIKO ANALOG
SURVIVAL KIT -49 95

AUDIODUEST

GRADO PRESTIGE
HEADPHONES
SR100 SR200 SR300

SILTECH

AURAL SYMPHONICS

PRISMA

PURIST AUDIO DESIGN

SIMS NAVCOM
CD RINGS -17 95

TARA LABS TEMPORAL CONTINUUM QUANTUM SERIES
GRADO SIGNATURE
HEADPHONES -HP1 HP2 HP3

CARDAS TWINLINK OUADLINK & HEXLINK

SUMIKO
MICRODAMPER 39 95

STRAIGHTWIRE MAESTRO RHAPSODY
KIMBER KABLE 8TC 8. AG SERIES

JVC XL-Z1050TN
CD PLAYER 689 00

MAGNAN VI8 1111

MAGNUM DYNALAB SIGNAL
SLEUTH FM 205 -249.00

OCOS

LYRA CLAVIS/
PARNASSUS -IN STOCK

"Audio Outlet—

GOLDEN DRAGON TUBES
ALL TYPES

for all your
SUMIKO SUPER
BLUE POINT -NEW ,

Holiday audio

sl'e ct°kONTAK CLEANER
& TWEEK -49 95

gift needs...
MUSE MODEL 18
SUBWOOFER -ALL FINISHES

the hot items,

REGA RB300
TONEARM -349.00

in stock,
ready to ship

se GRADO SIGNATURE

HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER

sVel
ACURUS AMP
& PREAMP
& PHONO STAGE

now."

seJ

AUDIO ALCHEMY
DOE V1 0
& CD DRIVE

1
-3-‘7, 14

ROOMTUNES-ALL SIZES.
SHAPES & COLORS

Frank Huang. Pres.
Aucho Outlet. Inc

SON
McCORMACK
DNA -i AMPLIFIER

seeGENESIS TECH.

SPEAKERS
SEE ISSUE 73 TAS

For all your high-end audio needs!

914-666-0550
TARA LABS
INTRODUCES
its new hybrid electronics—

PASSAGE
Amp and Preamp

U9):CD
MILET inc.

Free TARA LABS Power Cords
Interconnects with purchase. Call for details.

P 0 BOX 673 •BEDFORD HILLS, NY 10507-0673

24-HR. FAX 914-666-0544
Mc •VISA •AMEX •DISCOVER
MONDAY-FRIDAY • 11AM-GPM ET

,
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M ANUFACTURERS' C OMMENTS
CODA FET-01 PREAMPLIFIER
Editor:
We at Coda Technologies would like to thank
Robert Deutsch and Stereophile for the most
favorable review of our FET-01 preamplifier.
It is high praise indeed to have an admitted
"tubeophile" speak fondly of asolid-state design. While we believe that vacuum-tube colorations are more benign than the transistor "nasties," both are to be avoided for aproduct to be
"high fidelity" in the strictest sense of the word.
This was our goal, and from the general tone
of the review it would seem that we are approaching that ideal. Thanks again!
ROGER ARTMAN
Marketing & Sales, Coda Technologies

8-04/CM

NELSON-REED
LOUDSPEAKER
Editor:
JGH's comments about the midrange and highend sound of the 8-04/CM are as good as one
could wish. Yet, obviously, his conclusions
about the bass performance are less than glowing. Considering Stereophde's comments on bass
abbondanza in the model 8-04/B, one may think
that the present comments make no sense at all.
Unfortunately they do.
As Gordon noted, the model 8-04/B has full,
if not heavy, bass. Although the 8-04/B is still
in production, the model 8-04/C was designed
to improve the bass by increasing the cabinet
volume. It did so.
As afurther improvement, the model 804/CM uses separate bass crossovers for each
8" woofer. This further enhances damping and
improves bass quality by cutting the DC resistance to the woofers in half. This works. Casual
listeners often can't appreciate the improvements; audiophiles can.
All should be well and good. As Gordon surmised, the cabinet volume increase and the dual
crossovers are actually rather modest "tweaks!'
In terms of expected bass performance, the 804/CM, in Gordon's words, "is ostensibly the
same loudspeaker" as the 8-04B. We could not
STEREOPHILE, MARCH 1992

agree more.
Curiously, during the latter days of 1991, we
received comments from several 8-04/CM
owners about bass weakness. Their comments
fit fairly well with Gordon's observation. Adding to anow growing mystery, other owners
reported normal if not abundant bass. Our concerns grew with each conflicting comment.
Something was amiss.
To make along and convoluted story short,
the problem has been traced back to adisastrously out-of-spec batch of woofers. Our
woofer manufacturer accidentally built our
woofers with pole-pieces meant for another
customer. While the physical size difference
amounted to a"minute" 03% deviation, it was
enough to radically reduce the woofer Q from
0.33 to 0.18, as well as reduce its efficiency by
about 0.5dB.
We don't measure woofer Q during incoming inspection because the Q of the box and the
port together swamp out normal (±5%) driver
variation. But this is not acase of normal tolerance. A woofer of one-half normal Q is so mismatched with our tuned cabinet that bass performance is audibly degraded in subtle and
unpredictable ways.
In spite of the grossly low-Q woofers, normal frequency-response and resonance tests
made on the completed loudspeaker do not
show significant deviation. The thorough impulse measurements that John Atkinson performed provide only subtle and inconclusive
clues. However, an experienced listener familiar
with his room and equipment can, in time, hear
what is wrong. So much for those who believe
that measurements tell all.
While one may question Gordon for flatly
"disqualifying" aproduct based upon asingle now-you-see-it, now-you-don't weakness,
we at Nelson-Reed can not. We fully support
both Gordon's and Stereophde's respective review positions with regard to the actual loudspeaker samples reviewed. We know what
Gordon's long-term experience would have
him expect of 8-04s in general. This is not acase
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estines to ma e t e s
mosaurs extinct.
Again.

A

s the Genesis loudspeakers and subwoofers evolved, the
designers based their conclusions upon decades of accomplishment interfused with a visionary foresight to the
innovation of speaker technology. Individually Genesis is two men,
Arnie Nudell and Paul McGowan, both legends in audio new generation. The alliance of their creative talents has already established
cutting edge products which simply overrun the accepted boundaries of the designers' art. The success of the partnership is decisively
evidenced by the rave reviews
accorded the 1M-8300 and optional
Servo 12 subwoofer.

Omni Sound, Dallas' oldest audiophile
oriented retailer, invites you to audition
the Genesis in conjunction with thefinest
components available. You will be lost in
amazement by the soulstirring delineation
and pacing of the bass register The articulation of vocal range and the glory of
massed strings will astound you.
Regardless of your current system, the
Genesis' superb rendition of music's
power will establish a new reference
in loudspeaker performance.

ACLIDAi

arum cote

1.0•1Proit

ea

Possessed of mg authority which transcends
their size and flexibility the Genesis equals
or exceeds the best of the competition at a
fraction of their expense. Most suprisingly,
ownership of this edge of the art performance is
far less costly than some would have you pay for
last year's digital processor
Undoubtedly a designers' statement upon the
evolution of audio technology, the Genesis is
indeed proof of intelligent life in the
universe.

Shown above IM-8300/Servo 12 Genesis Systems starting as low as 8 895. For more
WorldRadioHistory
information and ordering please
call 214-964-6664 Fax: 214-964-0113.

of acapricious dismissal based on personal taste,
but an accurate subjective perception of anow
well-defined, quantifiable problem.
Enough of the good news. Now for the bad
news. This is not asimple case of only the reviewer having abad pair. This shipment oflowQ woofers was used in more than 20 pairs of
8-04/CMs. The low-Q batch was mixed with
alater batch of correct-Q woofers, resulting
in some 8-04/CMs having between one and
four of the out-of-spec woofers.
Fortunately, since the woofers are individually serialized, we are now in the process of
contacting those lucky owners to arrange repair
or recall. This should just about wipe out the
office coffee-fund for the year.
From now on, all driver subassembly parts
will be visibly stamped with an N-R logo.
Naturally, we look forward to submitting
anormal pair of 8-04/CMs for a"Follow-Up"
review.
W.B. REED, R.L. NELSON
Nelson-Reed
KINERGETICS SW-800
SUBWOOF ER SYSTEM &

KCD-55 ULTRA
D/A CONVERTER

Editor:
Thanks to Jack English for his review of the
ICinergetics Research SW-800 Subwoofer System and for his comments on the "Mini Statement" system. Iespecially want to commend
Jack for taking the time to try numerous placement setups. As any audiophile knows, in many
cases this is half the battle.
Although the bulk ofJack's review concentrates on the "Mini Statement" system, Iwould
first like to comment on his review of the Subwoofer System.
The SW-800 system was developed to enhance the performance of most speakers. With
its -3dB point at 17Hz, it can reinforce the bass
extension of all but ahandful of today's highend speaker systems.
The "fascinating element" (Jack's own
words) of the SW-800's design is its crossover.
Although designed to allow the maximum
flexibility of speaker placement and choice of
associated components, the crossover was designed with performance in mind. The "transistory" coloration to which Jack refers was difficult for us to understand. All of the listening
tests we did in-house and in the field never gave
such an impression. However, in an all-tube
system like Jack's, we see where it is possible.
ICinergetics Research strongly agrees with
Jack's assessment of room requirements for the
SW-800 system. This system was designed for
large rooms where the towers can be placed
away from side walls. If your room does not
allow for this placement, we suggest the abbreS
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viated version of the SW-800, the SW-100 with
800C crossover.
As for the "Mini Statement" system, we
are proud of this sonic accomplishment. After
all, being "faithful to the music" is what it is
all about.
An $8500 "bargain." Thanks, Jack!
Re. the KCD-55 Ultra DIA converter: RH
took the time to inspect our baby, and liked it.
We can only react as any proud parents would
and say, "Thanks, Bob."
The Platinum line of components which we
have developed was made to be superior in
sonic performance and craftsmanship. The
comments "very solid build" and "expensive,
elegant appearance" make our production team
beam with pride. Other comments like "transient quickness," "three-dimensional quality,"
and "transparency:' which are but afew of
Bob's superlatives, make us feel that our design
goals were met.
Suffice it to say that we encourage (as does
Mr. Harley) those looking for the best in digital
audio to read this review carefully and listen
to the Ultra. We believe that you, too, will be
"pleasantly surprised" to find the Ultra asuperb maker of music.
RAFAEL A. NEVARES
Kinergetics Research

RCD-955AX &
RCD-965BX CD PLAYERS

ROTEL

Editor:
Icouldn't believe it. As Iput down the phone
with Richard Lehnert of Stereophile, Isighed and
thought to myself, "Corey Greenberg is reviewing the two CD players Rotel sent to Stereophile
more than ayear ago. Now Ihave to phone
Corey and explain that while one of the units
—the RCD-855/955—is very much the same,
the other—the RCD 865/965—is very different."
Icould imagine the way the phone call would
go: "Hi, Corey. I'm the new guy on the block
for Rotel, and I've got some bad news for you:'
Wonderful; this would be agreat opening line.
I'd rather take along walk off ashort pier, have
atax audit, or lunch with my ex's mother.
Iimagined Icould hear the strains of ZZ
Top's Eliminator echoing around B-93 FM
where Corey works as he hurls my CD players
into the trash, while muttering descriptive prose
like "noisy drive, audible clangs, not very rugged, response very very flat ..."
In actual fact, Corey took the call quite well.
He graciously omitted from his story the wail
which he let out as Ipassed on the bad news.
Iexplained that Iam not new to Rotel and that
Ioriginally worked for the brand back in the
days when JA was editor of Hi-Fi News & Record
Review—in fact, even before JA was editor of
HFN/RR.
JA may even remember the first time we
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INTRODUCING DANA AUDIO'S
$1000 SPEAKER...
FOR $395 PER PAIR.
Now from the creators of
the highly acclaimed Dana
Audio Model 1, comes the
new Dana Audio Model 2f. The
innovative "semi cylindrical"
cabinet eliminates the boxy
sound. Our unique shape
combined with our 3
/"oak ve4
neered MDF front panel, reduces standing waves and
cabinet resonance.
THE DANA AUDIO MODEL
2f USES THE BEST DOME
TWEETER MADE! The 1"
metal dome SEAS tweeter is
the same found on speakers
costing over $1000. It's
smooth ...it's fast ...with
an exceptionally low 660hz
free air resonance. An excellent low bass is created when
our tweeter is combined with
our very smooth and controlled 8" poly-cone woofer.

$395 p
p
e
iur
s
p
a
s
h
iripping

(State & CS),taxes where apphcable)

The Dana Audio Model 21 and the Dana Audio
Model 1are purchased direct from our factory
with a15 day trial period.
FOR INFORMATION OR TO ORDER:
512-454-3233

dana
audio

5555 N. Lamar Blvd./Suite K-113
Austin, Texas 78751

The original Dana Audio Model 1"squeezes
the most music out of the least money"
(Stereophile Recommended Components—
April 1991, Vol. 14 No. 4) So orilf, 179
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$

plus shipping per pair

went to Harrogate as Rotel UK and introduced
our little RA-820 amplifier back in 1980. The
press were skeptical that acompany like Rotel
could make agood amplifier, and even when
we proved we could, they raised doubts whether we would be able to continue the trend.
Since then, Rotel has gone on to win award
after award within all model groups, especially
amplifiers and CD players. Every new model
gets better. It's Rotel's product philosophy that
anew model will be introduced only when it
has something better to offer.
As Corey, Lew Lipnick, and Robert Harley
have found, the RCD-855/955 is avery credible
performer and betters more expensive combinations of processors and transports. Corey's
findings further indicate the enduring value of
this classic audio bargain.
Interestingly enough, across the pond, the
reviewers strongly favor the RCD-965, and
with more time Corey might have been better able to put the RCD-965 through its paces.
You see, unlike the RCD-955/855, the RCD965 is completely new inside and out. It's in
anew case and has the very latest operating
chip, which gives it amuch cleaner, smoother,
more expansive sound than the old RCD-865.
Mechanically, the RCD-965 is much faster
in operation that the old model. There's almost
anight-and-day difference in track-selection
time, and the drawer now opens without hesitation.
Perhaps it's possible that Corey did not have
time to burn-in the RCD-965. Rotel CD players are like amplifiers and need agood period
of operation (minimum of one week, as LL
emphasized in his review of the RCD-855) before being judged subjectively. Certainly you
should go listen to the RCD-965. It has won
all the major awards across Europe for "Best
CD Player."
Audiophiles and music lovers alike on finite
budgets who don't want to sell their blood
should do as Corey says and listen to both Rotel
players in astore. Better still, audition them in
your own system—then decide.
For people who already have an RCD-855,
the next best thing is not abudget processor, as
Corey confirms, but probably agood set of interconnects. Be warned, however; the kind Stereophile uses can cost more than the CD player.
Corey, thanks for getting this review together in such ashort time; Ipromise our communication will be much better in the future.
M IKE BARTLETT
VP, General Manager, Rotel America
ROOMTUNE S
Editor:
We would like to thank Guy Lemcoe and Stereophile for this artful, accurate, exciting review
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of our acoustical and isolation products. Guy,
it is our hope that open-minded, adventurous
listeners like you will enable the high-end audio
community to go much further into the frontier
of music reproduction than anyone has ever
been able to.
There are actually no points made in the article with which we would differ! We certainly
recognize the need for ventilation above some
amplifiers; for this reason, we do have available ventilated top-plates to fit all our clamping
devices. The extra charge is nominal, certainly
worth the investment.
M ICHAEL GREEN
President, RoomTune, Inc.
DIY LOUDSPEAKERS
Editor:
Thank you for the opportunity to respond with
a"Manufacturer's Comment" to JNs measurements and impressions of the winning and
runner-up loudspeaker designs from the 1991
A&S Speakers' Audiophile Sound-Off. As distributors of loudspeaker components and organizers of the event, but not the designer of
either speaker system reviewed, it would be difficult and unfair for us to respond to JiVs specific
findings with respect to design considerations.
But we can speak to the importance of expert
analysis and criticism of the Sound-Off concept. One of the very first thoughts we had
when we conceived this event in 1988 was that
it would be agreat opportunity for amateur
speaker designers to have their designs auditioned and critiqued by experts in the industry. And with rare exception, our contestants
appreciate and value the judges' suggestions
and criticisms, regardless of how extreme they
have sometimes been. In fact, our biggest mistake took place in 1990 when the review process
became so intense that we failed to record adequate comments to pass on to the designers. So
when JA offered to test the Sound-Off's winning speakers, we saw this as the culmination
of the event, giving our contestants the reward
they treasure most.
We noted with pleasure JA's observation that
the drive-units and crossovers in both the Spear
and Patterson speakers were very well matched
from side to side, giving "lie to the conventional
wisdom." The technologies for loudspeaker
measurement and testing which are now available to manufacturers of speaker components,
in addition to the increased automation of their
factories, certainly contributes to this improved
consistency. These advances are enjoyed now by
the professional as well as the amateur speaker
builder.
We would like to thank the 1991 Sound-Off
judges: Keith Johnson, Reference Recordings'
"professor," who was as sensitive and appreciative of each contestant's efforts as he was aware
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* CEO ADO *

ALL THE BEST AND WHERE TO HEAR IT
"without the usual high end attitudes"

"We give you hi-fi peace of mind"
CELEBRATING OUR 15th ANNIVERSARY NOW!!
ARAGON

• ACURUS

• KRELL

• KRELL DIGITAL

• AUDIO RESEARCH

BASIS
• BOSTON ACOUSTICS
• B&W
• CAL AUDIO LABS
• STAX
CARDAS • COGELCO • DAY-SEQUERRA • NAD • FOSGATE • GRAHAM
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THIEL

• JADIS
• KOETSU
•
MARTIN-LOGAN
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•

POLK
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•
•

PROAC

STRAIGHTWIRE
• SUMIKO
TRADEINS WELCOME
•

ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY
MUSIC & SOUND
•
•

SCIENTIFIC FIDELITY

• VPI
• WADIA
EXCELLENT SERVICE

•

•

LUXMAN
DUNTECH

•

SILTEC

WELL-TEMPERED
•
GOOD DEALS

193 BELLEVUE AVE., UPPER MON'TCLAIR, N.J. 201 744-0600

Integrated Systems

eeettere-

Cardas

Avalon

Esoteric
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-nab

Vrei"
r
P2 -CD Transport
MEA M-120 Tube Amplifiers

:1

02 -DA Converter

Please call to audition
this and other fine systems

209-298-8888

Perfectionist Attenuator

CENTRAL
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Eclipse
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• .
•.
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of every strength and weakness in each design;
Ken Kantor, founder and designer of NHT
loudspeakers, whose gentle leadership gave
structure and validity to our "methodology,"
and whose knowledge and acuity dazzled; and
Corey Greenberg, whose contributions and
expertise we would never dare to try to describe,
or do without.
Finally, we would like to express our appreciation to Bob Spear, Ralf Patterson, the other
contestants, and to all the hobbyists who enrich
our lives and pay the bills. We are already looking forward to the 1992 Audiophile Sound-Off
on another beautiful, autumn Saturday in San
Francisco.
ARTHUR ROSENBLUM
President, A&S Speakers

SOTA COSMOS TURNTABLE
Editor:
Thank you for referring to the Cosmos as "superbly neutral" and "analytical?' These have
been David Fletcher's design goals for SOTA
products for over adecade, and having the
Cosmos recognized as such by TJN and Stereophile is atremendous "pat on the back?' The
beauty of being neutral and analytical is that
the owner can select electronics, loudspeakers,
tonearms, and cartridges knowing that they
will get the best possible sound quality the
component has to offer. The Cosmos can have
a"leaner" sound, a"richer" sound, or amore
prominent bottom end (to name afew) by selecting the associated components that deliver
these qualities. This sonic "variety" was discovered by TJN in his experimenting with
different components.
Throughout SOTA's history, another goal
has been to provide aproduct that is easy to set
up and stays that way. We're happy to hear this
was the case for TJN.
We are sorry you had problems associated
with one of the last Cosmos 'tables to come
from California. We at SOTA-Romeoville assumed the warranty service responsibilities
when the company was purchased in February
of '91, and repaired (quickly and at no charge)
all reported problems of manufacturer's defects
from those last products built in California.
With regard to freight damage, our past experiences at Acoustat and CWD provided us the
opportunity to learn much about the design
of good packing materials. This experience has
been applied at SOTA; the new packing designs
are replacing old whenever improvements can
be made In our 11 months of operation in Illinois, we have had very few freight damage
daims. Your readers can rest assured that freight
damage is not going to be aproblem for their
new SOTAs.
Yes, we've worked hard to make the new,
self-sensing pump much quieter than earlier
STEREOPHILE, MARCH 1992

SOTA pumps. We're proud of that fact, and find
consumers and dealers alike greatly appreciate this low-noise operation. The self-sensing
system utilizes avery accurate electronic pneumatic sensor that maintains the correct vacuum
pressure in all circumstances. With the new
larger silicone rubber vacuum lip, sou Reflex
Clamp, Groove Damper Mat, and Self-sensing
Vacuum technology, it has been our experience
that virtually all records can be vacuum-sealed.
Visually, vacuum hold-down is achieved
when the vacuum lip is flattened parallel to the
record. This is very obvious and easily observed.
Release of the record can be simply accomplished by tugging on the lip, which "burps"
the vacuum hold and releases the record.
To conclude, we were disappointed to see so
much space devoted to problems with packing materials (that are not in use any more), and
quality problems from "old" SOTA (which is
no longer in business). Also, as in the words
ola fast-food chain, "Where's the beef?" Where
is the real review of the sonic performance of
the latest Cosmos turntable, using various reference LPs on areference system? The Oracle
review in Vol.14 No.8 declared the 'table awinner and elaborated on the various test material
and listening experiences. Furthermore, in the
30th Anniversary issue (January 1992) two cartridges priced at $1700 and $1900 are enthusiastically reviewed without batting an eye (or
ear) at the price of the "analog" component.
Tell me why one should be sure there is an ocean
in which to sail ayacht (or Cosmos), but not
hesitate with apricey cartridge? What will the
consumer use their Ikeda 9R on, arowboat?
HELEN GOREN SHAFTON
SOTA Industries
SONOGRAPHE

CD

SD-22

PLAYER
Editor:
Thanks to Corey Greenberg for his delightful review of the Sonographe SD-22 compact
disc player [in February]. He gave aclear description of the character of this player, and
noted its musicality. We view every component as being, first and last, ameans for the
enjoyment of recorded music, and Mr. Greenberg has clearly appreciated the suitability of
the SD-22 to this purpose In his words, he "got
lost in the music every time?' Becoming emotionally involved in recorded music is exactly
what we believe high-end audio is all about.
LEW JOHNSON
Conrad-Johnson Design, Inc.
ADCOM DEALERS
Editor:
[Regarding the advertisement from Sound Advice, with aWisconsin phone number, appear-
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Gifted
Listener
Audio
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DC's music lovers turn to us to recreate in their
Ip ashington
homes the excitement of last night's concert. Whether you're

updating acomponent or planning the ultimate home concert
center, please visit us. We'll see to it that you end up with the
music you love, and not just acollection of equipment.

Ariston •Aural Symphonics •Audio Quest •B&K •Celestion •Coda •ET •Forte •Wadia
Fried •Genesis •Goldmund •Kimber •Koetsu •Linn •Mirage •MIT •Martin-Logan
Magnum Dynelab •Meta Research •Onkyo •Phantom Acoustics •Proceed • Target
Reference Line •Rote! •Sonrise •SOTA •Sumiko •Stax •Signet • Tice • Threshold
Books • Recordings • Accessories •Consultation Services • Repairs • Trades Accepted

5720 Pickwick Road

voc e

703-818-8000

Just off 1-66 at Rt. 28/29. 18 minutes from the Capital Beltway.

\.

SOUND

EQUIPMENT

o

;`".•

G
HI-FI CITY,

Centreville, Virginia 22020

INC

HI-FI
TY
III

150 Fifth Avenue
(Btwn. 19 & 20 Sts.)
New York City 10011
Tel: (212)691-5823
Fax: (212) 691-5824

WE PROUDLY REPRESENT THE FULL

Come and audition Cary Audio Design's
NEW! SLA Signature only $1499

The serious audiophile can't afford to be
without the CAD-5500 only $1299

uthorired Dealers for the following quality audios: AIRTIGHT, CHARM, CAMBRIDGE AUDIO, KUPSCH
1D1S, JVC SUPERDIGIFINE, CREEK, HARMAN KARDON, TARALAB, TRIAD, EPOS, ACROTEC, AUDI
ATIC, DAHLQUIST, MUSEATEX, TANNOY, DENON, CARY AUDIO and many others!
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ing halfway down the first column on p.331 of
the January 1992 issue of Stereophiled since
[Sound Advice] is not an authorized Adcom
dealer, their ad is false. They are unable to offer
"Full Warranty" on Adcom products. Not only
are they not one of our dealers, should they be
able to somehow procure Adcom products for
sale, they would be the original purchaser and
our limited warranty applies only to the original purchaser.
Furthermore, most of these parasitic mailorder firms alter or remove serial numbers, in
which case there's no chance they'd have any
warranty.
Thanks for your interest, diligence, and follow-up; it's apleasure to see one of the publications actually trying to clean up the false classifieds that are published each month.
M ERRILL SMITH
Director of Sales & Marketing, Adcom

At Upscale Audio, we proudly
carry Audio Research. California
Audio Labs, Lyra/Clavis, Magnan
Cable, Magnum Dynalab, Martin
Logan, Mirage, OCOS. Power
Wedge, PS Audio, Sonus Faber,
Straight Wire, Sumiko, Well
Tempered Labs and more.

ASC •ADCOM •AJdioalchemy •Audio
Quest •B&K •B&O •B&W •CWD •Denon
•EAD •Klipsch •Lexicon •Mark Levinson •
Magnum Dynalab •Monster Cable •Martin
Logan •Mitsubishi •Nakamichi •Nitty
Gritty •Proceed •Rotel •Revolver •Jeff
Rowland •Reference Line •Stax •Sumiko

.
ROGERSOUN D LAR

(Come listen. We've got plenty of room.)

HAL'S STEREO & VIDEO

STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1992

0% Financing Available
When Purchasing With
Your Rogersound
Labs Credit Card
Calls for Details
(800) 464-6123 (CA)
(800)443-4775 (Outside CA)

12SCALEAUDIO

•Triad •Theil •Velodyne •Yamaha

609-8e3-6338

Some say the more acomponent
costs, the better it sounds. At
Upscale Audio, we make it apoint
to search out and present the very
finest in high definition audio,
regardless of whether the cost
seems too much to afford or too
little to believe.

Take PS Audio, for example. like
everything else they make, their
impressive Delta 250 solid state
monoblock power amplifier offers
some of today's most aduanced
technology. And yet, despite its
uncompromising power and clarity,
the Delta 250 is among the most
affordable amplifiers ($1990/pr)
available anywhere.

GOOD THING
OUR STORE'S
BIGGER THAN
THIS AD.

US RT ' TEXAS AVELAWRENCE VILLE .
NJ

Are Your
Investments In
Sound Really Sound
Investments?

Canoga Parlç CA
West Hollywood, CA
Westminster, CA
Costa Mesa, CA

WorldRadioHistory

(818) 882-3801
(310)659-6420
(7M) 898-2855
(74)645-3766

21,

Trade In's
Accepted

WC

Audipilum
Cdnnection

("PSE)

orn

s

MEWS
* Audio Alchemy
* Audible Illusions
* B&K Components
* Cardas
* Celestion
* Fried
* Kimber Kable
* Klimo
* Lectron

0

Tubes, Cables
Accessories
VANDERSTEEN

Feca -rEL_ BC5)

* Linaeum
* Quicksilver
* Magnum Dynalab * lga
* MFA
* Patel
* Micromega
* Spendor
* March
* Spica
* Musical Fidelity
* Unity Audio
* Music fference
* Valve Amp. Co.
* Parasound
* Vandersteen
* PSE
* ** and MUCH moreP

615 Bloomfield Avenue, Verona, N.J. 07004
(201) 239-1799

YEAR'S

"BEST BUY"
GREAT BRITIAN'S HI-F
I
R
EVIEW

"WHAT HI-FI?"

A
WARD (
I
SSUE)1991

Open 7days aweek—Mon.—Fri, 11-7:30 pm, Sat., 10:30-7 pm, Sun., 12-7 pm
627 Broadway, (bet. Bleecker &Houston Sts.) Greenwich Village, NY 10012

STEREO

AMERICA'S LARGEST HI-END AUDIOPHILE STORE
216

WorldRadioHistory
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R
OTEL 965 CD P
LAYER

"...of all (this year's awards)... winners,
there is one outstanding item... (and also)
Rotel RCD -965 BX $549.00
BEST BUY..."
(212) 505'111 I outside NYC (800) 8330071

Fax (212) 9955524

Major Credit Cards

EHCHANGE

THE

BLOCK—LONG

STEREOPHILE, MARCH 1992
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STORE
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THE $ENS1BLE SOUND
Helping audiophiles and music lovers to spend less and get more.
Our approach: Reviews you can actually
understand of equipment you can actually afford.
Now available: Issue #44 covers FM tuners and
antennas, stereo imaging, CD players, preamps, power amps
(including the best under-$400 amp we've yet heard),
turntables, speakers, affordable cables, and more.
• Coming soon: Richard Modafferi exposes the nasty
secret of modern tube components -- why they are not as
reliable as designs from decades ago. This is amust-read!
Subscribe now! One year (four issues), $20; two years,
only $36. The Sensible Sound, 403 Darwin Drive,
Snyder, NY 14226. Or, use Visa/MC to order by phone, (716)
681-3513, or FAX, (716) 839-2264. Plus, you can order all
available back issues (more than Iwo dozen) for only $40.

STEREO
IMAGE
I/

We continue to be the small audio retailer committed to bringing our
marketplace and its clients the best values in the industry today."
Mary Smith

— AUDIO COMPONh'N'IS BY
MONITOR •B&K •CLASSÉ •ROTEL •SOTA •ARAGON •CARVER •PROTON
HARMAN KARDON • HALES • SPICA • PARADIGM • DAHLQUIST • MUSE
REGA •MELOS •MICRO- MEGA •CARY •MARTIN- LOGAN •APOGEE •ENERGY •AUDIO ALCHEMY

— CABLES AND ACCESSORIES BY
STRAIGHTWIRE • CARDAS • MONSTER CABLE • SUMIKO • SPACE & TIME
NITTY GRITTY •VPI •SME •TIFFANY •MUSEATEX •SIMPLY PHYSICS •SANUS STANDS

ORD

(303) 442-2166

O PEN M ON. - SAT.

Tele
Check

10-6, OR BY A PPOINTMENT

1939 PEARL • B OULDER, COLORADO 80302
TRADE-INS W ELCOME • 1 YEAR UPGRADE POLICY
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W HERE TO B UY STEREOPHILE
Dealers interested in selling Stereophile, please call John Frye at (800) 835-4836.
Stereophile is also available at selected B. Dalton Booksellers and Tower Records stores.
Sacramento
Audio FX
3019 DSt
Parad me AudioNideo
1720 Falton Ave
ALASKA
San Diego
Anchorage
Stereo Design
Shimeks Audio
9353 Clairemont Mesa Blvd
530 E. Benson Blvd
Stereo Unlimited
3191 Sports Arena Blvd
ARIZONA
San Francisco
Mesa
America's Legal Bookstores
Hi -Fi Sales
360 Golden Gate Ave
810 W. Main St
Sounds Alive
Phoenix
731 Florida St
Sound Alternatives
4126 E. Lewis
Stereo Plus
2201 Market St
Sounds Like Music
Real HiFi Systems
Ultimate Sound
2734 W. Bell Rd #1306
141 Kearny St
Scottsdale
San Jose
Esoteric Audio
Books, Inc.
4120 N. Marshall Way #1
420 Town &Country Village
Shakespeare Beethoven
Paradise Sound
Scottsdale Galleria
860 S. Winchester
4343 N. Scottsdale Rd
Inglewood
San Luis Obispo
%son
Korea Electronics Industries Audio Ecstasy
Wilson Audio
Alrod International
786 Higuera St
2900 E. Broadway
345 N. Oak St
Big Music
Irvine
723 Higuera St
ARKANSAS
Soundquest
Santa Barbara
Little Rock
4255 Campus Dr #116
Audio Vision #1
Creative Sight 8. Sounds
Leucadia
612 N. Milpas St
400 N. Bowman #B-3
Music by the Sea
Mission Audio
River City Compact Disc
542 N. Hwy 101
215 W. Mission St
10700 Rod Parham
Los Angeles
Santa Cruz
CALIFORNIA
Avone Electronics
Cymbaline
Records
Alameda
8414 W. 3rd
1336 Brommer St eit9
Record Gallery
L.A. Audio Video
Lenz Arts
1510 Webster St
101 S. Western Ave
142 River St
Anaheim
Paris Audio
Santa Monica
Laser Plus
12401 Wilshire Blvd #103
Optimal
Enchantment
3050 W. Lincoln Ave #D
Mission Viejo
522 Santa Monica (by appt.)
Bakersfield
Videolaser
Shelley's Stereo
World Records
28451 Marguerite Pkwy #1
1520 Wilshire Blvd
3741 Columbus Ave
Monrovia
Berkeley
Santa Rosa
Brooks Berdan
Audio Chamber
Sawyer's News
110 W. Olive Ave
1717B University Ave
733 Fourth St
Mountain View
Sausalito
CD World
Sound Goods
1573 Solano Ave
Music
by Design
391 San Antonio Rd
107 Caledonia St
DB Audio
North Hollywood
Simi Valley
2573 Shattuck Ave
Levity Distributors
House of AudioNideo
Music Lovers
6850 Vineland Ave #F
1970-4 Sequoia
1510A Walnut St
Palm Springs
Torrance
Beverly Hills
David Rutledge Audio
Stereo Hi Fi Center
Beverly Hills Audio
675 N. Palm Canyon Dr
22926 Hawthome Blvd
8950 W. Olympic Blvd #902 Palo Alto
Christopher Hansen
Audible Difference
Tustin
8822 W. Olympic Blvd
805 El Camino Real
The Digital Ear
13011 Newport Ave #100
Canoga Park
Western Audio Imports
Shelly's Stereo
4191 El Camino Real
'tain Harle
6836 De Soto Ave
Village Tunes
Pasadena
18711 Titfeni
Upscale Audio
Canterbury Records
8381 Canoga Ave
805 E. Colorado Blvd
Upland
Audio
Haven
Carmichael
GNP Showcase
1937 W. 11th St #6
Deetes Sound Room
1254 E. Colorado Blvd
5825 Manzanita Ave #4
Reseda
Van Nuys
Stereo One
Variety Newsstand
Audio Den
6650 Fair Oaks Blvd
18456 Sherman Way
15600 Roscoe Blvd
Riverside
Vernon
Carpinteria
Speaker Craft
Kinergetics
CD City
1650 Seventh St
4260 Charter St
5406 Carpinteria Ave
Roseville
Walnut Creek
Carson
Dimple Records
Epik Audio Video
Josie Devera
1720 Lilac Dr
1701 Santa Clara Dr
22016 Hansom Ave
West
Sacramento
Rowland
Heights
Covina
Mts Inc./Tower Magazines
Audio Best
Hot Rocks
2411 S Joel Dr
2500 Del Monte Bldg C
205 N. Citrus Ave
ALABAMA
Auburn
Accurate Audio
Route 5Box 57

Culver City
Armadillo 8. Company
5795 W. Washington Blvd
Encinitas
North County Stereo Vision
131 N. El Camino Real
Encino
All America, Newsstand
18001 Ventura Blvd
Sound Factor West
17265 Ventura Blvd
Fairfield
UM Stereo Unlimited
2020 N. Texas
Fremont
Stop. Look 8. Listen
Century Plaza
710 Mowry Ave MD
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
18214 Dalton Ave
Hollywood
World Book and News
1652 Cahuenga Blvd
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Key West
Audio Video International
1436 Kennedy Dr
Madeira Beach
Book Nook of Madeira
15029 Madeira Way
Miami
Audio by Caruso
13831 S. Dixie Hwy
Audio Plus
COLORADO
6214 S Dixie Hwy
Boulder
Joe's News
AD Systems
1549 Sunset Dr
2525 Arapahoe Ave #E4-284
Sound Components
Earls News 8. Smoke Shop
11927 S. Dixie Hwy
1715 28th St
Pompano Beach
Listen Up
Stereo Shoppe
2034 E. Arapahoe
1650 N. Federal Hwy
Stereo-Image
Tampa
1939 Pearl St
Audio Visions South
Colorado Springs
3953 W. Kennedy Blvd
Listen Up #3
Digital Wave
230 N. Tejon
1607 Swann Ave
Sound Shop
528 S Tejon
GEORGIA
Denver
Marietta
Listen Up #2
Music Audio
999 S. Logan St.
2100 Roswell Rd NE #400-L
Second Sound
Stereo &Video Systems
1875 S Broadway
1253 Powers Ferry Rd
Sound Hounds
Martinez
1575 S. Pearl
Stereo Shoppe
US. Tech
104 Chamilla Ave
111 S. Madison
Kicker
Englewood
Audio Solutions
Gold Sound
4880 Lawrenceville Hwy
4285 S. Broadway
HAWAII
Fort Collins
Honolulu
Ovation
Audio Direction
236 S. College
3184A
Waialae Ave
Sound Hounds
646 S. College
IDAHO
Westminster
Boise
Westminster Newsstand
Stereo Shoppe #3
5088 W. 92nd Ave
2309 Fairview Ave
CONNECTICUT
Bristol
ILLINOIS
Sound Unlimited
Barrington
169 Church St
Stereo Images
Danbury
718 W. Northwest Hwy
Carston Stereo
Champaign
146 Old Brookfield Rd
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
New Haven
114 W. Church
Take Five
Record Service
105 Whitney Ave
621 E. Green St
New London
Chicago
Roberts
Sound Choice
90 Bank St
928 W. Diversey Pkwy
Westport
Superior Audio Systems
Record 8. Tape Westport
833 N. Milwaukee
Comps Shop Center
Evanston
385 Post Road E.
Chicago Main Newsstand
860 Chicago Ave
FLORIDA
Clearwater
Mt. Morris
Rising Sounds
Walden Books
4279 W. Rt 64
28901 US 19 N.
Murphysboro
Fort Pierce
Sound Insights
Sabin Audio
2302 S. US #1
1313 South St
Naperville
Fort Lauderdale
Quintessence Audio Ltd.
Audio Center
20 W. Jefferson St
4134 N. Federal Hwy
Peoria
Hollywood
Sound of Peoria
Hollywood Sound
105 E. Arcadia
523 S. 21st Ave
%W ont
Jacksonville
Absolute Audio
House of Stereo
4227 Maray Dr
3505 Southside Blvd #10

Westminster
Audio Today
14306 Beach Blvd
Woodland Hills
Laser's Edge
20929 Ventura Blvd #24
Wilson Audio Video
Entertainment
20044 Ventura Blvd
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CAN TUBES
WARM UP CD
SOUND?
How avery old technology can make abrand new compact
disc player sound extraordinarily good

Our ultraadvanced new
SD/A- 4901
includes two
vacuum tubes
wee classic design
has remained
unchanged for over 35 years.
We and many other critical listeners believe that this
anachronistic addition to an already excellent CD
player deign significantly enhance its sound.

THE SO/A-49011 OUTPUT SECTIOIL
Our new Cl) player uses two 6Iq8 dual triode
placed between the digital-to-analog convener and
aIllotolizA volume
control. Operated
at les than
30% of

Plus our proprietary Soft EQ circuitry which compensate fur variables in spacial (1.-R) information
and midrange equalization found in many CD's
mastered from analog tapes.
MIA TOUR TWO BEST MC TO A
CARR DEAR".
It's tempting to further regale you with how well
we think the SD/A-4901's tubes and Single Bit D/A
circuitry improve the sound of acompact disc. But
your own ears should be the final arbiter of quality.
Bring them to aCarver dealer and compare tube
output with solid state deigns costing $1000 or
more. Suffice it to say that almost all critical listeners not only are able to hear adifference, but prefer
the sound of the remarkably affordable SD/A-4901's
dual triode transfer function.

111E AMPUFE1 MAT DON'T AIT.
Between aCI) players 1)/A converter and external
outputs is circuitry called abuffer amplifier which
actually doesn't boost the signal strength at all.
Instead, the buffer amp is aunity gain device which
increases output current, and acts as ason of electronic shock absorber, isolating the relatively fragile
D/A chip set from the nasty outside world of
demanding analog components.
ROES VMS SCUD STATE.
More than 98% of all CI) players use solid state
devices for buffer amplifiers. Ahandful of hard-tofind, esoteric designs in the $1200 to $2500 range
employ one or more tubes instead. As does our
readily-available $699 SD/A-4984.
In ultra-expensive preamplifiers and power
amplifiera, tube sound is subjectively described as
"mellouvr", "wormer", "more open and plain ral" or simply lac harsh than solids/Me".
Objectively, it's safe to say that tubes: I) Produce
even-order distortion versus transistors' odd-order
distortion, particularly 3rd harrnonics which are
especially unpleasant to the ear, 2) Act as apure
Class Adevice when used in abuffer stage (Class A
output is considered the optimal amplifier configuration) 3) "Round off the waveform when they
clip, while over-shriven solid state devices cut off
sharply, causing audible distortion.

their maximum
capacity, the tubes
slams, Is scononsu amis
achieve ahighly linear rem,. xeh 11•50 ounpur •
output voltage with
very low static and transient
distortion while providing
very high dynamic
headroom.
And because
they're"loafing" at 1/3
their rated
current capability, the SD/A-4901's tubes
are designed to last the life of the CD player without
replacement or need for adjustmenT
AU ARIAS OF FERVORS AS MD
AS RS SWINK
We've designed the SD/A-490t to be both useful
and easy-to-use. 21 -key front panel or remote programming. Fixed and variable output. Programming grid display. Random "shuffle" play.
Variable length fade. Automatic song selection to fir
any length of tape. Even index programming for
classical CD's.

WorldRadioHistory

11E 50/A•4101
•Dual 61118 Vacuum Tube Output Stage
•Oversized Disc Stabilizer Transport
•24-Track Prograrnming with Music Calendar
Display and 21-key front panel and
remote input
•Indexing
•Random Play
•Motorized Volume Control
•Time Edit/Fade Taping Feature with
mer-variable time parameters
•2to 10 Second Variable length Fade
•Optical and Coaxial Digital Outputs
•Exclusive Carver Soft EQ

CARVER

Powerful • Musical • Accurate
Cuves Corporallon,Lynne,,xxl. Wab.nyto, U S A
Cal (206)775-1202 la efannabon and

cleater tstings

Saint Charles
Audiophile of St. Charles
411 S. 2nd St
Schaumburg
Hi Fi Hutch
879 S Roselle Rd
Springfield
King's Stereo
225 Highland Ave
INDIANA
Indianapolis
Tone Studio
820 E. 64th St
Ye Olde Hi Fi Shoppe
824 E. 64th St
IOWA
Bettendort
Sound Environments
2304 Spruce Hills Dr
Davenport
Audio Odyssey
1718 E. Kimberly Rd
Des Moines
Audio Logic
5733 Urbandale Ave
Iowa City
Hawkeye Audio
401 S. Gilbert St
KANSAS
Wichita
Compact Disc Center
7825 E. Harry
Custom Sound
830 S. Hillside
KENTUCKY
Louisville
Four Seasons Records
3636B Brownsboro Rd
Chenoweth Plaza
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys
Audio Specialties
711 Jefferson Hwy
Metairie
Audio Resource
3133 Edenbom Ave
New Orleans
Octave's Super Newsstand
112 University PI
Wilson Audio
8001 Maple St
MARYLAND
Baltimore
Playing by Ear
5615 Belair Rd
Soundscape
406 W. Cold Spring Ln
Burtonsville
JS Audio
15454 Old Columbia Pike
Ellicott City
Gramaphone
9005 Chevrolet
Kensington
Soundworks
10534 Connecticut Ave
Laurel
High Tech Service
&Exchange
14209 Baltimore Ave
Needle in aHaystack
14270 Baltimore Ave
Lutherville
Gramophone
10801 Tony Dr
Rockville
Absolutely Sound!
833 E. Rockville Pike
Sliverspring
Capitol Classics Newsstand
14446 Layhill Rd

Towson
An Die Musik
One Investment PI,
Annex Bldg
MASSACHUSETTS
Boston
Listening Studio
23 Stillings St
Looney Tunes Records
1106 Boylston St
Brookline
Audio Studio
414 Harvard St
Cambridge
Brins &Briggs
1270 Massachusetts Ave
Looney Tunes II
1001 Massachusetts Ave
0Audio
95 Vassar St
Canton
Acoustic Research
330 Turnpike St
Framingham
Natural Sound
401 Worcester Rd
North Dartmouth
Sound Il
576 State Rd
Northampton
Sound and Music
351 Pleasant St
Peabody
Clearly Audible
255 Andover St
Pittsfield
HBS Stereo Systems
237 First St
Salisbury
Tape World
E. Main St
Worcester
O'Coin's
239 Mill St
MICHIGAN
Allen Park
Book Nook
18690 Ecorse
Ann Arbor
S.K.R. Classical
539 E. Liberty
Dearborn
Almas Hi-Fi Stereo
15031 Michigan Ave
East Detroit
Audio Illusions
17920 Ten Mile Rd
East Lansing
Jemstone Audio
2800 E. Grand River Ave
Ferndale
Imagery
2907 Horton
Lansing
Contemporary Audio
3800 W. Saginaw
Rochester
Audio Video System
3250 Rochester Rd
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
4128 N. Woodward Ave
Harmony House Classical
2412 N. Woodward Ave
Saginaw
Listening Room #2
1305 Court St
MINNESOTA
Hopkins
Audio Video Dimensions
1011 E. Excelsior Blvd
Hi End Audio
740 11th Ave S.
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Pleasantville
Audio Excellence
343 Manville Rd
Rochester
Fairport Soundworks
NEW MEXICO
3400 Monroe Ave
Albuquerque
Paul Heath Audio
Absolute Audio Store
MISSOURI
217 Alexander
1540A Tramway Blvd NE
Columbia
Rowe Audio
Hudson's Audio Center
Keith Audio Group
1737 Mt. Hope
7611
Menaul
Blvd
NE
10 W. Nifong Blvd
Sound Concepts
Page One Newsstand
Kansas City
2314
Monroe Ave
11200 Montgomery Blvd NE
Primus Audio
Rockaway Park
1104 Baltimore
Santa Fe
Hi
Fi
Classics
The Candyman
St. Louis
115-09 Rockaway Beach Blvd
851 St. Michaels Dr
Flip's Stereo Place
Roslyn
9556 Watson Rd
Downtown Subscription
Discriminating
Ear
376 Garcia St
Great St. Louis Sound Co.
1518 Old Northern Blvd
1341 S. Lindbergh #1
Galiotes News
Scarsdale
201 Galisteo St
Best Sound Company
Listening Room
227 N. Lindbergh Blvd
Rare Bear
590 Central Park Ave
1303 Cerrillos Rd
NEBRASKA
Stonybrook
Omaha
Esoteric Sound Systems
NEW YORK
Stereo West
Coventry Commons
Albany
7425 Dodge St
Rt 347
Altair Audio
Syracuse
NEVADA
1980 Central Ave
Clark Music
Las Vegas
Records NSuch
2922 Erie Blvd E.
UM Custom Home Audio Stuyvesant Plaza
High Tech
3421 E. Tropicana NJ
Binghamton
615 S Main St
Union Premiums
JSG Audio
Superior Sight &Sound
1325 E. Flamingo
1437 Front St
2780 Erie Blvd E.
Reno
Buffalo
West
Babylon
High End Stereo
Speaker Shop
Audio Visions
959 W. Moana Ln
3604 Main St
1067 Montauk Hwy
Elmira
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Record Shop
Hanover
NORTH CAROLINA
204 W. Water St
Camera Shop of Hanover
Boone
Huntington Station
47-51 S. Main St
Mr Audio
CD Experience
Dartmouth Bookstore
809 Blowing Rock Rd
803 E. Jericho Tnpk
33 S. Main St
Cary
Jamaica
Nashua
Advanced Audio
Rat HiFitStereo
Audio Ensemble
1263 Kildaire Farm Rd
JFK Airport, Bldg 80
419 Amherst St
Durham
Lake Grove
Audio
Visions
NEW JERSEY
Audio Den
4600 Chapel Hill Blvd
Chester
Smith Haven Plaza
Raleigh
Professional Audio
2021 Nesconset Hwy
Audio Advice
Consultants
Lake Ronkonkoma
3532 Wade Ave
57 E. Main St
Record Connection
Marlton
484 Hawkins Ave
OHIO
Hi Fi Connection
Latham
Beaver Creek
RD 1, Flt 73
Clark Music In Albany
CD Connection #3
Millburn
1075 Troy Schenectady Rd 4110 Col. Glenn Hwy
Professional Audio
Liverpool
Centerville
Consultants
Audio Excellence NY
Stereo Showcase
182 Essex St
4974 Alexis Dr
495 MSBG Cent Rd
Morristown
Lynbrook
Cincinnati
Sight &Sound
American Audiophile
Stereo Lab
60 Speedwell Ave
Trading Corp.
4582 Montgomery
South Street Stereo
373 Sunrise Hwy
Stereo Lab #1
20 South St
Merrick
11419 Princeton Rd
Northfield
Performance Audio
Stereo Store
Sound Inc.
2064 Sunrise Hwy
7842
Cooper Rd
900 Tilton Rd
Mount Kisco
Columbus
Nutley
Accent on Music
For The Record
Deboer
175 Main St
1386 Grandview Ave
113 E. Centre St
Fox &Sutherland
Needle in aHaystack
Princeton. US Rt 1
15 S. Moger Ave
2384
Wellesley Ln
Woodbridge Stereo Center
New York
Progressive Audio
Princeton Forrestal Village
Dina Magazines
1764
N.
High St
127 Village Blvd
270 Park Ave S.
Stereo Lab
Ridgewood
Electronic
Workshop
2244 Neil Ave
Sounding Board
10 E. 8th St
75 Franklin Ave
Dayton
Lyric Hi-Fi
CD Connection #1
Tom's River
1221 Lexington Ave
125 Springboro Pike
Rands Camera &Hi Fi
The Magazine Store
1841 Hooper Ave
Dublin
30
Lincoln
Plaza
'Renton
Audio Encounters
Park Avenue Audio
Hal's Stereo &Video
4271 W. Dublin
425 Park Ave S.
2540 US Highway 1
Granville Rd
Sound By Singer
Fairborn
Verona
18 E. 16th St
Audio Etcetera
Audio Connection
2616 Col. Glenn Hwy
615 Bloomfield Ave
Patchogue
Square Deal Radio
Findlay
Westfield
&Television
Stuart's Audio
House of Hindenach
456 Waverly Ave
544 North Ave E.
830 N. Main St

Minneapolis
HiFi Sound Electronics
1226 Harmon PI
Roseville
Digital Only
1637 W. County Rd "C•
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Woodbridge
Woodbridge Stereo Center
751 Amboy Ave
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The Smart Way To Buy &Sell
Used AudioNideo Equip
t! I

Equipment lists from dealers and indivuals are continuously updated
on our computer and mailed to our subscribers on the 1st and the
15th of each month. Our alphabetized format makes it easy
ta find the equipment you want and our frequency of
publication assures you of current, up-to-date
information.
AUDIO TRADING TIMES
PO Box 27, Conover, WI 54519
Ph (715) 479-3103
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Fax (715) 479-1917
Subscription Rates:
6months/I2 issues $25
12 months/24 issues 845
Send Ch. MO or call with Visa/MC
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Dealers & Individuals:

Call Today To Place
Your Free Ad!
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Kettering
CD Connection //2
2124 E. Dorothy Ln
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
12611 Madison Ave
Lyndhurst
Hi-Tech Hi Fi &Video
5280 Mayfield Rd
Toledo
Boogie Records
3301 W. Central
Jamiesons'
5431 Monroe
University Heights
Atlantis Home
Entertainment Systems
2220 Warrensville Rd
OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City
Audio Dimensions
10407 N. May Ave
Tulsa
It's AClassic
4423 E. 31st St
OREGON
Corvallis
Northwest Audio Labs
1557 NW Monroe
Portland
Hawthorne Stereo
1428 SE 36th
Sixth &Washington News
617 SW Washington St
PENNSYLVANIA
Ardmore
Dandy Radio
15 W. Lancaster Ave
Berwyn
Soundex
747 Berwyn Ave
Erie
Custom Audio
1550 W. 26th St
Harrisburg
Distribution Services
2323 Woodlawn St
Jenkintown
The Stereo Trading Outlet
320 Old York Rd
Philadelphia
All That Jazz
617 S. 24th St
Chestnut Hill Audio
149 N. 3rd
Sound Service Company
8010 Bustleton Ave
Pittsburgh
Mook's Audio
3047 W. Liberty Ave
Selinsgrove
Stereo Shoppe
19 N. Market St
South Hampton
Classic Car-Tunes
1029 Street Rd
Willow Grove
Sou odes
1100 Easton Rd
PUERTO RICO
Hato Rey
Nova Electronics
Calle Guayama de Leon
yMunoz Rivera
San Juan
Novo Audio
Covadonga 104 #300
SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia
Sound Advice
2821 Ashland Rd
Greenville
American Audio
597 Haywood Rd

Rock Hill
Record Cellar
Rock Hill Galena
2301 Dale Lyle Blvd #192
TENNESSEE
Chattanooga
Chananooga Valley Audio
40 Cora Ann Or, Rossville
Knoxville
Hi Fi House
8373 Kingston Pike #900
Memphis
Underground Sound
2125 Central Ave
Nashville
Cumberland Audio
4119 Hillsboro Rd
Nicholson's Stereo
115 19th Ave S.
TEXAS
Amarillo
Don's Hi-Fidelity
7402 W. 34th St
Sound Systems
2502 Paramount
Arlington
Texas Audio
4211 S. Cooper k111
Austin
Audio Systems
3800 N. Lamar
Cochran Corp.
2830 Real St
Dallas
Audio Insight
13929 N. Central Expwy
I/G441
Krystal Clear Audio
4433 McKinney Ave
Omni Sound
19120 Preston Rd
Preston Trail Audio
17194 Preston Rd #159
Shakespeare Beethoven
Galleria W3200
El Paso
Soundquest
6800 Gateway E. OD
Houston
Audio Concepts
2200 Southwest Fwy
Esoteric Ear
13158 Veteran's Memorial
Pkwy
The Groove Audio Video
2624 Westheimer
Lubbock
The Sound Wave
Salem Village
4601 S Loop 289 M13
Mesquite
MJM Audio
1515 Towne E. Blvd #197
Odessa
Harold's Electronics
2809 Andrews Hwy
UTAH
Salt Lake City
Audition Audio
2144 Highland Dr
VIRGINIA
Arlington
Needle In AHaystack
Ballston Metro Center
901 N Stuart St
Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
5720 Pickwick Rd
Falls Church
Audio Buys
5177 Lisberg Pike
The Sound Exchange
228 W. Broad St
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Richmond
Audio Art
2215 Broad St
Audio Wealth
8047 W. Broad St
Viroinia Beach
Digital Sound
64'77 College Park Sq
WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Eastside Daily Planet News
156600 NE Eighth #33
Hawthorne Stereo 2
13107 Northup Way
Port Townsend
Quimper Sound
901 Water St
Seattle
Bulldog News
4208 University Way NE
Definitive Audio
6017 Roosevelt Way NE
University Bookstore
4326 University Way NE
WASHINGTON ,DC
Serenade Records
1800 M St NW
WEST VIRGINIA
Morgantown
Sound Investments
467 High St
South Charleston
Absolute Sound
4008 MacCorkle Ave
WISCONSIN
Cudahy
Cudahy News &Hobby
4758 S. Packard Ave
Eau Claire
Elite Audio
1498 S. Hastings Way
Glendale
Sound Investments
2500 W. Silver Spring Dr
Green Bay
Hi Fi Heaven
1917 S. Webster Ave
Madison
University Audio
402 S. Park St
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon I
2551 8th St S.

CANADA
National Distributor
DeWinton, Alberta
Ruehle Marketing
Box 24, Site One, RR1
ALBERTA
Calgary
KW Audio
344 17th Ave SW
Loyalty Sound
1107 8th St SW
Sounds of Music
220 7th Ave SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
10746A 124th St
Audio Plus
9934 82nd Ave
BRITISH COLUMBIA
Coquitlam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave
Kelowna
MA Audio
453 Bernard Ave
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W. Broadway
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The Sound Room
2803 W. Broadway
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St
MANITOBA
Winnipeg
Creative Audio
214 Osborne St S.
Disticor
ASL Distribution Ltd.
44 Omands Creek Blvd
NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
6650 Morris St

Windsor
Audio Two
2863 Howard Ave
QUEBEC
Anjou
Son-Or
7339 St. Zotique
Montreal
Metropolitan News
1109 Cypress St
Opus Audio
5181 Decarie Blvd
Quebec
C.O.R.A.
131-18 Rue E
Ste-Foy
Rotac Electronics
2873 Ch Ste-Foy

ONTARIO
Brampton
AUSTRALIA
Audio Concepts
National Distributor
8Strathearn Ave
Hawthorne, Victoria 3122
Chatham
Audio 0Imports
Absolute Sound
544 Burwood Rd
425 Clair St
Melbourne, Victoria
Concord
McGill's Authorised News
Audio One
187 Elizabeth St
3200 Steeles Ave W.
Hamilton
AUSTRIA
McMaster University
Vienna 1150
Bookstore
Sound Unlimited
280 Main St W.
Oiefenbachg. 54/10
Thompsons Select Audio
610 Upper James St
BELGIUM
Village Audio—Westdale
1059 King St W. W2
B-3500 Hasselt
Ghiisens Hi Fi Collection
Kingston
Sint Truidersteenweg 12-14
House of Sounds
277 Princess St
Vern Napier Camera
BERMUDA
333 Princess St
Hamilton
London
M&M International
Multimag
61 Church St
150 Dundas St k3
Mississauga
DENMARK
Lased and
National Distributor
2200 Dundas St E.
Graestad
Oakville
Matrix
Oakville Audio
2347 Lakeshore Rd W 3 Bylyngen 4, Blistrup
Copenhagen
Ottawa
Hi -Fi Entusiasten
Distinctive Audio
Tagensvej 162
903 Carling Ave
KT Radio
Euphonics
Vesterbrogade 179-181
685 Bank St
Aalborg
Stereo Trading Post
KT Radio
242 1/
2 Bank St
Noerregade 19-21
Peterborough
Aarhus
The Audio Room
Cilla Hi-Fi
300 George St N.
Ny Munkegade 65
Rexdale
KT Radio
Audio Empire
M.P. Bruunsgade 36
1003 Albion Rd
Richmond Hill
American Sound
GERMANY
9108 Yonge St
National Distributor
Thornhill
Frankfurt
Stereo Factory
Audio International
7616 Yonge St
Gonzenheimer Str 2b
Toronto
Brack Electronics
GREECE
129 Jarvis St
National Distributor
Classical Music Shop
Hazelton Lanes Mall
Athens
Videorythmos
Great National Sound
6Sivitanidou St
615 Queen St W.
176 76 Kallithea
Toronto Home of
Musicompact
Audiophile
293 Kifissias Ave
71 McCaul St #E8/E9
Crete
Waterloo
Audio &Visual Co
Sound Stage
3Zografou St
59 Regina St N.
Thessaloniki
Whitby
Audio Hall
Whitby Audio
2Delliou St
233 Brock St S.
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ARE YOU SURE YOUR
POWER IS CLEAN?

Just as we are turning to bottled water to compensate for the impurities in our
municipal water supplies, more and more audiophiles are
discovering the benefits of the purified AC power provided by

NoiseTrapper products. Enhanced low level detail. Improved
spatial qualities. Amore musical system. The NoiseTrapper Plus ($379),
for low-power use, employs a500VA transformer and EMI/RFI filtration.
The NoiseTrapper2000($1099), suitable for power amps, boosts the transformer to
2000VA and improves the filters. Stempbile says: "I can "t imagine any system,
at any quality level, that wouldn't benefitfrom the improvements it [the Plus]
provides.. Recommending the
NoiseTrapper Plus and
NoiseTrapper2000 is just about
the safest recommendation I'll
ever make." -Corey Greenberg,
Stereopbile, Vol. 14, No.11, November 1991

AMM«111
1111111.911.9.1,1111m

1-800-866-5575

1-800-580-5575 Texas Only
3800 North Lamar, Austin TX 78756

TOE THE LINE
Our loudspeakers'
ATL- transmission
line technology allows
precise, uncolored
reproduction of lows,
mids and highs.
With phase-correct
crossover modules,
you fine-tune the
performance to your
listening room.
No deviation from the
musical line, just a
remarkably accurate
re-creation of the
original music.

Sound Physics. Pure Music.

GreenMountainAudio
Call us at 719-636-2500 for more information.
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HONG KONG
The Sound Chamber
Dina House #1001
11 Duddell St
YK Audio Ltd.
Room 203, Man Yee Bldg
60 Des Voeux Rd
YK Audio Ltd.
248 Ocean Terminal
Kowloon
HUNGARY
Budapest 14-1538
Zebraudio
PO Box 556
IRELAND
National Distributor
County of Dublin
Clem Audio
55 Main St Blackrock
ICELAND
National Distributor
125 Reykjavik
Steini HF. S. Danielsson
Skulagata 61

ITALY
Lucca 55100
Sound &Music
Via Mazzarosa 125

Amsterdam
RAF HiFi Stereo
Riinstraat 142-150

JAPAN
National Distributor
Tokyo
PISS Corporation
210 New Kokusai Bldg
3-4-1 Marunouchi,
Chiyoda-Ku

NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor
Petone. Wellington
DH Bruton
3Sydney St

MALAYSIA
60000 Kuala Lumpur
The Sound Stage Sdn Bhd
10 JIn Tun Mohd Fuad
2Taman Tun Dr Ismael
MEXICO
National Distributor
Mixcoac, Mexico 19, OF
Diseqo Activo SA
Blvd Adolfo Lopez
Mateos 1384
NETHERLANDS
National Distributor
2611 RV Delft
Tannoy Netherlands
Ezelsveldlaan 52

SWEDEN
Stockholm 11438
HiFi Art
Grey Turegatan 24
SWITZERLAND
Geneva
Hi-Fi Portier
11 Rue Verdaine

SINGAPORE
National Distributor
Stereophile Audio
1Coleman St
M04-40/45 The Adelphi
Singapore 0617
SOUTH KOREA
Seoul
Korea Electronics
C.P.O. 1369
SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Surte Audio Elite
Padre Jot re. 22

'They
i
have uncanny ability to

THAILAND
Bangkok
Focal
207 Bangkok Bazaar
Rajadamri Rd
Future Land
Amarin Plaza, 3rd Fl
Pleonchit Rd
Pathumwan, Rumpinee
SM&M Marketing Co.
Peninsula Plaza, 3rd Fl
153 Rajadamri Rd
UNITED KINGDOM
National Distributor
Wilstead, Bedford
Moth Marketing
10 Dane Ln

Glasgow G2
Music Room
98 Bath St
London
Audio
190 West End Ln
Douglas Brady Hi Fi
18 Monmouth St
Covent Garden
KJ Leisuresound
26 New Cavendish St
Manchester
Music Room
50 Bridge St
Reading Barks
Reading Hi Fi
Harris Arcade, Friar St
WEST INDIES
JAMAICA
Kingston
Dataline Equipment
Supplies
ID Braemar Ave #10
YUGOSLAVIA
Split 58000
Media Audio
Trogirskih Zrtava 1

They had arealism which

locate soloists and their

was positively breath-

instruments in acous-

taking. Talk about

tical space."

detail, delicacy,
smoothness,
and utter
transparency. "

Sam Tellig

é_à

Stereophi/e

ft

Vol 14 No 9
Sept 1991

ii These

are the
ii The

kind of amps you
can lust over."

Ye
--

VACs

functioned flawlessly

VALVE AMPLIFICATION COMPANY

PO

Box 4609 •Sarasota, FL 34230 USA •Telephone 813-377-7884
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TRANSPARENCY GUARANTEED

Reference Line Model 3000 -$799.00
After extensively evaluating virtually all passive preamps available today, we at Bay Area Audio have concluded that the Reference Line 3000 represents the pinnacle of line-stage technology. We are so confident that you will find the Reference Line
3000 more transparent and detailed than your existing preamp
that we will make you this offer: evaluate the Model 3000 in your
system for 10 days. If you are not completely satisfied, return the
unit. No strings attached.
Call to arrange your in home audition

.transparency guaranteed.

408-255-0735
bay area audio 1171 Cordelia Ave., San Jose CA 95129

ROBERT HARLEY, STEREOPHILE
'A
UDIO RESEARCH LS-2 envpel
*

Pree
-

ABM

"...The LS-2 got out of the way and let the music's subtle tonal shading, detail and

character express themselves. This is the highest goal of any audio component, and the
highest praise I
can give." ["It]...came astonishingly close to the ultimate reference of
transparency, [as if there were] no pre-amplifier at all." "I can't recommend the LS-2
more highly. It is not only the most neutral and transparent preamplifier I've auditioned,
it is more neutral and transparent than I
thought any preamplifier could be. What more
can one say?"

*Stereophile, Oct. 91, Vol. 14 No.10

Open 7days aweek—Mon.—Fri., 11-7:30 pm, Sat., 10:30-7 pm, Sun., 12-7 pm
627 Broadway, (bet. Bleecker &Houston Sts.) Greenwich Village, NY 10012

STEREO

AMERICA'S LARGEST HI-END AUDIOPHILE STORE
226
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I

The Gregg Smith Singers

CARDAS
RECORDS

"Good vinyl is not a lost art."
Phone:

714-982- 1 102

Fax:

714-949-3839

o

J. P
ETER MONCRIEFF, JAR HOTLINE*
ABM A
UDIO RESEARCH LS-2 `Pirne ÁLne vel
"They say the perfect line section would sound like astraight wire with gain. The (Audio
Research) IS-2 is more accurate than some wires. That's some achievement for an
active line section." "...There are now many active line sections on the market. Hearing
music through the Audio Research IS-2 compared to these other high-end line sections
is like illuminating aformerly murky room with sunlight." "The Audio Research IS-2
is astunning sonic achievement at any price. Given today's high-end market,
its $2,495 COST REPRESENTS ASTEAL."
(212) 5051111

.1A1Illoiline

outside NYC (800) 833.0071

Fax (212) 9955524

61-62

Major Credit Cards

EHCHANGE

THE

BLOCK—LONG
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STORE
227

Phones Open Mon-Sat 9 am-8 pm
CALL TOLL-FREE FROM U.S. OR CANADA FOR PRICE QUOTES AND
CREDIT CARD ORDERS, N.Y. STATE (516) 599-1 112

In-House Test Lab •30th Year of Tube Sales
POWER TUBES
6605
6CA7
6L6GC
6L6GC
6LF6
EL34
EL34
KT88
300B
6550
6550A
7591A

(GE)
(Philips-STR387)
(China)
(Siemens)
(China)
(China)
(China)
(GE)
(Philips)

Singles
10.00
25.00
25.00
12.50
22.00
15.00
12.00
25.00
225.00
19:oo
30.00
25.00

MP
20.00
50.00
50.00
25.00
44.00
30.00
24.00
50.00
-38.00
60.00
--

MOT
40.00
100.00
100.00
50.00
88.00
60.00
48.00
100.00
76.00
120.00

PRE-AMP TUBES
5AR4/GZ34
5U4GB
6AN8A
6F07/6CG7
6DJ8
6DJ8...
LM-60J8
12AT7 .

15.00
20.00
12.50
12.50
(Jan Phillips) 12.00
6.50
(Low noise) 12.00
... 6.50

SHIPPING 8 TERMS

ARS ELECTRONICS

2Day Air $11.75

ELECTRONIC TUBE SPECIALISTS

Gound UPS 9.75

7110 DeCelis Place •P.O. Box 7323

Cash in Advance

Van Nuys, California 91406

Money Order/

Fax: (818) 997-6158

(818) 997-6279
228

(Ei) 6.50
(Ei) 6.50
(Low noise) (Ei) 12.00
(China) 6.50
(Low noise) 12.00
14.00
7.50
12.00
(Low noise) 18.00

12AU7A
12AX7
LM-12AX7
12AX7A
LM-12AX7A
12BH7A
5751
6922
LM-6922

Cashier's Check/ Cash
8.25% Sales Tax in CA
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WORLD WIDE
SHIPPING *

Prices Subject to Change
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A UDIO M ART
RATES: Private, 80e per word, $15 minimum on phone-in ads; Commercial, $2.50 per word, $99 minimum on all commercial ads. PAYMEN'Il All classified ads must be prepaid with order. Phone-in ads are
credit card only: Master Charge, VISA, American Express. MAIL TO: Stereophile, Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502, or CALL: (505) 983-9106. DEADLINE: Ads are due on the
first working day of the month, two months in advance of the issue in which your ad will appear. No
refunds.

FOR SALE
ANNOUNCING STEREOPHILE'S NEXT HIGH
END HI-FI SHOW in Los Angeles, April 24, 25, and 26,
1992 at the Stouffer Concourse Hotel (on Century Blvd.
near the L.A. airport). Get set to hear the best! Enjoy the best
reproduced sound. Marvel at more than 75 premier highend hi-fi systems—many will be set up and tweaked by
their own designers, inventors, engineers, and manufacturers. See and hear experimental/pre-production equipment Enjoy live concerts. Educate yourself at lectures,
plus question-and-answer periods with Stereophile editors,
writers, and other audio experts. Evaluate more high-end
equipment in aday than you can see and hear in months
of regular store visits. A wide selection of CDs and LPs
will be on sale, running the gamut from rare collectibles
to standard premium releases. Tickets are $25. Each ticket
is valid for all three show days. Write: Stereophile High End
Hi-Fi Show, 208 Delgado Street, Santa Fe, NM 87501, (505)
984-2716 For exhibitor information call Ken Nelson, (914) 476315Z or Fax (914) 969-2746.
MIRROR IMAGE, AUDIOSTATIC, SCIENTIFIC FIDELITY, VAC, Enlightened Audio Design, Symphonic
Line, CODA, XL0, Eminent Technology, Klyne, Dynaudio loudspeakers, IDOS, Definitive Technology, Audio
Alchemy, Celestion SL, Magnum Dynalab, Space & Time,
Reference Line, Lyra cartridges and turntables, Musical
Design, Marantz, MAS, Arcici, Bright Star, WellTempered, PowerWedge, Wheaton tonearms, Fosgate,
THX, many more. Straightforward guidance. Krystal Clear
Audio, 4433 McKinney Avenue, Dallas, 7X 75205, (214) 5207156. We deliver smiles!
HIGH-END AND HARD-TO-FIND audio components bought and sold. New and used. Daily specials.
Closeouts. Best prices! CD players, D/A converters, mmtables, toneamis, cartridges, cassette decks, tuners, preamplifiers, power amplifiers, receivers, and speakers. Audio
America (VA). Call (703) 745-2223.
SNELL TYPE Ent, asking $525; Phase Tech PC-65
speakers, asking $275. Call Greg, (212)648-6578, pick-up
only. NY.
BEVERIDGE 2SW-2, S1700/pair; MFA Systems M200B, S2600/pair; Stax ESLF83, S3600/pair. (708)
771-4660.
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COUNTERPOINT FACTORY UPDATES—Recently
engineered updates assure Counterpoint owners that your
purchase is alasting investment. SA-2, SA-3, SA-11, SA-4,
SA-5, SA-7, SA-7.1, SA-11, SA-12, SA-20, SA-3000. Please
have serial number(s) ready. For details, cost, and areturn
authorization number, call Counterpoint at (800)275-2743,
x103 or x110.
ABRAICADABRA!!! ANALOG UPGRADE TO DIGITAL?!! Allegro Sound will pay you $101 for any turntable, working or not, toward the ultimate cost-effective
upgrade: the new Audio Alchemy top-loading twinchassis Digital Drive System, only $899!! ADE-DO: New
Analog Decoding Engine cures digitins and improves analog output from all digital sources, regardless of cost, only
$229 (if you love analog, try this—you have nothing to
lose but aheadache)!! Free shipping worldwide!! Free inhome demo!! Free optical cable!! Free CA tax!! Free exchange credit on upgrades!! Free mods!! Expert consultation with 30 years' experience!! We trade!! Satisfaction
guaranteed!! Allegro Sound /AudioWorks, in the service of
music since 1973 and specializing in high-end and classic
pre-owned equipment, 15015 Ventura Blvd., Sherman Oaks,
CA 91403, (818) 377-5264 anytime, and Get Alchemized!!!
ATTENTION MUSIC LOVERS! Altis, Arcici, Audio
Alchemy, Audiostatic, Boulder, Coda, EAD, Jadis, NBS,
PS Audio, Ftoksan, RoomTune, Sound-Lab, Straight Wire,
Tiffany, VMPS, XLO, and more. Audio by Gil Morrison,
two locations: Detroit, (313)342-2475; Canton, (313)459-5454.
"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH," featuring: Acurus,
Apogee, Aragon, Audio Alchemy, Cary Audio, Classé
Audio, Enlightened Audio, Grado, Koetsu, Magnum
Dynalab, Music Metre, Power Wedge, ProAc, Straight
Wire, Target, Well-Tempered, XL0 cables. Custom cable
terminations. Audio Excellence, Liverpool, NY,(315) 4512707. Visa/MC/Amex.
MAFtANTZ MODEL 3800 PREAMP, $200; DBX-224,
$100. (615) 396-3630, ask for Barry.
BUY/SELL/TRADE in the Audio/Video Trader. Published
monthly since 1989, readers throughout the US and
Canada. Free ads for subscribers. $15/year US, $25/year
elsewhere; $I for sample. Audio/Video Trader, 1543 Highway
70 East, K-Mart Plaza, Garner, NC 27529.
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Audio/Video • Compact Discs

Di ital

g Ear offers a distinctive blend of audio
hardware, displayed in four elegantly appointed
sound rooms.
Our audio/video specialists excel in personal,
professional service, offering consultation and
custom installation.
In addition, Digital Ear features over 30,000 CD's.
You'll find one of the most comprehensive selections
of classical, rock and jazz, as well as country, folk
and blues. Open 7 days.
— FEATURING —
11D,L, and Krell Digital
Acurus •Adcom •Air Tight •Altis •Aragon •Audioquest • B&W
Cal Audio Labs • Day-Sequerra • Denon • Eminent Technology • Esoteric
Krell & Krell Digital • Lexicon • Luxman • Magnum Dynalab • MFA
Niles •OCOS • Pioneer Elite •Scientific Fidelity •Sony ES •Sound
Anchors •Stax •Thiel •Valve Amplification Co. •Velodyne •XL0 Electric
— VIDEO —
Pioneer • Proton •Sony
Digital Ear • 13011 Newport Ave. •Tustin, CA 92680 •(714) 544-7903

NEW RELEASES...

s

Smooth natural
sounding,

speakers

demo quality,
mastered by

REFERENCE
PRIMADONNA

Doug Sax
rApe nos gym Ann/tyre

.
OF
AUDIOPHILE
CLASSICS
..

Amday„,

stands

LANDMARK

amplifiers

B 50 Tiger
VIRTUOSO pre
CORIFEO power

cables

SUPRAFLUX
HOTLINE

accessories

GROUNDPLATE
SUBSONIC FILTER

CARLE VIA 5

<13mA/tom

CAPC 006 RACIINANINOFP

C.D.'s are $16.00 each.
Dealer inquiries invited.

DIGIFLUX

H.S. SHIPPING: $3.00 for 1st item; 0.40 each additional item.
40 ire

Catalog $3.00 U.S. /$5.00 Elsewhere
Refundable with coupon

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS
P.O. BOX 2043 •SALINA. KS 67402.2013 •USA

e

TELEPHONE: 913-825-8609 • FAX: 913-825-0156

To ORDER

230

CALL:

1-800-525-1630

TANGO
PROFUNDO
PA-1

ISOTRANS
US Agency Ensemble USA c/o Musical Surroundings
5856 College Ave. Suite 146. Oakland, CA 94618
Tel 1510) 420-0379. Fax (510) 420-0392
Ensemble Inc Ltd. Switzerland
H. Annoni-Str. 23, CH-4132 Muttenz, Switzerland
Tel. +(41) 61-6191 91, Fax +(41) 61-61 93 25
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SAN DIEGO AREA: Hales and SOTA speakers, C.AT.
tube preamps (new Signature), Coda and Symphonic Line,
Audio Alchemy and Enlightened Audio Design, Cardas,
XLO, Siltech, others. Passive preamps, Benz, Sound
Anchois, Combalc vibration tuners. Auditions by appointment. Audio Archives, (619) 455-6326.
VANDERSTEEN MODEL 3SPEAKERS, recent. PA,
(215) 567-4626
ACCENT ON MUSIC—WESTCHESTER COUNTY,
NY New arrivals! Linn CD player, !Cairn preamp, Roksan
Radius turntable, Nairn CD player, Deltec processors, Epos
ES-11, McCormack CD drive and electronics. All on
demonstration. Our affordable products—Rotel, Creek,
Arcam, Ftega, Castle, and Royd—are musical and should
be auditioned. We care about your needs, regardless of
budget. 175 Main Street, Mount Kisco, NY 10549, (914)
242-0747.
AMERICAN HYBRID TECHNOLOGY introduces
Ultra Resolution' 13 2 Twin-Balanced" interconnects,
$350/1m. The best at any prke Write or phone for other
Ultra Resolution' products, including custom-made
amplifiers and preamplifiers. American Hybrid Technology,
549 Centennial Avenue, Trenton, NJ 08629, Fardphone (609)
599-3828.
AUDIO UNLIMITED IN COLORADO offers competitive values on Acoustic Energy, Acrotec, Air Tight,
Aural Symphonies, Bitwise Music System One D/A,
Chario (the new Italian monitor), Coda, Dynavector,
Ensemble, Lazarus, Magnum Dynalab, Maplenoll,
McCormack, Mod Squad, Musical Design, Muse 100/150
amps and Model 18 subwoofer, RoomTunes, Tice, and
much more. ..CallJohn Barnes, 2343 W Yak Avenue, Engkwood, CO 80110, (303)922-8151, (303) 698-0138 evenings,
Fax (303) 922-0522.
MINNESOTA—ARCICI, AUDIOPRISM, BEDINI,
Bright Star, German Acoustics, Kalglo, LAST, MIT,
P.A.C., Proton, Regs, RoomTune, Royd Audio, Shahinian,
Sims, Sumiko, Sumo, VPI, van den Hul, Well-Tempered,
LPs and CDs, and more audio components of uncompromising quality. By appointment, (612) 331-3861.
AUDIO BEST L.A., Orange, San Bernardino, California.
Hot components: Celestion 100, TARA Labs, Counterpoint SA-100/220, PS, Audible Illusions Modulus, Music
Concepts, Mod Squad, Acoustat, Spica Angelus, VMPS,
Magnum, Fosgate, B&K, Superphon, Music Reference,
Rauna, Sound-Lab, Grado, Monster, Straight Wire,
AudioQuest. (714) 861-5413. Appt.
MAGNEPAN SMGa speakers, as new (list $575), $275.
Sean, (612) 936-9892.
CLASSE DR-5 PREAMP, lifetime warranty, $1300:
Wheaton Triplanar Ill, $1100; 24' NBS Onyx interconnect
(retail, $2165), $900; MFSL Beatles and Stones collections. (216) 343-2164.
COUNTERPOINT SA-12 UPGRADED to SA-100,
$575; Musical Fidelity Digilog A/D, $450; both mint;
Space 8c Time speaker cable, 14' Phase I, $85; (2)4' Phase
II, $40 each. (701) 237-897Z (701) 232-8497 evenings.
SEQUERFtA MET7 Mk.li, $375; Tice clock, $195;
Yamaha CT-7000 tuner, $595; Monster M-1, 7' pair, $60;
Stax SR-30 headphones, $50. (817) 776-9953.
B&W MATRIX 800, 801, 802, 803, 804,805 OWNERS:
Would you like to improve on the great sound you already
have? Try apair of"Golden Flutes" byJPS Labs, anecessity
for your B&Ws. Please query your B&W dealer or call
(716) 822-0159 anytime.
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MAUGHANBOX ALIGNMENT FILTER for B&W
801 II, $850. Magnan Type Vi, 4' pair; have 2 pairs,
$475/pair. Haller Iris preamp, new in box, $600. All used
only 12 hours. (601) 856-2057.
TDK "DIGITAL NOISE ABSORBERS" DON'T FIT
your thick cables? Big Mockers' do! Accepts cables up
to 13.5mm (053") in diameter. Great for AC cords—does
the power-purification work of line conditioners costing
100x as much, for only $12 each, $22/pair. Guaranteed!
Add $3 s&h; CA residents add 8.25% tax. Blockers, 409
N. Pact:fic Coast Highway #106, Suite 300, Redondo Beach,
CA 90277, (310) 543-1851.
AUDIOPHILE PARTS AND SUPPLIES for the Vacuum
Tube enthusiast and repairer. Cardas connectors and wire,
Golden Dragon tubes, Sidereal capacitors, August and
Grayhill switches, plus much more! Write for free catalog.
Handmade Electronics, 1825 Roth Avenue, Allentown, PA
18104.
HARMANTICARDON CITATION 22, $470; Systemdek
18 with two arms, $160; AFt/MMT, $350; Grado 8MZ
(6 months), $70; Sumiko Blue Point (3 months), $50. Call
Bob, (815) 477-0542.
WILSON WAMM FULL-RANGE main arrays, $15,000;
WAMM subwoofer system, $10,000; or complete system, $20,000. May consider partial trades. (619) 698-6015.
TRIPPLITE POWER CONDITIONERS will protect
your system from surges, high/low voltage situations, and
line noise. LC-1800, $269.95; LC-2400, $349.95; and
rack-mount LCR-2400, $369.95. Call for pricing on other
line filters and conditioners. Cable Concepts, P.O. Box 417,
Powell, OH 43065, (614) 761-8933.
TEFLON' CAPACITORS! Capacitor Specialty presents
The Competition: Component Research Teflon' capacitors—the finest dielectric material, film/foil construction,
OFC leads, 400/600V potentials, patented lead terminations for lowest ESR. Outstanding signal resolution? The
best, bar none Capacitor Specialty, 226 Westcourt Place, Waterloo, Ontario N2L 2R7, Canada. (519) 746-8520.
BRAND NEW FACTORY-SEALED SME V TONEARM, $1600; sarA Reflex clamp, $50. (713)974-3207.
MIRAGE M-1 SPEAKERS, Stereophik Recommended

"Br $2900. Call Kevin, (919) 544-0503 days, (919) 881-

2027 nights (North Carolina).

ROWLAND CONSUMMATE, $4300; Rowland Model
7, series 3 amps, balanced, $6300; Wadia 1000 X64,
Sledgehammer, balanced glass input, updates, $2600; DaySequerra Studio Tuner with Urban antenna, $3000;
Sound-Lab M, oak, latest, $4200; MIT Prolink, Impair,
$175; 35' pair, $800; 750 MH, 12', $275. Call Sean, (415)
528-1871.
USED PURIST AUDIO speaker cables and interconnects—some balanced. 50% or more off retail. Also
Straight Wire TMI and TMC. Sony 705 professional CD.
(601) 972-4310 CST
YAMAHA CDX-1100U CD PLAYER, $250 OBO.
(908) 889-9342.
WHY USE CORMORANT INTERCONNECTS?
Accuracy. Negligible series inductance plus extremely
small conductor cross-sections reduce conductor distortions to nil. Both characteristics are unique to all other
interconnects. Its sonic improvements are clearly audible
Unconditional money-back audition guarantee now
extended to 60 days! One-meter pair, $129. Shipping, $3.
Stewart Grand, Solid Core Technology, 3808 Westview Avenue, West Palm Beach, FL 33407, (407) 842-7316.
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Throw away your green pen!
Forget about damping rings and edge
hoops. You won't want them after you
hear what masTER MAT does for the
sound of your CD player!

and you only have to buy it once!
The [masTER MAT] is so effective... that
Ino longer feel aneed for green edge
marking, damping rings, lsodrives, edge
hoops or other appliances," writes Martin DeWulf in the 11a-91 issue of Bound
for Sound Elsewhere in the article:
"Put aCD on your finger and ping it with
your finger. You'll hear it resonate ...
exactly what the mat eliminates. Controlling a CD's resonances ...results in
better focus of the laser, fewer reading
errors and less dependence on error correction circuitry .... the better your laser
tracks, the better your discs sound."
.with [masTER MAT] the music
became alittle more complete and the
digital grunge curtain out of which the
music arises is pushed back ...."

THE VORTEX KEVLAR REFERENCE
SCREENS AS EXPERIENCED BY A
STEREOPHILE REVIEWER:
"Herr Schweikert's $3000 (factory direct) Kevlar
Reference Screens... provided one of the most
vivid reproductions of adrum kit I've ever heard"
"The KRS utilizes transmission-line loading for
both the 4 Kevlar midrange and the 8.5" Kevlar
woofer, and the MB Quart titanium tweeter uses
special foam damping material to smooth out
internal resonances"
''The KRSes were highly musical, with pinpoint
imaging and depth out the ass...even in the lessthan-optimal room. The Kevlar Reference
Screens were easily one of ahandful of speakers
that really knocked me out."
(Corey Creenberg on the sound of the Kevlar
Reference Screens at the 1991 SCES,
Stereophile, Vol. 14 No. 8-August, 1991.)
LISTEN FOR YOURSELF TO THESE CUSTOM
BUILT REFERENCE MONITORS
Call 1-800-437-VORTEX today and we will send
you a pair of KRS's built and balanced for your
particular system. Act now, and we will include
$300.00 worth of super high quality Mobile
Fidelity CD's FREE with your order. But hurry!
The KRS takes time to build, and our supply of
CD's is limited.
44444 bite
,tv,
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Try it for 30 days.
masTER MAT's layered materials are engineered to reduce mechanical jitter. The bottom surface is dark green to absorb stray
penetrated laser light. Sound becomes cleaner, clearer, more focused. But YOU can be
the judge!
You must be satisfied with masTER MAT or
return it at the end of 30 days for afull refund

"Your education as an audiophile
will not be complete unless you
take the Ensemble plunge."
Dick Olsher, Stereophtle,
Vol. 13, No 6, June 1990

of your purchase price. Only 889.95. But we

Buy two for $179.90
and we send a third one FREE!
have a better deal.

TAKE THE

Unlike various CD rings, which can cost over
et to treat asingle disc, masTER MAT is a
one-time purchase good for your whole CD
collection! But if you have more than one
player, you may want more than one mat.
masTER MAT works flawlessly with most players, but
is NOT recommended for CD changers and car players, where audiophile sound is not critical anyway
FOR FASTEST SERVICE, ORDER:

TOLL FREE (800) 487-7686
9a.m -7p in EST, except Sunday
...

CY-1 1

I

PLUNGE
"The combination of Ensemble
electronics and cables exemplifies
the synergistic relationship we all
seek in our quest for the system!'

p'e'e' marl check or vend card nmrher am, mums , One VISA and Mane

Guy Lemcoe, Stereophile,
Vol 14, No 5, May 1991.

.• uaccepted Please give daytime phone number and rump bank for charge orde•s
Add shrpmng P. handling in US 55 95 foe one, 57 95 len duet Canada $6 95 h•
one 58 95 tor three Other temp 510 00 loi one, 515 for Mree Payable m
lundi Add 6% sees lax loi PA delnery We do nor rerun] snme, ,nr, charges

00.

•
.-

Card 0,051012151%10360 No CODS please

music and sound imports inc.
450B Pike Road, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
ESTABLISHED 1982
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US Agency. Ensemble USA c/o Musical Surroundings
5856 College Ave, Suite 146, Oakland, CA 94618
Tel (510) 420-0379. Fax (510) 420-0392
Ensemble Inc Ltd, Switzerland
H Annoni-Str . 23, CH-4132 Muttenz, Switzerland
Tel +(41) 61-61 9191, Fax +(41) 61-61 9325
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NEW CATALOGS
NOW AVAILABLE!

1

Our most complete,
most expensive and
most extensive yet!

Audioquee
Glass Audio
-c; Grado
3
" Linn

*USED COLLECTIBLES:
Mercury, RCA, Decca
EMI, Golden Imports,
and many other misc.
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See us at the Stereophile Show in L.A.
O
j DER

stDi

Aragon
Audio Research

*114 pages AUDIOPHILE
LP'S AND CD'S
Full of pictures
and descriptions.

T
CO

1111

NAD
Nakamichi

g Proceed
g Theta
'
1" Thiel
Velodyne

1-800-525-1630
Each Catalog is $3.00 in U.S.;
S5.00 Elsewhere.

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS
104 10 lX '2043 •SALINA. 14S 01102.2043 •USA

TELEPHONE: 913.825-8E09 •FAN: 913-825-015E
SEE FILL PACE ADIN TH I
SI
SSUE.

Why Music Lovers
Buyfrom
Square Deal.
Square Deal auditions
virtually everything — but carries
only the best models of the best brands.
You get to choose from the cream of the crop!
A quiet expert is always on hand for your
inquiries or to take your order. Your major
credit card is welcome.

Square
Deal
,56
Waverly Avcouc
Patchogue, New York 11772

(516) 4751857
Others: 1 800 332-5369
Local:

Since 1925. We must be doing something right.
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1992
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AKG •Apogee
Arcici
Audio Guest
B&O •B&W
C.A.L. •Carver
Classe Audio
CWD •Dahlquist
Electro Companiet
Fosgate
JBL ProiUrei
Lexicon •Listen Up
Magnum
Monster Cable
NAD* •Nakamichi*
Onkyo •Ortofon
Sonographe
Sony ES*
Straightwire
Sumo •Target
Terk •Thorens
Tice •Velodyne
&More!
*In-store sales
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Coda Technologies Amplifier System 100, embodies many unique concepts
whose only purpose is to bring the listener closer to the musical ideal.
This and other Coda products may be auditioned at:

AUDO BY GIL MORRISON
The Virtuoso of High End
Detroit 313-342-2475 • Plymouth 313-459-5454

Make
your Liszt
last
longer.
iflop
Your collection of classics will sound richer and last for ages
with anew Shure phono cartridge and stylus.. For the
name of the Shure dealer nearest you, or for afree catalog„
'
call I
-800-25- SHURE .
•Put it at the top of your "Liszt' --,,

SHURE°
234
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HI-FI CLASSICS-SELECT USED HIGH-END components bought/sold/traded. Inventory list available. Helpful, competent sales department. The best prices in any
town!! Tel: (718) 318-9618, Fax: (718) 318-9623.
AUDIO RESEARCH SP11 MK.II preamplifier, $2950;
Nestorovic amplifiers, $4600; Nestorovic System 12
speakers, $5500; 5AS, $3200; Well-Tempered Turntable
and Arm, $1095; MIT Shotgun interconnect. 1m. $285;
Lexicon CPI surround sound, $850. (509) 946-1529, West
Coast, evenings.
IMAGERY, AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR: VAC (Valve
Amplification Company), Spica, Kinergetics Research
Bright Star, Grado Signature, Maplenoll, Golden Dragon,
Audire, RoornTune, Arcici, Straight Wire, Sound Anchors,
PAC IDOS and DIF, Audio Selection, and more. Most
major credit cards accepted. Imagery, 11-9 daily, 11-5
weekends EST, (313) 544-8370
AIRTANGENT 2B TONEARM with electronic cueing and auto arm lift, $3000. Call Ram, (518) 664-6000
days, (518) 371-1844 evenings/weekends.
SUPERWOOFER: Hartley 18" superwoofer in 8'-long
fiber wool-filled transmission line. Solid ash with Koa
trim. Aesthetically beautiful and sonically outstanding,
$995 plus shipping. (503) 223-8010, TM.
FREE SHIPPING FROM in/between audio: Offering
Scientific Fidelity Tesla, Cary Audio, CODA, TARA Labs,
Bradley, Aural Symphonics, Gold Aero, National Gold,
Esoteric, Straight Wire, Apature, Dynavector, SimplyPhysics, IDOS, Chesky, Reference, Arcici. Call (503) 6385767 for aprice list or appointment.
SOUND-LAB ELECTROSTATIC LOUDSPEAKER
SYSTEMS now available in Central Ohio. Factory-authorized dealer exclusively offering Sound-Lab's complete
product line. Auditions in arelaxed environment by
appointment. Trade-ins welcome. John Durrett Audio,
Columbus, OH, (614) 436-3123.
PROAC RESPONSE II, Rosewood, $2250; NBS cables,
16' serpent interconnect, ($2500) $1600; NBS speaker
cable, 10', ($1000) $550; CAT. Reference Mk.II, $3200.
(415) 346-6642.
INFINITY RS1B SPEAKER SYSTEM, mint, cost $6000,
sell $2400 or trade for B&W 801 Matrix. Ian, (301) 8898618 or (301) 955-7683.
PUT TUBES IN YOUR HAFLER, ADCOM, OR
B&K!!! Full hybrid conversions done by Lazarus. Not a
Band-Aid or fix-up: fully replaces all circuits. New PC
boards installed with tubes. Result is entirely new amplifier.
Design by Greg Miller. Full warranty. $799 each. 2amps
into monoblocks: $1499. Custom conversions available
for other amplifiers. Call now for info!! (818) 982-6477.
KLH-9 ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKERS, like new, working perfectly. Original owner, stored in original packing. $1200 or best offer. (716) 884-4945 evenings.
MICHIGAN RESIDENTS TAKE NOTE! We carry:
Denon, Carver, Well-Tempered, Forté, Nakamichi R-DAT,
Threshold, SOTA, TDL Speakers, KEF, Polk, Energy,
Monster, Straight Wire, Stax, Nakamichi, NAD, Niles,
Ortofon, Sumilco, VPI, CWD, Kinergetics Research, JVC,
and more. Professional consultation and installation. The
Listening Room, 1305 Court Street, Saginaw, MI 48602. (517)
792-3816
ANALOG TUNER, Yamaha T-1, AM/FM, excellent,
$200. Dual 510 turntable, Grado cartridge, excellent, $135.
Stereophile, Vols, 11, 13, 14: $30 each. (617) 965-3559
evenings.
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CLASS-A MONOBLOCK AMP KITS. White Audio
Labs is proud to present our M1.5 plans and kits. These
150W class-A monoblock amps are the finest and simplest of any kit ever. We build and test all amplifier circuitry, you complete the power supplies and cases. No
test equipment or special tools needed. Features such as
24K gold-plated PC boards, ultra-high-current power
supplies, and hand-matched components insure that they
will out-perform amplifiers costing thousands more For
video and plans, send $29.95 (certified finds only) to: White
Aue Labs, 4804 84th Street, Lubbock, TX 79424. Tech support
line: (806) 794-2987.
FIDELITYCRAFT IS PROUD TO OFFER the NRG
line of class-A and -AB amplifiers, Unity Audio classA speakers, and PointSource Electronics. Satisfaction
guaranteed, with personal service. For information on
these and other products, call or write: FidelityCrafi, 643
Windernere Dr., Brighton, MI 48116, (313) 227-974a We ship
nationwide. However, if available, support your local
dealer.
MF-LOS TM-90ST II POWER AMP, GK1 +1preamp,
low hours, excellent condition. Together or separate. Bob,
(407) 333-0560 after 5pm.
LEVINSON ML9 POWER AMP, $1600; Magnepan
MGIIIA, white and oak trim, $1400. Both mint. (615)
531-3470 or (615) 966-8110, 8am-5pm.
ARAGON 4004, $900; Aragon 24K with IPS, $900; Barclay Bordeaux CD player, $500; Monster MI speaker
cable, 8' pair, $75. All excellent condition. Must sell, best
offerjohn, (215) 886-7813.
STAX LAMBDA SIGNATURES with TR/v1-1/Mk.2,
solid-state driver, excellent condition. Both Stereophile Class
A. $725. (303) 781-9370.
NESTOROVIC MK.IV 5AS SPEAKERS, black ash finish, mint condition, $2795/pair. (303) 329-9061.
ONICYO T-9090 MKII FM tuner with remote, Stereophile
Class B rating, $450. (716) 694-6040
APOGEE DUETTA SERIES II loudspeakers, $1650;
Euphonic Technology Signature Mk.II CD player, $675;
(2) Vandersteen 2W subwoofers, $800 each; 3pairs 0.5m
Monster M1000 interconnects, $45/pair; and (1) lm pair,
$90; DB passive volume control, $50; Denon DCD-1500
CD player, $275; (4) RoomTune Echotune pillows, $40.
Call Leo, (716) 672-4254 evenings EST
CUSTOM CABLES, TERMINATIONS, CAMACS,
XLR balanced, etc.; custom volume controls; MIT MultiCaps and Wonder Caps/solder/wire; Vishay and Holco
resistors, all types audio connectors, chassis wires; ask
for high-end accessories/mod parts catalog! Michael Percy,
Box 526, Inverness, CA 94937, (415) 669-7181.
THE BEST-SPENT $IN AUDIO!! Have your room analyzed by the experts! Send or Fax-(2I6) 852-2363-your
room diagram with dimensions and equipment/furniture details to: RoomTune, Inc., P.O. Box 57, Sugarcreek, OH
44681. $39.95 Visa/MC. Phone (216) 852-2222 for more
info.
UPGRADE FOR LESS. Offering best prices on used
audio components. Buying and selling all types. (509)
966-4431.
HIGH-END AUDIO IN CENTRAL NY-Reliable
source for Arcici, Cardas, Merlin EX Series, Parasound,
Philips, Promethean Audio Products, PS Audio, RoomTune, and TARA Labs products. Call Mark or Rich for
sound advice-sound price.S4gnature Sound, RO. Box 2814,
Liverpool, NY 13089. (315) 622-9066, (315) 622-4137.
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Arcici •Audio Alchemy
Audio Quest •Celestion

Audio Images

B&K •Bose •Lyra Clavis

\....N..(?.. Audio Research
Classé Audio

Counterpoint •Fried

Naim Audio
PS Audio

Dahlquist •Klipsch •Graham

HCM

AU D IO

1015 Mangrove
Chico, CA
95926
916-345-1341

Sony ES

Music Reference •NAD
Nelson Reed •SME
Vendetta Research •Pac Idos
Nitty Gritty •Promethean

Denon

einimiee
)Vandersteen

Martin-Logan
Velodyne

SOTA •Tara Labs •VMPS

Lexicon

Straightwire •Lexicon

Esoteric
Theta Digital

STAX DIA Converters

Harmon Video

STAX Earspeakers..and more

Day Sequerra
Magnum Dynalab

MAKING HI -END AUDIO
AFFORDABLE SINCE 1972

California Audio Labs
VP! • PSE • XL0 • Straightwire
Cardas • Sumiko. ...& more!

Please call or visit

800-222-3465

215-391-1200
5980 Hamilton Blvd. • Allentown, PA 18106

CUMBERLAND
AUDIO GROUP
Now Under New Management
REPRESENTING:
APOGEE •AUDIO OUEST •
BILK AUDIO •
CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS •
CELESTION •
CONRAD-JOHNSON •
COUNTERPOINT •
LINN •MARTIN-LOGAN •
MIT CABLE •MOD SQUAD
NITTY GRITTY •
REGA •ROTEL •
JEFF ROWLAND DESIGN GROUP •
SOTA •STAX •
SUMIKO •
TARGET •
THETA DIGITAL •
VANDERSTEEN •
WELL TEMPERED •
WILSON •
MORE
Plus CDS & LP s

NEW LOCATION
A TC SCM-20 •Acoustic Energy
Audioquest •Audible Illusions
ASC •B&K •Sonata •Cardas
Celestion •Classe' Audio •Coda
Technologies •Esoteric (Teac)
Kimber •KEF Custom •Lexicon
Genesis Technologies •Ensemble
Entec •Meridian •Mission/Cyrus
Magnum/Dynalab •Muse •PSE
Philips Audio! Video •Niles •Rega
Roomtune •Sims •Sonus Faber
Stax •Sonrise •Sound Anchor
Tara-Labs Cables & Electronics
Target • Tice Audio Products • Tesla
Velodyne •VAC Valve Amphfication Co.

301-989-2500

CREDIT CARDS •
DELIVERY •
SET UP

JS

MON-SAT 1I-6

A U D .1.

4119 HILLSBORO RD •NASHVILLE,TN 37215
(6151297-4700
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Thiel
Mirage
ProAc

Eastern Pa's Premier High End
Audio Specialists
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15454
Old Columbia Pike
Burtonsille,
Maryland 20866
FAX (301) 989-2552
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S
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TWO CLASSE DR-25, $2950; DR-6L Mk.II, $2300;
4-year warranty; Maestro balanced and speaker cables.
(206) 936-5664 anytime.
GIANT CLEARANCE SALE—BLOWOUT PRICES!
Belles 150, $450; Focus .7s, $500; B&K Pro 5, $280;
Superphon SP100, SA120, $625; and more. We represent
best-buy products from Belles, B&K, ESS, EAD, Parasound, Musical Concepts, Fried, Linaeum, NEAR, Audio
Alchemy, Melos, ProAc, many more! Stereo Consultants,
Laja yate, IN, (317) 474-9004, 1-9pm EST
WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! Don't let go your ARC,
Aragon, Cello, C-J, Krell, Levinson, Proceed, MIT, and
Threshold without calling us. Ship in UPS/COD. Call
Superex Products Inc., CA, (209) 298-7931, Fax (209) 2970359, Sennie.
B&K M-200 MONOBLOCKS, 31290/pair; Nakamichi
CR-7A, $850; EVS stepped attenuator, 2-input, $340;
'/2m AudioQuest Diamond cables, $240/pair. (309)
523-3168.
SELL FOR CASH, or trade your audio and video equipment. Authorized sales and service for Harman/Kardon,
JBL, Rotel, AudioQuest. Stereo Classics, 75 Church Street,
New Brunswick, NJ 08901, (908) 220-1144, Fax (908) 2201284. Buy, sell, trade, service. Amex, MC, Visa.
AUDIOPHILE-GRADE PARTS: MIT MultiCap, WonderCap, Rel-Cap, Solen, Wima, Siemens; Vishay (stock
vrA and custom SIO2K series), Holco, Matsushita; Alps,
Bourns, Grayhill, ShallCo custom mono ladder attenuators; Cardas, Tiffany, WBT, Edison Price Music Posts,
Neutrik; Cardas hook-up wire/shielded cable, Teflon wire;
Gold Aero tubes; RAM TubeWorks; Curcio Daniel Mk.I
and Mk.II preamp kits/Dynaco rebuild kits; upgrade kits;
Pearl Tube Coolers and Isosockets; Analog Devices
(AD827JN, AD847JN); tube sockets, etc. .. Discounts
up to 30%. Call, write, or Fax for free 1992 catalogue.
Sonic Frontiers Inc., 760 Pacific Road, Unit #19, Oakville,
Ontario L6L 6M5, Canada. Tel: (416) 847-3245. Fax: (416)
847-5471.
PERFECT WITH GRADO HP-1 HEADPHONES.
HPX Professional Headphone Amplifier with Soundstage Focus Network to restore perspective to headphone
monitoring. Regulated power supply, balanced inputs,
professional Swiss headphone jack, mil-spec components.
Limited production—realistically priced. White Paper
and information package, (800) 334-3925.
MUSIC METRE CABLES, INTERCONNECTS: Music Metre II, $105; Calibre, $165; 121 Reference, $250;
Silver, 3400/meter. Speaker cable: $15/foot. New Solid
Silver digital cable, $200/meter. Send for info, reviews,
and dealer list. Second Opinion Audio, 249 N. Brand #701,
Glendale, CA 91203. Tel: (818) 242-4535, Fax: (818) 2424415. Dealer inquiries invited.
MUSICAL CONCEPTS CD3, 473 with Isodrive, excellent sound, S350. (614) 982-5975 EST; George.
WADIA X-32 DIGITAL TO ANALOG CONVERTER, for CD or DAT; two coaxial plus optical inputs,
phase switch, warranty, $1650. (716) 694-6040.
DAT FtECORDERS: JVC, $695; Technics, $795; Denon,
call. Mini-systems: JVC UX-1, $495; MX-50, $595; MX70, $795; MX-90, Dolby Surround, 4speakers, $995.
Panasonic SC-CHIO, Dolby Pro-Logic, $995. Denon
Aiwa, 4systems each, call. Onkyo PCS-05, call. DAT120s, $9.99: TDK, Maxell, Sony, Fuji, Denon. Portables,
call. Audio, video tape, call. S/H, $4.95. Visa/MC. Tape
World, (800) 245-6000.
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MEFtRILL PRODUCTS AND MODIFICATIONS:
KT-1 kit turntable (outperforms $2000 to $3000 turntables), $695; Elephant Feet (6.5-lb energy-damping
speaker feet); Energy Absorption Plate (magnetic, mechanical, and static energy absorption for amps, preamps.
CD players); Stable Table (the ultimate system support
stand). Modifications: for the AR turntables (subchassis, platter modifications, clamps, outboard power-supply
motor); for the Linn LP12 (acrylic tonearm boards, platters,
clamps). Underground Sound, 2125 Central Avenue, Memphis, TN 38104, (901) 272-1275.
SOUND BLANKET. A superb asphalt-based damping
material, 32" by 54" (12 sq. ft.), 0.070" thickness, adhesive
backing, superb for all damping needs: turntables,
speakers, stands, component chassis, car audio, etc. Underground Sound, 2125 Central Avenue, Memphis, TN 381045495, (901)272-1275.
RECORD SLEEVES, rice paper, approximately 500 in
unopened bags, $115 firm. Neil, (703) 533-7630 evenings
before 9pm EST
SONIC ADVANTAGES brings you Basicable, an innovative design of copper solid-core wire. Each positive/negative wire is shielded, combined, and reshielded together
to maximize sonic purity. $15 per foot, $10 aset for lug
termination, if desired. $10 shipping/handling. Send to:
Sonic Advantages, 316 Abner St., Rhinelander, WI 54501, (715)
362-1572.
ADCOM GCD-575 (sealed with warranty), $400; CAL
Genesis (list $2000), $1300; Proceed PCD II (updated),
$1600; CAL Icon, $425; Mordaunt-Short MS-35ti with
stands, $325; MS-15, $200: Rotel RA-840BX-2 integrated
amp, $225; Superphon REV-IIE, $350. Phil, (305) 4261371, FL.
SOUNDWAVE FIDELITY SOLILOQUY LOUDSPEAKERS, 1year old, perfect, $1250; AtmaSphere MAIamps, updated to current without faceplate, mint, $3500.
(205) 823-9418.
ADCOM 535, latest, $170; Onkyo DX-3500 optical digital output, $100; both 9months old. (312) 421-7405.
30-60% SAVINGS TO PURCHASE DIRECT from
Hong Kong! DAT, CD player, amplifiers, and accessories. Ask for pricelists with $2 postage. Winston Camera
& Radio Ca, Ltd., Mail Order Division, 55 Hankow Road, Hong
Kong. We accept Visa/MC. Fax: (852) 369-9313.
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE, 3months old, $325; Velodyne ULD15, $1200; AudioQuest Clear, 8', $580; Krell
KSP-7B preamp, new, $2100; Acoustic Energy AE-3,
$2700; Panasonic 8-way massage recliner, new, $1650;
1m pair AudioQuest Diamond, $480; Counterpoint SA20, premium tubes, $1650. (813) 586-0966.
THIEL 3.5 LOUDSPEAKERS, 10 months old, absolutely
perfect, $2100 OBO. Also, great speaker cable at half
price-50' MIT Zapcord at $2/foot; and 50' Naim
NACA5 at $1.65/foot. Aragon 4004 Mk.II, $1250 OBO;
Forté Model 40 preamp, $775 OBO. Tim, (806) 756-4425

LPs/CD s/TApES
AUDIOPHILE LPs: MFSL, CBS, Nautilus, Direct-Disk,
collectibles, others. Send $3 for catalog and update to: William Everett,Jr., 52 Pumpkin Delight Road, .114/iird, CT 064604238, (203) 877-3911, 24 hours, fifth ring—machine.
WE BUY AND SELL LP VINYL RECORDS. Over
100,000 titles in stock. Mail orders and most major credit
cards accepted. G&A Rare Records, Ltd, 139 West 72nd Street,
New York NY 10023, (212) 877-5020, Fax (212) 595-2941.
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tfusie & Video Systems foe the Novice & Connoisseur
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Fine Audio

Components

We offer only two classes
of components:

Consultancy -Custom Systems -Acoustic Treaan,ni
Installation -Retail

STATE OF THE ART
STATE OF THE WALLET®

Air Tangent •Allegro •Arcici •Athena
.-ludio Prism •AudioQuest •Basis •Benz • Cardw
Chesky • Chicago Speaker Stand • Clarity Audio

We hope you agree that

Clearaudio • Creek •Delos •Dorian

nothing else really matters.

Dynaudio •Electron Kinetics •Eminent Technology
Ensemble •Essence •First Sound •Fosgate
German Acoustics • Grado • Harmonia Mundi
Kline •Last •Magnan •Merrill •Mod Squad
Mogami •Morch •Nestorovic •Neutrik
Nimbus • Opus3 •Pro Ac • Q E D •Rego
Reference Recordings •Rockport Technologies
Room Tune •Rotel •Sequerra •Sheffield Lab
Sims •Sumiko •Superphon •Symphonic Line
Tara Labs • Target • Tice Audio

SOUND LAB
MICROMEGA
CLASSE
VTL
APOGEE
MIRAGE
MERLIN
HALES
CAL
ROWEN
WELL TEMP
FIRST SOUND
CARDAS
BRASFIELD
WHEATON
AVALON
VERSA DYNAMICS

MUSIK SYSTEM
MFA
MUSE
RYAN
VMPS
ROTEL
THORENS
SHURE HTS
BENZ

Wadia • Water Lily • WBT •and More

(800) 628-0627

1937 W. 11th Street, Suite G
Upland, California 91786
(714) 982-8110

(609) 799.9664

Locations in N.Y. and NJ.

Straight Talk....

Texas Finest

For 32 years we have provided
the best quality, selection, and
advice to music lovers
throughout the central U.S.

Audio Store

at very competitive
prices)

106 Brands Available!

Acurus •Apogee •Aragon •Avalon

Acurus -Adcom -ADS -Audio
Prism -B&W -Boston -CWD Denon -Esoteric Audio Fineline -Forte -Kef -Kirnber
Kable Klipsch -Martin-Logan Mitsubishi -Monster Cable -NAD
tgokornichl Onkyo -Paradigm Fiarsec -Phase Technology Philiks -Revox Santa Sennhelser
Shire -Signet -SME -SneN -Sony SOny ES -Star Sumko -Target Threshokl Vebdyne -Yamaha en 66 More -cam« units no/Jilted

B&W • B&W 800 • Cardas • Carver
Classé • Day-Sequerra • Dynavector
Energy • Esoteric • Goldring • Hales
Jadis •Janis • Krell • Krell Digital
Martin Logan • Monster M Series
Rego • Roksan • Rote! • Sony ES
Target • lice

Phone: 913 •842 -1811 Est-6
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Located In Dallas Texas
2141437-4167
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24th a Iowa, Lawrence, KS 66044
Mon-ThLy: 10am-8pm, Fri & Sat: 10am-Opm

KIEV'S
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18.000 Display of World Class Audio
12 Sound Rooms -25 000+ CDs

STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1992

LPs SOUND GREAT when treated with Gruv-Glide.
Enhance fidelity, reduce wear and static, improve tracking,
excellent cleaning. See Stereophile review, December 1986,
p.41. $21.95 per kit. Check/MO to Rozoil Lubricant Co.,
Box 19003, Las Vegas, NV 89132.

WANTED: "TOP OF THE LINE" record changer from
audio store's forgotten or unsold inventory. Send information to: Chris, 719 Paxton Road, Steelton, PA 17113.

AUDIO. ..
BY GEORGE has acomplete stock of Reference Recordings, Sheffield Recordings, and Chesky Records. And we are expanding our stock of Opus One
records. To receive acurrent list, without charge, call (716)
377-0432.

"AAAALWAYS PAYING TOP $t" for clean, collectible
McIntosh tube and solid-state, Maranta tube, Western
Electric, JBL-Paragon, Hartfields, etc. and Alnico parts.
EV Patricians, Georgians, and misc. parts. M. Levinson,
Krell, ARC, Spectral, etc. Call me last only when you're
ready to selllljohn, (800) 628-0266.

STILL LOVE RECORDS? So do I! Living Stereo, Living
Presence, classical and popular imports, domestic vinyl,
MFSL, audiophile, Three Blind Mice, and amazing discoveries! Fully 80 pages of recommended recordings—$5.
Better Reconist 14238 Dickens #Z Shennan Oaks, CA 91423,
(818) 907-3371.
AUDIOPHILE RECORD WAREHOUSE! Out-ofprint direct-to-disc, halfspeed, Quiet II, and import pressings. Great selection of in-print records and CDs. ATR,
Chesky, East-Wind, Mobile Fidelity, Opus 3, Wilson,
and many more. Call for free catalog. Elusive Disc, 5346
N. Guilford Avenue, Indianapolis, IN 46220, (31 255-3446
$50 PAID FOR MINT STEREO LPs: RCA LSC 1817
(Offenbach), 2225 (Witches' Brew), 2287 (Mozart), 2313
(Venice), 2400 (Fistoulari), 2249 (Gibson), LDS 6065
(Ansermet). Others wanted. Randall Goldman, Box 1, Kenilworth, IL 60043.
LP COLLECTION. America's largest private, most valuable music treasures. 49,000 sealed. 1950 through 1990.
Classical, opera, soundtracks, original casts, rock, soul,
jazz, greatest hits, standard-pop vocal, country, folk,
comedy, Christmas, ethnic, documentary, Elvis Presley.
Available individually or in lots. (203) 227-8326

CARVER M-400a CUBE POWER AMPLIFIER Contact Dan Sheets, (502) 896-6641, leave name and number.

COMING ATTRACTIONS (from p.4)
tion of NoNoise that he found effective. Our
apologies for the confusion.
Finally, another correction, this time of a
misstatement of fact that did not appear in the
magazine. In aletter mailed to readers of Stereophile that took place in November and/or
December 1991 (a mailing that made use of
Stereophileslist of subscribers without Stereophiles permission or knowledge), Bob Carver
mentioned that Stereophile had referred to him
as a"neurotic" designer. This is incorrect.
While Dick Olsher did use the word "neurotic"
in a1989 review of atube amplifier not made
by the Carver Corporation, there is no mention
of Mr. Carver or of Carver products in that
review. Indeed, DO has assured me that he specifically did not intend Mr. Carver to be the subject of that remark.
—John Atkinson

WANTED
COLLECTOR BUYING (working or not) old tube
Marantz, McIntosh, Tannoy speakers, Sequerra tuners,
Krell, Levinson. Also used wristwatches: Rolex, Audemars-Piguet, Omega, Redo, etc. For trade: C-J Premier
5amps. Will travel to pick up. (718) 387-7316, or (718) 3844667, NY.

CD STORAGE+

WANTED: OLD AND NEW McIntosh, Maranta, Dynaco, Audio Research, Conrad-Johnson, Levinson, Krell,
Counterpoint, Bening, Electrovoice, Jensen, JBL, Citation, Fisher, Rowland, Threshold, Boulder, Classé, 'Clyne,
Dahlquist, Eagle, Quicksilver, Fulton, Sequerra, Cello,
Robertson, Tannoy, tube and solid-state. (713) 728-4343,
Fax (713) 723-1301, Maury Corb, 12325 Ashcroft, Houston,
TX 77035.
AUDIOPHILE/INVESTORS WANTED for participation in new high-end audio store. Western states location
—details, contactJack King, (801) 363-7253.
WANTED: KOETSU CARTRIDGE, Onyx or Rosewood, prefer low hours. Also wanted: Quicksilver MS190.
Stereo Room, Leland, (713) 723-9922.
UPGRADE FOR LESS. Offering best prices on used
audio components. Buying and selling all types. (509)
966-4431.
WANTED: NELSON-REED 804 speakers. (303) 329-9061.
CASH PAID for all types used audio equipment. We buy
and sell by phone, top dollar paid. Authorized dealers for
Berx, Ariston, AR, Celestion, Parasound, Counterpoint,
etc. The Stereo Trading Outlet, 320 Old York Road,Jenkintown, PA 19046 (215) 886-1650.
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This unit stores 150 CD's behind glass doors.
Three adjustable shelves with brass bookends
hold single & multiple CD's, Videos and
Cassettes — in any combination. Comes in Solid
Oak, Walnut, Teak or Cherry. Can stack or
wall mount.
For FREE Literature & Prices on our Full Lite:
Call 1
,800 ,432 ,8005 FAX 1-201448.2592

-.P.O. Box 747-2
Ls1 SORICO Nutley, NJ 07110}
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CD
Upgrade

Improves CD playback to audiophile
quality.
Recommended by:
The Absolute Sound n March '91
Hi -Fi News & Record Review April '91
Audiophile August'91
Audiophile November'91
YOUR CDs can sound better than you believe!
Find the startling improvement with CD
Upgrade. CD Upgrade delivers clean highs,
greatly increased detail, separation and
splendid vocals. Removes the digital fizz.

50

CD Upgrade applies 2components to each CO.
Users call CO Upgrade marvelous, amazing and
incredible! Send $7.95 for introductory 5-pack.

The best disc and tape
storage system in America
Free mailorder brochure
(please mention Stereophile)
Per Madsen Design (415) 928-4509
P.O. Box 330101, San Francisco, CA 94133

In Southern California
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Electronics
Jeff Rowland
Counterpoint
Bryston
Fosgate
McIntosh
Mod Squad
Sonogrophe
Stax
NAD
Luxman
Denon
Speakers
Acoustat
Boston Acoustics
M&K
Mirage
Sonance
Vandersteen

Accessories
Audio Quest
0.A/D Furniture
Signet
Sumiko
Nifty Gritty
Kimber Kable
AKG
Beyerdynamic
Esoteric Audio
Turntables
Thorens
Sonographe
Denon

Postage Paid Prices

o

5CD
10 CD
25 CD
50 CD

Upgrades
Upgrades
Upgrades
Upgrades

for 5CDs
for 10 CDs
for 25 CDs
for 50 CDs

S 7.95
15.70
28.95
49.95

Compact Dynamics Co.
P.O. Box 32014 -Euclid, Ohio 44132

Aragon, ARCICI, ATC,
Audio Alchemy,
Aural Symphonies,
Coda Technologies,
IDOS, Philips Audio/Video,
Roomtune, Sound Anchor,
Space & Time, Tara Labs
Free Shipping N%ithin United States

We also buy/sell used ARC, Cello,
Levinson, Krell, Thresold, etc.

510-549-2178

Video
Proton

15600 Roscoe Boulevard
Van Nuys California 91406

(818) 781-4700
240

Give CD Upgrade atry! You'll like it!!
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The Audio Chamber
Berkeley, California
Fax: (510) 521-3080
STEIShOPHILE, MARCH 1992

A DVERTISER

INDEX

THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS
Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as
offered are accurately described, and are available to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that
does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading, is never knowingly accepted. If
any Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards, please write Nelson Br Associates, Inc., 62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers, NY 10705.
Absolute Audio
Acoustic Sounds
Adcom
Apogee
ARS Electronics
Audio Advisor
Audio Chamber
Audio Connection
Audio Den
Audio Express
Audio Gallery
Audio Haven
Audio Images
Audio Insight
Audio Nexus
Audio Outlet
Audiophile Systems
Audio Power Industries
AudioQuest

200
87,230,233
48
34
228
88,90-92,178
240
216
240
224
212
238
236
238
I
98
206
61, I
68
69
6 176,244

HiFi City
Infinity Systems
JS Audio
KEF
Kief's Audio/Video
Kimber Kable
Krell
Linaeum
Lyle Cartridges
Lyric Hi-Fi
Madrigal Audio
Magnum Dynalab
May Audio Marketing
Mondial
Monitor Audio
Muse Electronics
Music &Sound
Music Hall
Music Reference

214
43
236
12
238
203
32
166
190,228
192
8 16
56
172
50
24
I
66
232
164
182
14
56
208
58
240
196
36
188
20
74
238
218
234
76
70-71
239
217
170-171. 204-205

Audio Research
AudioStream
Aural Symphonies
Audio Trading Times
B&K Components
B&W Loudspeakers
Bay Area Audio
Bose Express Music
Boulder Amplifiers
Cable Company
California Audio Labs
Cardas Records
Carver Corporation
Cary Audio Design
Celestion
Cello
Clements Audio
Coda

30
60
172
222
66
I
0
226
85
78
184
162
227
220
2
46
202
160
234

NAD
OCM
Omni Sound
Parasound
Per Madsen Design
Precision Audio
PSB
Reference Room
Rotel America
Rowland Design
Savant Audio &Video
Sensible Sound
Shure Brothers
Signet
Sonic Frontiers
Sorice
Sound & Music
Sound by Singer

Compact Dnyamics
Conrad-Johnson
Consumer Electronics Group
Counterpoint
CSA Audio
Cumberland Audio
Dana Audio

240
35
44
29
212
236
210

Sound Concept, The
Sound Connections
Soundex
Sound II
Sounds Like Real Music
Square Deal
Stereo Exchange

Digital Ear
Duo-Tech
Edge Marketing
Electrocompaniet
Energy
Ensemble
Esoteric Audio
Gifted Listener
Green Mountain Audio
Hafler
Hales Audio
Hal's Stereo
HCM Audio
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1992

230
I
74
38
174
18
230,232
52
214
224
22
164
215
236

233
13
186
194
82
233
180,216-217,226-227

Stereo Image
Stereophile High End Hi-Fi Show
Stereo Shoppe, FL
Straight Wire
TARA Labs
Teac (Esoteric)
Theta
Tubes By Design
Upscale Audio
Valve Amplification
Vortex Limited
Wadia Digital

WorldRadioHistory

218
62-63
222
168

54

40
26
169
215
225
232
243

241

T HE
EXCITEMENT!

F INAL

Ialways look forward to agood CES, no matter
the work, tiredness, and endless trekking of
hallways. I've got alot of friends in the industry
by now, and Ieven look forward to seeing my
"enemies"—those people who, for whatever
reason, have decided that Stereophile has it in for
them. Imake apoint of seeking out such people; my experience has been that nothing wears
down animosity faster than human contact.
It's particularly discouraging, then, when I
come out of aCES wondering if people in highend audio know what it is they're selling. I
mean, really, if you've got a$10,000 speaker,
a$14,000 digital processor, or even a$6000
amplifier (that's supposed to be inexpensive
these days), you'd better be EXCITED! Who
wants to buy aproduct for that much money
unless it's areal turn-on?
Icould understand the generally lower level
of emotion prevalent at this CES—after all, a
lot of manufacturers and dealers were happy
just to still be in business. Our two-year recession (four years for high-end audio) has had a
profound impact on people's optimism. Retailers go through periods where literally no one
shows up in their stores. They get lonely! Manufacturers are buoyed up by the health of foreign markets, but even they have gone through
big troughs in sales over the last year or two.
(In spite of these experiences, there was considerable business optimism at the Show.)
I've remarked more than once in these pages
on the increased maturity displayed by highend audio in recent years. Ipersonally promote
an increased focus on hardheaded business
when Italk to industry folks, an attitude which
once earned me the descriptor Pure Business
(shortened to PBA—Pure Business Archibald).
After all, the better the products these guys
make, the more Iwant them to still be in business next year.
Worrying about the recession and checking
your dealer lineup to make sure you've got all
the best guys can distract you from What It's
Really All About: musical excitement. The only
reason your customers buy insanely expensive
242
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products, or even reasonably priced ones, is
their excitement about what that product can
do for them when they sit down with their
favorite records—or the revelations they'll experience upon returning from their latest visit
to the record store or garage sale.
[just moved back into my house after afivemonth remodeling. Although Ikept up my
unfortunately infrequent attendance at live concerts, and got to hear some of the offerings of
various Stereophile reference systems in the Santa
Fe area, Iwas without my treasured LPs for the
whole five months. What adeprivation! Getting back in the listening chair has been wonderful, as Itry to figure out my feelings about
the Levinson No.26S, the Krell MDA-500s, and
the Thiel CS5s (for a"Follow-Up").
But that doesn't keep me out of the stores.
In fact, Iacquired about 200 LPs during those
five months, and even some CDs. Last weekend
Istumbled across abunch of used records at
alocal used-furniture store. One of the great
things about used records at $1 each is that you
can buy just about anything, not just music you
know you like ahead of time, as long as the record is in at least passable condition. Among the
16 LPs Ibought was one phenomenon: a1965
Connoisseur Society recording of flamenco
guitarist Manitas de Plata (little hands of silver).
Arriving home, 'just couldn't figure out why I
thought six sides of flamenco was something
Ineeded, but my skepticism was unfounded:
this is one of the greatest records I've ever heard.
It was made on an Ampex 350 (tubed) using
four Sony C37 mikes (tubed), with virtually
no edits. The selections were made from two
eight-hour sessions done on consecutive nights;
Manitas de Plata is one amazingly exciting artist.
The thrills Iexperienced from this $3 purchase
are what high-end audio is really all about.
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STILL SETTING STANDARDS

Since its introduction in
1988, the Wadia 2000 Decoding
Computer has been acknowledged as the
standard which other digital converters strive
to emulate.
With the 2000, Wadia pioneered the use of glass fiber optics for
transmitting digital signals from component to component. We addressed
the effect of the enclosure on the performance of the electronic components
inside. We chose to machine our chassis from asolid block of aluminum
and to physically isolate the noise generating elements of the power supply
away from active circuitry. We also stressed the importance of
updateability.
The 2000 has now been refined for the second time since its introduction.
Unlike some products that consider asimple part change an update, four of
the five major sections of the 2000 are effected. Hear the continuing
evolution of digital's standard translated into music at aWadia dealer.

WatYla DIGITAL
The Leader in Signal Conversion

624 TROY STREET

RIVER FALLS, WI 54022

PHONE 715-426-5900

WorldRadioHistory

FAX 715-426-5665

WORKS
OF
ART
FROM AUDIOQUEST
"...a wicked
slide guitar and
harmonica
approach
honed to suit
his passion."

ROBERT
Lt)C.&S
USN 14.4 WAS

"Blistering
fretboard pyrotechnics. Misterio
is amust hear."
-Sounds Like...

-Living Blues
nuchogunst

Robert Lucas AQ 1001

Strunz and Farah AQ 1002

"Country and
western for anew
age- it works!
Gorgeous. A*/1 .
(highest rating)."

"Raw and
direct- puts the
charge back in
the battery."
Southland Blues
"If you love the
blues then you'll
love this band."

110111Irt
LUCAS
LUKE AND 71,
LOCOMODVIS

-HiFi News 8(
Record Review (UK)

-Willie Dixon
10011111e"

Tuxedo Cowboy AQ 1003

Robert Lucas: Luke and the Locomotives AQ 10C

"Good

understanding
of Baroque...
sensitive
handling of
ornamentation"
High Performnnce
Review
Oliminpre

Aseductive
tapestry of
dynamics and
textures from
three acknowledged masters
of world music
and jazz

14111;11.117M,,e4Ealeidwe
Trio Galanterie AQ 1005

ii

WORKS OF ART

'Works of Art' contains
choice selections from
each of the initial six

!mirk
Mt
0

MOKA VE (Moore, Karush, Velez) AQ 1006

Art" sampler or any

audioquest

AudioQuest recording

State of the Art Music/State of the Art Sound

AudioQuest releases
To order the 'Works of

il
um oraucrioquest

call toll free:

1-800-525-1630
WorldRadioHistory

P0 Box 3060
San Clemente, cA 92674 USA
(714) 498-2770

